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ABSTRACT 

Precast concrete is under-utilized in seismic regions. This dissertation will discuss methods 

for reducing earthquake-induced damage to precast concrete piers to enable deployment of 

accelerated construction in the regions of moderate-to-high seismicity. Limitations of 

existing precast pier systems will be addressed and development of novel precast pier 

systems will be presented. 

Unlike emulative precast concrete systems, non-emulative precast concrete systems are not 

expected to behave like cast-in-place concrete. They can achieve self-centering and overall 

damage control through developing rocking. Seismic damage in these systems is primarily 

in two forms: concentrated concrete spalling and post-tension loss. To minimize this 

damage, Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) with and without mild-reinforcement 

is used in the damage-prone regions of rocking precast piers. Large-scale test results 

demonstrated that UHPC is able to control seismic damage near the rocking plane, even 

without any mild-reinforcement. To address post-tension loss, tests were performed on 

strand-anchorage assemblies under cyclic load and an analytical method was proposed to 

predict strand constitutive properties and post-tension loss. Shear-slip was investigated as 

an energy dissipation source. A simplified hysteretic model was developed as an effective 

tool for designing with this energy dissipation method. 

In addition to investigating non-emulative systems, analytical studies were performed to 

understand ifUHPC can be used for emulative systems that mimic cast-in-place concrete. 

Although UHPC has the potential to control damage stemming from the formation of 

plastic hinges, it has limited flexural ductility. The analytical studies addressed this issue 
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by using high-strength steel confinement in UHPC to improve flexural ductility. The 

impact of confinement on UHPC on hollow cross-section columns was investigated. 

A new hybrid, post-tensioned precast segmental pier was proposed to combine emulative 

and non-emulative joints to balance energy dissipation and self-centering. A performance

based design procedure based on a computationally efficient analytical model was 

developed to select design parameters and to accommodate UHPC. The material properties 

of UHPC were selected through material-scale testing of commercially available UHPC 

products. A set of large-scale quasi-static test results showed that this system can strike a 

balance between self-centering and energy dissipation, and that damage due to bending can 

be alleviated when UHPC replaces conventional concrete. A finite element model, 

validated by test results, was used to understand the impact of varying design parameters 

on the seismic response of this hybrid precast pier system. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Statement 

According to the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) database released by U.S . Department 

of Transportation in 2018, over 54,000 out of the nation' s 612,677 bridges are identified 

' structurally deficient' . Figure 1.1 shows the percentages of bridges that are considered 

structurally deficient for each state in the U.S. The definition for ' structurally deficient' 

has been established by Federal Highway Administration based on NBI ratings . Bridges 

are rated ' structurally deficient' if the significant load-carrying structural elements, 

including the deck, superstructure, substructure, or culvert are in poor condition due to 

either deterioration or damage. 

% of bridges structurally deficient 

■ 0-4.9% 

5-8.9%' ■ 9% or higher 

Figure 1.1 Distribution of the 'structurally deficient' bridges in the U.S. 
(https://artbabridgereport.org/) 

(Source: Bridge data is from the 2017 National Bridge Inventory ASCIIfiles, released by 
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) in January, 18 2018) 
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These ' structurally deficient' bridges are in need ofrehabilitation, repair, or even complete 

replacement. Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques are changing the way 

obsolete bridges are replaced, because conventional bridge construction is time-consuming 

and costly. In ABC, critical construction activities are moved to prefabrication plants. The 

benefits of ABC over conventional bridge construction include: 1) shortening on-site 

construction time, 2) improving work-zone safety, 3) improving concrete bridge element 

quality, 4) lowering construction cost, 5) lessening transportation delays, and 6) reducing 

environmental impact. Precast concrete construction has been recognized as an important 

technique for achieving ABC. 

Extensive research have been conducted to investigate the seismic performance ofdifferent 

precast concrete structural components in buildings: moment frames (Park and Bull 1986; 

Nishiyama 1990; Restrepo et al. 1995; El-Sheikh et al. 1999; Sritharan 2002; Walsh et al. 

2016); structural walls (Oliva et al. 1990; Armouti 1993; Crisafulli et al. 2002) and Smith 

et al. 2013; Sritharan et al. 2015); and floor diaphragms (Schoettler et al. 2009; Zhang et 

al. 2011 ; Fleischman et al. 2013). Based on these studies, seismic provisions have been 

recently established for designing precast concrete seismic force resisting systems and floor 

diaphragms for building structures (Standards New Zealand (2006) (NZS 3101); ACI 318-

14 (ACI 2014); and ASCE/SEI 7-16 (ASCE 2016)). 

However, seismic design codes for precast concrete bridge have not fully evolved. This is 

because precast concrete is currently not frequently used in seismic design of bridges. The 

behavior ofprecast concrete bridge piers under earthquake loading is not fully understood. 

Precast concrete bridge piers are significantly under-utilized in highly seismic regions 

because substructures control the overall seismic performance of bridges. 
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Based on the type of connection to a foundation or cap beam, precast concrete bridge piers 

can be categorized into either emulative or non-emulative. Emulative precast concrete 

systems mimic cast-in-place construction by using socket, grouted duct or mechanically 

spliced column-footing connections (Osanai et al. 1996; Pang et al. 2009; Marsh et al. 2011 ; 

Restrepo et al. 2011 ; Belleri and Riva 2012; Haber 2012; Haraldsson et al. 2013; Mashal 

et al. 2013; Ameli et al. 2015). Non-emulative systems (i.e. , precast systems that do not 

emulate cast-in-place behavior) develop nonlinear-elasticity through joint opening 

(Priestley et al. 1999). Non-emulative systems are typically accompanied by unbonded 

post-tensioning to achieve self-centering and limited residual displacements (Hewes and 

Priestley 2002; Mander and Cheng 1997; Palermo et al. 2007; Cohagen et al. 2008; 

Tobolski and Restrepo 2008; Yamashita and Sanders 2009). 

This chapter introduces challenges with precast emulative and non-emulative pier systems. 

The objectives and organization of this dissertation are also presented. 

1.1.1 Issues with Emulative Precast Piers 

I. I. I. I Irrecoverable damage 

Precast concrete bridge pier systems, developed to emulate monolithic concrete behavior, 

were proven to have acceptable seismic responses but suffer irrecoverable damages due to 

the formation of plastic hinges. Substantial seismic damage to bridges can lead to long 

downtimes and may require costly repairs or reconstruction. 
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1.1.1.2 Reduced Confinement Effects in Emulative or Cast-in-place Piers with 

Hollow Section 

Reinforced concrete bridge columns with hollow cross-sections may be a viable solution 

for large, long-span bridges due to the savings in material, reduced mass and reduced 

thermal cracking from concrete hydration (FIB 2007). However, there are several concerns 

about their seismic behavior. The confined concrete core area is limited by flange 

thickness, thus the shear flow within the web may be similar to that of thin-wall sections 

(Kim et al. 2012). Concrete may spall on both outer and inner faces of the cross-section. 

The limited space available for transverse reinforcement may leave sections prone to a 

brittle shear failure (Cassese et al. 2017), longitudinal rebar rupture due to low cycle fatigue 

following buckling, or insufficient flexural ductility (Zahn et al. 1990). 

1.1.2 Issues with Non-emulative Precast Piers 

1.1.2.1 Concentrated Concrete Damage 

Although non-emulative systems can tolerate global damage better than emulative systems, 

joint opening and closing in non-emulative systems cause local damage in the form of 

concrete cracking, spalling or crushing near rocking interfaces (Sideris et al. 2014). This 

concentrated damage causes section loss, which may result in a decrease in the rocking 

stiffness. Significant concrete crushing may expose the mild steel reinforcement to the 

environment and accelerate the corrosion process. 
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1.1.2.2 Uncertainties with Post-tension Strand-Anchorage Assembly Behavior 

There are two major issues encountered with post-tension strands in non-emulative precast 

piers as well as other self-centering structures. The first one is premature yielding and 

failure of strands between anchorages. Eatherton et al. (2014) reported the strands used in 

the rocking steel frames exhibited nonlinearity after strand force reached 80% of the 

ultimate force, and fracture occurred when strand strain exceeded 0.85% under quasi-static 

cyclic testing. Early premature strand fracture was also observed in the rocking walls tested 

on shaking table (Belleri et al. 2014) and in precast concrete coupling beams under cyclic 

loading (Weldon and Kurama 2010). Billington and Yoon (2004) also reported brittle 

failure of strand in the form of single-wire fracture in the post-tensioned precast column. 

The second issue related to strands between anchorages is the post-tension loss, 

misprediction of which may result in reduction of self-centering capacity and stiffness. 

Post-tension loss may be caused by inelastic behavior of the post-tension system, 

permanent deformations in the post-tensioned structure (ElGawady et al. 2010), or wedge

seating, even in the elastic stress range of strands (Eatherton et al. 2014). Other reported 

failure mechanisms in self-centering structures, in addition to strand failures, include 

failure of energy dissipaters (Christopoulos et al. 2002; Holden et al. 2003; Marriott et al. 

2009) or confined concrete core (Perez et al. 2007). 
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1.1.2.3 Lack ofAnalytical Models for designing Energy Dissipation due to Shear

slip between Precast Segments 

In non-emulative systems, one means for adding energy dissipation is to introduce shear

slip through friction. Friction dampers, activated by beam-to-column joint opening, have 

been shown to provide supplemental energy dissipation (Morgen and Kurama 2008). 

Similarly, pier segment joints intentionally designed to slide can provide energy dissipation 

through friction with small damage (Sideris et al. 2014; Yang and Okumus 2017). However, 

there still lacks an analytical model that can account for the segmental shear-slip when 

predicting the non-emulative pier's hysteretic response. With the objective of designing 

the non-emulative piers in seismic regions, it is needed to establish an effective way of 

calculating this energy dissipation source. 

1.2 Objectives 

The goal of this dissertation is reducing seismic damage to precast concrete piers, which 

will ultimately enable the deployment of accelerated construction in the regions of 

moderate-to-high seismicity. This was accomplished by addressing the limitations of 

existing emulative and non-emulative precast bridge pier systems, and proposing, testing, 

and modeling new systems. The objectives of this dissertation are as follows : 

1.2.1 Balancing Energy Dissipation and Self-centering 

One of the goals of this dissertation is to study the feasibility of combining non-emulative 

system and emulative precast pier systems. A new hybrid post-tensioned precast segmental 

pier is to be proposed with the objective ofbalancing self-centering and energy dissipation. 
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In this hybrid pier, the non-emulative system is strategically combined with the emulative 

system to develop higher stiffness and energy dissipation. Self-centering can be achieved 

through developing rocking response at the non-emulative joint. 

1.2.2 Using Advanced Materials for Damage Mitigation 

This dissertation also aims to investigate the effectiveness of using advanced materials to 

reduce damage to non-emulative, emulative and hybrid precast pies. The knowledge gaps 

on the behavior of the advanced materials were filled using material tests. The specific 

goals are listed as follows : 

• To demonstrate the role of UHPC (Ultra-High Performance Concrete) can play in 

controlling seismic damage to precast non-emulative piers. 

• To evaluate the possibility of excluding mild steel reinforcement in UHPC segment of 

the non-emulative pier without decreasing its efficacy of resisting damage. 

• To evaluate the effectiveness ofusing UHPC to address issues reported with the seismic 

performance of emulative or cast-in-place piers with hollow section. 

• To investigate the effectiveness of using high-strength steel (HSS) confinement to 

overcome limitations in flexural ductility of emulative piers made ofUHPC. 

• To investigate the role of UHPC for damage resistance in the hybrid pier, which used 

both emulative and non-emulative precast joints. 

• To evaluate the role ofHSS confinement in hybrid pier for damage control and ductility. 
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1.2.3 Developing Analytical Models for Design Purpose 

This dissertation also focuses on developing easy-to-use analytical models for various 

precast pier systems. These analytical models are computationally efficient, and are 

suitable to be used for performance-based design. The specific contributions of this 

dissertation are: 

• To develop a hysteretic force-displacement model for the non-emulative pier for 

different segmental shear-slip scenarios. 

• To develop a simplified analytical model to understand the behavior of hybrid precast 

pier system under lateral loads and select important design parameters. 

• To establish a proper model for accounting for the uncertainties of the behaviors of 

post-tension strands that are commonly used in precast piers. 

1.2.4 Evaluating the Applicability ofNumerical Analysis Methods 

In addition to simplified analytical models, finite element models were also developed for 

various precast concrete piers. The generated experimental results were used to validate 

the applicability and evaluate the limitations ofusing these numerical analysis methods for 

predicting the behavior of various precast concrete piers. 

1.3 Dissertation Organization 

This dissertation is composed of eleven chapters. Chapter 1 is an introduction. Chapter 2 

reviews previous researches about precast concrete structures. The remaining chapters of 

this dissertation can be divided into two parts : Chapters 3-6 on investigating the limitations 

of the existed non-emulative and emulative precast concrete bridge piers and Chapters 7-9 
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on a novel hybrid post-tensioned precast segmental pier that can balance self-centering and 

energy dissipation. 

Chapter 3 presents the results of an experimental investigation of a low-damage, non

emulative, precast concrete, segmental bridge pier that used UHPC for damage control and 

unbonded post-tension for self-centering. To offset the high cost ofUHPC and understand 

confinement need of UHPC, mild steel reinforcement bars, including confinement 

reinforcement, in UHPC were eliminated. Chapter 4 documents monotonic and quasi-static 

cyclic tests on strand-anchorage assemblies to understand the anchorage effects on 

mechanical properties of strand and prestress loss. Test results were used to develop a 

modified force-displacement relationship for strand-anchorage assembly by including the 

wedge-seating in the anchorage and to propose the relationship between post-tension loss 

due to wedge-seating and inelastic strains. Chapter 5 presents two numerical investigation 

methods applicable to non-emulative pier systems: 1) simplified analytical modeling and 

2) finite element modeling. Chapter 5 also develops a mechanics-based hysteric model to 

understand and quantify energy dissipation source on piers that have shear-slip between 

segments. 

Chapter 6 presents analytical studies to understand if UHPC can be used for emulative 

systems that mimic cast-in-place concrete without compromising ductility. A flexural 

analytical model was developed and validated with the test results of two high-strength 

concrete, hollow-rectangular, bridge columns with NSS (normal-strength steel) and HSS 

confinement. Parametric studies were performed on an emulative precast pier by varying 

important seismic design parameters. Finite element analysis was also conducted on piers 

with the selected design parameters to understand the impact ofUHPC on the shear damage 
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control. Since UHPC columns have a higher flexural strength than conventional concrete 

columns, shear capacity of the UHPC columns was also checked to ensure a ductile failure 

mode. 

In Chapter 7, a simplified analytical model was developed for the proposed hybrid piers to 

understand the effects of various design parameters. A design procedure was outlined to 

systematically select the important design parameters for an optimum seismic response. In 

Chapter 8, the results of a large-scale quasi-static testing program used to investigate the 

behavior of hybrid piers with the selected parameters are presented. Chapter 9 focuses on 

developing and validating the numerical analysis methods for predicting hybrid pier' s 

response under lateral load. Finite element analysis was used to understand the effects of 

different design parameters. Chapter 10, the last chapter, summarizes the conclusions and 

major contributions of this dissertation. Chapter 11 presents the references cited in this 

dissertation. 



CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Chapter 1 presents current issues with precast bridge pier systems. A literature review on 

previous studies which addressed these issues was conducted in this chapter. These studies 

are categorized based on the type of precast concrete bridge and the specific issue being 

investigated. 

2.1 Emulative Precast Piers 

2.1.1 Strategies for Reducing Earthquake-induced Damage to Emulative 

Precast Piers 

Large socio-economic losses caused by earthquakes can be mitigated by controlling 

seismic damage and maintaining functionality of essential structures. Several strategies 

exist for controlling damage to emulative precast concrete systems. Advanced materials 

have been used in the plastic hinge regions of piers. These materials include ductile fiber

reinforced cement-based composite (DRFCC) (Billington and Yoon 2004), a combination 

of Engineered Cementitious Composites (ECC), Nickel-Titanium (Ni-Ti) Shape Memory 

Alloys (SMA) and UHPC connector fillers (Tazarv and Saiid 2015a; Tazarv and Saiid 

2015b), a combination of Nickel-Titanium (Ni-Ti) SMA and ECC, or rubber and steel 

elastomeric pads (Cruz Noguez and Saiidi 2011), a combination of Cu-Al-Mn super

elastic alloys (SEAs) and ECC (Hosseini et al. 2015), and a combination ofECC and UHPC 

(Mohebbi et al. 2018). The major findings of the previous studies are presented below: 
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(Billington and Yoon 2004) 

The precast segmental concrete bridge pier system used DRFCC at damage-prone region. 

Seven specimens at a scale of roughly 1/6 of a prototype were tested under quasi-static 

cyclic loading, as shown in Figure 2.1. The test results showed that the specimens including 

DFRCC outperform the ones with conventional concrete with respect to greater energy 

dissipation ability, more distributed, fine cracking, and higher lateral strength. 

2oomm 
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(Cruz Noguez and Saiidi 2011) 

A large-scale model of a 4-span precast concrete bridge was tested at a shaking table. The 

tested bridge model includes three piers and they have used different advanced materials 

at the potential plastic hinge regions: SMA, ECC, built-in elastomeric pads. The bridge 

geometry and column details are shown in Figure 2.2. The test results demonstrated that 

the seismic-induced damage can be effectively reduced by incorporating SMA/ECC or 

built-in elastomeric pads in the precast concrete bridge columns. 
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Figure 2.2 (a) Bridge geometry and (b) column details (Cruz Noguez and Saiidi 
2011) 
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(Tazarv and Saiid 2015a) 

For improving seismic performance of precast columns, three advanced materials: UHPC, 

ECC, and Ni Ti SMA were used at the base connection of the precast bridge column, as 

shown in Figure 2.3. Compared to cast-in-place column, the benefits of using the three 

advanced materials were: 1) the apparent damage was significantly reduced by using ECC. 

2) residual displacement was effectively controlled by using Ni Ti SMA in the plastic hinge 

region. No damage was observed at UHPC-filled duct, which indicates effective column

to-footing connection can be developed. 

<m 1 .e 
1cl1 --.--.-r~J<--~~ 

Figure 2.3 Precast column base connection details (Tazarv and Saiid 2015a) 

(Hosseini et al. 2015) 

The precast column proposed in Hosseini ' s study is composed of pre-fabricated ECC tube 

filled with conventional concrete, as shown in Figure 2.4. The rebar in the plastic hinge 

region of the columns was totally or partially replaced with Cu-Al-Mn SEA bars. A 

comparison of the test results for the proposed column and conventional reinforced 
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concrete column indicated ECC and Cu-Al-Mn SEA bars played an effective role in 

reducing apparent damage and permanent deformation respectively. The column with steel 

rebar being completely replaced has better self-centering and smaller energy dissipation 

capability, compared to the one with steel rebar being partially replaced. 

Figure 2.4 Conventional reinforced concrete column and precast column with 
advanced material (Hosseini et al. 2015) 

(Mohebbi et al. 2018) 

Shake table tests were conducted on a large-scale precast two-column bent with UHPC and 

ECC used in the plastic hinge zone. Pocket (socket) connections were used to connect the 

precast column to precast cap beam and footing. The seismic test results proved the 

effectiveness ofUHPC and ECC in mitigating damage to the precast bent. 
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Figure 2.5 (a) Precast bent details and (b) shaking table test set-up (Mohebbi et al. 

2018) 
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2.1.2 Addressing the Reduced Confinement Effects for High-strength 

Concrete 

For higher strengths of concrete, the efficiency of confinement decreases due to the lower 

dilation tendency for high-strength concrete (Paultre et al. 2001). High strength columns 

that are not well confined can experience brittle failures. Additional confinement 

reinforcement can be added to overcome this issue. However, for hollow sections, there 

may not be enough room for additional reinforcement. Two layers of confinement 

connected with cross ties are commonly required in hollow sections to avoid extensive 

concrete spalling on the inner surface, especially in rectangular sections (Liang et al. 2015). 

Previous uniaxial compression tests have shown that HSS as transverse reinforcement can 

improve post-peak and compressive ductility of high-strength concrete (Hosinieh et al. 

2015; Li et al. 2001 ; Razvi and Saatcioglu 1999). Table 2.1 summarizes the literature on 

the flexural behavior of high-strength fiber reinforced concrete, reinforced with HSS as 

longitudinal or transverse reinforcement. Most references concluded that replacing NSS 

with HSS for longitudinal reinforcement decreased ductility due to the lower elongation 

capacity of HSS. 
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• f1 • f1Table 2.1. S rr he fl I heh ffib d d with hie:h h I 
Long. Reinf. Confinement

Cross- Failure
Ref. Concrete type 3p;po Major conclusions Yield Vol. Yield Vol.section type mode 

stress Ratio stress Ratio 
Mitigating damage to concrete cover and 1NC, (8. 7ksi) 1.5% 

(Kawashima et al. Solid square, Reinf. core: 1PFRC>1SFRC>1NC;1SFRC, (8.7ksi) 99ksi 2.2% 50ksi 1.7% or
2011) (l 6in.) rupture 1NC, 1SRFC, 1PFRC exhibit similar 1PFRC, (5.8ksi) 2.2% 

flexural strength and ductility capacity. 
1Non-fiber-reinforced Ductility was improved by increasing 

Solid UHPC, high-strength steel reinforcement ratio. 
(Hung and Chueh 1.4% Reinf.

rectangular, (21 ksi) 102ksi 69ksi 1.2% 0 The addition of fibers improved damage 
2016) or2% rupture

(13.8 x9.8in.) 1UHPFRC, tolerance, energy dissipation, strength 
(21ksi) capacity, and stiffness retention. 

Compared to conventional steel, 2UHSS 
1HSC, increased the ultimate flexural capacity by 

60 or 1.48%
(Ibarra and Bishaw Solid square, (15.8-19.0ksi) 60 or Reinf. more than 60%, however, decreased the 

l00ksi 1.6% or 0
2016) (10in.) 1HSFRC, 1 00ksi rupture ductility by 40%. 

0.87%
(13.5-15.3ksi) The addition of steel fibers did not 

improve ductility. 
1.96% 

Solid square, 1HSC, 65- 61- 38 Concrete 2HYSS can successfully decrease the 
(Paultre et al. 2001) 2.2% -

(12in.) (1 l .6-17.4ksi) 77ksi 120ksi -55% crushing amount of transverse reinforcement. 
4.26% 

Replacing Grade 60 longitudinal steel 
Solid 0.75% bars with reduced amounts of Grade 97 

(Tavallali et al. 1NC, 1HPFRC, 65- 2.5% Reinf.
rectangular, 60ksi or 0 steel bars provided nearly identical 

2014) (5 .8-6.2ksi) 97ksi - 3% rupture
(16 x10 in.) 1.49% flexural strength without decreasing the 

usable ductility. 
0.53% 60% Stable seismic behavior of columns can

(Sugano et al. Solid square, 1UFC, Concrete
99ksi 2.1% 190ksi - or be obtained even under very high or ultra-

2007) (7.8in.) (29ksi) crushing
2.29% 30% high-strength lateral reinforcements. 

1NC: normal concrete; SFRC: steel fiber reinforced concrete; PFRC: polypropylene fiber reinforced concrete; Non-fiber-reinforced UHPC: non-fiber-reinforced ultra
high-performance concrete; UHPFRC: Ultra-high performance fiber reinforced concrete; HSC: high-strength concrete; HSFRC: high-strength steel fiber-reinforced 
concrete; HPFRC: high-performance fiber-reinforced concrete UFC: ultra-high-strength fiber-reinforced concrete. 
2UHSS: ultra-high-strength steel; HYSS: high-yield-strength steel. 
3P/P0: ratio between axial force and axial capacity. 
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2.2 Non-emulative Precast Piers 

2.2.1 Strategies for Reducing Earthquake-induced Damage to Non

emulative Precast Piers 

Although non-emulative systems can tolerate global damage better than emulative systems, 

joint opening and closing in non-emulative systems cause local damage in the form of 

concrete cracking, spalling or crushing near rocking interfaces. Attempts to mitigate this 

damage have included encasing part of the column or the entire column using Fiber

reinforced polymer (FRP) or steel jackets/tubes (Chou and Chen 2006; ElGawady and 

Sha' lan 2010; Guerrini et al. 2014; Hewes and Priestley 2002; Zhu et al. 2006), using steel 

plates as armor at rocking interfaces (Mander and Cheng 1997; Palermo et al. 2007; 

Marriott et al. 2009; Solberg et al. 2009), and reducing seismic demand by elastomeric 

pads used as built-in isolators (ElGawady and Sha' lan 2010). steel fiber reinforced concrete 

with mild-reinforcing bars (Trono et al. 2014), or analytical investigations of Ni-Ti SMA 

bars (Roh and Reinhom 2010) have shown to reduce damage when used with rocking 

systems. The major findings of previous studies are presented below: 

(Chou and Chen 2006) 

The behavior of post-tensioned, precast concrete-filled tube (CFT) segmental bridge 

column under cyclic quasi-static loading was investigated. The tested specimen details and 

experimental set-up is shown in Figure 2.6. The test results showed that using the steel tube 

to encase precast concrete segments can reduce the damage with respect to concrete 

spalling and crushing. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.6 (a) Precast concrete-filled tube (CFT) segmental bridge column and (b) 

experimental set-up (Chou and Chen 2006) 

(EIGawady and Sha'lan 2010) 

This work investigated the behavior of four self-centering bridge bents under quasi-static 

cyclic loading. The four precast bents have different construction details including external 

energy dissipaters and neoprene isolation. The schematic drawing of the tested specimens 

and test set-up is shown in Figure 2.7. The bent columns were built with precast post-

tensioned concrete-filled fiber tubes (PPT -CFFT). The tests showed that PPT-CFFT bents 

exhibited significantly less damage and residual displacement compared to reinforced 

concrete bent. Placing neoprene at rocking joints resulted in a decrease in initial stiffness 

and reduced strains in the FRP tubes. 
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(b) 
Figure 2.7 (a) Schematic drawing of the tested specimens and (b) experimental set

up (EIGawady and Sha'lan 2010) 

(Guerrini et al. 2014) 

The study experimentally investigated the performance of a precast concrete column with 

supplemental energy dissipation. The precast column is made of high-performance 

concrete encased within two steel cylindrical shells, as shown in Figure 2.8 .The tested 

columns performed with minimum damage at the design earthquake and exhibited a good 

self-centering response. The outer steel shell was demonstrated to effectively serve as an 
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alternative of longitudinal reinforcement. The fibers in the concrete can help delay mortar 

crushing. 
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~ Bent cap ~ PT bar "b" 
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>' 

(b) (c) 

Figure 2.8 The proposed precast column (a) cross-section, (b) bent components and 
rocking, and (c) joint rotation (Guerrini et al. 2014) 

(Trono et al. 2014) 

A damage-resistant precast bridge column was tested under a series of tri-axial earthquake 

ground motions on a shaking table. The lower part of the precast column was made of 

hybrid fiber-reinforced concrete (HYFRC) armored with headed rebar, as seen in Figure 

2.9. Energy dissipation was provided the rebar crossing the rocking plane. Compared to 

conventional reinforced concrete column, the post-tensioned HYFRC column exhibited 
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pronounced self-centering ability. The use of HYFRC and headed rebar can enable the 

precast column to achieve excellent damage resistance under compression around the 

rocking plane. 
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Figure 2.9 (a) Post-tensioned HYFRC column elevation, (b) cross-section details, 
and (c) shake-table test set-up (Trono et al. 2014) 

2.2.2 Post-tension Strand-Anchorage Assembly Behavior 

For addressing the uncertain behavior of post-tension strand-anchorage assembly, Walsh 

and Kurama (2010) conducted monotonic and cyclic tests on specimens consisting of 
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strand and anchorage. Brittle wire fracture inside the anchors was due to stress 

concentrations and limited the ultimate stress and strain of strands, as later confirmed by 

others for both mono-strand and multi-strand anchorages (Abramson et al. 2017; Sideris et 

al. 2014; Yang et al. 201 7). As a result, the design strain was recommended to be 1 % for 

unbonded post-tension strand anchorage systems. The ultimate strain and strength were 

defined as the fracture of the first wire. At this ultimate strain, Musselman et al. (2015) 

determined that the probability of failure was around 0.2% based on additional testing. 

They noted that differences in anchorage manufacturer and number of wedge pieces may 

cause variations in strand behavior. Table 2.2 summarizes the impact of post-yield cyclic 

load, loading rate, initial prestress force, alignment of anchor ends ( eccentricity), anchor 

wedge geometry, couplers and initial wedge-seating on strand fracture strain based on 

previous studies (Bruce and Eatherton 2016; Musselman et al. 2015; Walsh et al. 2015 ; 

Walsh and Kurama 2012). In this table, symbols 'r , ' j' , ' +-+ ' represent increase, decrease, 

and negligible effect on fracture strain. The symbol 'N ' represents the effect was 

inconclusive either due to the interference of other factors or due to significant variations 

in test results. 
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Table 2.2. The effects of different factors on fracture strain 

Walsh and 
Kurama 
(2010) 

awalsh 
and 

Kurama 
(2012) 

Musselman 
et al. 

(2015) 

Walsh 
et al. 

(2015) 

aBruce and 
Eatherton 

(2016) 

Post-yield cyclic load 
Decrease 
by 13.6% N 

Decrease 
by 11% 

Increase in loading rate* 
Decrease 
by13.4% 

Decrease 
by 17% 

Increase in initial stress 
Decrease 
by4.1% 

Negligible 
effect 

Eccentricity 
Negligible 

effect 
Increase in wedge angle N Increase 

Increase in wedge 
thickness 

Increase 

Increase wedges pieces Increase 
Rings Decrease 

Couplers 
Negligible 

effect 

Specimen length 
Negligible 

effect 

Spherical load washers 
Negligible 

effect 
Poor initial wedge-

seating N 

aThe maximum strain rate was 0.056/min and 1.08/min for Walsh and Kurama (2012) and 
Bruce and Eatherton (2016), respectively. 

Analytical approximations of post-tension loss based on this stress-strain model per PCI 

(2010) can capture loss due to strand inelasticity. However, they cannot capture post

tension loss due to anchorage wedge-seating. Maurya and Eatherton (2015) proposed an 

alternative, trilinear constitutive model to account for seating loss and yielding of the post

tension strands for self-centering moment frames. This model captured the backbone of 

post-tension strand stress-strain behavior obtained from experiments. Others studied 

wedge-seating loss by noting the difference between loading and unloading stiffness of 
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strand-anchorage assemblies and developing a force-displacement model calibrated using 

test data (Sideris et al. 2014c), or proposing an equation which converts loading frame 

displacement to strain within the strand (Musselman et al. 2015). Bruce and Eatherton 

(2016) performed linear regression analysis on test data to calculate the slope of post

tension force versus wedge-seating. They indicated wedge-seating could cause post

tension loss during stress transfer and cyclic loading. 

Previous studies on unbonded post-tension strands between anchorages have been limited 

to 0.5-in. and 0.6-in. diameter strands. Larger 0.7-in. diameter strands have recently 

become popular (Maguire et al. 2012) in prestressed concrete bridge construction in the 

US. These strands can also be beneficial for use in self-centering systems as they can 

significantly reduce the number of strands required, if a compatible jacking system is 

available. However, there is no test results on 0.7-in. diameter strands between anchorages. 

The use of unbonded strands in self-centering systems for seismic resistance is relatively 

new. Only a few of the previous studies provide guidance on calculating wedge-seating 

loss and they are based on a limited number of specimens and anchorage types. Although 

wedge-seating is typically assumed to be 0.25 in. in conventional post-tensioned structures, 

the applicability of this slip value to self-centering systems should be investigated as self

centering systems have significantly lower initial post-tension stresses and experience 

cyclic loading. 
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2.2.3 Energy Dissipation Sources 

2.2.3.1 Energy Dissipation through Yielding 

In non-emulative systems, energy dissipation can be achieved in two ways. One method is 

to dissipate energy through yielding by adding internal yielding steel bars (Lee et al. 2007; 

Ou et al. 2007; Palermo et al. 2007) or replaceable external yielding dampers (Chou and 

Chen 2006; ElGawady and Sha'lan 2010; Mashal and Palermo 2014; Solberg et al. 2009; 

White and Palermo 2016). 

(Ou et al. 2009) 

Four large-scale precast segmental bridge columns were tested with lateral, quasi-static, 

and cyclic loading. The schematic drawing of the precast bridge column is shown in Figure 

2.10. Test results showed that energy dissipation can be ensured by using the mild steel 

bars across the segmental joints. Sufficient ductility can also be achieved. 
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Figure 2.10 Tested precast segmental bridge specimen details (Ou et al. 2009) 

(Marriott et al. 2009) 

Three 1/3-scale unbonded, post-tensioned precast bridge piers were subjected to quasi

static and pseudo-dynamic loading protocols. External energy dissipaters, as shown in 

Figure 2.11 , were used for easy replacement if severe damage occurred. Compared to a 

reinforced monolithic pier with equivalent features, the precast piers experienced less 

apparent damage. Stable energy dissipation can be developed in the precast pier by using 

the energy dissipaters. 
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Figure 2.11 External energy dissipater details (Marriott et al. 2009) 

2.2.3. 2 Energy Dissipation through Friction 

The other means for adding energy dissipation is to introduce shear-slip through friction. 

Friction dampers, activated bybeam-to-columnjoint opening, have been shown to provide 

supplemental energy dissipation (Morgen and Kurama 2008). Similarly, pier segment 

joints intentionally designed to slide can provide energy dissipation through friction with 

small damage (Sideris et al. 2014; Yang and Okumus 2017). 

(Sideris 2012) 

A novel precast concrete segmental bridge pier with hybrid sliding-rocking joints is 

proposed by (Sideris 2012), as shown in Figure 2.12 . Both shake table tests and quasi-static 

tests were conducted (Sideris et al. 2014a; Sideris et al. 2014b). The test results showed 

that the proposed precast concrete pier can provide self-centering through joint rocking and 

energy dissipation through joint sliding. 
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Figure 2.12 Response of precast concrete column under constant vertical and lateral 
load (Sideris 2012) 

Although friction is an efficient method to dissipate energy, response can highly depend 

on the friction properties of the sliding surfaces. Friction devices, such as seismic isolation 

bearings and friction dampers, often use polytetrafluoroethylene type composite materials 

against polished stainless steel (Kumar et al. 2015) or bronze against stainless steel 

(Morgen and Kurama 2009). Numerous studies have shown the dependency of the friction 

coefficient on the apparent pressure, velocity of sliding, and temperature (Constantinou et 

al. 2007; Kumar et al. 2015). For example, friction coefficient for unlubricated PTFE in 

contact with polished stainless steel was measured in the range of 0.008 to 0.040 for 

apparent pressure varying from 0.4 to 6.5 ksi at velocities in the range of0.02 to 0.1 in./sec 

(Campbell et al. 1991 ; Hwang et al. 1990; Mokha et al. 1990; Thompson et al. 1955). The 

sliding friction coefficient increases with increasing sliding velocity. For leaded bronze 

against stainless and alloy cast steel, Morgen and Kumara (Morgen and Kurama 2009) 
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reported the average static friction coefficient to be 0.209 and 0.248, the average kinetic 

friction coefficient to be 0.161 to 0.190, for normal force of 13 to 65 kips, respectively. 

Furthermore, friction properties, especially the coefficient offriction, may also change over 

the design life due to aging, creep, corrosion, contamination, fatigue, and cumulative 

movement (Constantinou et al. 2007; McVitty and Constantinou 2015). 
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CHAPTER 3. NON-EMULATIVE PRECAST PIER: 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the results of an experimental investigation of a low-damage, non

emulative, precast concrete, segmental bridge pier that used UHPC for damage control and 

unbonded post-tension for self-centering. The pier was prefabricated for accelerated bridge 

construction and composed of a precast foundation, column segments, and a pier cap. To 

offset the higher initial cost of UHPC, this study limited the use ofUHPC to the seismic

damage prone regions of precast columns: the bottom column segment, right above the 

foundation, where rocking takes place. This segment was built with UHPC to control 

seismic damage. In order to further reduce the cost and accelerate construction, the 

feasibility of removing mild reinforcement bars entirely from the UHPC bottom segment 

was also explored. 

Large-scale quasi-static testing was used to investigate the impact of UHPC and lack of 

steel reinforcement bars on seismic damage in precast rocking bridge piers. Cyclic testing 

under controlled rapid loading rates was also performed on the specimens. Damage control 

with UHPC was implemented on a precast concrete system developed by Sideris et al. 

(2014b), where column segments did not have shear keys . Shear-slip, hence, was allowed 

in cases where friction was overcome by the externally applied lateral force. The specific 

contributions of this chapter include: 

1) To demonstrate the role UHPC can play in controlling seismic damage to segmental, 

self-centering, precast piers at the rocking plane. 
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2) To evaluate the possibility of excluding mild steel longitudinal and confinement 

reinforcement from UHPC segment without affecting damage resistance. 

3) To document damage in the form of concrete spalling, cracking and post-tension loss 

by measuring the dynamic properties of specimens before and after testing and by 

visual inspections. 

4) To identify sources ofenergy dissipation, residual displacements, stiffness and strength 

degradation, and their relationship to seismic damage. 

5) To evaluate the response ofsegmental, self-centering, precast piers under rapid loading 

rates expected at Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) seismic hazard level. 

6) To generate test data for the development and validation of finite element models and 

simplified analytical models. 

7) To generate test data for characterizing shear-slip frictional response under varying 

shear-slip velocities, normal force levels, and accumulative slip amounts. 

3.2 Experimental Set-up 

3.2.1 Specimens 

3.2. 1. J Specimen Properties 

Bridge pier specimens at a 1-2.4 length-scale consist of a capacity protected precast 

concrete foundation element, a capacity protected precast concrete cap beam, and five 

precast concrete hollow column segments, connected together with unbonded post

tensioning strands. Three specimens were tested. Figure 3 .1 shows the schematic of three 
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specimens. The difference between the three specimens was the material of the bottom 

column segment. Non-emulative Pier Specimen I had conventional 5 ksi compressive 

design strength concrete for all column segments. Non-emulative Pier Specimen II had an 

UHPC bottom column segment with the same mild reinforcing bars as Non-emulative Pier 

Specimen I, and 5 ksi compressive strength concrete for the four upper column segments. 

Non-emulative Pier Specimen III had an UHPC bottom column segment without any mild 

reinforcing bars, and 5 ksi compressive strength concrete for the four upper column 

segments. Non-emulative Pier Specimen III was designed to demonstrate if there is a need 

for mild reinforcement for UHPC specimens. All other column segments had the same 

reinforcing bar amount and layout. 

The conventional had 5 ksi design compressive strength. UHPC was provided by Lafarge 

and was the Ductal® JS 1000 mix (Lafarge Canada Inc. 2009) with the mean characteristic 

compressive and tensile design strengths of 20 ksi and 1.2 ksi, respectively. The UHPC 

mix had 2% steel fiber by volume and 4.3 ksi flexural strength as per the product data sheet 

(Lafarge Canada Inc. 2009). The mild steel was Gr.60 -ASTM A615/A615M (2018) with 

a nominal yield strength of 60 ksi and Young's modulus of 29,000 ksi. Post-tensioning 

strands were cold-drawn, low relaxation 7-wire strands in accordance with Gr. 270 -

ASTM A416/A416M (2018). 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of the three specimens 
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3.2.1.2 Specimen Design 

The elevation view of specimens is provided in Figure 3.2. The scale and the design of the 

specimens was kept the same as the specimens tested by Sideris (2012). The foundation, 

column segments, and the cap beam were connected to each other with eight unbonded 

post-tensioning strands, provided by Dywidag Systems International (DSI 2015). Each 

strand inside the pier segment had 20 kips ofpost-tensioning force. Segment cross-section 

and the locations of post-tension strands are shown in Figure 3.3 (a). The load head of a 

single actuator was attached to the specimen at the midspan of the cap beam. 
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10 10

1 " I " I 
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r Actuator bolt holes 

/ 

o 0 
Cap beam - -

Joint 5 
r----
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\ 
L Gravity tendon 
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Foundation -

1Duct for tie-down bars '- - Anchorage nd 
108" 

Figure 3.2. Pier specimen elevation view 
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The UHPC segment with reinforcing was designed with a slightly larger cover than the 

conventional concrete column segments to provide clearance for the steel fibers in UHPC. 

The mild steel reinforcement layout of specimens is provided in Figure 3 .3 (b). 
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segment joints, the duct diameter was larger so that column segments could slide by 0.15 

in. at the bottom and top most pier segments Goints O and 5) and by 0.3 in. at the 

intermediate joints Goints 1 to 4) (Sideris et al. 2014). 

Duct__ 

P.!!<J !!_dfil)lO~ _/ 
I 3/8" 

Post-tensioning_ tendon 

25" 

Figure 3.4. Pier segment joint details 

3.2.1.3 Specimen Construction 

One cap beam, and fifteen column segments were manufactured by a local precast 

manufacturer, Kistner Concrete Products (Kistner Concrete Products 2015). An 

undamaged foundation block built for a previous study (Sideris 2012)) was re-used in this 

study. The same cap beam and foundation block was used for each specimen, as these were 

designed to be protected from damage during testing. Column segments were prefabricated 

separately for each specimen. 

The reinforcement cage and formwork of a pier segment are shown in Figure 3.5 (a) and 

(b). Steel angles shown in Figure 3.5 (c) secure the locations of the eight post-tensioning 

ducts and duct adaptors. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 3.5. Pier segment reinforcement (a) elevation view, (b) plan view, and (c) 
formwork 

The reinforcement cage of the cap beam is shown in the wood formwork in Figure 3.6. The 

four horizontal PVC ducts create the holes to attach the actuator to the cap beam. The eight 

ducts in the vertical direction mark the locations of the post-tensioning strands that connect 

the cap beam to the rest of the pier. 

Figure 3.6. Reinforcement and formwork of the cap beam 
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Figure 3.7 shows concrete pour into the pier segment formwork from the top. Pier cap 

concrete was also poured from the top and trowel finished. Small imperfections were 

present on top surfaces due to the trowel finish. 

Figure 3.7. Pier segment right after concrete pour 

After concrete strength reached 5 ksi within approximately 24 hours of the pour, the 

segments were pulled out from the formwork using the two lifting anchors, as presented in 

Figure 3.8 for a pier segment. Completed segments were stored indoors at the precast 

concrete manufacturer until delivery. 

Figure 3.8. Stripping the pier segment formwork 

Lafarge provided materials, technical support and high shear mixers to mix the UHPC and 

assisted with the pour. A UHPC column segment specimen is shown in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9. A UHPC segment 

3.2.1.4 Specimen Assembly 

The column segments and the cap beam were delivered to the Structural Engineering and 

Earthquake Simulation Laboratory of University at Buffalo (SEESL 2015) by the precast 

concrete manufacturer for assembly. The assembly of the five column/pier segments, the 

foundation block, and the cap beam is shown in Figure 3.10. 
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(c) (d) 
Figure 3.10. Specimen assembly (a) installation of pier segment 1, (b) application of 
silicone at joint 1, (c) installation of pier segment 2, and (d) installation of the cap 

beam 

The foundation block was temporarily supported on wood blocks and by the overhead 

crane to slide the post-tensioning strands through the ducts within the foundation blocks. 

Pier/column segments were placed over the foundation block one by one, and by running 

the post-tensioning strands through the pier/column segments. Silicone was applied 

between the foundation block and the bottom pier segment, between the column/pier 

segments, and between the top pier segment and the cap beam to facilitate sliding. 

The foundation block, pier segments and pier cap were post-tensioned vertically with eight 

0.6 in. diameter prestressing strands. Two-piece wedge post-tensioning anchor chucks 

were placed at the bottom end of foundation and at the top end of cap beam, as shown in 
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Figure 3.11 (a) and (b) for post-tensioning. The strands were post-tensioned at the top of 

the cap beam using a mono-strand hydraulic jack as shown in Figure 3.11 (b). 

(a) (b) 
Figure 3.11. Post-tensioning anchorages below the foundation and (b) post

tensioning at the top of the cap beam 

3.2.2 Instrumentation 

The following types of sensors were used to measure strains, displacements, accelerations, 

and internal reactions and external forces during the test. 

3.2.2. I Load cells 

Ten load cells (SEESL-Instrumentation 2015) with capacity of 70 kips per load cell were 

used to measure the axial force on each post-tensioning strand. The load cells were located 

on top ofthe cap beam at the live end ofpost-tensioning. Each load cell was placed between 

two steel plates, one attached to the cap beam and the other attached to the anchor chuck. 

The locations of the load cells and the nomenclature are presented in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12. Load cells on plan view of the cap beam 

3.2.2.2 Accelerometers 

Eight accelerometers (SEESL-Instrumentation 2015) with the capacity of 5 g per 

accelerometer were used to measure the accelerations in west-east and north-south 

directions during impact hammer testing and rapid testing. Each accelerometer was located 

at the center of a pier segment and at the center of the cap beam on the east and north faces , 

as shown in Figure 3.13. The layout of the accelerometers represented the degrees of 

freedom of an idealized structural model. 

A-CB-NX -

A-CB-Y ----

A-PS5-X ---

A-PS3-X ~ 

A-PS3-Y - - - -

__-__-__-__-__..........,_ s---N ...__ _.__,_ E---W 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.13 Accelerometers on elevation view (a) east surface and (b) north surface 
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3.2.2.3 Displacement transducers 

Seven string potentiometers (SEESL-Instrumentation 2015) with a range of 20 in. per 

string potentiometer were mounted at the center ofeach segment, cap beam, and foundation 

on the west face, to obtain the global displacements with respect to a reference frame in 

the east-west direction along the height ofthe specimen. They are illustrated in Figure 3.14. 

SP-CB-X -

SP-PS5-X - - - -

SP-PS4-X - - - -
;,,. 
N 

SP-PS3-X - - - -
;,,. 
N 

SP-PS2-X - - - -
;,,. 
N 

SP-PSl-X - - - -
....:-A' 

N 

SP-FB-X - - - -----t ------t-----+ 
....:,.f' 

Figure 3.14 String potentiometers on elevation view 

In order to capture segment joint opening, string potentiometers and Linear Variable 

Differential Transformers (LVDT) (SEESL-Instrumentation 2015) were located at the four 

comers of six joint interfaces (between the cap beam and top pier segment, any two 

adjacent column segments, the foundation and the bottom column segment, the foundation 

and the strong floor) , as shown in Figure 3.15. To measure joint sliding parallel to the 

loading direction, L VD Ts (SEESL-Instrumentation 2015) shown in Figure 3 .16 were 

placed at each joint on two opposite sides of the cross-section. Sliding perpendicular to the 

motion (torsion) was expected to be very small. No sensors were placed in this direction. 
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Figure 3.15. String potentiometers and LVDTs on elevation view (a) south face and (b) north face 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.16. LVDTs on elevation view (a) south face and (b) north face 
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3.2.3 Test Set-up 

Cyclic loading was applied through an MTS 220 kip capacity hydraulic actuator with 40 

in. stroke. This actuator has 42 in./sec peak velocity when there is no load on the actuator 

with a 800 gpm servo-valve (SEESL-Actuators 2015). The actuator was mounted to the 

strong wall through an adaptor plate to apply cyclic loading in the east-west direction. The 

load head of the actuator was attached to the cap beam by passing four steel threaded rods 

through the ducts built in the cap beam. The steel threaded rods were fixed in place with 

bolts at a front sandwich plate. Two steel spacer beams were used to fill in the gap between 

the cap beam and the actuator. Since the superstructure was excluded from the tests, the 

weight of the superstructure was simulated by post-tensioning the cap beam to the strong 

floor. The total gravity load from the superstructure was calculated as 44 kips per pier 

(Sideris 2012). Sketches of the experimental set-up are shown in Figure 3.17, Figure 3.18, 

and Figure 3.19. 

Teflon_plate--, 
\ 

\ 

\_ - - Adaptor plate 

Strong wall 

Lateral brace 

Figure 3.17. North-south view of the experiment set-up 
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Figure 3.18. Plan view of the experiment set-up 
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Figure 3.19. East-west view of experimental set-up 
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Figure 3.20 (a) and (b) show photographs of the experimental set-up. To prevent accidental 

movement of the specimen in the direction perpendicular to loading during testing in case 

of a potential misalignment of the actuator, unsymmetrical geometry or unsymmetrical 

damage to the structure, two steel lateral restraint bracings were built at the north and south 

sides of the specimen, and tied down to the strong floor. A small gap was left between the 

bracings and the cap beam to allow free movement in the direction of loading. In addition, 

Teflon plates were placed between the beam cap and the steel lateral bracings to prevent 

friction in case the two surfaces come to contact during testing. Figure 3 .17 and Figure 

3.18 show the lateral restraint bracings. In Figure 3 .18, the lateral restraint bracing on the 

North side, identical to the one on the South side, is not shown for clarity. 
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(b) 
Figure 3.20. Test set-up (a) north-south view and (b) east-west view 

3.2.4 Data Acquisition 

Experimental data were collected using the Pacific Instruments 6000 Mainframe Data 

Acquisition System configured for 90 channels (SEESL-Pacific-DAS 2015). The sampling 

rate of 10 readings per second was adopted for quasi-static tests, while a rate of 1000 

readings per second was used for dynamic tests and impact hammer tests. 

3.3 Loading Scheme 

Each specimen was tested under quasi-static rate ofloading and at rates ofloading expected 

during MCE earthquake hazard level. All tests were conducted using displacement

controlled loading. In addition, impact hammer testing was performed before and after 

loading the specimen in order to identify modal properties of the specimens. 
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3.3.1 Impact Hammer Testing 

Variation of dynamic properties of the specimens due to loading was investigated using an 

impact hammer test. The impact hammer tests were conducted before each test to 

understand changes in dynamic properties (i.e. , fundamental frequency and viscous 

damping) due to testing. Each set of tests was conducted twice for checking the accuracy 

of the test data. The test was performed by creating a free vibration in the longitudinal, 

transverse and torsional directions using an impact hammer instrumented with an 

accelerometer. The loading protocol is in section 3.5.1. The accelerations were measured 

in each direction using accelerometers, as shown in section 3.2.2.2. The fundamental 

dynamic properties, such as the fundamental frequencies and damping ratios of the first 

two modes in the east-west, and south-north directions, and torsional mode were obtained. 

The results of these tests are given in section 3.5.3 

3.3.2 Testing at Quasi-static Loading Rates 

Quasi-static loading at an average velocity of0.01 in. per second was applied in cycles that 

represent a sine wave. There were two symmetric cycles at each displacement level. Except 

for the first and last cycles ofloading, displacement increments were 0.2 in. after every two 

complete cycle set. 

One quasi-static test was conducted before conducting tests at dynamic loading rates to 

collect data that would serve as reference. To be able to use the same specimens for 

dynamic and quasi-static testing, quasi-static testing displacements were limited so that 

there would not be any significant damage to the specimens. Previous shake table testing 

results indicated that at a displacement equal to the median of the peak displacement ofDE 

seismic hazard level, 2.75 in. , damage was very limited (Sideris, et al. 2014). Non-
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emulative Pier Specimen I was, therefore, tested at a peak displacement amplitude of2 .75 

in. Concrete spalling and post-tension loss due to concrete section loss was observed at 

1.00 in. and Non-emulative Pier Specimen I had to be re-built before consecutive testing. 

Quasi-static displacement time history of Non-emulative Pier Specimen I is shown in 

Figure 3.21. 
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Figure 3.21. Non-emulative Pier Specimen I: displacement-time history of quasi-
static test 

To prevent damage and avoid rebuilding, Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III were 

tested to a peak displacement level of 1.2 in. under quasi-static loading. Displacement 

amplitude of 1.2 in. corresponds to response spectra displacement of the DE hazard level. 

Quasi-static displacement time histories of Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III are 

shown in Figure 3.23. 
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Figure 3.22. Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III: displacement-time history of 
quasi-static test 

Another set of quasi-static testing was conducted for all specimens after all testing was 

complete, to push the specimens to failure. The peak amplitude of displacement was 

determined by the failure displacement of each specimen. The displacement time histories 

at this set of quasi-static testing are shown in Figure 3.23 
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Figure 3.23. Displacement time history of quasi-static test to failure 

3.3.3 Testing at Dynamic Loading Rates 

The dynamic loading displacement and rate were determined through response spectra at 

the MCE earthquake hazard level. Modal properties determined by Sideris (2012) through 
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white noise tests were relied on to identify the peak displacement and velocities. Response 

spectra calculations were based on FEMA 356 (2000) 

The fundamental period in transverse direction were determined by Sideris (2012) as 0.35 

sec using white noise testing. This value is for a bridge configuration where the 

superstructure is unloaded and is free to slide, which best describes the specimens tested in 

this study. The bridge's natural frequency (w1) can also be determined. 

The specimens were built as a scaled-down version of a bridge that was assumed to be 

located at site class B, with a damping ratio of 5% (Sideris 2012). Response spectra of 

prototype and scaled model domain are shown for DE ( design basis earthquake) and MCE 

hazard levels, respectively in Figure 3.24 (a) and (b). Spectral acceleration (RSA) was 

determined for a fundamental period of 0.35 sec as shown with the dashed lines on Figure 

3.24. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.24. Acceleration response spectra for (a) DE and (b) MCE levels 

Response spectral displacement (RSD) and velocity (RSV) for the two hazard levels (DE 

and MCE) were calculated from the RSA and are summarized in Table 3.1. For Non

emulative Pier specimen, the displacement amplitude of quasi-static loading protocol was 
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determined using the response spectra displacement of the DE hazard level (RSD-DE). 

Loading protocols with target peak displacement at 1.85 in. (RSD-MCE) representing 

MCE were created. The target loading rate was 33.2 in./sec (RSV-MCE). To be able to 

capture the non-linear behavior of the specimens, displacements up to 2 times the peak 

MCE level displacement of 1.85 in. were applied during the MCE level tests. 

Table 3.1.Spectral acceleration, velocity, and displacement of pier for DE and MCE 

DE Hazard Level MCE Hazard Level 

RSA RSV=RSA/w1 RSD=RSA/w12 RSA RSV=RSA/w1 RSD=RSA/w12 

g in./sec m. g in./sec m. 
1.03 22.1 1.2 1.54 33.16 1.85 

Loads at these two rates were applied to specimens following two loading protocols: 

Dynamic Protocol I and Dynamic Protocol 2. For both protocols, the cyclic displacements 

exerted on the specimens followed a sine wave to avoid large accelerations during load 

reversals. The specimens were subjected to the same displacements for two consecutive 

identical cycles. The details of the two loading protocols were the following. 

• Dynamic Protocol 1: 

The loading rate was such that a saw tooth wave equivalent loading would have the target 

velocities of 33.2 in./sec during the last cycle. The loading rates, therefore, reached the 

target rates before the peak displacement and eventually reached MAX_ V = 52.1 in./sec at 

peak displacement . The loading protocol 1, followed to create a MCE level loading rate 

and displacement is shown in Figure 3.25 (a) and (b). The equivalent saw tooth wave is 

also shown in the figure, with a slope equal to the target rate during the last cycle. 
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Figure 3.25. Dynamic Protocol I for MCE test: time history of (a) displacement, (b) 

load rate 

• Dynamic Protocol 2: 

In this protocol, the loading rate was gradually increased and was designed to reach the 

target velocity of 33.2 in./sec for the last 3 displacement amplitudes. The dynamic loading 

protocol 2, followed to create a MCE level loading rate and displacement is shown in 

Figure 3.26 (a) and (b). 
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Figure 3.26. Dynamic Protocol 2 for MCE test: time history of (a) displacement and 

(b) load rate 

3.4 Test Matrix 

Table 3_2 and 

Table 3.3 provide a summary of the specimens, loading protocols, and peak displacements 

during each test on Non-emulative Pier Specimen I, II and III. The table also includes 

information on whether the specimen was newly built before testing, or re-used after 

another test. 

Test numbers in this table refer to the order in which each test is performed_ Each specimen 

was first subjected to quasi-static loading and loading rate expected during MCE_ These 
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tests were named Qs (I) and MCE (I), respectively. All specimens were tested with 

Dynamic Protocol I for the MCE (I) Test. Tests at MCE loading rates were repeated for 

Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III, using Dynamic Loading Protocol 2. These tests 

are named MCE (II). All specimens were eventually tested to failure under the same quasi

static loading initially applied to specimens. These tests are denoted as Qs (II). 

A rapid test with loading rate expected at DE level was conducted before any MCE test to 

ensure rapid loading did not create safety concerns. The results from impact hammer tests 

confirmed that there was virtually no loss of initial stiffness, therefore damage, due to these 

rapid tests at DE level. 

Table 3.2. Test matrix for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I 

Test 
No. 

Test Name 
Loading 
Protocol 

Peak Displ. 

1 Qs (I) Quasi-static 2.75 in. 

3 MCE (I) Dynamic Protocol 1 3.7 in. 

4 Qs (II) Quasi-static failure 

Table 3.3. Test matrix for Non-emulative Pier Specimen II & III 

Test Loading
Test Name Peak Displ. 

No. Protocol 

1 Qs (I) Quasi-static 1.2 in. 

2 MCE (I) Dynamic Protocol 1 3.7 in. 

3 MCE (II) Dynamic Protocol 2 3.7 in. 

4 Qs (II) Quasi-static failure 

Table 3.4 summarizes the average post-tensioning force on specimens before each testing. 

Specimens re-used in multiple tests were monitored for losses in post-tensioning and 

degradation of stiffness due to loading. Remaining post-tensioning force was measured 
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through load cells. Stiffness changes during testing were measured by performing impact 

hammer tests on specimens before and after testing. For all cases, stiffness changes were 

mainly determined to be related to post-tensioning loss. Any specimen that lost more than 

5% of the total post tension force was re-post tensioned before being re-used for another 

test. Impact hammer testing performed after re-post tensioning indicated that the 

fundamental frequencies of the re-post-tensioned specimens were restored to at least 80% 

of the original frequency for all specimens, with the exception of Non-emulative Pier 

Specimen I after Qs (I) Test. For Specimen I, the fundamental frequency of the specimen 

after Qs (I) Test was below 80% of the original frequency after re-post tensioning. This 

specimen was, therefore, disassembled and rebuilt using new or undamaged segments 

before the next test. 

Table 3.4. Average post-tensioning force before testing 

Average post-tensioning force (kips) 

Non-emulative Non-emulative Non-emulative Pier 
Pier Specimen I Pier Specimen II Specimen III 

Right before Qs(I) 19.80 20.68 20.42 
Right before MCE (I) 19.91 19.45 20.05 
Right before Qs (II) 20.67 23.77 20.59 

As mentioned in section 3 .2 .1.4, silicone was applied between column segment interfaces, 

at the interface between the foundation block and the bottom column segment, and at the 

interface between the top column segment and the cap beam to facilitate sliding. The 

sequence of testing given in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 is important since each test had an 

impact on surface properties of segments, and the quality of silicone remaining at 

interfaces. 
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3.5 Identification of System Dynamic Characteristics 

As mentioned in 3.3.1 , several sets of impact hammer tests were conducted to track 

variations of specimen dynamic properties before and after selected tests. Dynamic 

characteristics of interest included the following: natural frequency, damping ratio, and 

modal shapes. A minor strike ofa hammer was used to create an impulse load on specimens. 

Data from the accelerometers placed on various locations of the pier were used to identify 

dynamic characteristics of specimens by analyzing the response as free vibration. 

3.5.1 Testing Protocol 

Five points were excited on the pier with the impact hammer to identify dynamic properties 

for the first two modes in the west-east and north-south directions, and the torsional mode. 

The locations of impact points are shown in Figure 3.27. Each impact was conducted twice 

to ensure the repeatability of results . 
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Figure 3.27. Impact locations and directions on elevation view of the pier (a) east surface, (b) north surface 
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Dynamic property targeted by each impact hammer tests is summarized in Table 3.5. 

Impact numbers presented in Table 3.5 refer to the ones given in Figure 3.27. 

Table 3.5. Dynamic properties obtained by impact hammer testing 

Impact No. Dynamic Property 

1 1st mode in west-east direction 

2 2nd mode in west-east direction 

3 1st mode in north-south direction 

4 2nd mode in north-south direction 

5 Torsional mode 

3.5.2 Modal Identification Procedures 

The main procedure used for modal identification is summarized as follows. The procedure 

is presented for the first strike of impact No. 1 for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I as an 

example. Other impact tests results were analyzed using the same procedures. 

1) Raw acceleration response time series were inspected for inconsistencies due to 

possible malfunctioning of accelerometers. 

2) A band-pass filter was used to separate the frequency of major modes from noise. Raw 

data and filtered acceleration readings at cap beam, pier segment 5 (PSS), and pier 

segment 3 (PS3) in the east-west direction are plotted together in Figure 3.28. 
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Figure 3.28. Filtered acceleration-time history of cap beam, PS 5, and PS 3 in the 
east-west direction for impact number 1 for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I 

3) The free vibration part of the acceleration-time history response was truncated and 

extracted from the complete response as shown in Figure 3.29. 
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Figure 3.29. Truncated free-vibration acceleration time history of cap beam, PSS, 
and PS3 in the east-west direction for impact test for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I 
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4) The acceleration response was transformed from the time domain to the frequency 

domain by generating the Fourier Amplitude Spectra (FAS) ofacceleration time series, 

as presented in Figure 3.30. The frequencies at which FAS accelerations peaked 

matched for the cap beam, PSS and PS3. For the example data set of impact number 1 

for Specimen I, the first mode in the west-east direction was identified as 10.25 Hz. 
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Figure 3.30. FAS of acceleration time series of cap beam, PSS, and PS3 in east-west 
direction for impact number 1 for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I 

5) In order to verify the fundamental frequency and to compute the elastic equivalent 

viscous damping, the free vibration expressions given Eq. (3-1) and Eq. (3-2) were best 

fitted to the acceleration response. 

(3-1) 

(3-2) 

Where: 

a0 = Acceleration response amplitude (g) 

w = Frequency (rad) 

0 = Phase angle ( rad) 

s = Elastic equivalent viscous damping ratio 
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The free vibration test data and the best fitting curve are plotted together in Figure 3.31 for 

the acceleration time history of the cap beam, pier segment 5 (PSS) and pier segment 3 

(PS3). The main parameters of interest in Eqn. (3-1) and (3-2) were obtained from the 

equation of the best fitting curves. 
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Figure 3.31. Acceleration time series data and best fitting curves at cap beam, PS 5, 
and PS 3 for impact test for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I 

The acceleration response, frequency, phase angle, and damping ratio were approximately 

the same for the cap beam, pier segment 5 (PSS) and pier segment 3 (PS3), therefore an 

average value was used. The natural frequency computed through the best fitting curves 

was 10.16 Hz and was 0. 8 % different than the one identified using FAS. The damping ratio 

was calculated as 0.0138 using the data from the cap beam, PSS and PS3 . 

3.5.3 System Identification Results 

Following the procedure listed above, dynamic properties (i.e. natural frequency, and 

damping ratio) were obtained in east-west, north-south and torsion directions for each 
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specimen, before and after selected tests (Qs (I) Test, MCE (I) Test, Qs (II) Test) . Natural 

frequencies obtained for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I, II, and III are given in Table 3.6, 

Table 3.7, and 

Table 3.8, respectively. "NA" in these tables indicate results that were not within a 

reasonable range and were deemed inaccurate. Post-tension force on specimens affects 

stiffness and dynamic properties. The average post-tension force in internal strands for 

each specimen is also included in the tables as a reference. The target post-tension force on 

each internal strand was 20 kips. 

Table 3.6. Natural frequency of Non-emulative Pier Specimen I 

Natural Frequency (Hz) 
Impact Test Average 

East-West North-South
Sequence PT force (kips) 

2nd Torsion
1st mode mode 1st mode 2nd mode 

Before 
19.8 10.2 89.5 11.5 55 .3 22 .6 

Qs (I) 
After 

17.8 7.6 89.7 11.0 54.2 22.4
Qs (I) 
Before 

19.9 9.0 92.6 10.4 47.5 23 .1 
MCE (I) 

After 
17.7 NA NA NA NA NA

MCE (I) 
Before 

20.7 10.3 94.3 11.0 49.3 32.9 
QS (II) 
After 

8.7 4.3 81.3 9.1 38.8 32.5 
QS (II) 
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Table 3.7. Natural frequency of Non-emulative Pier Specimen II 

Natural Frequency (Hz) 
Impact Test Average 

West-east North-south
Sequence PT force (kips) Torsion

2nd1st mode mode 1st mode 2nd mode 
Before 

20.7 10.6 94.9 8.3 39.9 22.4
Qs (I) 
After 

19.3 9.6 86.7 8.3 NIA* 33 .6 
Qs (I) 
Before 

19.4 10.7 93 .8 8.5 39.6 28 .3 
MCE (I) 

After 
17.0 10.0 88 .2 9.0 40.8 29.9 

MCE (I) 
Before 

23 .8 NA NA NA NA NA
QS (II) 
After 

2.3 5.1 95 .7 6.8 94.3 20.1 
QS (II) 

Table 3.8. Natural frequency of Non-emulative Pier Specimen III 

Natural Frequency (Hz) 
Impact Test Average 

West-east North-south
Sequence PT force (kips) 

2nd Torsion
1st mode mode 1st mode 2nd mode 

Before 
20.4 9.7 79.4 7.8 59.1 16.5 

Qs (I) 
After 

18.5 7.9 82.4 10.4 62 .1 19.1 
Qs (I) 
Before 

20.1 10.4 84.3 10.7 40.2 20.5 
MCE (I) 

After 
17.0 7.3 82.5 9.4 39.3 22 .9 

MCE (I) 
Before 

20.6 8.1 86.7 10.2 67.4 24.0 
QS (II) 
After 

2.1 4.9 NA 8.33 89.9 28.4
QS (II) 

Damping ratios obtained for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I, II and III are given in Table 

3.9, Table 3.10, and Table 3.11 , respectively. Average post-tension force in internal strands 

of each specimen is also included in the tables as a reference. "NA" in these tables indicate 

results that were not within a reasonable range and were deemed inaccurate. 
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Table 3.9. Damping ratio of Non-emulative Pier Specimen I 

Damping Ratio 
Average

Non-emulative 
Pier Specimen I 

PT force 
(kips) 

West-east 
pt 2nd 

mode mode 

North-south 
pt 2nd 

mode mode 

Torsio 
n 

Before 
Qs (I) 

19.80 0.0138 0.075 0.0120 0.0170 0.0410 

After 
Qs (I) 

17.78 0.0165 0.072 0.0100 0.0250 0.0280 

Before 
MCE (I) 

19.91 0.0275 0.042 0.0165 0.0230 0.0210 

After 
MCE (I) 

17.68 NA NA NA NA NA 

Before 
QS (II) 

20.67 0.0113 0.0211 0.0160 0.0727 0.0746 

After 
QS (II) 

8.68 0.1180 0.0919 0.0275 0.0166 0.1483 

Table 3.10. Damping ratio of Non-emulative Pier Specimen II 

Damping Ratio 
Average

Non-emulative West-east North-south
PT force Torsiopt 2nd pt 2ndPier Specimen II 

(kips) n
mode mode mode mode 

Before 
20.68 0.0141 0.0435 0.0199 0.0273 0.0196

Qs (I) 
Right after 0.1348

19.31 0.0200 0.0378 0.0447 NA
Qs (I) 3 
Before 

19.41 0.0145 0.0373 0.0263 0.0603 0.0187
MCE (I) 

After 
17.03 0.0116 0.034 0.0138 0.0207 0.0150

MCE (I) 
Before 

NA NA NA NA NA NA
QS (II) 
After 

2.27 0.0221 0.0476 0.0219 0.0375 0.0281
QS (II) 
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Table 3.11. Damping ratio of Non-emulative Pier Specimen III 

Dampin2 Ratio 
Average

Non-emulative 
Pier Specimen III 

PT force 
(kips) 

West-east 
pt 2nd 

mode mode 

North-south 
pt 2nd 

mode mode 

Torsio 
n 

Before 
Os (I) 

20.42 0.0127 0.0272 0.0247 0.0271 0.0251 

After 
Qs (I) 

18.54 NA 0.0251 0.0160 0.0218 0.0521 

Before 
MCE (I) 

20.17 NA 0.0261 0.0142 0.0346 0.0434 

After 
MCE (I) 

16.96 0.0182 0.0236 0.0259 0.0209 0.0169 

Before 
QS (II) 

20.59 NA 0.0334 0.0112 0.0146 0.0176 

After 
QS (II) 

2.08 0.0242 NA 0.0154 0.0423 0.1633 

The initial 1st mode natural frequencies of all specimens were within 5% of the mean 1st 

mode natural frequency of all specimens, indicating the stiffness of all specimens were 

similar to each other before testing. The initial second mode natural frequencies of all 

specimens were within 10% of the mean 2nd mode natural frequency of all specimens. The 

system identification results were used to quantify and document damage due to testing, as 

will be discussed in section 3.7.3 .3. 

3.6 Results of Testing at Quasi-Static Loading Rates 

3.6.1 Results ofQs (I) Test 

3. 6.1.1 Global Response 

The lateral force-displacement hysteretic response ofNon-emulative Pier Specimen I up to 

peak displacement of 2.75 in. (2 .1 % drift ratio) is shown in Figure 3.32, separately from 
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the other specimens. The drift ratio is computed as the ratio of lateral displacement and the 

height of the column from the top of the foundation to the load point. Different colors 

represent varying displacement amplitude cycles. A ' fat' loop implies high energy 

dissipation, but limited self-centering capability. It is important to note that what can 

traditionally be interpreted as the 'deterioration of stiffness ' in the hysteretic response, 

resulted from the disproportional increase ofdisplacement compared to the increase ofload 

due to joint opening and sliding and not due to specimen damage. The narrowing of the 

hysteretic loop at larger displacements is attributed to the reversal of only rocking 

displacements upon unloading. 
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Figure 3.32 Hysteretic response of Non-emulative Pier Specimen I under Qs (I) Test 
up to 2.1 % drift ratio 

The lateral force-displacement hysteretic response ofall specimens are compared in Figure 

3.33, for up to 1.2 in. peak displacement amplitude (0.9% drift ratio), corresponding to 

RSD-DE. All specimens had a large area under the load-displacement curves and therefore 

had high energy dissipation. On the other hand, all specimens had residual displacements 

upon removal of the load due to shear-slip, and therefore had limited self-centering 

capability. What can traditionally be interpreted as the ' deterioration of stiffness ' in the 

hysteresis, resulted from rocking and shear-slip, and not from damage to specimens. 
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Figure 3.33 Hysteretic response of (a) Non-emulative Pier Specimen I, (b) Non

emulative Pier Specimen II, and (c) Non-emulative Pier Specimen III under Qs (I) 
Test up to 0.9% drift ratio 

3.6.1.2 Post-tension Force 

Figure 3.34 shows the average post-tension force on the east, west, and middle rows of 

strands against lateral displacement for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I up to peak 

displacement of 2.75 in. (2.1 % drift ratio). Lateral displacements caused elongations in 

post-tensioning strands near the tension face of the column, and shortening near the 

compression face of the column. 
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Figure 3.34 The average post-tension force versus lateral displacement under Qs (I) 
Test up to 2.1 % drift in the east, west and middle row strands for Non-emulative 

Pier Specimen I 
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Figure 3.35 shows the average post-tension force of strands on the east, west, and middle 

rows against lateral displacement for all specimens. The average post-tension loss of 

strands in each specimen was 4.0%, 4.2%, and 7.6% of the initial post-tension force, at the 

end of the cycle at RSD-DE for Specimen I, II, and III, respectively. Sources of post

tension loss at the end of each cycle may be local bending of strands near joints due to 

sliding, loss of concrete cross-section area and anchorage wedge seating. 

The force at which strands yield was calculated as 52. 7 kips, as 90% of the ultimate 

capacity for 0.6 in. diameter strands. Post-tension force remained below the nominal 

minimum yield force in all strands. Therefore, material inelasticity did not play a role in 

post-tension loss. The maximum axial stress change due to the variation of the forces in 

gravity strands was within 1.0% of total axial stress at RSD-DE. 
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Figure 3.35 The average post-tension force versus lateral displacement under Qs (I) 

Test up to 0.9% drift ratio in the east, west and middle row strands for Non
emulative Pier Specimen I, (b) Non-emulative Pier Specimen II, and (c) Non

emulative Pier Specimen III 
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3.6.1.3 Displacement Source 

Precast piers did not have shear keys or longitudinal reinforcement between segments. 

Therefore, lateral displacement resulted from shear-slip, gap opening or both, depending 

on loading and segment surface conditions. Under Qs (I) Test, all specimens had 

comparable shear-slip and gap opening. Shear force is plotted against shear-slip at each 

joint for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I up to peak displacement of 2. 75 in. (2 .1 % drift 

ratio) in Figure 3 .36. 
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Figure 3.36 Shear force versus joint shear-slip under Qs (I) Test up to 2.1 % drift 
for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I 

Figure 3.37 shows the shear force against shear-slip for all specimens up to the cycle at 

RSD-DE. Results from joints, where virtually no shear-slip was measured, were omitted 

from this figure . The force required to activate shear-slip was lower than 10 kips for all 

specimens. This force is lower than the rocking force and therefore shear-slip takes place 

before rocking. The stiffening at large shear-slip amplitudes is due to strands bearing 

against ducts and non-proportional increase in rocking compared to shear-slip. Figure 3.37 

shows that the large energy dissipation and low self-centering capability observed in Figure 

3.33 mainly resulted from shear-slip. Shear-slip depends on many factors including surface 

characteristics, contact area and normal force, and was observed to occur in a random joint 
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order even though shear force was expected to be the same at each joint. Although shear

slip was asymmetric at individual joints due to segment twisting in specimen II and III, the 

global response (shown in Figure 3.33) was symmetric due to symmetry in cumulative 

shear-slip of all joints. 
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Figure 3.37 Shear force versus joint shear-slip under Qs (I) Test up to 2.1 % drift for 

(a)) Non-emulative Pier Specimen I, (b) Non-emulative Pier Specimen II, and (c) 
Non-emulative Pier Specimen III 

Joint opening concentrated at the first three column segment joints from the bottom for all 

specimens and were smaller than shear-slip displacements. The joint openings were very 

small and are not shown as measurement accuracy of joint opening may have been 

diminished by shear-slip taking place at the same joints. Joint opening affected shear slip 

response by changing segment contact area and post-tension force. 

3. 6.1 . 4 Damage Inspection 

For Non-emulative Pier Specimen I, first concrete spalling was observed at the southeast 

comer of concrete segment 1 (PS 1 ), and a piece of concrete subsequently fell off at 1 in. 

displacement. At the displacement level of 2 in. , a piece of concrete immediately fell from 

segment 2 (PS2) exposing the confinement reinforcement. At the displacement level of2.2 
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in. , comer spalling propagated to the whole southeast edge of the segment 1. Finally, at 2.6 

in. of displacement, a big piece of concrete spalled off at the northeast comer of bottom 

segment near joint 1. Figure 3.38 shows photographs of each side of each column segment 

for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I after Qs (I) Test. As seen in these photographs, majority 

of the damage was concentrated in segment 1 (PS 1 ), exposing reinforcing bars. 

Unlike Non-emulative Pier Specimen I, Qs (I) Test was performed up to 1.2 in. 

displacement to limit damage to Non-emulative Pier Specimen II. Videos oftesting showed 

that sliding first occurred at joint O and 3, and propagated to joint 2. Virtually no sliding 

was observed at joint 1. Figure 3.39 shows photographs of each side of each column 

segment for Non-emulative Pier Specimen II after Qs (I) Test. There was essentially no 

damage to the pier, except for minor concrete spalling at the northeast edge near joint 4. 

Minor concrete spalling also occurred right after post-tensioning and is not due to damage 

under lateral loading. Some silicone was pressed out ofthe joint interfaces. Segment 3 (PS3) 

and 4 (PS4) was misaligned considerably at the end of the test. 

For Non-emulative Pier Specimen III, sliding initiated and mostly concentrated at joint 5, 

followed by sliding at joint 0, 1 and joint 2, in this order. Sliding was not symmetric in the 

south and north surfaces of the same segments, causing twisting of segment 3 (PS3). There 

was no evident overturning (rocking) of the specimen. Minor amounts of silicone were 

pressed out of the joint interfaces. Figure 3.40 shows photographs of each side of each 

column segment for Non-emulative Pier Specimen III after Qs (I) Test. Virtually no 

damage was detected, except for small amounts of silicone that was pressed out of segment 

interfaces. Twisting of segment 3 (PS3) was considerable, and was also evident from the 

sliding measurements. 
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Figure 3.38. Non-emulative Pier Specimen I - Qs (I) Test: Visual inspection after 
test 
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Figure 3.39. Non-emulative Pier Specimen II - Qs (I) Test: Visual inspection after 
test 
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Figure 3.40. Non-emulative Pier Specimen III - Qs (I) Test: Visual inspection after 
test 
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3. 6.2 Results ofQs (II) Test 

3. 6. 2.1 Global Response 

The lateral force versus lateral displacement hysteretic response of specimens to Qs (II) 

Test is shown in Figure 3 .41. The displacement amplitude of the 8th set of loading cycle 

was 2 in., which is the closest amplitude to RSD-MCE (1 .85 in.) . For all specimens, the bi

linear hysteretic curves virtually overlapped with each other for the first 4 cycles of 

Specimen I, 8 cycles of Non-emulative Pier Specimen II, 9 cycles of Non-emulative Pier 

Specimen III, resulting in self-centering but low energy dissipation. Rocking did not 

initiate until 0.5 in. oflateral displacement for any of the specimens. The rocking force of 

Non-emulative Pier Specimen III, which is defined as the lateral force needed to overcome 

pre-compression due to post-tension force, was 14.8% smaller than Non-emulative Pier 

Specimen II. This might be due to the lack of mild steel reinforcement in the bottom 

segment ofNon-emulative Pier Specimen III. 

Several abrupt degradations in strength were observed and attributed to random and sudden 

shear-slip at large displacements. As a result, the area under the hysteretic loops got larger, 

indicating energy dissipation and partial loss of re-centering capability. Shear-slip was 

offset by a decrease in gap opening, leading to a sudden decrease ofpost-tension force . All 

specimens, however, maintained their strength, stiffness, and self-centering capability 

throughout the test even when the actuator reached its displacement loading capacity of 

19.2 in. This displacement corresponds to 14.6% lateral drift ratio, which is much larger 

than the ones expected at DE or MCE hazard levels. The lateral strength plateaued at larger 

displacements due to the yielding of strands. 
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3.6.2.2 Post-tension Force 

The average post-tension force of strands in each specimen is plotted against the global 

lateral displacement in Figure 3.42. The time history of force in each post-tension strand 

revealed that the sudden drops ofpost-tension force were concurrent with the degradations 

of lateral strength shown in Figure 3. 41 . Post-tension force increased faster with increasing 

displacements for Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III and correspond to larger strand 

elongations than the one for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I. This difference was caused 

by the differences of conventional concrete and UHPC to resist damage. Specimen I, with 

normal concrete bottom segment, had more damage at the rocking edge, causing a shift in 

pivot point of rocking. On the contrary, for specimens with UHPC, the pivot point of 

rocking remained at the column bottom edge causing a larger gap opening at the segment

foundation joint. Larger inelastic strand strains and larger wedge seating caused a larger 

post-tension loss (more than 90% loss) in Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III than they 

did for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I (68% loss) at failure. The maximum axial stress 

increase due to elongations in gravity strands was 3.5% and 17.0% of total axial stress at 

RSD-MCE and maximum drift ratios, respectively. 

3.6.2.3 Displacement Source 

Gap opening controlled the overall performance during Qs (II) Test. Shear-slip in all 

specimens was small and sudden, particularly when compared to gap opening, and is not 

shown in this dissertation. Shear-slip did not exceed 16%, 7%, 12% of the total 

displacement for Specimen I, II, and III, respectively. Joint slip time-history confirmed that 
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small, random shear-slip coincided with the sudden decrease ofjoint rotation, resulting in 

the momentary decrease of post-tension force and global lateral strength. 

The relationship between lateral force and gap opening at the three joints from the bottomis 

displayed for each specimen in Figure 3.43. Gap opening controlled the overall 

performance during the Qs (II) Test. At small lateral displacements of less thanl in. , gap 

opening was comparable at each joint for each specimen. This was expected at the pre

rocking stage, where the response is similar to the response of a monolithic column with a 

constant increase in curvature along the height. With the increase of lateral displacement, 

gap opening concentrated at the bottom column joint causing the pier to rotate similar to a 

rigid body for all specimens. Moment-rotation curves demonstrated high self-centering 

capability for all specimens. At large displacements, yielding of post-tension strands in 

Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III was more evident than it was in Specimen I. The 

force needed to initiate rocking decreased with larger displacements, primarily due to post

tension loss, and secondarily due to loss of concrete cover. 
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3·6. 2·4Damage Inspection 

For Non-emulative Pier Specimen I, damage on the exterior and interior concrete surfaces 

are shown in Figure 3.44 and Figure 3.45, respectively. Damage mainly concentrated on 

the bottom column segment, segment 1 (PS 1). Considerable concrete spalling and crushing 

occurred at the lower ends of segment 1 (PS 1) at the east and west sides, both on exterior 

and interior faces . There were no additional damage on the upper edges ofsegment 1 (PS 1) 

because of the limited sliding, which further demonstrated that the concrete spalling near 

the joint interfaces was as a result ofcyclic interface shear. Concrete spalling also occurred 

near joint 2, on the south and north sides in segments 2 (PS2) and segment 3 (PS3). 

Segment 5 (PSS) had significant concrete spalling on the east and west interior faces, and 

minor spalling near joints 4 and 5 on the east and west exterior sides. This damage is 

consistent with the visual observation ofevident sliding at joints 4 and 5. The sling amount, 

although below 16% of the total displacement, is sufficient to cause spalling damage at the 

region close to the sliding interface. State of the post-tensioning system at the end of the 

test is shown in Figure 3.46. The middle strands remained virtually straight, implying 

limited residual deformation. The other six strands located at the east and west edge 

elongated as their force exceeded the nominal yielding level. Even though none of the post

tensioning strands fractured, localized bending was observed near segment joints. Figure 

3.47 (a) shows cracks detected in the anchorage chucks. Several post-tension ducts 

deformed due to bearing of strands onto ducts as shown in Figure 3.47 (b). 
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Figure 3.44. Non-emulative Pier Specimen I - Qs (11) Test: Exterior surfaces after 
testing 
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Figure 3.45. Non-emulative Pier Specimen I - Qs (11) Test: Interior surfaces after 
testing 
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Figure 3.46. Non-emulative Pier Specimen I - Qs (11) Test: Post-tensioning strand 
after testing 

(a) (b) 
Figure 3.47. Non-emulative Pier Specimen I - Qs (11) Test: (a) the anchorage chuck, 

and (b) the duct after testing 

Similar to what was observed for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I, joint opening in Non

emulative Pier Specimen II gradually increased with the displacement and the pier 

displaced as a monolithic rigid body. Rocking and therefore damage were concentrated at 

the east and west edge of joint 0. The damage was confined in a small area due to steel 

fibers in UHPC, preventing the loss of concrete cover. Breaking of steel fibers was audible 

at large displacements. The damage to the UHPC segment was limited to minor concrete 

edge damage, fibers breaking and hairline cracks. 

Concrete with about 2-in. width spalled at the northwest edge of segment 5 (PS5) and the 

east surface of segment 4 (PS4) near joint 4 because of cyclic sliding (shown in Figure 

3.69). In addition, the increase in post-tensioning force at very large displacements 
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increased bearing stresses between segments. Segment 2 (PS2) concrete also spalled at the 

area near joint 2 on the east side. 

The post-tensioning strands at the end of the tests are shown in Figure 3.50. All strands 

strained beyond yielding at large displacements, but did not fracture. There was localized 

damage near segment joints. Wires in some strands unwrapped, particularly for the north 

gravity strand, some cracks were identified in the anchorage chucks, as shown in Figure 

3. 51 (a) and (b). Bearing deformations were evident through the inspection ofseveral ducts, 

as seen in Figure 3.51 (c). 
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Figure 3.48. Non-emulative Pier Specimen II - Qs (11) Test: Exterior surfaces after 
testing 
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Figure 3.49. Non-emulative Pier Specimen II - Qs (11) Test: Interior surfaces after 
testing 
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Figure 3.50. Non-emulative Pier Specimen II - Qs (11) Test: Post-tensioning strands 
after testing 

w ~ ~ 
Figure 3.51. Non-emulative Pier Specimen II - Qs (11) Test: (a) unwrapping of the 
wire at the north gravity strand, (b) the anchorage chuck, and (c) the duct adaptor 

after testing 

Unlike Non-emulative Pier Specimen I but similar to Non-emulative Pier Specimen II, 

Non-emulative Pier Specimen III bottom segment had minor damage such as small cracks 

at the failure of the specimen. Cover concrete remained intact at large displacement levels 

owing to steel fibers in UHPC. Breaking of steel fibers was audible at large displacement 

levels. Concrete spalled in the conventional concrete segments: at the northwest and 

southwest edges of segment 5 (PSS), and the east and west surfaces of segment 4 (PS4) 

near joint 4 because of interface shear from evident sliding. It should be noted that the total 

sliding amount remained below 12% of the total displacement for Non-emulative Pier 

Specimen III. Increase in post-tensioning force at large displacements induced higher 

bearing forces between segments resulting in stress concentrations at joint interfaces. 
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Figure 3.54 shows the inelastic deformation in all post-tensioning strands. Similar to Non

emulative Pier Specimen II, some strand wires unwrapped and some anchorage chunks 

cracked and are shown in Figure 3.55 (a) and (b). Deformations of the ducts due to contact 

with strands were evident in some ducts as shown in Figure 3.55 (c). 
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Figure 3.52. Non-emulative Pier Specimen III - Qs (11) Test: Exterior surfaces after 
testing 
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Figure 3.53. Non-emulative Pier Specimen III - Qs (11) Test: Interior surfaces after 
testing 
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Figure 3.54. Non-emulative Pier Specimen III - Qs (11) Test: Post-tensioning strand 
after testing 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.55. Non-emulative Pier Specimen III - Qs (11) Test: (a) unwrapping of the 
wire at the internal northeast strand, (b) the anchorage chuck, (c) the duct after 

testing 

3.7 The Impact of UHPC on Seismic Response 

The response of the three specimens was compared to understand the enhancement of 

seismic response and damage control due to UHPC and to understand whether mild steel 

reinforcing bars are necessary for UHPC column segments. Strength, stiffness, energy 

dissipation, self-centering, and damage were compared for all specimens for Qs (I) Test 

and Qs (II) Test. Damage was also quantitatively assessed by impact hammer testing. 

3. 7.1 Strength and Stiffness 

Figure 3.56 (a) and (b) shows the peak lateral force against peak displacement for 

specimens under Qs (I) Test and Qs (II) Test, respectively. The lateral force and 

displacement amplitudes were calculated as the average of values in the positive and 
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negative directions. For specimens under Qs (I) Test, the stiffness of specimens depended 

on shear-slip. Non-emulative Pier Specimen III, for which shear-slip was the most 

significant among all specimens, had a lower lateral stiffness than the other specimens. 

Both the secant stiffness and shear-slip energy percentage were plotted against peak 

displacement at each cycle for all specimens in Figure 3.57. The portion of energy 

generated by shear-slip energy ( shear-slip percentage) was calculated as the ratio of energy 

accumulated due to shear-slip over total energy. This demonstrates that lateral stiffness is 

strongly associated with shear-slip amount, and use of UHPC did not change stiffness or 

strength for specimens where shear-slip was allowed. 

During Qs (II) Test, shear-slip was prevented due to the degradation of silicone layer 

between segments. Table 2 shows that Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III had higher 

stiffness and strength at larger displacements than Non-emulative Pier Specimen I did. 

Concrete spalling in Non-emulative Pier Specimen I led to stiffness and strength loss, even 

though post-tension loss in Non-emulative Pier Specimen I was smaller due to the shift of 

rocking pivot point. Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III, with negligible concrete 

spalling, had minor differences in stiffness and strength. 
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Figure 3.56 Comparison of backbone curves of specimens under (a) Qs (I) Test and 
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Figure 3.57 (a) Secant stiffness and (b) shear-slip energy dissipation percentage 

versus peak displacement of specimens under Qs (I) Test 

3. 7.2 Energy Dissipation and Self-centering Capability 

The hysteretic energy dissipation of the specimens is quantified by using an equivalent 

viscous damping ratio (Chopra 2007), as calculated in Eqn. (5-18). A higher value of the 

ratio indicates higher energy dissipation capacity. Energy dissipation for a given cycle is 
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computed by calculating the area under the hysteresis loop. The equivalent stiffness was 

taken as the secant stiffness of a given loop. Figure 3.58 (a) and (b) present a comparison 

of the viscous damping ratio of all specimens under Qs (I) Test and Qs (II) Test, 

respectively. 

Self-centering capacity was quantified using a residual displacement ratio, which was 

calculated as the ratio of the total residual displacement at the end of each cycle to the total 

peak displacement at that cycle. Displacements were calculated as the sum of 

displacements in positive and negative directions for each cycle. Lower values of the 

residual displacement ratio indicate a higher self-centering capability. Figure 3.59 (a) and 

(b) compare residual displacement ratios of all specimens under Qs (I) Test and Qs (II) 

Test, respectively. 

For all specimens under Qs (I) Test, the equivalent viscous damping ratio increased as the 

displacement amplitude increased. This trend is caused by the increasing contribution of 

shear-slip to lateral displacement. Similarly, for all specimens under Qs (I) Test, residual 

displacements increased with increasing displacement amplitudes. Figure 3.58 (a) and 

Figure 3.59 (a) show that Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III had better energy 

dissipation than Specimen I, but at the expense of residual displacements. As with the 

stiffness, the differences between the equivalent viscous damping ratio and residual 

displacement ratio stemmed from shear-slip and not from material type under Qs (I) Test. 

Use ofUHPC, therefore, did not alter energy dissipation or self-centering. 

Figure 3.58 (b) and Figure 3.59 (b) indicate that in the absence of shear-slip under Qs (II) 

Test, specimens have small and similar equivalent viscous damping ratios (less than 0.1), 

and residual displacement ratios (less than 0.3). As expected, UHPC or reinforcing bars in 
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UHPC did not contribute to energy dissipation since bottom column segment acted as a 

rigid body with localized compressive strains at the rocking edge, as opposed to well

distributed bending strains. The abrupt increase of energy dissipation and residual 

displacement at lateral displacement of7 in. (5.3% drift ratio) is due to the relatively large 

random sliding. 
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Figure 3.58 Comparison of equivalent viscous damping ratios of specimens under 

(a) Qs (I) Test, and (b) Qs (11) Test 
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Figure 3.59 Comparison of residual displacement ratios of specimens under (a) Qs 

(I) Test, and (b) Qs (11) Test 
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3. 7.3 Damage Assessment 

3. 7.3.1 Inspection ofPost-tension Loss 

For Qs (I) Test, post-tension loss was proportional to the shear-slip amount for all 

specimens. Small post-tension losses in Qs (II) Test (limited shear-slip) at similar 

displacement amplitudes as Qs (I) Test confirms this conclusion. 

Other factors, including the use of UHPC, controlled post-tension loss for Qs (II) Test. 

Figure 3.60 examines these factors , starting at the cycle of 2 in. displacement as losses 

before this displacement were negligible. Figure 3.60 (a) shows the slope of average post

tension force of all strands in each specimen versus displacement (denoted as KPT) as a 

function oflateral displacement amplitude at each loading cycle. The slope ofpost-tension 

force, or increase in post-tension force, in Non-emulative Pier Specimen I was smaller due 

to the shift of rocking pivot point towards the cross-section centerline, caused by cover 

concrete spalling and crushing. The strands yielded at a larger displacement amplitude of 

7 in. for Non-emulative Pier Specimen I, as compared to the displacement amplitude of 10 

in. for Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III. Figure 3.60 (b) compares post-tension loss 

ratio at the end of each loading cycle for specimens. Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and 

III had larger post-tension losses. For Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III, the column 

rotated around the column bottom edge, increasing forces in post-tension strands. Higher 

post-tension force caused larger inelastic strains and anchorage wedge seating, leading to 

higher post-tension losses in UHPC specimens. 
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Figure 3.60 Comparison of (a) post-tension force increase and (b) post-tension loss 

for specimens under Qs (11) Test 

3.7.3.2 Inspection ofChanges in Stiffness 

Damage to specimens was assessed by comparing the change in stiffness of specimens due 

to testing. For Qs (I) Test, Figure 3.57 indicates that the differences of secant stiffness for 

each specimen highly depended on shear-slip, instead of specimen material type, for 

specimens with comparable post-tension forces. 

Under Qs (II) Test, as displacements increased, all specimens went through a 

decompression stage, a rocking or joint opening stage, and a stage where strands yielded, 

before failure was reached. Only the stiffness change at the last stage is related to damage 

in the form of strand yielding. To investigate accumulated damage, Figure 3.61 (a) and (b) 

present the stiffness (Kinitiat) and post-tension force (PTinitiat) at the beginning of each cycle, 

respectively. Non-emulative Pier Specimen I had the largest degradation of initial stiffness 

after each cycle among all specimens, even though it had higher post-tension force than 

Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III at the beginning ofeach cycle. The main source of 
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this degradation was concrete spalling. Loss of post-tension force had a secondary effect 

on initial stiffness compared to concrete spalling. 
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Figure 3.61 Comparison of (a) normalized initial stiffness, and (b) normalized post

tension force for specimens under Qs (11) Test 

3. 7.3.3 Inspection ofChanges in Dynamic Properties 

The damage to specimens due to Qs (I) Test and Qs (II) Test was assessed by measuring 

dynamic properties of specimens before and after testing through impact hammer testing, 

as discussed in Section 3.5. Figure 3.62 presents natural frequency and damping ratio of 

each specimen in the direction of loading before and after each test. Impact test data for 

Non-emulative Pier Specimen II before Qs (II) Test were not available, and are shown as 

NIA in Figure 3.62. The results of damping ratio calculations with R2 values lower than 

0.9, indicating a poor fit to the theoretical free vibration expression, are also omitted and 

shown by their respective R2 values in Figure 3.62. All specimens had similar fundamental 

frequencies ofapproximately 10 Hz before Qs (I) Test, similar to ones identified elsewhere 

(Sideris 2012) for similar specimens. This indicates that replacing the bottom segment of 

piers with UHPC with or without mild reinforcement does not considerably change seismic 
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demand at small displacements. The initial damping ratios of all specimens were also 

similar, between 1.3% and 1 .4%. In order to restore the stiffness after Qs (I) Test, 

specimens were either re-post tensioned (Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III) or re

built (Non-emulative Pier Specimen I). Specimens were re-built if a difference of more 

than 20% in fundamental frequency was measured after testing. Specimen initial 

fundamental frequencies were within 10% and 20% difference ofeach other for Qs (I) Test 

and Qs (II) Test, respectively. Recall that Qs (I) Test on Non-emulative Pier Specimen I 

had twice the peak displacement amplitude of the other specimens. 

For all specimens, the most significant loss in stiffness ( decrease in fundamental frequency) 

was due to Qs (II) Test. Despite the fact that the remaining post-tension force in Non

emulative Pier Specimen I after Qs (II) Test was approximately four times the ones for 

other specimens, the three specimens had similar fundamental frequencies after Qs (II) Test. 

This is a quantitative indicator of severe concrete damage in Non-emulative Pier Specimen 

I. This damage did not occur in other specimens to the extent it did for Non-emulative Pier 

Specimen I. Damage to Non-emulative Pier Specimen I was also evident from the high 

damping ratio change (from 1.1 % to 6.1 % ) under Qs (II) Test. Evaluation of stiffness and 

damping ratios indicates that both post-tension loss and concrete damage degrade stiffness. 
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Figure 3.62 Variations of (a) fundamental frequency and (b) damping ratio for 
specimens before and after Qs (I) Test and Qs (11) Test 

3. 7.3.4 Inspection of Visible Damage 

Visible damage, i.e. cracking, spalling and crushing of concrete and permanent shear-slip, 

were monitored using video cameras during all tests. Each specimen was inspected in detail 

for damage on the exterior concrete surfaces after each test. Visible damage to strands, 

ducts and interior concrete surfaces were documented by disassembling specimens after 

Qs (II) Test. 

During Qs (I) Test, all specimens had repairable damage. It should be recalled that Non

emulative Pier Specimen I had twice the displacement of the other specimens under Qs (I) 

Test. In all specimens, column segments were misaligned due to asymmetric and 

irrecoverable shear-slip. Shear-slip also caused silicone, placed to develop shear-slip, to be 

pressed out of joint interfaces. Damage to the bottom column segment of specimens with 

varying concrete types is shown on the faces perpendicular to the loading direction in 

Figure 3.63. For Non-emulative Pier Specimen I with normal concrete, concrete cracking 

initiated on top of the bottom segment and propagated downward for 10 in .. Concrete in 

one comer of the bottom segment spalled off along the full segment height. The first 
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concrete spalling occurred at 1 in. displacement or at 0.7% drift ratio. Damage was 

triggered by friction between segments and by bearing of strands against ducts. Non

emulative Pier Specimen II and III with UHPC had no visible damage at RSD-DE of 1.2 

in. or 0.9% drift ratio. 

Figure 3.63 Comparisons of bottom segment damage after Qs (I) Test 

Under Qs (II) Test, all specimens remained in a low damage state where confined core 

remained intact. Some concrete spalling occurred at upper column segments due to sudden 

shear-slip at upper column joints. Figure 3.64 shows damage to the bottom column segment 

on the faces perpendicular to the loading direction at the end of Qs (II) Test. UHPC 

specimens had minor damage ( edge crushing) even at large displacements. The damage 

was confined to an area less than 1 in. wide near the rocking edges and was in the form of 

steel fiber breaking. Fiber breaking was audible at large displacements but fibers were able 

to hold concrete together, preventing spalling. The comparison of damage in Non

emulative Pier Specimen II and III showed that reinforcement bars in Non-emulative Pier 
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Specimen II did not contribute to damage protection. For Non-emulative Pier Specimen I, 

concrete cover was lost, confinement reinforcement was exposed and the rocking edges 

were entirely crushed. Spalling damage was spread to an area 10 in. wide. It should be 

noted that the displacements at which specimens failed under Qs (II) Test, 15%, were well 

above the displacements expected even during maximum level earthquakes. UHPC 

specimens had minor damage even at this very large displacement level. 

Figure 3.64 Comparison of bottom segment damage after Qs (11) Test 

3.8 Results of Testing at Dynamic Loading Rates 

3.8.1 Results ofMCE (I) Test 

3.8.1. l Global Response 

Lateral force versus lateral displacement hysteretic response of specimens to MCE (I) Test 

is shown in Figure 3.65. Inertia effects were removed from the raw test data by using 
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acceleration measurements. Similar to Qs (I) Test, the hysteretic response of all specimens 

enclosed large areas and therefore had large energy dissipation. The narrowing of the 

hysteretic loop at larger displacements can be observed in all specimens, particularly for 

Non-emulative Pier Specimen II. This is attributed to the reversal of only rocking 

displacements upon unloading. Degradation of stiffness resulted from rocking and shear

slip, not from damage to specimens. The difference in load-displacement behavior of the 

specimens was primarily due to differences in shear-slip amounts and secondarily due to 

UHPC. 

3.8.1.2 Post-tension Force 

Average post-tension force ofstrands at different rows within each cross-section are plotted 

against the global lateral displacement for each specimen in Figure 3.66. Post-tension force 

remained below the nominal minimum yield force for all strands. Therefore, material 

inelasticity did not play a role in post-tension loss. Post-tension losses in MCE (I) Test was 

larger than the ones in MCE (II) Test at similar displacement amplitudes for all specimens. 

Shear-slip was prevented in MCE (II) Test. This confirms that the post-tension loss is 

associated with shear-slip amount. 
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Figure 3.65 Hysteretic response of (a) Non-emulative Pier Specimen I, (b) Non-emulative Pier Specimen II, and (c) Non
emulative Pier Specimen III under MCE (I) Test 
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Figure 3.66 Average post-tension force in east, west and middle row strands versus lateral displacement for MCE (I) Test for 

(a) Non-emulative Pier Specimen I, (b) Non-emulative Pier Specimen II, and (c) Non-emulative Pier Specimen III 
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3.8.1.3 Displacement Source 

Lateral force against shear-slip behavior of each joint is given in Figure 3.71 (a) to (c) for 

all specimens. Joints that had virtually no shear-slip are omitted from Figure 3.71. Shear

slip initiated in both positive and negative directions at magnitudes of lateral force lower 

than 10 kips. Similar to Qs (I) Test, this force is lower than the rocking force and therefore 

shear-slip took place before rocking. Stiffening at large shear-slip amplitudes was mainly 

due to the non-proportional increase in rocking compared to shear-slip at these 

displacements. 

The measured relationships between lateral force and shear-slip in both Qs (I) Test and 

MCE (I) Test were used to characterize frictional response as discussed in Section 5.4.1. 

Variables that may have an influence on the frictional response were shear-slip velocity, 

normal force, and accumulative slip amount. 

The relationship between lateral force and gap opening at the two joints from the bottom 

is displayed for each specimen in Figure 3.68. Gap opening at the bottom two joints was 

comparable for each specimen. Lateral force-gap opening curves demonstrated high self

centering capability for all specimens, although joint opening measurements were affected 

by shear-slip. Joint opening and shear-slip response were mutually dependent. Joint 

opening affected shear slip by changing segment contact area and post-tension force, and 

shear slip affected joint opening by decreasing contact area. 
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Non-emulative Pier Specimen II, and (c) Non-emulative Pier Specimen III 
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3.8.1.4 Damage Inspection 

Figure 3.69 shows the results of the visual inspection of Non-emulative Pier Specimen I 

after the MCE (I) Test. Majority of the damage was concentrated at column segment 1 

(PS 1 ): the southeast edge concrete fell apart, and a big piece of cover concrete located at 

the east surface near joint 1 spalled. The bottom edge of segment 4 (PS4) cracked. More 

silicone was pressed out from the segmental interfaces at the end of the test. 

The state ofNon-emulative Pier Specimen II at the end ofMCE (I) Test is shown in Figure 

3.70. Large amounts of silicone were pressed out ofjoints 0, 1 and 2. Most of the damage 

was concentrated on the east surface of segment 2 (PS2). At a displacement of 3.2in., a 

piece ofconcrete at the southeast edge of segment 2 (PS2) fell off, as shown in Figure 3.70. 

Concrete spalling also occurred at the upper edge near joint 2, exposing reinforcing bars. 

The only damage to the UHPC segment after the MCE (I) test was a small crack at the east 

and west bottom edge of column segment 1 (PS 1). 

The damage condition of each segment of Non-emulative Pier Specimen III is shown in 

Figure 3.71 after MCE (I) Test. Damage largely concentrated on segment 4 and S (PS4 and 

PSS). Minor concrete spalling at the south surface of segment 3 (PS3) near joint 4 was 

detected at the cycle with the peak displacement of 1.6 in., and concrete at north east comer 

of segment 4, near joint 4 spalled off at the cycle with the peak displacement of 3 in. At 

the cycle with peak displacement of 3.6 in. , a piece of concrete near joint 4 at the south 

comer of segment 4 and S (PS4 and PSS) fell. This damage was immediately followed by 

a large piece of concrete spalling at southeast edge of segment S (PSS). The damage 

concentrated at segment 4 and S (PS4 and PSS) was because oflarge shear-slip at joint 4. 
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Figure 3.69. Non-emulative Pier Specimen I - MCE (I) Test: Visual inspection after 
test 
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Figure 3.70. Non-emulative Pier Specimen II - MCE (I) Test: Visual inspection after 
test 
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Figure 3.71. Non-emulative Pier Specimen III - MCE (I) Test: Visual inspection 
after test 
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3.8.2 Results ofMCE (II) Test 

3.8.2.1 Global Response 

Unlike other tests, MCE (II) Test was only performed on Non-emulative Pier Specimen II 

and Non-emulative Pier III. Lateral force versus lateral displacement of Non-emulative 

Pier Specimen II and Non-emulative Pier Specimen III under MCE (II) Test are shown in 

Figure 3.72 (a) and (b), respectively. Inertia effects were removed from the raw test data 

by using accelerometer measurements. Similar to Qs (II) Test, the hysteretic response of 

Non-emulative Pier Specimen II shows almost no energy dissipation but significant self

centering capability. Non-emulative Pier Specimen III had shear-slip and associated energy 

dissipation. Non-emulative Pier Specimen III had similar response as Non-emulative Pier 

Specimen II before shear-slip was activated. Different shear-slip contribution was observed 

between Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III, even though their interface conditions 

are expected to be similar. This indicates the uncertain feature in shear-slip. 
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Figure 3.72 Hysteretic response of (a) Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and (b) Non

emulative Pier Specimen III under MCE (11) Test 
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3.8.2.2 Post-tension Force 

Average posttension force is plotted against the global lateral displacement for strands in 

different rows for each specimen in Figure 3.73 . Post-tension loss primarily occurred when 

the force exceeded the maximum force of the preceding tests . The posttension force ofeach 

strand remained below the nominal minimum yield force; hence material inelasticity did 

not play a role in posttension loss. Other types of loss, such as friction, were expected to 

be negligible. For Non-emulative Pier Specimen III, the slopes ofpost-tension force versus 

displacement plots ( or rate of increase with displacement) varied significantly during the 

test due to shear-slip. 
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Figure 3. 73 Average post-tension force in east, west and middle row strands versus 
lateral displacement for MCE (11) Test for (a) Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and 

(b) Non-emulative Pier Specimen III 

3.8.2.3 Displacement Source 

Gap opening controlled the overall performance during MCE (II) Test of Non-emulative 

Pier Specimen II. Shear-slip was significantly small compared to gap opening for Non

emulative Pier Specimen II. The relationship between lateral force and gap opening at the 
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two joints from the bottom is displayed in Figure 3.68 (a). Similar to Qs (II) Test, gap 

opening concentrated at the bottom column joint. Lateral force-gap opening curves 

confirmed high self-centering capability for Non-emulative Pier Specimen II. 

For Non-emulative Pier Specimen III, gap opening controlled the response for the first 9 

sets of cycles with the maximum peak displacement of 1.4 in. After that, shear-slip initiated 

and contributed to the response. The relationship between lateral force and gap opening at 

the two joints from the bottom is displayed in Figure 3.74 (b). Gap opening at joint O is 

larger than the one at joint 1. Lateral force against shear-slip for Non-emulative Pier 

Specimen II is given in Figure 3.75 . Shear-slip mainly occurred at joint 1 and joint 5. Joints 

that had virtually no shear-slip are omitted from Figure 3.75 . 
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Figure 3.74 Lateral force versus gap opening for MCE (11) Test for (a) Non

emulative Pier Specimen II and (b) Non-emulative Pier Specimen III 
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Figure 3.75 Shear force versus joint shear-slip under MCE (11) Test for Non
emulative Pier Specimen III 

3.8.2.4 Damage Inspection 

For both Non-emulative Pier Specimen II and III, only minor concrete damage occurred at 

the rocking edges of the bottom segment, as shown in Figure 3.76 and Figure 3.77. The 

upper segments with no damage are not shown here. 

East North 

PSl 

Figure 3.76. Non-emulative Pier Specimen II - MCE (11) Test: Visual inspection 
after test 

PSl 

Figure 3.77. Non-emulative Pier Specimen III - MCE (11) test: Visual inspection 
after test 
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3.9 Conclusions 

This chapter presented an experimental investigation of the response of large-scale precast 

post-tensioned concrete, segmental column specimens with UHPC to quasi-static cyclic 

lateral loading and to rates of loading expected during MCE earthquake hazard level. 

UHPC was employed in the system to eliminate damage near the rocking planes of 

segmental columns. In addition, to offset the high cost ofUHPC, elimination of mild steel 

reinforcement bars, including confinement reinforcement, in UHPC was also investigated. 

The contribution of UHPC to damage tolerance was assessed by comparing the response 

of columns with UHPC to a reference conventional concrete column. Similarly, the 

contribution of mild reinforcing bars to damage control was evaluated by comparing the 

response ofUHPC columns with and without mild reinforcement bars. To control the cost 

of the system, UHPC was used for only the bottom column segment of the segmental pier. 

The following conclusions were obtained for Qs (I) Test: 

• The impact of UHPC on stiffness, strength and energy dissipation was minor as these 

were primarily affected by shear-slip. Specimens displayed high energy dissipation but 

low self-centering capability due to shear-slip. The equivalent damping ratios and 

residual displacement ratios were larger than 15% and 35%, respectively at RSD-DE 

cycle. Post-tension loss was small and less than 10% in all specimens at RSD-DE (0.9% 

lateral drift ratio). 

• At RSD-DE, UHPC was effective in preventing damage. Conventional concrete 

specimen had cover spalling and cracking at RSD-DE in the bottom segment. Damage 

to this specimen was related to shear-slip and friction between segments. At the same 

displacement, there was no visible cracking, spalling or crushing in the UHPC 
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specimens. UHPC specimen without reinforcing bars had identical damage to the one 

with reinforcing bars, indicating longitudinal or confinement reinforcing are not needed 

when UHPC is used for DE level designs. 

The following conclusions were obtained for Qs (II) Test: 

• The impact ofUHPC on strength and stiffness was evident when shear-slip was limited. 

The responses of all specimens were governed by gap opening at the column

foundation joint. Stiffness and strength ofUHPC specimens were higher than the ones 

for conventional concrete due to elimination ofdamage to concrete, particularly at large 

displacements. In all specimens, residual displacements remained smaller than 10% 

and 20% of the total displacement amplitude at RSD-MCE and failure level 

displacements, respectively. Energy dissipation, mainly caused by strand yielding, was 

minimal. The equivalent damping ratio was smaller than 20% for all specimens. 

• The accumulation of damage was evident in the conventional concrete specimen from 

the decrease of the stiffness at the beginning of each cycle. Accumulated damage was 

in the form of concrete section loss and post-tension loss. Post-tension loss was higher 

in UHPC specimens than conventional concrete because the pivot point of rocking 

shifted inside the cross-section in conventional concrete due to section loss reducing 

joint opening and strand elongation. Specimens with UHPC, despite having higher 

post-tension losses, had smaller reductions in initial stiffness indicating better damage 

control. This was related to the smaller cross-section loss in UHPC than in conventional 

concrete. 
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The conclusions obtained from Qs (I) Test also applied to MCE (I) Test, as summarized 

below: 

• Under rapid loading rates, specimen displayed high energy dissipation but low self

centering capability when shear-slip is allowed. 

• All specimens had damages related to shear-slip and friction between segments. 

Conventional concrete specimen also had rocking-induced damage in the form of 

concrete spalling in the bottom segment. This demonstrates that UHPC is effective in 

controlling rocking-induced damage. 

The conclusions obtained from Qs (II) Test also applied to MCE (I) Test, as summarized 

below: 

• Under rapid loading rates, specimen displayed limited energy dissipation but low self-

centering capability when shear-slip is limited. 

• UHPC specimens had negligible damages during MCE (II) Test. 

The following conclusions were obtained from the impact hammer tests: 

• About 50% loss in fundamental frequency was observed for all specimens after Qs (II) 

Test. Specimen with conventional concrete, albeit retaining larger post-tension force, 

had a smaller fundamental frequency and a higher damping ratio compared with UHPC 

specimens, indicating damage to conventional concrete. 

All specimens, regardless of the bottom segment type, had acceptable damage at DE and 

MCE levels. Acceptable damage is defined as reparable damage where confined concrete 

remains undamaged. UHPC specimens even without mild reinforcement had no visible 

damage indicating no repairs would be necessary after a major earthquake. The post

tension strands also remained elastic without yielding. At the failure displacement, much 
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beyond the seismic demand, damage to UHPC segments was confined to 4% of the 

segment height near the rocking edges. Although the edges were crushed, no spalling or 

section loss occurred. At this displacement, the conventional concrete segment suffered 

severe concrete spalling, edge concrete crushing propagating to 40% the column segment 

height and exposing reinforcement. The difference in damage of the UHPC segments with 

and without mild steel reinforcement was negligible, indicating that steel reinforcement, 

including the confinement reinforcement, can be eliminated with UHPC to further 

accelerate construction and reduce cost. The reduction in initial cost is particularly 

beneficial due to the higher initial material cost of UHPC. 

Since segmental shear-slip can be a source of energy dissipation, UHPC was evaluated on 

specimens with and without shear-slip. Contribution ofUHPC to stiffness, strength, energy 

dissipation, self-centering and damage control is summarized in Table 3.12 for cases with 

and without shear-slip. Note that the impact of UHPC on damage protection was more 

pronounced for cases without shear-slip, partially due to larger peak drift ratios. In both 

cases, UHPC segments were successful in eliminating damage. 

Table 3.12. Improvement of strength, stiffness, energy dissipation, self-centering and 
damage control by using UHPC 

Stiffness & Energy 
Self-centering Damage-control

Strength Dissipation 

Shear slip 
Insignificant Insignificant Insignificant Moderate

allowed 

Shear slip 
not Significant Insignificant Moderate Significant 

allowed 
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CHAPTER 4. POST-TENSIONING STRANDS IN SELF

CENTERING STRUCTURES 

4.1 Introduction 

Unbonded post-tension strands are used in between anchorages to provide restoring forces 

to self-centering structures. Strand mechanical properties are typically characterized based 

on tests per ASTM A370 (2018) and ASTM A416/A416M (2018), which exclude 

anchorage effects. However, post-tension force in self-centering structures is transferred 

from strands to structure through anchorages. This chapter documents monotonic and 

quasi-static cyclic tests that were performed on strand-anchorage assemblies to understand 

prestress loss and anchorage effects on strand mechanical properties. The experimental 

program included 0.5-in, 0.6-in. , and 0.7-in. diameter, seven wire, 270-ksi, low-relaxation 

strand specimens between anchorages. Monotonic tensile and quasi-static cyclic tests were 

performed on strands between post-tensioning anchorages. The cyclic loading protocol 

captured the pre-yield and post-yield cyclic loading effects. Stress-strain relationship and 

anchorage wedge-seating of strands were measured. The specific contributions of this 

chapter include: 

1) To characterize strand mechanical properties based on tests on strand anchorage 

assemblies. 

2) To modify the stress-strain relationship ofpost-tension strands given by the PCI (2010) 

by considering the effects of anchorages. 

3) To use the monotonic and cyclic test results to characterize the relationship between 

wedge-seating and post-tension force. 
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4) To develop a modified force-displacement relationship for strand-anchorage 

assemblies including wedge-seating in anchorage. 

5) To propose and validate design equations by using data from strands in large-scale 

precast segmental self-centering bridge pier specimen tested under lateral dynamic and 

quasi-static cyclic loading. 

4.2 Experimental Program 

4.2.1 Specimen Description 

The strand-anchorage system tested consisted ofunbonded strands and anchorage chucks. 

All strands were seven wire, 270-ksi ultimate strength, low-relaxation strands ASTM 

A416/A416M 2018). Strand diameters were 0.5-in. , 0.6-in. and 0.7-in. , as shown in Figure 

4.1 (a). The nominal cross-sectional areas reported by strand manufacturers are 0.153 in2
, 

0.217 in2
, and 0.294 in2 for 0.5 in. , 0.6 in. , and 0.7-in. diameter strands, respectively. Strand 

specimens of the same size were taken from the same spool. Post-tensioning anchorage 

chucks were single-use and had two-piece wedges with serrations, as shown in Figure 4.1 

(b). Figure 4.1 (c) shows the anchorage chucks from top view. For each strand diameter, 

6 strand-anchorage assemblies were tested: 3 specimens under monotonic loading and 3 

specimens under cyclic loading. 
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0.5-in. 0.6-in. 0.7-in. 

(a) 

0.5-in. 0.6-in. 0.7-in. 0.5-in. 0.6-in. 0.7-in. 

(b) (c) 
Figure 4.1 (a) strands, (b) anchorage wedge and barrels, and (c) top view of 

anchorage chucks 

4.2.2 Test Set-up 

The Tinius-Olsen Universal Testing Machine with a displacement and force capacity of72 

in. and 300 kips, respectively, was used to test strands between anchorages. The strands 

were fixed using the anchorage chucks as seen in Figure 4.2. A 1 in. thick steel plate was 

placed between the anchorage chucks and loading crosshead to transfer prestress load. 

Load was applied by moving the bottom loading crosshead. The length of the strand 

between the two anchors was 5 5 in., except that one O.7 -in. strand specimen under 

monotonic testing had a length of 43 .5 in. A 24 in. extensometer was placed on the strand 

and provided change in length and strain of the strand up to wire fracture . A strain gauge 

was attached to an outer wire ofstrand oriented along the wire and at an angle to the loading 

direction. Four string pots were placed between the loading crossheads to measure the total 
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displacement of the strand-anchor system. These string pots captured not only strand 

deformation but also wedge-seating. The deformation of the large loading crossheads is 

expected to be insignificant compared to strand-anchorage deformation and was neglected. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 4.2 (a) Experimental setup and (b) live end of a monostrand-anchorage 

4.2.3 Test Matrix and Loading Protocol 

Strands between anchorage chucks were tested under monotonic and cyclic axial loads. 

Load was applied quasi-statically in all tests. Cyclic testing was followed by monotonic 

loading of strand to failure. The cyclic testing protocol is shown in Figure 4.3. This 

protocol was created based on the measured strain response ofpost-tension strands used in 

a large-scale precast segmental concrete bridge pier testing under quasi-static cyclic load. 
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Figure 4.3 Loading protocol for cyclic testing 

A total of 18 specimens were tested. Out of these, 9 of these specimens were tested under 

monotonic loading and 9 specimens were tested under cyclic loading. For each strand size 

(0.5-in. , 0.6-in., and 0.7-in.) and each test type (monotonic test and cyclic test), 3 specimens 

were tested. A force between 10 to 20 kips was applied to the strand-anchorage system to 

initially seat the loose anchorage before testing. The strands were then post-tensioned to 

20 kips of initial force, which was selected to match the initial force on strands in the large

scale precast concrete bridge pier testing. These initial post-tension forces correspond to 

54%, 38%, and 28% of the yielding force for 0.5-in., 0.6-in., and 0.7-in. diameter strands, 

respectively. The initial post-tension force was selected by enabling strands to deform 

without yielding and optimizing the initial stiffness of the piers. This selection method 

leads to lower initial post-tension levels in self-centering structures than the ones used in 

typical post-tensioned structures such as bridge superstructure members. 

Tests are denoted with letters representing loading type as M (monotonic), C (cyclic) or 

MC (monotonic loading which followed the cyclic loading, C), with numbers representing 

strand diameter as 0.5 (0.5-in. strand), 0.6 (0.6-in. strand), or 0.7 (0.7-in. strand), and small 

case letters representing each specimen #1, #2, or #3 in each group as shown in Table 4.1 
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Table 4.1 Notation for specimens and tests 

Test notation 

M-0.5-#1 , M-0.5-#2,, M-0.5-#3 

M-0.6-#1 , M-0.6-#2, M-0.6-#3 

M-0.7-#1 , M-0.7-#2, M-0.7-#3 

C-0.5-#1 , C-0.5-#2, C-0.5-#3 

C-0.6-#1 , C-0.6-#2, C-0.6-#3 

C-0.7-#1 , C-0.7-#2, C-0.7-#3 

MC-0.5-#1 , MC-0.5-#2, MC-0.5-#3 

MC-0.6-#1 , MC-0.6-#2, MC-0.6-#3 

MC-0.7-#1 , MC-0.7-#2, MC-0.7-#3 

4.3 Test Results 

4.3.1 Stress-strain Relationship 

Type of loading 

monotonic 

monotonic 

monotonic 

cyclic 

cyclic 

cyclic 

monotonic after cyclic 

monotonic after cyclic 

monotonic after cyclic 

Strand diameter 

0.5-in. 

0.6-in. 

0.7-in. 

0.5-in. 

0.6-in. 

0.7-in. 

0.5-in. 

0.6-in. 

0.7-in. 

The strand stress was calculated by dividing the measured force by area of strand specified 

by ASTM A416/A416M (2018). The nominal area of steel cross-section is 0.153 in2 for 

0.5-in. diameter strand, 0.217 in2 for 0.6-in. diameter strand, and 0.294 in2 for 0.7-in. 

diameter strand. Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6(a) to (c) show the stress-strain 

relationship ofmonotonic tests, cyclic tests, and monotonic loading after cyclic tests for all 

specimens. The failure point is marked using the ' □' symbol on the plots. The typical 

design stress-strain curve for 7-wire low-relaxation prestressing strand provided by the PCI 

(2010) is also plotted for comparison. The PCI (2010) model is based on strands tested 

between special grips to prevent failure at the anchorage per ASTM A416/A416M (2018) 
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and ASTM A370 (2018). The result of 0.7-in. strand under monotonic loading applied 

after cyclic test (MC-0.7-#2) is not shown because this specimen failed during the cyclic 

test. This early failure may have been caused by inherent uncertainties in material 

properties or by higher level of stress concentration at the anchorage for this specimen than 

the others. All specimens had negligible nonlinearity before 1 % strain. 
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cyclic test, and (c) monotonic loading after cyclic test 
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Figure 4.5 Stress-strain relationship for 0.6 in. strand under (a) monotonic test (b) 

cyclic test, and (c) monotonic loading after cyclic test 
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cyclic test, and (c) monotonic loading after cyclic test 

4.3.2 Mechanical Properties 

Yield strength was determined as the measured stress when specimens reached 1% strain, 

as specified by ASTM A416/A416M (2018). Elastic modulus was calculated as the slope 

of the linear-elastic part of the stress-strain curve where the strain is lower than 0.85% per 

PCI (2010). The ultimate strain and strength were measured right before the fracture of the 

first wire, albeit all strands possessed post-fracture capacity. Table 4.2 summarizes yield 

strength, elastic modulus, ultimate strain, and strength for all monotonic tests ofall strands. 

Results of 'MC-0.7-#2' under monotonic loading after cyclic test are not given in this table 

as this strand failed during the preceding cyclic test at 1% strain. The coefficients of 

variation for yield strength, elastic modulus and ultimate strength were 5.7%, 10.5%, and 

4.1 % respectively for 0.5-in. diameter strands and were higher than the ones for larger 

diameter strands. Yield strength, elastic modulus and ultimate strength had an acceptable 

and expected range of variability between specimens, for both monotonic testing and for 

loading to failure after cyclic testing. This variability was larger for ultimate strain results . 
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The cyclic tests caused residual elongations by allowing strands to exceed the yield strain, 

and tended to reduce the ultimate strain in the subsequent monotonic loading. However, 

this reduction was not as evident for 0.5-in strands as it was for other diameters of strands. 

Table 4.2.Mechanical properties of 0.5-in., 0.6-in., 0.7-in. diameter strands 

Size Test type Test No. 

Yield 
strength 

Elastic 
Modulus 

Ultimate 
strain 

Ultimate 
strength 

(kips) (ksi) (%) (kips) 

M-0.5-#1 35 .0 28,687 2.88 37.4 

Monotonic test M-0.5-#2 35 .0 28,800 2.98 37.6 

0.5-in. 

Monotonic 
loading after 
cyclic test 

M-0.5-#3 

MC-0.5-#1 

MC-0.5-#2 

MC-0.5-#3 

31.0 

34.5 

33.4 

37.6 

22,589 

25 ,535 

23 ,646 

29,921 

3.75 

3.00 

2.79 

3.44 

35.4 

38.1 

37.8 

40.7 

M-0.6-#1 50.4 27,106 2.91 55.0 

Monotonic test M-0.6-#2 51.5 27,950 3.86 57.6 

0.6-in. 

Monotonic 
loading after 
cyclic test 

M-0.6-#3 

MC-0.6-#1 

MC-0.6-#2 

MC-0.6-#3 

49.1 

51.7 

50.2 

51.9 

25 ,686 

28,063 

27,043 

27,790 

4.05 

1.96 

1.95 

1.85 

55.0 

53.9 

53.2 

54.6 

M-0.7-#1 76.3 30,265 2.79 82.5 

Monotonic test M-0.7-#2 69.5 27,047 2.09 74.4 

0.7-in. 

Monotonic 
loading after 
cyclic test 

M-0.7-#3 

MC-0.7-#1 

MC-0.7-#2 

MC-0.7-#3 

70.0 

74.4 

NIA 

69.1 

29,977 

28,637 

NIA 

27,100 

3.22 

2.39 

NIA 

2.14 

76.6 

77.9 

NIA 

69.1 
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The ratios ofmechanical properties obtained from testing to the properties given in ASTM 

A416/A416M (2018) and PCI (2010) are shown in Figure 4.7. ASTM A416/A416M (2018) 

provides requirements on minimum breaking strength, yield strength, and total elongation 

for a variety of strand sizes. PCI (2010) provides the elastic modulus as 28,800 ksi. The 

values of measured yield strength, elastic modulus, ultimate strain and ultimate strength 

shown in Figure 4.7 are average results of tests on three specimens of each strand diameter 

from both monotonic testing and loading after cyclic testing. The average elastic modulus, 

yield strength and ultimate strength of 0.7-in. strand were very close to the ones given by 

ASTM A416/A416M (2018) and PCI (2010) (ratio > 0.98). However, measured yield 

strength, elastic modulus, ultimate strain and strength on average were lower than the ones 

required by ASTM A416/A416M (2018) and PCI (2010) for 0.5-in. and 0.6-in. strands. 

The less pronounced effect of anchorage on 0.7-in. strand may be due to the larger contact 

area between anchorage and strand for larger strands, which reduces the effects of stress 

concentration. 

~0.5in. 
1.0 --- ---

~ 0.6in. 

lfflffll 0.7 in. 

0.0"'"""""""'""""""-=- -=..... 
Yield Strength Elastic Modulus Ultimate Strain Ultimate strength 

Figure 4. 7 Ratio of measured yield strength, elastic modulus, ultimate strain, and 
ultimate strength to design values given by ASTM A416/A416M (2018) or PCI 

(2010) 
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The ultimate strain measured was significantly lower than the design strain for all strands. 

The 0.5-in. , 0.6-in. , 0.7-in. strands only reached 90%, 79%, and 72% of the ultimate strain 

(3.5%) specified by ASTM A416/A416M (2018), respectively. Recommendations of 

previous studies (Musselman et al. 2015; Walsh and Kurama 2010) on limiting the design 

strain for the strand-anchorage system to be 1 % were determined to be suitable and 

conservative. The values of mechanical properties lower than specifications were due to 

stress concentrations at anchorages. 

4.3.3 Failure Mode 

Unlike ductile and near simultaneous failure of wires in strands tested between special 

grips (Preston 1985), for strands tested between anchorages, the outer wires fractured one 

by one with increasing load. The inner wire did not fracture but slipped. An unwrapped 

strand upon wire fracture is shown in Figure 4.8 (a). For all tests, strand failure occurred 

within the anchorage chuck as seen in Figure 4.8 (b ). This brittle failure mode was triggered 

by concentrations of stress within the anchorage due to the geometry of anchorage and 

indentations of strand by wedge teeth and likely increases variability in measurements of 

mechanical properties. 

(a) 
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(b) 
Figure 4.8 (a) Brittle fracture of outer wires, (b) wire fracture inside anchorage 

chucks 

4.3.4 Anchorage Wedge-seating 

The displacements in strands (Ustrand) was calculated using extensometer measurements. 

String pots mounted between load crossheads measured the total displacement in strand

anchorage system (UtotaJ). The difference between the two displacements is seating of the 

· h h b 1 f h d (Uwedge-seating) h .wedge mto t e anc or arre o an anc orage at two en s ----- , as s own m 
2 

Figure 4.9. As post-tension force (FPT) increases, strand will elongate and wedge will slip 

into the anchor barrel. Upon unloading, strand displacement can be fully recovered ifstrand 

strains are in the elastic range. However, the seated wedge will be stuck at the loaded 

position due to friction and confinement force in the barrel, causing prestress loss (Bruce 

and Eatherton 2016). 
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Figure 4.9 Wedge seating and strand elongation 

Increasing global displacements in self-centering structures can cause wedge-seating due 

to increase in post-tension force . When structure is back to its plumb position, post-tension 

force will be smaller than the original force due to prestress loss caused by wedge-seating. 

It is, therefore, important to understand the range ofwedge-seating loss expected in strands 

between post-tensioning anchorages under monotonic and cyclic loading. Figure 4.10 (a) 

to (c) show post-tension force versus wedge-seating for 0.5-in., 0.6-in. , and 0.7-in. strand

anchorage systems under the monotonic test. In Figure 4.10, wedge-seating occurs after 

strand is tensioned beyond the initial post-tension force of 20 kips. Wedge-seating initially 

increased approximately linearly with post tension force . Strand yield point is marked with 

the symbol '~' on Figure 4.10. After yield, post-tension force does not increase 

significantly and wedge-seating displacement becomes small and highly variable. 
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Figure 4.10 Post-tensioning force versus wedge-seating for (a) 0.5 in., (b) 0.6 in., (c) 

0.7 in. strands under monotonic testing 

Figure 4.11 (a) to (c) show the post-tension force versus wedge-seating for 0.5-in., 0.6-in., 

and 0.7-in. diameter strand-anchorage system under cyclic tests . Wedge-seating increased 

only when post-tension force exceeded the one in the preceding cycles and is not recovered 

upon unloading. The backbone curve of post-tension force versus wedge-seating 1s 

approximately linear and similar to the one obtained from monotonic testing. 
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Figure 4.11 Post-tensioning force versus wedge-seating for (a) 0.5-in., (b) 0.6-in., (c) 

0.7-in. strand under cyclic testing 

Wedge-seating stiffness (Kw) is defined as the rate of post tension force change with 

respect to wedge-seating. Linear regression was used to idealize the wedge-seating versus 

post-tension force relationships obtained from all monotonic tests and the backbone curves 

of cyclic tests. In this idealized linear relationship, wedge-seating stiffness is constant. The 

wedge-seating stiffness of each test and the average of all tests are shown in Figure 4.12 
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for 0.5-in. , 0.6-in. , and 0.7-in. strands. Figure 4.12 shows that wedge-seating stiffness of 

monotonically and cyclically loaded specimens were similar for a given strand size. It 

implies that increasing number of loading cycles does not contribute to wedge-seating. 

Wedge-seating stiffness increased with increasing strand diameter. 
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Figure 4.12 Wedge-seating stiffness for all specimens 

The average wedge-seating stiffness of all tests was 90.6 kips/in. , 105.4 kips/in. and 140.7 

kips/in. for 0.5-in. , 0.6-in. , and 0.7-in. diameter strands, respectively. Wedge-seating was 

very small when strands were loaded monotonically to failure after the cyclic test and 

therefore is not shown in Figure 4.12. This further demonstrates that wedge-seating 

depends on post-tension force ( or stress) and is independent of number of loading cycles. 

The maximum wedge-seating observed in monotonic and cyclic loading were 0.17 in. and 

0.28 in. for 0.5-in. strand, were 0.34 in. and 0.27 in. for 0.6-in. strand, and were 0.4 in. and 

0.4 in. for 0.7-in. strand, respectively. These slips were within the expected range of 0.25 

in. , typically assumed when calculating anchor slip losses for post-tensioned structures. 
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4.4 Practical Implications of Strand Anchorage on Design 

4.4.1 Elastic Modulus and Ultimate Strength 

Testing showed that strands tested between post-tensioning anchorages have a smaller 

modulus of elasticity and ultimate strength than the ones tested in end grips according to 

ASTM A416/A416M (2018). Table 4.3 introduces reduction factors to adjust elastic 

modulus (0£) and ultimate strength (0F) for 0.5-in., 0.6-in., 0.7-in. strands, for when they 

are used in self-centering systems between anchorages based on the tests conducted in this 

research. The reduction factors were calculated as the ratio between the measured values 

and the ones given by the PCI (2010). 

Table 4.3.Reduction factors for elastic modulus and ultimate strength 

Size 0.5-in. 0.6-in. 0.7-in. 
Elastic Modulus Reduction Factor 

(Q)E) 
0.92 0.94 0.99 

Ultimate strength Reduction Factor 
(Q)F) 

0.94 0.96 0.98 

These reduction factors were used to adjust strand stress-strain relationship given by PCI 

(2010) for the effects of post-tensioning anchorages on strand behavior. Eqn. ( 4-1) and ( 4-

2) provide strand stress (fps) adjusted for anchorage effects o elastic modulus (EPT) and 

ultimate strength (fpu) - These equations were obtained by modifying ones given by PCI 

(2010). In these equations, Eps is strand strain. 

Eps ~ 0.85%: fps = Q)E X EPT X Eps , where EPT = 28,800 ksi (4-1) 

0 04 
Eps > 0.85%: fps = Q)F X (fpu - · ) , where fpu = 270 ksi (4-2)

Eps-0.007 
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The revised stress-strain relationships of 0.5-in. , 0.6-in. , and 0.7-in. strands are plotted in 

Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5 , and Figure 4.6 (a), (b), (c), respectively. The stress-strain curve 

given by PCI (2010) overestimated strand behavior in between anchorages. The proposed 

relationship conservatively captured the response under different loading types. 

4.4.2 Force-displacement Relationship Considering Wedge-Seating 

As the post-tension force increases, displacements due to both strand deformation (Ustrand) 

and wedge-seating (Uwedge-seating) increase. Figure 4.13 (a), (b), and (c) show the strand 

displacement, wedge-seating displacement and total displacement (UtotaI) as a function of 

post-tension force (F PT), respectively. FPT_ini is the initial post-tension force on strands. 

fracture fracture 

+ 
FPT .. FPT .. FPT ..

!Ill !Ill !Ill 

~-~ --------'+ UtotalU wedge-seating 

(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4.13 Relationship of (a) strand deformation, (b) wedge-seating, and (c) total 

displacement with post-tension force 

The loading, unloading, and reloading stiffnesses ofpost-tension strand in the elastic range 

(Ks) are defined in Eq. ( 4-3) using the adjusted modulus of elasticity. Lub is the unbonded 

strand length between anchorages, and APT is the nominal area of the strand. The wedge

seating stiffness (Kw) is obtained from the experimental results, and summarized in Eq. ( 4-

4) for different size strands. The wedge-seating was assumed to contribute to displacement 

only when strand strain is below the elastic limit due to the limited increase ofpost-tension 

force after yielding, as shown in Figure 4.13. The unloading wedge-seating stiffness is set 

to be infinite because unloading cannot reverse wedge slip. The reloading stiffness of 
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wedge-seating is first infinite, and then equals to Kw once the post-tension force exceeds 

the previously applied peak force. 

When strand deformations and wedge-seating are combined, the total stiffness (Kt) in the 

loading stage is calculated in Eqn. ( 4-5) by superposition. The total loading stiffness is 

smaller than strand stiffness because ofwedge-seating. The total unloading stiffness is only 

controlled by the strand behavior, thereby is equal to Ks. On reloading, the total stiffness 

initially equals to strand stiffness Ks , until the maximum post-tension force in the 

preceding loading cycle is exceeded. Once strand is loaded past the force applied in the 

previous loading cycle, additional wedge-seating occurs. 

Q)E X EPT X APT 
Ks=-----

Lub (4-3) 

Kw = 90.6 kips/in. for 0.5 in. strand 

= 105.4 kips/in. for 0.6-in. strand 
(4-4) 

= 140. 7 kips/in. for O. 7-in. strand 

(4-5) 

4.4.3 Prestress Loss 

The difference between the loading and unloading stiffness of strand-anchorage system 

results in prestress loss in the elastic range. The total displacement (UtotaI) of the strand

anchorage system will return to zero, once the self-centering system is fully unloaded, 

however, wedge-seating is not reversible. The irreversible wedge-seating displacement 

creates slack in post-tension strands, which causes post-tension loss. Eqn. ( 4-6) and ( 4-7) 

describe the relationship between post-tension loss (PTioss) and total displacement (UtotaI) 
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of the strand-anchorage system. Post-tension loss is caused by wedge-seating in the elastic 

range of strands and by strand material inelasticity after yielding. The elastic limit of total 

displacement is denoted as Uty , and is calculated by Eqn. ( 4-8). 

For Utotal < Uty, 

(4-6) 

For Utotal > Uty, 

(4-7) 

(4-8) 

4.5 Validation Using Large-scale Test Results 

Post-tension strands with anchorages were implemented in the large-scale precast 

segmental bridge pier specimens, as presented in Chapter 3. Precast concrete segments 

were connected to each other with eight, seven-wire, low relaxation, 270-ksi, 0.6-in. 

diameter unbonded post-tension strands between 2-wedge, single use anchorage chucks. 

These anchorage chucks were the same as the ones tested using strand-anchorage 

assemblies and presented in this chapter. The response of the strand-anchorage system in 

the large-scale specimen was used to evaluate the modified force-displacement relationship 

and post-tension loss equations proposed in this chapter. 

MCE (II) Test and Qs (II) Tests performed on Specimen II were selected to evaluate the 

modified force-displacement relationship and post-tension loss equations proposed in this 

chapter. Specimen II was selected because its response was dominated by rocking. The 
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total displacement of strand-anchorage assemblies can be calculated from the deflected 

shape of the pier based on the measured gap opening amount at all joints. 

MCE (II) Test had a dynamic cyclic lateral loading rate that translates to strand axial strain 

rate of 6.0E-03/sec. Qs (II) Test had quasi-static cyclic lateral loading rate. Table 4.4 

summarizes the peak lateral loading rate, lateral displacement amplitude, and the 

corresponding peak strand axial strain rate of each test. 

Table 4.4.Maximum loading rate and displacement of large scale tests 

Max. Max. post-tension 
Max. Max.

Max. lateral strand Number of force of the preceding 
lateral lateral

Test pier axial loading tests per strand 
drift loading

displacement strain cycles
Ratio rate Positive Negative

rate side side 

m. % in./sec /sec # kips kips 

MCE (II) 3.7 2.8 33.2 6.0E-03 40 27.4 28.6 

Qs (II) 19.2 14.6 0.05 1.7E-05 25 36.4 37.8 

MCE (II) Test was preceded by several cyclic tests, with smaller maximum displacement 

amplitudes than the MCE (II) Test. Qs (II) Test was conducted right after MCE (II) Test. 

Between each test, strands were re-post tensioned to the initial target post-tension force of 

20 kips (38% of yielding force). Impact hammer testing conducted before MCE (II) Test 

confirmed that there was no damage on specimens due to the previous tests. Strand force 

did not exceed the elastic limit in any of the tests preceding Qs (II) Test. Table 4.4 also 

provides the maximum post-tension force reached during tests preceding Qs (II) Test per 

strand for the strands in the negative and positive sides of the cross-section, as shown in 

Figure 3.3. 
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4.6 Prestress Loss 

4.6.1 MCE (II) Test: Dynamic Loading Rate 

The average post-tension force had been plotted against the global lateral displacement for 

the positive and negative side strands in Chapter 3. For the positive strands and negative 

strands respectively, the initial average post-tension force was 20.2 kips and 20.5 kips, and 

decreased to 17.6 kips and 17.7 kips at the end of the test. 

Figure 4.14 (a) and (b) show the experimentally measured average post-tension force 

against the total strand-anchorage system displacement for strands located on the positive 

and negative sides, respectively. The total displacement was calculated from the deflected 

shape of the pier based on the measured gap opening amount at all joints. The arrows on 

Figure 4.14 indicate the loading and unloading branches. The loading and unloading 

stiffness values are different due to wedge-seating. 
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Figure 4.14 The average post-tension (PT) force-displacement relationship for 
strands located at (a) positive side, and (b) negative side under MCE (11) Test 

The measured force-displacement response is compared to the one given by the PCI (2010) 

and to the one proposed in this dissertation. In Figure 4.14, Point A and B indicate the 
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maximum force of the preceding tests, and maximum displacement, respectively. The 

difference of force-displacement relationships calculated from the stress-strain equation in 

PCI (2010) and from the one proposed is small before Point A due to the absence ofwedge

seating. PCI (2010) correlated with the test results better before point A than the equation 

proposed. After Point A, the loading stiffness of the PCI (2010) largely over-predicts the 

post-tension force and stiffness. The proposed force-displacement relationship correlated 

better with the test results by including wedge-seating but underestimated stiffness in the 

loading branch. 

At each loading cycle, the maximum displacement at the strand-anchorage system and 

post-tension loss were recorded. Post-tension loss is plotted as a function of the maximum 

displacement in the strand-anchorage system in Figure 4.15 for positive side and negative 

side strands. The measured post-tension loss was negligible up to 0.2 in. displacement. This 

corresponds to the displacement that creates the average maximum load exerted on the 

strand in the preceding tests 29.4 kips. This stage, where post-tension loss is predicted to 

be zero due to the absence of wedge-seating, is marked as Stage I on Figure 4.15. After 

this displacement, post-tension loss increased with increasing maximum displacement in 

the strand-anchorage system. In this stage, marked as Stage II in Figure 4.15 , post-tension 

loss can be calculated based on Eqn. ( 4-6) using the additional displacement in strands. 

The proposed equation over predicted the post-tension loss obtained from the large-scale 

testing. 
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Figure 4.15 The post-tension (PT) loss versus maximum total displacement of 
strand-anchorage system under MCE (11) Test 

Although the proposed equations predicted strand-anchorage behavior better than PCI 

(2010), predictions deviated from MCE (II) Test results . This deviation can be explained 

by the differences in loading rate, and specimen size between large scale and small scale 

testing. The maximum strain rate and strand length of MCE (II) Test is around 40 and 3 

times the ones for strands used in the small-scale tests, respectively. Additional small scale 

testing at higher strain rates are needed to improve predictions. Friction between ducts and 

strands may also have contributed to the deviation from test results, if strands came into 

contact with the ducts during the test. 

4. 6.2 Qs (II) Test: Quasi-static Loading Rate 

The average post-tension force of strands was plotted against the global lateral 

displacement under quasi-static loading for positive side and negative side strands in 

Chapter 3. Post-tension loss started when the post-tension force exceeded the maximum 

force of the preceding tests. The initial post-tension force was entirely lost after loading to 

lateral displacement amplitude of 13.5 in. due to large inelastic strains. 
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Figure 4.16 (a) and (b) show the experimentally measured average post-tension force 

against the total deformation for strand-anchorage systems located at the positive and 

negative sides, respectively. The total deformation was calculated from the deflected shape 

of the pier based on the measured gap opening amount at all joints. Although the maximum 

strain on the positive side and negative side strands is calculated to be 1.9% and 1.8% 

respectively, none of the strands fractured. This confirms that the recommended design 

strand strain of 1.0% is sufficiently conservative. Points A, B, C indicate the maximum 

force from the previous tests, limit of elasticity and the maximum displacement, 

respectively. 

The post-tension force-displacement relationship given by PCI (2010) and the one 

proposed are also shown in Figure 4.16. Before Point A, the difference between the two 

models is small at small displacements. Between Point A and B, the proposed model 

incorporates the stiffness degradation due to anchorage seating loss once the post-tension 

force exceeds the previously applied force on strand. As a result, the relationship given by 

the PCI (2010) over predicted the post-tension force in the elastic range, while the proposed 

relationship correlated well with the experimental results. However, the measured 

maximum load on post-tension strands was higher than the one proposed. PCI (2010) 

predicted the ultimate response better than the proposed equation. This discrepancy 

between the proposed method and the results may be due to limited number of specimens 

tested, and differences in the lengths ofstrand, eccentricity of loading, loading rate between 

small and large scale testing. 
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For positive and negative side strands, the average post-tension loss ofeach cycle is plotted 

against the maximum strand displacement at the corresponding cycle in Figure 4.17. The 

experimental results are plotted together with the predictions from the proposed post

tension loss equation. Post-tension loss and displacement relationship given in Figure 4.17 

is separated into four stages : Stage I, II, III, IV. 
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Figure 4.17 Post-tension (PT) loss versus maximum total displacement of strand-
anchorage system under Qs (11) Test: Quasi-static loading 

Negligible post-tension loss occurred during Stage I because the post-tension force during 

this stage was below the maximum force of the previous tests . As stated before, wedge

seating only occurred with an increase in post-tension force . Additional loading cycles did 
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not result in additional wedge-seating. In Stage II, post-tension force exceeded the one 

previously exerted on strands. In this stage, prestress loss due to wedge-seating is predicted 

using Eqn. ( 4-6). The limit of peak displacement of strand-anchorage system for Stage II 

is provided in Eqn. ( 4-8). In Stage III, the additional post-tension loss is mostly caused by 

the inelastic strains in strands. Loss due to wedge-seating can be neglected considering the 

limited increase of post-tension force after yielding. In this stage, post-tension loss due to 

strand inelasticity is predicted per Eqn. ( 4-7). The inelastic strain and post-tension loss 

continuously increased with displacement until the initial post-tension force was 

completely lost. In Stage IV, the initial post-tension force is completely lost with increasing 

lateral displacements and therefore post-tension loss does not increase further. In general, 

the predictions were reasonably accurate for all stages of Qs (II) test. The small error is 

likely due to the fact that the parameters used in the proposed equations are based on limited 

number of tests and loss due to concrete cross-section loss was not considered. 

4. 6.3 Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter assessed the mechanical behavior and prestress loss ofunbonded post-tension 

strands used in self-centering structures under cyclic loading. The experimental program 

included 0.5-in. , 0.6-in. , and 0.7-in. diameter, seven wire, 270-ksi ultimate strength, low

relaxation strands between standard two-wedge anchorage chucks. Monotonic tensile and 

cyclic tests were performed on single strands between anchorages under a quasi-static 

loading rate. Stress-strain relationships, and anchorage wedge-seating response of post

tension strands under monotonic and cyclic loading were obtained. A modified force

displacement relationship and a post-tension loss prediction equation of post-tension 

strands in self-centering structures were proposed. The validity of the proposed equations 
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was demonstrated by comparing predictions with the response of strands in large-scale 

precast segmental pier specimens under dynamic and quasi-static loading rates. The 

following are the main conclusions of this chapter: 

• Stress-strain Relationship: Monotonic testing of strands generally showed that stress

strain relationship given by the PCI (2010) over predicts the response for all strand 

sizes when strands are used directly between post-tensioning anchorages. This was 

primarily due to the brittle fracture of strand at anchorage chucks due to stress 

concentrations. Some variability in results was also observed due to uncertainties in 

material properties, particularly because the failure mode was brittle fracture. 

• Mechanical Properties: Although measured fracture strains varied between 1.85% and 

3.86%, the design strain for strands can be conservatively taken as 1.00%. The 

conservativeness of this limit was confirmed when the maximum strand strain in the 

large-scale test reached 1.90% without fracture. The measured yield strength, elastic 

modulus and ultimate strength of the 0.7-in. diameter strand specimens were closer to 

the ones provided by PCI (2010) and ASTM A416/A416M (2018), as compared to the 

0.5-in. and 0.6-in. diameter strand specimens. 

• Wedge-seating: Monotonic and cyclic loading of strands showed that wedge-seating 

increases with increasing post-tension force. A linear relationship can be assumed 

between wedge-seating and post-tension force. The ratios of post-tension force to 

wedge-seating were measured to be 90.6 kips/in. , 105.4 kips/in. and 140.7 kips/in. for 

0.5-in. , 0.6-in. , and 0.7-in. diameter strands, respectively. Wedge-seating is not 

recovered by unloading. Wedge-seating increases only ifthe post-tension force exceeds 
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the previously applied load on the strand and is independent of the number of load 

cycles. 

• Proposed Force-displacement Relationship and Post-tension Loss Equation: A 

modified force-displacement relationship was proposed for the strand-anchor system 

under loading, unloading and reloading. Compared with the stress-strain relationship 

given by the PCI (2010), the proposed relationship considers the anchorage effects by 

adjusting the strand mechanical properties and incorporating wedge-seating in strand

anchorage displacement. Equations to predict prestress loss for a given lateral 

displacement in self-centering structures were also proposed based on wedge-seating 

and strand inelasticity. 

• Validation by Large-scale Test: The proposed force-displacement relationship and 

post-tension loss equation were evaluated using the results of large-scale self-centering 

bridge pier tests where strands were exposed to dynamic and quasi-static loading rates 

between anchorages. The equations were able to predict the response of strands in the 

large-scale structure for quasi-static loading rates with reasonable accuracy, although 

they underestimated the ultimate strength of strand-anchorage systems. This showed 

that the strand length does not play a major role in the response of strand-anchorage. 

The proposed equations underestimated post-tension force-displacement relationship, and 

overestimated the post-tension loss under dynamic loading rate. This prediction error 

occurred primarily because the proposed equations were developed using a limited number 

of small-scale specimens, using quasi-static loading and ignored concrete cross-section 

loss. Additional testing under higher loading rates can improve these predictions. 
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The equations and material models developed in this chapter were based on a limited 

number of small-scale specimens using axially quasi-static loading. Additional tests of 

strand anchorage systems with varying loading rates, eccentricity of loading and specimen 

geometries can improve these predictions by allowing statistical analyses. Additional 

testing will also fine tune parameters used in the proposed analytical models, such as 

wedge-seating stiffness, adjustment factors for mechanical properties. Finally, post-tension 

loss equations proposed neglect concrete cross-section loss and friction losses. Inclusion 

of these can improve predictions. 
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CHAPTER 5. NON-EMULATIVE PRECAST PIER: NUMERICAL 

STUDY 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents two numerical investigation methods applicable to non-emulative 

pier systems: 1) simplified analytical modeling and 2) finite element modeling. The two 

techniques are used to simulate the responses of the three non-emulative pier specimens, 

experimental results of which are given in Chapter 3: Non-emulative Pier Specimen I 

('NC '), Non-emulative Pier Specimen II ('UHPC with rebar '), and Non-emulative Pier 

Specimen III ('UHPC without rebar' ). The concrete plasticity models of NC and UHPC 

were calibrated for the uniaxial, biaxial and triaxial compression. The material constitutive 

model ofUHPC, characterized by material test results, was implemented in the numerical 

investigations. The mechanical properties of strand-anchorage assemblies including wedge 

seating presented in Chapter 4 was also implemented. The existing analytical model in the 

literature was modified by refining the method to calculate joint opening. 

In non-emulative precast systems, energy dissipation can be achieved in two ways. One 

method is to dissipate energy through yielding by adding internal yielding steel bars or 

replaceable external yielding dampers. The other means for adding energy dissipation is to 

introduce shear-slip through friction. The experimental results in Chapter 3 shows that 

intentionally allowing shear-slip between segments can be a good source of energy 

dissipation, without creating significant damage. This chapter also developed a mechanics 

based hysteretic model that can capture self-centering as well as shear-slip. The model was 

used to understand the impact of friction and post-tension on seismic response, and can 
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also be used as a simple tool for seismic design of precast segmental piers with various 

interface friction coefficients and other properties. 

The primary objectives of this chapter are as follows : 

1) To evaluate the applicability ofusing simplified analytical modelling and finite element 

modelling to predict the response of the non-emulative pier. 

2) To validate the role ofUHPC played in lowering damage to precast non-emulative pier 

system. 

3) To understand the effects ofbi-directional loading on the non-emulative pier behavior. 

4) To characterize shear-slip frictional response under varying shear-slip velocity, normal 

force, and accumulative slip using experimental results. 

5) To propose a hysteretic model for different shear-slip scenarios. 

6) To validate the applicability of the hysteretic model by comparing with the 

experimental results. 

7) To perform a parametric study to understand the influence of friction properties at 

segment interfaces and initial post-tension force on seismic response. 

8) To estimate pier seismic response using capacity-demand diagram method (Chopra and 

Goel 1999), which is a nonlinear static method that can estimate displacement and 

acceleration demands. 
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5.2 Material Constitutive Model for the Numerical Study 

5.2.1 Concrete 

The nonlinearity ofconcrete was modeled by the Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP) model 

in ABAQUS/Standard (Dassault Systemes Simulia Corporation 2014). The CDP model 

uses isotropic hardening and a non-associated plastic flow rule. The key aspects of this 

model includes the yield criterion, the hardening/softening rule, and the flow rule. They 

are established and calibrated using the available concrete uniaxial and flexure test results, 

and concrete properties under biaxial and triaxial compression from the literature. 

5.2.1.1 Yield Criterion 

The plastic-damage concrete model adopts a failure criterion proposed by a (Lubliner et al. 

1989) and incorporated the modifications proposed by Lee and Fenves (1998), as shown 

in Eqn. (5-1): 

(5-1) 

F(a) is a scalar function of the two invariants of the effective stress tensor (p = - ':.ctu ,
3 

q = ✓~ SiJSiJ) , and is expressed as in Eqn. (5-2). 

(5-2) 

It includes the following non-dimensional parameters : a = fbo-fco , {3 = ~en(:~:) (1 -
2fbo-fco G'tn(et ) 

3a) - (1 + a) , y = Cl-Kc) , and Kc = ~tm _amax is the algebraically maximum principal
2Kc-1 q cm 

stress. cfen and cftn are the effective compressive and tensile cohesion stresses, 
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respectively, fco and fbO are the initial strength under uniaxial and equal biaxial 

compression strength, respectively. tf1 and tf1 are the equivalent compressive and tensile 

plastic strains, respectively, ctcm and cttm are the second stress invariants in the 

compressive and tensile meridional plane, respectively. To calibrate the two parameters for 

CDP's yield surface (fbO!fco and Kc) , concrete properties under biaxial and tri-axial 

loading are needed. For the loading paths of biaxial and tri-axial compression, the yield 

function can be reduced to Eqn. (5-3) and (5-4) (i.e., tensile and compressive meridian 

planes, respectively) . 

(~y + l)q - (y + 3a)p- (1- a)iicn(tt) = 0 (5-3) 

(½y + l)q - (y + 3a)p- (1- a)iicn(tt) = 0 (5-4) 

In the yield function, the parameter a is based on the ratio between experimentally 

obtained uniaxial and equibiaxial compressive strengths,fbO/fco- A regression analysis of 

a large experimental database (Lim et al. 2016) established the relationship between 

[bO!fco and unconfined concrete strength as fbo = 1.57fco-o.o 9 _ Using this relationship, 
f co 

the ratio fbolfco was determined to be 1.14 and 1.04 for NC and UHPC, respectively. 

The parameter y in the yield function is associated with the tensile-to-compressive 

meridian stress ratio, Kc , which controls the shape of the yield surface in the octahedral 

plane. The concrete peak compression stress under different pressures was obtained as per 

Lim and Ozbakkaloglu (2014). The yield criterion of the CDP model is linear in p-q plane 

for tri-axial loading. For both NC and UHPC, the slope of the yield function in the 

meridional plane was calibrated for the active confined pressure range of interest, as shown 

as the "Calibrated CDP" in Figure 5.5. The same figure also shows the yield function 
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proposed by (Lim et al. 2016). The pressure range of interest was defined as the effective 

confined pressure for different steel confinements studied in this dissertation. The effective 

confined pressure was calculated as per Mander et al. (1988). The value of Kc was then 

determined to be 0.667 and 0.640 for NC and UHPC, respectively. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.1 Calibration of the yield function in the meridional plane for (a) NC, (b) 

UHPC 

The peak compression strength calculated using the calibrated yield function was plotted 

against different confinement pressures, as shown in Figure 5.2 . The figure also includes 

the peak axial stress-confinement pressure relationship proposed by (Lim et al. 2016). This 

relationship was generated based on a large test database, therefore the peak axial stress 

calculated per (Lim et al. 2016) was used as the benchmark for calibrating. The calibrated 

CDP model captured the peak stress of NC and UHPC reasonably well at the pressure 

ranges of interest. 
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Figure 5.2 Peak axial stress under the effective confinement pressure ranges of 
interest 

5.2.1.2 Hardening/Softening Rule 

The elastic modulus of NC and UHPC was calculated per ACI 318 (2014) and Graybeal 

(2006), respectively. In the CDP model, the strain hardening/softening function is defined 

based on the compressive stress-strain and tensile stress-strain or tensile stress-crack 

opening relationships. 

• Compression 

The compressive strength of NC and UHPC used in the models were 5.1 and 21.6 ksi, 

respectively. The elastic stress limit was assumed to be 40% of the design strength for NC 

(Okumus et al. 2012). The constitutive model per Popovics (1973) was utilized to define 

the inelastic hardening and softening portion of the stress-strain relation of NC. The 

compressive stress-strain model together with compression test results of 6 in. x 12 in. 

cylinder specimens tested by ASTM C39 (2018) are given in Figure 5.3 (a). 

The stress-strain relationship before peak stress was assumed to be linear for UHPC. To 

establish a compressive constitutive model for unconfined UHPC, compression tests were 
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carried out per ASTM C109/C109M (2011) with 2-in. cube specimens of a UHPC mix 

with 2% steel fibers. The compression test results are shown in Figure 5.3 (b ). A simplified 

compression stress-strain curve developed by Hosinieh et al. (2015) for 2% steel fiber 

reinforced high-strength unconfined concrete is also plotted in Figure 5.3 (b ). This 

simplified curve was used in the flexural analysis due to its conservative prediction of the 

post-peak branch of the stress-strain curve as compared to the test results . 
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Strain 

(a) (b) 
Figure 5.3 Constitutive model of (a) NC and (b) UHPC under compression 

For the finite element model, confinement was explicitly included using confinement 

reinforcement. For the simplified analytical model, the effects of confinement were 

included by defining confined concrete properties. The confined concrete property was 

developed per (Mander et al. 1988) for NC, and applied to the hollow section column 

following (Liang et al. 2015). It should be noted that the confined UHPC property was also 

characterized as per (Mander et al. 1988) due to the lack of well-established confinement 

model for UHPC. 
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• Tension 

The tensile stress-strain relationship of both NC and UHPC is assumed linear below the 

tensile strength. For NC, the tensile strength was 0.5 ksi per FIB (2010). For the finite 

element model, tensile softening of NC was defined in terms of crack opening per FIB 

(2010) and as shown in Figure 5.4 (a). For the analytical model, the tensile strength ofNC 

was assumed to be zero after cracking. 

In order to obtain the nonlinear properties of UHPC, three-point flexure tests were 

completed according to ASTM C1609/C1609M (2012). The tensile strength was measured 

as 1.6 ksi . The nonlinear tensile stress-strain relationship of UHPC, shown in Figure 5.4 

(b), was derived from the measured moment-curvature response. Figure 5.5 shows the 

calculated and measured moment-curvature response for UHPC specimens. 
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Figure 5.4 Constitutive model of (a) NC and (b) UHPC under tension 
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Figure 5.5 Moment-curvature response of UHPC prism as measured and calculated 

5.2.1.3 Flow Rule 

The CDP model assumes non-associated plastic flow. The flow potential G adopted in this 

model is the Drucker-Prager hyperbolic function is shown in Eqn. (5-5): 

G = -J (Efwtam/J) 2 + q2 - ptanl/J (5-5) 

In this equation, E is the flow potential eccentricity. The default value '0.1' was used, 

which implies the dilation angle keeps constant over a wide range of lateral confining 

pressures. Increasing the value of E will result in a higher rate of increase of the dilation 

angle than the increase of the confining pressure. fw is the uniaxial tensile strength. 1/J is 

the dilation angle determined as per Rousakis et al. (2008) as 1/) = 3 7° for NC, l/J = 40.3° 

for UHPC. Increments of the plastic strain can be found by dt:f/ = A::. 
IJ 

The validity of assuming a constant dilation angle is checked through the following. To 

relate the dilation behavior of confined normal-strength and high-strength concrete to the 

flow rule of the CDP model, the axial and lateral components of the plastic strain are 

expressed with respect to the potential function (G) in Eqn. (5-6) and (5-7). Assume the 

uniform confinement pressure is CJ2 = CJ3 = CJ1, and the axial stress is CJ1 = CJc. 
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(5-6) 

(5-7) 

The ratio ofaxial compressive plastic strain and lateral dilation strain can be directly related 

to the dilation angle l/J in the form of Eqn. (5-8). 

(5-8)
(J-(J 11 c +-tan'ljJ

2✓ (EfwtanljJ)Z + qZ 3 

The axial and lateral plastic strain are given by Eqn. (5-9) and (5-10), respectively. 

(5-9) 

(5-10) 

A lateral strain-axial strain relationship of concrete was proposed by Lim and 

Ozbakkaloglu (2014) based on the test results of actively confined normal-strength and 

high-strength concrete, as shown in Eqn. (5-11), (5-12), (5-13), and (5-14). f;0 is the peak 

unconfined concrete strength in MPa. Eco is the peak unconfined concrete strain calculated 

as per Tasdemir et al. (1998). This semi-empirical model is applicable for unconfined 

concrete strengths less than 24.7 ksi, therefore suitable for calibrating dilation angle for 

both NC and UHPC. 

E1 
Ee =------------------=---

(5-11)
Vi [1 + (~)n]1/n + 0.04E1 °-7 [1 + 21( ~ ) 0-8 ] 

ViEco fco 

(5-12) 

(5-13) 
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(5-14) 

Therefore, the dilation angle can be calculated using the relationship between plastic axial 

strain and plastic lateral strain given in Eqn. (5-8) . The variation of the dilation angle 

against the axial plastic strain for confinement pressures ranging fromfi = 0.0 to Ji = 2.2 

ksi was plotted in Figure 5.6. The effective confinement pressure due to steel confinement 

calculate as per Mander (1988) is within this range. The constant dilation angle used in the 

CDP model is also shown by the dashed lines. 
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Figure 5.6 Evaluation of the constant dilation angle used in the CDP model for (a) 

NC and (b) UHPC 

Figure 5 .6 shows that the constant dilation angle used in the CDP model ( 1/J = 3 7° for NC, 

1/J = 40.3° for UHPC) is smaller than the semi-empirically obtained values, especially 

when the confinement pressures are low. This would result in an underestimation of lateral 

dilation of concrete under compression in modeling. This underestimation is more evident 

for UHPC with a higher compression strength than it is for NC. 

In order to further evaluate the effectiveness of using the CDP model for predicting 

confined concrete properties, a single first order, 8-node, 3D hexahedral element with 
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reduced integration, hourglass control and distortion control (C3D8R) with the size of 1 in. 

was built in ABAQUS . The compression stress-strain response and the relationship 

between lateral and axial strain established by Lim et al (2016) as per test results were used 

as a reference for this evaluation. 

A uniaxial displacement-controlled loading was applied on the single element with lateral 

confinement pressures ranging from Oto 2.2 ksi. Figure 5.7 shows the comparison of the 

stress-strain compression curves obtained from finite element analysis with the ones 

obtained following Lim et al (2016). The CDP model captured the peak compression stress 

for NC and UHPC at the confinement pressure range of interest. 
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Figure 5.7 Evaluation of the axial stress-strain relationship under the effective 

confinement pressure ranges of interest for (a) NC and (b) UHPC 

Figure 5.8 compares the relationship between the lateral and axial strains obtained from 

finite element analysis with the one obtained following Lim et al (2016). The constant 

angle used in the CDP model cannot capture the variation of the lateral strain rate at larger 

compression strains. The lateral dilation due to compression 1s expected to be 

underestimated using the CDP model for UHPC, especially when the confinement 

pressures are low. 
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Figure 5.8 Evaluation of the relationship between the lateral strain and axial strain 

under the effective confinement pressure ranges of interest for (a) NC and (b) 
UHPC 

5.2.2 Steel Rebar 

Tensile tests were performed on Grade 60 mild steel rebar coupons per (ASTM 

A615/A615M 2018). Figure 5.9 shows that the tensile stress-strain constitutive model 

developed by Mander ( 1983) predicted the mild steel rebar behavior well. This model was 

used in the analyses. The ultimate strain was set to be 0.09 for Grade 60 mild steel rebar as 

per ASTM A615/A615M (2018). 

100 

··· · · ... · · --Tension Tests 

- - •Mander et al. 1984 
■ Rebar Fracture 
e Ultimate Strain 

0 L__.....,__.....!:i:========l 
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 

Strain 
Figure 5.9 Mild steel rebar stress-strain relationship 
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5.2.3 Post-tension Strands 

A force-displacement relationship including the degradation of mechanical properties due 

to stress concentrations at anchorages and wedge-seating was developed in Chapter 4 for 

post-tension strands, as shown in Figure 5.10. This relationship was directly utilized in the 

simplified analytical model. In finite element model, an equivalent strand strain was 

obtained by dividing the total displacement of strand-anchorage assembly (including losses) 

by the free length of strands. A stress-equivalent strain relationship was used to model the 

post-tension strands. Wedge-seating was assumed to be a function of strand elongation, 

regardless ofthe loading history ofthe strands, which was shown to have an effect on losses 

through testing (Chapter 4). The maximum post-tension force of the preceding test was 

around 25.9 kips, 37.8 kips, and 33.1 kips in NC, UHPC w/ rebar, and UHPC w/o rebar 

non-emulative pier respectively. 

For considering the premature failure of strands due to stress concentration at anchorage, 

the design strain for strands was recommended to be conservatively taken as 1.00% in 

Chapter 3. The total displacement of strand-anchorage assembly corresponding to the 

minimum strand ultimate strain specified by ASTM A416/A416M (2018) was also marked 

in Figure 5.10. 
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Figure 5.10 Relationship between post-tension stress and total displacement of 
strand-anchorage assembly 

5.3 Numerical Study for Non-emulative Pier with Shear-slip being 

Disallowed 

The three non-emulative precast specimens tested: NC, UHPC w/ rebar, and UHPC w/o 

rebar were investigated by two means : 1) A simplified analytical model. 2) A finite element 

model. These numerical modeling methods were validated by the test results presented in 

Chapter 3, and then used to understand the effects ofUHPC on damage control. 

5.3.1 Simplified Analytical Model 

The analytical model for rocking precast post-tensioned segmental columns with unbonded 

strands developed by Hewes and Priestley (2002) and Pampanin et al. (2001) is used herein 

to establish the lateral force-displacement relationship for the specimens tested. This 

analytical model was based on a 'monolithic beam analogy' with the 'plastic hinge length' 

equal to half the diameter of the pier. This 'plastic hinge length' was empirical and 

determined by calibration of the analytical model with the experimental test results. Roh 
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and Reinhom (2009) determined the actual height of the nonlinear stress zone (L~) by 

solving the stress distribution near the rocking plane, as expressed in Eqn. (5-) and Eqn. 

(5-16). In these equations, de is the contact depth and Dis the width of the cross-section. 

L* p 1 
1-r2 +2 w (5-15)

d ✓ 1.-idD 2 

(5-16) 

The contact depth was simplified to linearly decrease along the height. The equivalent 

height of the nonlinear stress zone (Lp) is obtained by equating the areas between the actual 

effective depth and the linearized effective depth given in Eqn. ( 5-). 

(5-17) 

The parameter pis determined by p = p5 (0.2n + 1) when the aspect ratio(!!·-) is smaller 
D 

than 5 and by p = p5 + 2p0 (1 - O.Sn) when the aspect ratio (!!..) is larger than 5, where 
D 

p5 = 1.2 and Po = 0.16. The nonlinear stress zone height LP increases with the contact 

depth. 

A conceptual force-displacement relationship for the non-emulative pier is shown in Figure 

5.11. This push-over curve was calculated in two stages: Decompression (OA or OA') and 

rocking (AD or AD '). The decompression stage represents the response prior to 

decompression at the bottom joint. In this stage, where displacements are small, the post

tension force was assumed to be constant, and the small contribution of mild steel 

reinforcement to strength was ignored. The extreme fiber compressive strain ( Ecm_decomp) , 

curvature (Upr ), and lateral force (Fr) can be directly calculated. The curvature is linearly 
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distributed from the top to the bottom of the column. Moment-area theory was used to 

calculate the tip displacement, which is measured at the center of the cap beam. 

Upr F-----+--t---' D 

Ur 

OA, O'A': Decompression 
AB, A'B': Contact area decrease 
BC, B'C': Rigid rocking 

D' C' CD, C'D': PT tendon yielding 

Figure 5.11 Characteristic force-displacement relationship of non-emulative piers 

The rocking stage starts from the initiation of partial separation at the tension face of the 

column and the foundation. The force-displacement relationship was calculated by 

following the procedure below: 

1) Discretize the cross-section into fibers categorized as confined ( concrete core) or 

unconfined concrete ( concrete cover). 

2) Gradually increase the extreme fiber compressive strain of concrete at the base 

cross-section: Eem = Eem_deeomp + ni},_Eem, where n is the loading step. 

3) Assume a contact depth (de) between the column and the foundation. The 

compressive strain was assumed to be linearly distributed across the contact region. 

4) Update the height of the equivalent linearized nonlinear stress zone (Lp)-

5) Calculate the resultant compression force generated in concrete and mild steel 

reinforcement (Ne + N5 ) per the constitutive models defined in section 5.2.1 and 

5.2.2. 
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6) Calculate the elongation of each post-tension tension strand due to gap opening: 

t:.Upr = Eem Lp(dpr-rocking toe) The rocking toe was assumed at the midpoint of 
de 

the contact depth. 

7) Update the post-tension force (NPT) as per section 5.2.3. 

8) Check equilibrium of force in the vertical direction. If equilibrium is not satisfied, 

repeat steps 1 to 7. If equilibrium is satisfied, proceed to step 9). 

9) Calculate the base moment generated in concrete, steel, and post-tension strands: 

10) Calculate the tip displacement: U = Upr + Ur , where Ur = Eem Lp(H - Lp).
de 2 

The behavior of the non-emulative pier in the rocking stage is characterized by three key 

stages ofresponse, as seen in Figure 5.11 (stages A-B, B-C, C-D). Contact area decreases 

during stage A-B. After point B, the stresses are nonlinearly distributed over the contact 

area in compression to sustain the reaction force. At stage B-C, post-tensioning strands, 

especially ones located eccentrically, are subjected to extension due to gap opening. Post

tensioning force is the main source of stiffness within the B-C stage. In stage C-D, strength 

converges to a constant value due to strand yielding. 

5.3.2 Finite Element Model 

The finite element model of the non-emulative pier was developed using a commercially 

available software, ABAQUS/Standard (Dassault Systemes Simulia Corporation 2014). 

The overview of the finite element model is shown in Figure 5.12. The material constitutive 

models are introduced in section 5.2. 
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The five column segments, the cap beam, and the foundation were modeled using first 

order, 8-node, 3D hexahedral elements with reduced integration, hourglass control and 

distortion control elements (C3D8R in ABAQUS). The damage prone column segments 

near the foundation were meshed with a characteristic element size of 1 in. Other column 

segments, the rigid cap beam, and the foundation were expected to have minor damage and 

therefore had a relatively larger mesh size of 2 in. Reinforcement bars were modeled by 

two-node truss elements (T3D2 in ABAQUS). Post-tension strands and PVC (Polyvinyl 

chloride) ducts were modeled by two-node beam elements (B31 in ABAQUS). The 

reinforcement bars, post-tension strands and PVC ducts were meshed with a characteristic 

element size of 1 in. 

Unhanded PT strand: 

PVC duct _.;;,,I l~ctual 
strand 

Rigid link 

Hard contact 
A1 ~ Friction coefficient: 0. 6 

Figure 5.12 Overview of the finite element model 

The capacity protected cap beam were considered as rigid. The rigid body constraint was 

also applied to the foundation except for the region (2-in. depth) near the contact interface. 
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The bottom face of the foundation was restrained against rotation and translation in all 

directions. Lateral displacement was applied on the rigid cap beam at 131.8 in. from the 

column base, which is consistent with the experimental set-up. Longitudinal and transverse 

reinforcement bars were assumed to be perfectly bonded to the concrete elements by using 

an ' embedment ' constraint. 

Finite sliding, surface-to-surface contact formulation in ABAQUS/Standard (Dassault 

Systemes Simulia Corporation 2014) was used to define the contact between each precast 

element. The hard contact pressure-overclosure relationship was applied in the normal 

direction, because it can minimize the penetration and does not create tensile stress once 

separation initiates. Coulomb friction model was applied in the tangential direction by 

assuming a constant friction coefficient of0.6 (ACI 318 2014). 

The PVC ducts with a small elastic modulus were embedded into concrete. A small length 

of strand was embedded into the cap beam and the foundation at each end of the strand. 

The free/unbonded length ofstrands was kept the same as the ones used in the experiments. 

To limit the lateral movement of strands within the ducts, rigid links were used to connect 

the ducts and strands along several locations along the strands. 

The initial post-tension force was applied through assigning a predefined tensile stress on 

each strand during the initial analysis step. The analysis included two steps. In the first step, 

prestress was transferred from the strands to the pier and gravity load was applied. In the 

second step, the displacement-controlled lateral loading was applied. 

5.3.3 Validations 

Both the simplified analytical model in Section 5 .3 .1 and finite element model in Section 

5.3.2 were created for non-emulative piers with pure rocking response and shear-slip is 
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disallowed. Therefore, Qs (II) tests for NC, UHPC with rebar, and UHPC without rebar, 

and MCE (II) test performed on UHPC with rebar, as presented in Chapter 3, were selected 

for validation because the pier had virtually no slip during these tests. 

Monotonic analysis was conducted for the three specimens tested using both the simplified 

analytical model and the finite element model. Figure 5.13 , Figure 5.14, and Figure 5.15 

compare the force-displacement relationships obtained from simplified model analysis and 

finite element analysis with the quasi-static test (Qs (II)) results for NC, UHPC with rebar, 

and UHPC without rebar, respectively. 
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Figure 5.13 NC- Validation of force-displacement relationship: Comparison of 
simplified model analysis (SMA), finite element analysis (FEA), and QS (11) test 

results 
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Figure 5.14 UHPC with rebar - Validation of force-displacement relationship: 
Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA), finite element analysis (FEA), and 

QS (11) test results 
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Figure 5.15 UHPC without rebar - Validation of force-displacement relationship: 
Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA), finite element analysis (FEA), and 

QS (11) test results 
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The analysis was continued even though the ultimate strain (1 % ) of the strand-anchorage 

assemblies, as recommended in Chapter 4 was reached at the lateral displacement of 11 .1 

in., 10.7 in., and 10.6 in. (8.4%, 8.1 %, and 8.1 % drift ratios) for NC, UHPC with rebar, and 

UHPC without rebar. The analysis results showed that the maximum strains ofstrands were 

1.6%, 1.7%, and 1.7% at the peak lateral displacement (17 in. (13.0% drift ratio)) 

respectively. 

For all tested specimens, the push-over curves predicted by the simplified analytical model 

and finite element model were in good agreement with the ones obtained from the tests. 

The rocking stiffness was predicted reasonably well. However, the initial pre-rocking 

stiffness was over-estimated majorly due to the imperfection of contact surface between 

precast elements. This difference can be also caused by uncertainties in material properties 

such as the modulus of elasticity of concrete, deformation of the foundation in the test set

up, and small shear-slip in the test set-up 

Similar to the test results, the analysis results showed that UHPC with rebar and UHPC 

without rebar have a similar response. Both the simplified analytical model and finite 

element model can capture the higher stiffness and strength in UHPC specimens compared 

to the NC specimen. Higher stiffness and strength are associated with UHPC's enhanced 

ability to control concrete spalling, larger gap opening and higher post-tension force 

compared to NC. 

UHPC with rebar had virtually no slip under the high-speed loading test (MCE (II)). This 

specimen was considered to be a non-emulative pier with no shear-slip under this test. The 

measured force-displacement relationship was compared with the results obtained from 

simplified model analysis and finite element analysis, as shown in Figure 5 .16. The 
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simplified analytical model and finite element model predicted the rocking response under 

high speed loading reasonably well. 
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Figure 5.16 UHPC with rebar - Validation of force-displacement relationship: 
Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA), finite element analysis (FEA), and 

MCE (11) test results 

Figure 5.17, Figure 5.18, and Figure 5.19 show the comparison of post-tension force 

between simplified model analysis, finite element analysis, and quasi-static test results (QS 

(II)) for NC, UHPC with rebar, and UHPC without rebar respectively. Figure 5.20 shows 

the comparison of post-tension force between simplified model analysis, finite element 

analysis, and high speed loading test results (MCE (II)) for UHPC without rebar. 

The post-tension force in the strands in the middle layer of the NC non-emulative pier was 

over-estimated by the simplified analytical model and the finite element model. This is 

explained by the fact that the numerical models do not account for concrete crushing, which 

rounds the rocking edge, reduces the cross-section depth, and shifts the rocking toe towards 

the inside of the cross-section. UHPC non-emulative piers, with and without mild steel 

reinforcement, have matching numerical and test results for post-tension force because of 

lack ofspalling in UHPC. In general, the post-tension force predicted by both the simplified 

analytical model and the finite element analysis had a good agreement with the test results . 
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Both analytical and test results show that all layers of strands in the UHPC non-emulative 

piers (with and without rebar) underwent tension due to the small contact depth. 
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Figure 5.17 NC - Validation of post-tension force: Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA), finite element analysis 

(FEA), and QS (II) test results for (a) east layer, (b) middle layer, and (c) west layer strands 
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Figure 5.18 UHPC with rebar - Validation of post-tension force: Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA), finite 

element analysis (FEA), and QS (II) test results for (a) east layer, (b) middle layer, and (c) west layer strands 
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Figure 5.19 UHPC without rebar - Validation of post-tension force: Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA), finite 

element analysis (FEA), and QS (II) test results for (a) east layer, (b) middle layer, and (c) west layer strands 
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Figure 5.20 UHPC without rebar - Validation of post-tension force: Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA), 

finite element analysis (FEA), and MCE (11) test results for (a) east layer, (b) middle layer, and (c) west layer strands 
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5.3.4 Numerical Investigation of the Role of UHPC on Damage 

Mitigation 

Damage to non-emulative piers can be generally categorized into three groups, in the order 

of lowest impact to the highest impact on pier behavior: ' concrete spalling ', ' strand 

yielding', and ' complete loss of initial post-tension force ' . 

Concrete spalling decreases the rocking force (force needed to initiate rocking) and rocking 

stiffness, because the column cross-section is reduced at the rocking plane. In addition, the 

rocking edge shifts towards the center of the cross-section under loading, which limits gap 

opening and elongation of post-tension strands. Although continuous loss of stiffness and 

strength will occur throughout the duration of a seismic event, moderate amounts of cover 

spalling are repairable after the event. 

Strand yielding significantly increases elongation in strand, creates residual strains in the 

strands upon load removal, and causes loss of post-tensioning and eventually loss of 

stiffness. Strand yielding is an irrecoverable damage except for rare cases where special 

tendon types with have special anchorage details that are accessible and designed for strand 

replacement are used. 

Post-tension loss occurs due to short term losses (e.g. , anchorage wedge-seating, friction), 

long term losses ( e.g. , creep and shrinkage) and strand yielding. Some losses can be 

accounted for in design or can be recovered through repost tensioning if special anchorages 

are available and accessible. However, losses caused by strand yielding cannot be 

recovered without replacing strands. Since the force that initiates rocking highly depends 

on the initial post-tension force, loss of post-tension causes stiffness and strength loss. 
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The lateral displacements at the initiation of concrete spalling, the first layer of strands 

yields and the first layer of strands lost its force completely were calculated using the 

simplified analytical model for NC, UHPC with rebar, and UHPC without rebar. The 

results are given in Figure 5 .21. Concrete spalling strain limit ( Espau) was defined to be the 

strain when compression stress deceases to 50% of the maximum (Espall = 0.0043 and 

0.0075 for NC and UHPC, respectively) . 
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Figure 5.21 Comparison of displacements at which (a) concrete spalled, (b) first 
strand yielded, and (c) first strand lost force completely for NC, UHPC with rebar, 

and UHPC without rebar 

Figure 5.21 shows that concrete spalling can be significantly postponed by replacing NC 

with UHPC. The displacement at which concrete spalled was slightly smaller for the UHPC 

specimens when mild-steel reinforcement was eliminated. 

Post-tension strand yielding and loss occurred at similar displacements for all specimens. 

UHPC specimens developed yielding and loss slightly earlier than the NC specimen. The 

small difference between the specimens is explained by absence of concrete spalling in 

UHPC non-emulative piers leading to larger elongation, earlier post-tension yielding and 

higher post-tension loss in post-tension strands. 

A monotonic analysis using the simplified analytical model was performed including 

concrete spalling, strand yielding and loss. The results are shown in Figure 5.22 after 
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damage at 7 in. and 14 in. of lateral displacement. Compared to undamaged non-emulative 

piers, the rocking force and initial stiffness decreased due to the post-tension loss and 

significant inelastic straining. UHPC non-emulative piers had higher post-tension losses 

compared to NC non-emulative piers, but maintained their stiffness and developed higher 

lateral strengths. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.22 Comparison of the force-displacement relationship of NC, UHPC with 

rebar, and UHPC without rebar after damage at (a) 7 in. and (b) 14 in. 

Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24 compare the principal compressive strains in the bottom 

column segments ofNC, UHPC with rebar and UHPC without re bar specimens at 1.85 in. 

displacement (MCE level) (1 .4% drift ratio) and at 17 in. displacement (12.9 % drift ratio), 

respectively, as obtained from the finite element analysis. Concrete crushing was 

concentrated in the bottom column segment. Other segments, cap beam, and foundation 

had very small strains and are not shown here. Principal compressive strains obtained from 

the finite element analysis differed from the simplified analytical results because the 

simplified analytical model assumed strains are linearly distributed across the contact 

region between the column and the foundation. 
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Figure 5.23 Comparison of principal compressive strains at 1.85 in. displacement 

(MCE level) for (a) NC, (b) UHPC with rebar, and (c) UHPC without rebar 
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Figure 5.24 Comparison of principal compressive strains at 17 in. displacement 

(12.9% drift ratio) for (a) NC, (b) UHPC with rebar, and (c) UHPC without rebar 

Principal compressive strains were significantly smaller in the UHPC segment (with and 

without rebar) compared to the NC segment, confirming that UHPC plays a role in 

controlling concrete spalling. UHPC with rebar and without rebar exhibited very similar 

responses, except that plastic strain spread to a larger area in UHPC without rebar. 
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Table 5.1 documents the maximum mild steel reinforcement strains at different 

displacement levels for NC and UHPC with rebar. Positive values designate tension, and 

negative values designate compression. Values in green and red font represent strains 

below and above yielding limit respectively. 

Both strains on confinement and longitudinal rebar were significantly higher in NC than 

UHPC with rebar, especially at large displacements. Confinement reinforcement in NC 

yielded at 3.7 in. displacement (2.8% drift ratio). Strains increased fast at larger 

displacements due to concentrated compression at the rocking toe. In UHPC with rebar, 

neither longitudinal rebar nor confinement reinforcement yielded even at the large 

displacement of 17 in. (12.9%). This finding confirms that elimination of mild steel 

reinforcement would not affect the behavior of the non-emulative pier with UHPC segment. 

Table 5.1 Maximum strains in mild steel reinforcement 

Displacement 
( drift ratio) 

Location NC 
UHPCw/ 

rebar 
UHPCw/o 

rebar 

1.2 in. (DE level) Confinement 0.5%0 0.3%0 

(0.9%) Longi. rebar -0.6%0 -0.4%0 

1.85 in. (MCE level) Confinement 1.3%0 0.3%0 

(1.4%) Longi. rebar -0.6%0 -0.4%0 NA 

3.7 in. (2 xMCE level) Confinement 4.3%0 0.4%0 

(2.8%) Longi. rebar -0.7%0 -0.4%0 

17 in. Confinement 77.3%0 1.0%0 

(12.9%) Longi. rebar -3.2%0 -0.8%0 

5.3.5 Effects ofBi-directional Loading 

Earthquake motions are multidirectional. This section aims at understanding the effects of 

bi-directional horizontal loading on the response of the non-emulative pier. The finite 

element models of NC, UHPC with rebar, and UHPC without rebar were used to conduct 
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bi-directional monotonic analysis. The same displacements were applied in the two 

directions. Gravity loading from the superstructure was applied as pressure on the top 

surface of cap beam, instead of using the gravity strands. 

Similar to uni-directional loading, damage to the non-emulative pier under bi-directional 

loading was concentrated at the bottom segment. Principal compression strains in the 

bottom segment when the pier is subjected to 5 in. (3 .8% drift ratio) displacement in one 

and two directions are compared in Figure 5.25 . This comparison was conducted for NC, 

UHPC with rebar and UHPC without rebar. 

Prin. comp. strain NC 
0 
5.00e-3 Uni-directional I Bi-directional 
l .00e-2 
l .50e-2 
2.00e-2 
2.50e-2 
3.00e-2 
>3.00e-2 

(a) 

UHPC w/ rebar UHPC w/o rebar 

Uni-directional I Bi-directional Uni-directional I Bi-directional 

(b) (c) 
Figure 5.25 Principal compressive strains at 5 in. displacement (3.8% drift ratio) 

under uni-directional and bi-directional loading for (a) NC, (b) UHPC with rebar, 
and (c) UHPC without rebar 

Bi-directional loading created compression strains in concrete that are much larger than the 

ones created by uni-directional loading due to the reduced contact area between the column 

and he foundation. The section rocked about the comer of the cross-section instead of the 

the width of the cross-section. 
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Figure 5.26 compares the uni-directional and bi-directional force-displacement 

relationships for NC, UHPC with rebar and UHPC without rebar. Figure 5.27 compares 

the maximum post-tension force among all strands for uni-directional and bi-directional 

loadings. The results are only shown for one direction. The response is similar in the other 

direction under bi-directional loading due to symmetry in post-tensioning, cross-section 

shape, and mild-steel reinforcement. 
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Figure 5.26 Comparison of uni-directional and bi-directional force-displacement 

relationships for (a) NC, (b) UHPC with rebar, and (c) UHPC without rebar 
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Figure 5.27 Comparison of uni-directional and bi-directional post-tension 
strand behavior for (a) NC, (b) UHPC w/ rebar, and (c) UHPC w/o rebar 

Lateral strength is reduced slightly under bi-directional loading as compared to uni

directional loading due to concentrated compression at the rocking comer. Rocking 
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stiffness was virtually unchanged by bi-directional loading. Figure 5.27 shows that the 

maximum post-tension force increases at a faster rate under bi-directional loading. This 

may result in higher post-tension loss and earlier strand fractures . 

5.4 Numerical Study for Non-emulative Pier with Shear-slip being 

Allowed 

5.4.1 Characterization ofShear-slip 

Figure 5.28 (a) shows the shear-slip response at segment joints with fresh silicone when 

specimen was subjected to lateral force. Shear-slip can be represented by the rigid-bilinear 

load (F)-displacement (U) relationship shown in Figure 5.28 (b). The stiffness prior to the 

initiation of shear-slip is assumed to be infinite. The shear-slip initiates once the lateral 

force overcomes friction developed at joint interface (Fs). The shear-slip stiffness (ks) is 

defined as the slope of the shear force with respect to shear-slip after shear-slip is initiated. 

The shear-slip force (Fs) is equal to the friction force, and assumed to be the product of 

normal force and coefficient of friction. 

F 

ks 

u 

(a) (b) 
Figure 5.28 (a) Joint shear-slip mechanism, (b) idealized shear-slip hysteretic 

response 
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The friction coefficient and shear-slip stiffness are the two important parameters required 

to characterize the shear-slip response. These parameters can be obtained through testing 

segment interfaces. Qs (I) Test ofNon-emulative Pier Specimen I was used as an example 

to show the methods and procedures to characterize these two parameters from 

experimental results : First, shear force is plotted against shear-slip for all loading cycles 

in Figure 5.29 (a) as obtained from the test in which shear-slip governed the response. Two 

stages of shear-slip, i.e., shear-slip being locked (static friction) and activated (dynamic 

friction) were apparent. Shear-slip was idealized using the rigid-linear relationship between 

lateral force and displacement as shown in Figure 5.29 (a). Two lines, with infinite slope 

and the shear-slip stiffness slope (ks), were used to represent shear-slip being locked and 

shear-slip being activated, respectively. Shear-slip stiffness (ks) for each cycle was 

calculated using the test data shown in Figure 5.29 (a) by linear regression. Stiffer response 

at the end of each cycle was due to rocking. When shear-slip is accompanied by rocking, 

post-tension force increases and leads to a continuous increase of normal force between 

segments. Post-tension force versus shear-slip is also shown in Figure 5.29 (b ), given the 

dependence of friction force on normal axial load. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.29 (a) Shear force and (b) normal force versus shear-slip 
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The friction coefficient was then calculated by dividing the shear force by the normal force. 

The normal force is assumed to be equal to the sum of post-tension force and gravity. The 

component of lateral force perpendicular to the interface due to rocking displacement was 

small and neglected. Friction coefficient is plotted against shear-slip, as shown in Figure 

5.30. Two lines were fitted onto Figure 5.30 using the least-squares method for each cycle, 

representing shear-slip being locked and activated. The friction coefficient for each cycle 

was assumed to be the value at the intersection of these two lines. 
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Figure 5.30 Friction coefficient versus shear-slip 

Using the methods described above, the friction coefficients(µ) and shear-slip stiffness (ks) 

were calculated for all loading cycles of the tests with shear slip: Qs (I) and MCE (I) tests 

for all specimens. Considering friction coefficient is a parameter that can be sensitive to 

temperature (i.e. , accumulative slip), normal force and slip velocity; the accumulative slip 

and normal force were calculated for each loading cycle of Qs (I) and MCE (I) tests. Slip 

velocity was also calculated for each loading cycle of MCE (I) Test. 

For quasi-static loading rate, Figure 5.31 (a) and (b) show the friction coefficient against 

accumulative slip and normal force, respectively, for all three specimens. The friction 
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coefficients of specimen I and II lied between 0.015 to 0.060, when accumulative slip was 

between 0 and 59 in. and when normal force was between 157.3 kips and 213 .6 kips . For 

the same range of accumulative slip and normal force, the friction coefficients of specimen 

III lied between 0.01 and 0. 03 . After an accumulative slip of 19. 7 in. the friction coefficient 

of Non-emulative Pier Specimen I stabilized at approximately 0.056. For all specimens, 

friction coefficients increased with increasing accumulative slip and decreased with 

increasing normal force. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.31 Friction coefficient versus (a) accumulative slip, (b) normal force under 

quasi-static loading rate 

Similarly, for the rapid loading rate of MCE (I), the friction coefficient is plotted against 

accumulative slip, normal force, and slip velocity in Figure 5.32 (a), (b) and (c), 

respectively. Similar to quasi-static loading rate, the friction coefficient of Non-emulative 

Pier Specimen III was smaller than the one for Non-emulative Pier Specimens I and II. All 

friction coefficient measurements were between 0.03 to 0.06 for Non-emulative Pier 

Specimen I and II, and between 0.01 and 0.03 for Non-emulative Pier Specimen III when 

the accumulative slip was between 0.0 in. to 196.9 in. , when the normal force was between 

184.3 to 206.8 kips, and when the slip velocity was between 1 to 10 in./sec. Trends of 
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friction coefficients with accumulative slip, normal force, and slip velocity were not 

obvious as they were for the quasi-static testing. ..xx 
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Figure 5.32 Friction coefficient versus (a) accumulative slip, (b) normal force, and 

(c) slip velocity under rapid loading rate 

It was shown that the range of friction coefficients obtained from quasi-static and rapid 

cyclic testing were similar for each specimen. In summary, the lower and upper bounds of 

friction coefficient for concrete surfaces with fresh silicone are recommended to be 0.01 

and 0.06, respectively. Friction coefficients varied with accumulative slip, normal force 

and slip velocity. 

The second parameter needed for the hysteretic modeling of shear-slip response is the 

shear-slip stiffness as described in Figure 5.29 (a). The shear-slip stiffness, as identified by 

testing, is plotted at varying accumulative slip values (number of cycles) of Qs (I) test and 
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MCE (I) test in Figure 5.33 (a) and (b), respectively. The calculated shear-slip stiffness 

varied in the initial cycles and then converged to constant values. The initial high shear

slip stiffness may be mainly due to the overcoming of break-away coefficient observed by 

others (Mokha et al. 1990), limited slip amount, change in contact area during slip, and/or 

other factors influencing friction coefficient as described above. 
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Figure 5.33 Shear-slip stiffness versus accumulative slip for (a) Qs (I) Test and (b) 

MCE (I) Test 

Shear-slip stiffness was consistently smaller in the rapid tests than it was for the quasi

static test for all specimens. The effects of the loading rate on shear-slip stiffness are more 

significant than the effects of other relevant variables such as normal force, accumulative 

slip. This might be because rapid loading rates led to higher slip acceleration and velocity. 

Shear-slip stiffness (ks) is recommended to be in the range of 1.5 to 9.0 kips/in. 

5.4.2 Hysteretic Model and Validation 

A hysteretic model is established for three scenarios for piers that do not have shear keys 

between segments: no shear-slip, shear-slip occurring before rocking starts, and shear-slip 

occurring after rocking starts. Whether and when shear-slip occurs depends on the friction 
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coefficient at segment interfaces. Interfaces of all segments in a pier were assumed to have 

the same properties so that shear-slip initiates at all joints simultaneously and evenly. 

5.4.2.1 Hysteretic model for no shear-slip 

Precast segments with shear-keys or with segment interface materials with high friction 

coefficients (e.g. , degraded silicone) will not undergo shear-slip, and the response will be 

dominated by rocking. The analytical model for a rocking pier was introduced in section 

5.3.1. For simplicity and in order to superpose the rocking-only model with other models 

that will be described later, the hysteretic behavior is idealized to be bilinear before strand 

yielding (point D), as seen in Figure 5.34. 

The bilinear hysteretic model consists of two stages: pre-rocking (O-B in Figure 5.34 (b )). 

Each stage was assumed to have a constant stiffness. The applicability of using this 

analytical model to predict the response of a rocking pier with no shear-slip was 

demonstrated in section 5.3.3. Three key parameters: pre-rocking stiffness (kpr) , rocking 

force (Fr), and rocking stiffness (kr) can be obtained analytically. 

F
F C D 

D ' C' 

(a) (b) 
Figure 5.34 (a) Hysteretic model and (b) simplified bilinear model for non-emulative 

pier 
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------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------

5.4.2.2 Hysteretic model for when shear-slip occurs before rocking starts 

Figure 5.35 (a) shows the hysteretic model for rocking only as described in Section 5.4.2.1. 

If segments have a sufficiently low enough friction coefficient at their interface (e.g. , 

silicone interface), shear-slip can initiate before rocking starts . Figure 5.35 (b) shows the 

shear-slip only bilinear model with shear-slip force (Fs) and shear-slip stiffness (ks). Figure 

5.35 (c) shows the combined response of rocking and shear-slip. Displacement is caused 

by the combination of rocking and shear-slip. A hysteretic response with two-cycles is 

created from zero displacement to a defined target displacement (u1g1). The first and second 

cycles of the response path are illustrated with the dashed and solid lines, respectively. 
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Figure 5.35 Hysteretic model for (a) rocking only response, (b) shear-slip only 

response, and (c) combined response for when shear-slip is allowed before rocking 

The formulation oflateral force and displacement relationship under loading and unloading 

was established based on superposition, as shown in Table 5.2 . Stage A-B corresponds to 

pure pre-rocking phase. The stiffness ofbranch A-Bis equal to stiffness in the pre-rocking 

range (kpr). After point B, lateral force reaches the force needed to activate shear-slip (Fs). 

Stage B-C is subjected to stiffness degradation due to the shear-slip. The response is 

calculated as a combination of pre-rocking and shear-slip until the rocking force (Fr) is 

reached. During stage C-D, the rocking force is exceeded and the response is a combination 
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of rocking and shear-slip. Similarly, the stiffness in this stage is less than rocking stiffness 

(kr) due to shear-slip. 

Once unloading starts, rocking displacement is recovered first. The stiffness of stage D-E 

is equal to the pre-rocking stiffness (kr)until the lateral force is reduced to the rocking force 

(Fr). After that, in stage E-F, pre-rocking displacement is recovered. Pre-rocking and 

rocking displacements can return to zero upon force removal. Stages of the rest of the first 

cycle and the second cycle take place in the same order described for stages between A and 

F. These stages are given in Table 5.2. X and Y refer to start and end points of a stage, 

respectively. 

Table 5.2 Analytical formulation for when shear-slip is allowed before rocking 

Stage X-Y in 
Behavior Force-displacement relationship Valid range 

Figure 5.35 (c) 

A-B, E-F, 1-J, 
Pre-rocking Fy = kprlUy - Uxl + Fx IFyl < F'sM-N, Q-R 

B-C, F-G, J-K, Pre-rocking kprks
Load Fy = IUy - Uxl + Fx f's< IFyl < FrN-0, R-S & shear-slip kpr + ks 

C-D, G-H, Rocking & krks
Fy = IUy-Uxl+Fx IFyl > FrK-L, 0-P shear-slip kr + ks 

D-E, H-1, 
Rocking Fy = -krlUy - Uxl + Fx IFyl > FrL-M, P-Q 

Un-
load 

E-F, 1-J, F,. > Fy > -f'sPre-rocking Fy = -kprlUy - Uxl + FxM-N, Q-R or f's > Fy > -Fr 

The Qs (I) test result on Non-emulative Pier Specimen I with fresh silicone interface shows 

that the force needed to activate shear-slip was less than the rocking force. Therefore, 

results of this test was selected to validate the hysteretic model established above. The 
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hysteretic model and the experimental result were compared at the maximum displacement 

2.75 in. (2.1% lateral drift ratio) loading cycle, as seen in Figure 5.36. In the hysteretic 

model, the pre-rocking stiffness, rocking force, and rocking stiffness were calculated using 

the initial post-tension force. The friction coefficient and shear-slip stiffness were captured 

at the loading cycle of2.75 in. of the test as described in Section 6.3. In general, the friction 

coefficient for concrete surfaces with fresh silicone ranges from 0.01 and 0.06. 

The hysteretic model can capture the stiffness variation in different stages. It was 

confirmed that the large energy dissipation and limited self-centering capability is due to 

shear-slip. What can traditionally be interpreted as the 'deterioration of stiffness' in the 

hysteretic response, is resulted from rocking and shear-slip. The narrowing ofthe hysteretic 

loop at large displacements can be also captured by the proposed hysteretic model, and is 

attributed to the reversal of only rocking upon unloading. 
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Figure 5.36 Experimental validation of the hysteretic model for shear-slip before 
rocking 

The hysteretic response can be represented by the following seismic parameters: strength 

at target displacement, secant stiffness, viscous damping ratio, and self-centering ratio . 

These parameters are calculated for both analytical and experimental hysteretic loops, and 
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compared in Table 5.3 to evaluate the applicability of the hysteretic model. The hysteretic 

energy dissipation of the specimen is quantified by using an equivalent viscous damping 

ratio . Energy dissipation for a given cycle is computed by calculating the area under the 

hysteresis loop. The secant stiffness was calculated for a given loop as the difference 

between the peak force values in the negative and positive directions of loading, divided 

by the difference between the peak displacement values in the negative and positive 

directions of loading. Self-centering capacity is quantified using a residual displacement 

ratio, which was calculated as the ratio of the total residual displacement at the end of each 

cycle to the total peak displacement at that cycle. 

Table 5.3. Comparison of analytical and experimental results when shear-slip being 
disallowed 

Self-centering
Strength Secant stiffness Viscous damping 

ratio
(kips) kip/in. ratio 

% 

Experimental 21.6 7.9 0.172 41.6 

Analytical 21.9 8.0 0.168 36.7 

Difference +1.4% +1.3% -2.0% -11.8% 

The hysteretic model overestimates the pre-rocking stiffness, but predicts the lateral 

strength and secant stiffness very well. The difference between the hysteretic model and 

test results in viscous damping and self-centering ratio is due to the over-estimation ofpre

rocking stiffness and neglecting inertia effects when shear-slip is active. 
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5.4.2.3 Hysteretic model for when shear-slip occurs after rocking starts 

When friction coefficient between precast segments is larger (e.g. , piers with degraded 

silicone interfaces), shear-slip may occur after rocking initiates. Figure 5.37 shows the 

hysteretic response of such a case, as a combination of rocking and shear-slip response. 

Shear-slip does not start until a later phase, i.e. , Regime III. The length of Regime III is 

determined by the force at which shear-slip occurs. Figure 5.37 assumes that shear-slip 

occurs before the target displacement. When the target displacement is reached at a force 

not large enough to initiate shear-slip, shear-slip will not contribute to response. This might 

be the case for segments with high-friction interfaces. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5.37 Hysteretic model for (a) rocking only response, (b) shear-slip only 
response, and (c) combined response for when shear-slip occurs after rocking 

Regimes I and II involve pre-rocking and rocking, respectively. Hysteretic model for these 

stages are the same as ones for when shear-slip occurs before rocking. The stiffness 

decreases in Regime III due to shear-slip. The much narrower hysteresis loop compared to 

Figure 5.35 shows that the energy dissipation is smaller, and self-centering capability is 

higher than the one with shear-slip before rocking. The summary of the force-displacement 

relationship formulations at different regimes is shown in Table 5.4. 
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Table 5.4 Analytical formulation for when shear-slip is allowed after rocking 

Force-displacement
Stage X-Y Behavior Valid range 

relationship 

Regime I 
Pre-

Fy = kprlUy - Uxl + Fx IFyl < Frrocking 

Load Regime II Rocking Fy = krlUy - Uxl + Fx Fr< IFyl < f's 

Rocking & krks
Regime III Fy = k k IUy - Uxl + Fx IFyl > F'sshear-slip r + s 

Regime I Rocking Fy = -krlUy - Uxl + Fx IFyl > Fr 
Un-
load 

Regime II 
Pre-

Fy = -kprlUy - Uxl + Fx IFyl < Frrocking 

5.4.2.4 Friction coefficient ranges 

The ranges of friction coefficient(µ) applicable for when no shear-slip occurs, when shear-

slip occurs before rocking, and when shear-slip occurs after rocking are summarized in 

Table 5.5. Friction coefficient range limits depend not only on pier properties (i.e. , pre

rocking stiffness (kpr), rocking force (Fr), rocking stiffness (kr), total post-tensioning or 

normal force) , but also on the target displacement (u1g1) under a given seismic intensity. 

Table 5.5 The range of friction coefficients for different shear-slip conditions 

Shear-slip condition Range of friction coefficient 

Fr+ kr(Utgt - Fr/kpr)
No Shear-slip µ> N 

FrShear-slip occurs before rocking µ<-
N 

Fr Fr+ kr(Utgt - Fr/kpr)
Shear-slip occurs after rocking N <µ< N 
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5.4.3 Factors Impacting Shear-slip 

Understanding changes in pier response due to variation of interface materials and initial 

post-tension force can offer opportunities to optimize hysteresis response. Using the 

hysteretic model established, the influences of precast segmental friction interface and 

initial post-tension force on response are investigated. Segment interface material was 

varied from fresh silicone to materials often used in other sliding structural systems. These 

materials are presented in Table 5.6. In this table, the 'reference material' is fresh silicone 

used in testing. The geometry, material properties of the pier and the initial post-tension 

force were kept constant and the same as Non-emulative Pier Specimen I. 

Table 5.6 Friction coefficients for different interface materials 

Nomenclature Interface Materials Friction coefficient 

Reference 
Concrete against concrete with fresh 

silicone interface 
0.056 

Material-I 
Dimpled lubricated PTFE sheets against 

stainless steel 
0.040 

(AASHTO 2010) 

Material-2 
Unfilled/Woven PTFE fiber against 

stainless steel 
0.080 

(AASHTO 2010) 

Material-3 Leaded-bronze against stainless steel 
0.190 

(Morgen and Kurama 2009) 

Material-4 Leaded-bronze against alloy cast steel 
0.161 

(Morgen and Kurama 2009) 

Material-5 Concrete against dry concrete 
0.600 

(ACI 318 2014) 

Hysteretic loops with varying segment interface materials are compared in Figure 5.38. 

The target displacement was set to be 2.75 in. (2.1 % lateral drift ratio), which represented 

the median of peak displacement at design earthquake level (DE) obtained through shake

table testing of similar specimens (Sideris et al. 2014). This target displacement (utgt) is 

assumed large enough to initiate rocking. The black solid line is representing the concrete

to-concrete interface with fresh silicone (reference material). 
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Figure 5.38 Comparison of hysteresis loops with varying interface materials 

The area enclosed by the hysteresis loops becomes larger for materials with lower friction 

coefficients, as expected. For Material-3 to Material-5 , the hysteresis loops become very 

narrow, indicating negligible energy dissipation. The loading and unloading is bilinear and 

virtually overlap. In addition, as the friction between segments decrease, the lateral strength 

at the target displacement decreases. This confirms that shear-slip weakens the response. 

Similarly, the hysteretic loop can be constructed for any given interface material with a 

known friction coefficient. The secant stiffness, equivalent viscous damping ratios, and 

residual displacement ratios were calculated for values of friction coefficients from 0.02 to 

0.30. Regardless of the initial post-tension force, analyses leading to ranges of friction 

coefficient shown in Table 5.6 imply that there is no shear-slip when the friction coefficient 

exceeds the certain limit calculated as per Table 5.5. Therefore, this friction coefficient 

range covers all relevant cases and all materials given in Figure 5.38 for the purposes of 

this study. 

The secant stiffness can capture the reduction in the lateral stiffness due to various levels 

of rocking and shear-slip. The natural period and the corresponding seismic force of a 
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structure can be evaluated based on this secant stiffness. Similarly, equivalent viscous 

damping ratio is an indicator of energy dissipation capacity. Increasing values indicate 

higher energy dissipation. Figure 5.39 (a), (b), and (c) present the sensitivity of the secant 

stiffness, equivalent viscous damping ratios, and residual displacement ratios to changes in 

friction coefficient, for initial post-tension force levels varying between 100 to 400 kips, 

which is about 4.0% to 16.0% of the axial compression capacity. In these analyses, shear

slip stiffness was assumed to be constant, and friction coefficient was assumed to be 

independent of post-tension force. 
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Figure 5.39 Relationship of (a) secant stiffness, (b) equivalent damping ratio, and (c) 

residual displacement ratio with friction coefficient 
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The results show that at a given initial post-tension force, increase in friction coefficient 

causes the secant stiffness to increase. The equivalent viscous damping ratio and residual 

displacement ratio decrease until the friction coefficient reaches the limit of no-shear slip 

condition, after which the response is purely controlled by rocking. Increase in initial post

tension force causes the secant stiffness to increase. However, equivalent viscous damping 

ratio and residual displacement ratio decrease at a different rate with increasing friction 

coefficients, for different levels of post-tension force. 

5.4.4 Estimation of Seismic Response Using the Capacity-Demand

Diagram Method 

In order to investigate the effects of varying friction coefficients and initial post-tension 

force on the seismic response, the Capacity-Demand-Diagram method (Chopra and Goel 

1999) (a nonlinear static method) was used to estimate the pier's maximum displacement 

and base shear under maximum hazard earthquake level (MCER). The response spectra for 

MCER was created for a prototype bridge and scaled to the testing model using 0.42 for 

acceleration scale and 2.4 for period scale (Anagnostopoulou et al. 2011). The pier was 

assumed to be a single degree of freedom system with a lumped mass (44 kips) at the top, 

which represents the superstructure. The following procedures were followed to find the 

pier's peak displacement and maximum base shear response under MCER: 

1) Assume a displacement to construct the hysteretic loop using the hysteretic model 

established above, and find the corresponding pushover curve. 
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2) Convert the pushover curve to a capacity diagram. Convert the elastic response 

spectrum with 5% critical damping, which is established according to FEMA-356 

(2000), to a demand diagram. 

3) Find the intersection of the capacity diagram and the demand diagram ofMCER hazard 

level to determine the displacement demand, Ddemand , and acceleration demand, 

Ademand · 

4) Reconstruct the hysteretic loop at the determined displacement, Ddemand , from step 3, 

and calculate the equivalent viscous damping ratio /Jequsing Eqn. (5-10) 

Ev 
/3eq = 2 K D 2 (5-18)rr sec demand 

where, Ksec is the secant stiffness of the hysteretic loop with maximum displacement of 

Ddemand ; Ev is the area enclosed by the hysteretic loop with maximum displacement of 

Ddemand· 

5) Use f3etf = /3eq + 5% to update the damping coefficients, B5 and Bi, to re-establish 

the response spectrum and the corresponding demand diagram, in which the critical 

damping of pier is assumed to be 5%. 

6) Update the displacement and acceleration demand (Ddemand_new and Ademand_new) by 

finding the intersection of the capacity diagram and the new demand diagram updated 

in step 5. 

7) Repeat steps 3 to 6 until the displacement and acceleration values determined in step 5 

(Ddemand_new and Ademand_new) converges to the ones obtained in step 3 (Ddemand 

and Ademand) . 
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8) The converged displacement (Ddemand) is the maximum displacement response, and 

the maximum base shear can be calculated by multiplying the lumped mass by the 

converged acceleration (Ademand) -

The maximum displacement and the maximum base shear were calculated for various 

friction coefficients (0.02 to 0.30) and initial post-tension forces 100 to 400 kips using the 

capacity-demand-diagram method. The results are shown in Figure 5.40. 
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Figure 5.40 Impact of friction coefficient and initial post-tension force on (a) 

maximum displacement and (b) maximum base shear 

When friction coefficient is small, the maximum displacement decreases with increasing 

friction coefficients. For larger friction coefficients, the maximum displacement increases 

with increasing friction coefficients. The maximum displacement eventually converges to 

a constant value when the friction coefficient reaches the limit after which no shear-slip 

occurs. This trend is observed because the increase in friction coefficient leads to not only 

an increase in secant stiffness but also to a decrease in energy dissipation. Increasing secant 

stiffness and decreasing energy dissipation have the opposite impacts on the maximum 
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displacement. Maximum base shear constantly increases with an increase in friction 

coefficient and then converges to a constant value for all initial post-tension forces. 

For the majority of friction coefficient values, the maximum displacement response 

decreases with an increase in initial post-tension force. On the contrary, for any given 

segment interface friction coefficient, a lower initial post-tension force results in a smaller 

maximum base shear. A lower initial post-tension force can also widen the range of friction 

coefficients with which shear-slip occurs. 

It was shown that both friction coefficient and initial post-tension force have a significant 

impact on the seismic response. The optimum seismic response can be obtained by finding 

a balance between the properties of the segment interface and the initial post-tension force. 

5.5 Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter presented the numerical investigations on the three non-emulative piers (NC, 

UHPC with rebar, and UHPC without rebar) tested by means of a simplified analytical 

model and a finite element model. The analysis results led to the following conclusions. 

• Both the simplified analytical model and the finite element model accurately predicted 

the push-over behavior and post-tension force in non-emulative piers, including piers 

with UHPC. 

• Rocking stiffness was captured by including the effects of strain concentration at 

anchorages and post-tension loss. 

• Principal compression strains were significantly reduced by replacing NC with UHPC 

at the bottom column segment. The segments made of UHPC with and without were 
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very similar. This finding analytically confirmed the effective role UHPC played in 

controlling concrete spalling. 

• The strains in the longitudinal and confinement reinforcement in the UHPC segment 

remained in the elastic range even at large displacements. This further suggests that 

elimination of mild steel reinforcement in UHPC does not affect the behavior. 

• Non-emulative piers with a UHPC segment (with and without rebar) had larger 

elongations in post-tension strands compared to ones with a NC segment. This may 

cause earlier strand yielding and higher post-tension loss. Despite higher post-tension 

loss, the piers with UHPC maintained stiffness better than the pier with NC and 

developed higher lateral strength. 

• Finite element results showed that concrete crushing is more significant when piers are 

subjected to bi-directional loading than when they are subjected to uni-directional 

loading due to the reduced contact area. This results in a small decrease in lateral 

strength and a higher rate of increase in post-tension force under bi-directional loading 

than under uni-directional loading. 

In order to understand the energy dissipation through friction introduced by shear-slip 

response, a hysteretic model, which incorporated rocking and shear-slip at varying ratios, 

was created in this chapter. Shear-slip response obtained from test results was used to 

characterize segment interface frictional properties. The hysteretic model was used to 

understand the impact of friction properties ofcommonly used interface materials on global 

response. Finally, a parametric study utilizing the hysteretic model was conducted to report 

the sensitivity of seismic performance (maximum displacement and base shear) to values 
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of design parameters (friction coefficient and initial post-tension force). The maJor 

contributions and conclusions are as follows: 

• Shear-slip was characterized using the rigid-linear relationship between lateral force 

and displacement, obtained from testing. Key parameters were the force needed to 

activate shear-slip, and stiffness over shear-slip. A recommended friction coefficient 

range for fresh silicone under various normal forces, accumulative displacements, and 

slip velocities is 0.01-0.06. The shear-slip stiffness was smaller in rapid cyclic tests 

than quasi-static tests. The recommended range of shear-slip stiffness is 1.5 to 9.0 

kips/in. 

• Shear-slip and friction are complex phenomena, which are influenced by multiple 

factors. Extensive friction tests are needed to characterize the relationship between the 

key parameters of shear-slip (friction coefficient and shear-slip stiffness) with the 

relevant variables, such as accumulative slip, normal force and slip velocity. 

Considering uncertainties in segment surface characteristics and thus shear-slip 

response, additional work is also required to quantify the variation of interface 

conditions at segment interface over time and under varying environmental conditions 

(temperature, humidity, etc.). 

• A hysteretic model was established to predict the hysteretic load-displacement response 

of piers for different shear-slip conditions, i.e. friction coefficient of the segment 

interface material. The hysteretic model was validated by comparing predictions of 

response with the experimental results. This simple-to-use hysteretic model can be used 

to analyze precast segmental piers with various interface friction properties and initial 
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post-tension forces. The seismic response (i.e. , maximum displacement and maximum 

base shear) can be estimated by using the Capacity-Demand-Diagram Method. 

• Energy dissipation can be increased by introducing low friction coefficient materials at 

segmental interface to allow shear-slip, at the expense of loss of self-centering 

capability. Low friction coefficient also decreases lateral stiffness. The decrease of 

lateral stiffness leads to a shift of natural period and decrease in seismic acceleration 

response, i.e. , maximum base shear. The decrease in lateral stiffness and the increase 

in energy dissipation have the opposite effects on the maximum displacement. 

Therefore, reducing the friction coefficient may increase or decrease the maximum 

displacement response depending on the range of the friction coefficient. Even though 

damage to concrete is largely reduced through shear-slip and rocking, designers should 

consider the compromise between energy dissipation, stiffness reduction, and residual 

displacements when selecting such a system. 

• The parametric study showed that selecting a lower initial post-tension force results in 

lower stiffness, i.e. , lower maximum base shear response. Energy dissipation and self

centering may either decrease or increase with increasing post-tension forces, 

depending on the friction coefficient. Increasing initial post-tension force decreases the 

peak displacement in most cases. 

• Pier seismic response highly depends on the friction properties ofthe interface material. 

The interface material degradation could occur due to short-term effects, such as 

earthquake, or due to long-term effects, such as aging and environment changes. For 

the short-term earthquake effects, the degradation rule of not only silicone but also 

other low-friction interface materials should be investigated through extensive friction 
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tests. Based on these tests, upper bound and lower bound friction properties of the 

interface materials can be identified for design. Most sliding structural systems require 

maintenance to perform as expected. The results of the hysteretic model show that 

unexpected changes in segment interface conditions and resulting increase in friction 

coefficient, can significantly change the response of the post-tensioned pier when 

segments can slide. Increasing friction coefficients over the service life due to factors 

such as aging and environmental changes may limit energy dissipation capacity of the 

system, when proper maintenance is not provided. 
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CHAPTER 6. EMULATIVE PRECAST PIER: NUMERICAL 

STUDY 

6.1 Introduction 

The previous chapters focus on investigating the behavior of precast piers with only non

emulative joints (i.e., non-emulative pier). Chapter 7 aims to develop hybrid precast pier 

system for combining non-emulative and emulative joints. Before Chapter 7, this chapter 

is to investigate the behavior of the emulative pier. Specifically, the column is connected 

to the foundation using the emulative joint for mimicking cast-in-place construction. 

Behavior ofUHPC in emulative piers was analytically investigated to understand ifUHPC 

can overcome seismic problems observed in emulative or cast-in-place bridge piers with 

rectangular and hollow cross-sections. 

The goal of this chapter is to address two challenges with using UHPC in emulative precast 

piers with rectangular hollow cross-sections: 1) flexural ductility may decrease, because 

the efficiency of confinement decreases due to UHPC' s lower dilation under axial loads; 

2) A shear failure may occur because a higher flexural strength is developed with UHPC, 

which may exceed shear capacity. Conventional seismic design philosophy requires 

flexure-controlled failure, failure in shear has to be prevented (Paulay and Priestley 1992) 

To overcome the challenge related to confinement, this chapter investigates the lateral 

behavior of UHPC rectangular hollow cross-section bridge columns with HSS as a 

confinement alternative. A flexural analytical model based on the moment-curvature 

relationship was developed and validated with the test results of two high-strength concrete, 

hollow-rectangular, bridge columns with NSS and HSS confinement. Material-scale tests 
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were performed to obtain the constitutive model of UHPC to be used in the analytical 

model. To assess the impact of HSS on UHPC column ductility, the computationally 

efficient analytical model was used to perform parametric studies by varying important 

seismic design parameters. 

UHPC contribution to shear capacity and its degradation at higher ductility ratios were 

checked for rectangular hollow cross-section piers. Whether the additional shear capacity 

provided by UHPC can compensate for the higher shear force corresponding to the higher 

flexural strength was investigated. Finite element method was also utilized to understand 

response of columns with UHPC and NC to flexure and shear. 

There are three main contributions of this chapter to the literature: 

1) UHPC is proposed to address issues reported with the seismic performance of hollow 

section bridge columns. 

2) HSS confinement was investigated to overcome limitations in flexural ductility of 

UHPC. 

3) UHPC and NC emulative columns were compared with respect to shear damage. 

6.2 Bridge column Example and Parameters Investigated 

6.2.1 Description ofthe Bridge Column 

The prototype bridge and the cross-sectional details of bridge columns were the same as 

the one studied for the non-emulative piers in previous chapters. The cross-section 

dimensions are shown in Figure 6.1 , with varying reinforcement sizes studied in this 

chapter. The aspect ratio of the column was assumed to be 3 for the parametric studies. 
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The parametric study was used to understand the effect ofNSS or HSS steel confinement 

on NC and UHPC constitutive relationship, flexural ductility, and flexure-shear ductility. 

Parameters studied were concrete type, longitudinal reinforcement size and grade, 

transverse reinforcement spacing and grade, and axial force. 

6.2.2.1 Concrete Type 

Two concrete types were used: NC and UHPC. NC had compression strength (f'c) of 5 

ksi). UHPC (Lafarge Canada Inc. 2009) had a mean characteristic compressive design 
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strength (f'c) and tensile design strength (fc) of20 ksi and 1.2 ksi respectively. Constitutive 

models for NC and UHPC are described in Seeton 5 .2 .1. 

6.2.2.2 Longitudinal reinforcement 

Longitudinal reinforcement sizes used in the parametric study were No. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. The 

location of the longitudinal reinforcement is shown in Fig. 6.1 . These sizes correspond to 

longitudinal reinforcement ratios from 0.8% to 9.6%. Longitudinal reinforcement grade 

was either Grade 60 (NSS) with minimum yield strength of 60 ksi and ultimate strain of 

0.09 (ASTM A615/A615M 2018) or Grade 100 (HSS) with minimum yield strength of 100 

ksi and ultimate strain of 0.07 (ASTM A1035/A1035M 2016). Stress-strain relationships 

ofNSS and HSS were as described in Section 5.2 .2. 

6.2.2.3 Transverse reinforcement 

Transverse reinforcement size was No. 3 for all cases. Spacing of transverse reinforcement 

studied were 3 and 4 in. Transverse reinforcement grades investigated were Grade 60 (NSS) 

with minimum yield strength of 60 ksi and ultimate strain of0.09 (ASTM A615 2018) or 

Grade 120 (HSS) with minimum yield strength of 120 ksi and ultimate strain of0.07 (HSS) 

(ASTM 2016). For all cases ofNC, eitherNSS or HSS confinement satisfied the ACI 318 

(2014) requirement for transverse reinforcement amount for ductility. However, for UHPC, 

the only practical option to meet the code requirement without reinforcement congestion 

was to use HSS confinement. 
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6. 2.2.4 Axialforce 

The axial force applied on bridge columns was varied as 200, 400, and 600 kips, for each 

column detail studied. To demonstrate the impact of these axial loads on the sections 

studied, axial force and moment interaction diagrams (P-M diagram) were developed for 

NC and UHPC in Figure 6.2, for varying longitudinal reinforcement grades ratios. When 

the spalling strain limit is assumed to be 0.003 for both NC and UHPC columns, these axial 

loads are expected to create tension-controlled failures for most cases with the parameters 

described above. The exceptions to this were cases with NC heavily reinforced with HSS 

longitudinal reinforcement under high axial force, which are expected to fail under a 

compression-controlled failure. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6.2 P-M diagram for NC and UHPC with (a) Grade 60 and (b) 100 

longitudinal reinforcement 
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6.3 The Analytical and Finite Element Model 

Hollow bridge columns were investigated by two means: 1) A computationally efficient 

analytical model based on section equilibrium was used to run parametric studies on the 

flexural behavior. 2) A finite element model was developed for select piers based on the 

parametric studies to understand shear behavior. 

6.3.1 Description ofthe Analytical Model 

A monotonic moment-curvature analysis was first performed for the bridge column shown 

in Figure 6.1 with the parameters described in Section 6.2.2. The column cross-section was 

discretized into fibers categorized as confined or unconfined concrete ( concrete cover). 

The neutral axis location, stresses and strains across the section was calculated from section 

equilibrium. Strain and stress distributions across the cross-section were used to generate 

moment-curvature and force-displacement relationships by gradually increasing the 

compressive strain of the extreme fiber. The plastic hinge length (Lp) was calculated per 

Paulay and Priestley (1992), as shown in Eqn. (6-1). In this equation, His column height, 

d5 is longitudinal rebar grade, and [y is longitudinal rebar yielding strength in ksi. 

(6-1) 

The analytical model is computationally efficient and used in the parametric studies to 

understand the impact of HSS confinement on the flexural ductility of NC and UHPC 

columns. 

6.3.2 Validation ofthe Analytical Model 

The applicability of the analytical model to 1) hollow-rectangular sections, 2) sections with 

high-strength concrete confined with NSS, and 3) sections with high-strength concrete 
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confined with HSS was evaluated using three sets of test data from Prado et al. (2016) and 

Paultre et al. (2001). The material properties for validation were as reported through testing. 

Confined concrete properties were per Mander et al. (1988). 

Figure 6.3 compares the results of the analytical model and the back-bone curve of the 

quasi-static cyclic test for a hollow-rectangular column tested by Prado et al. (2016) for 

their specimen PH4. The analysis was stopped when the ultimate strain of confined 

concrete was reached. The analytical results match the test results for lateral strength, 

stiffness, and ductility. The analytical model was unable to capture the stiffness 

degradation, which may be due to damage accumulation during cyclic loading of the 

specimen or due to shear deformations. 
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Figure 6.3 Comparison of flexural analysis and test results (Prado et al. 2016) for a 
hollow-rectangular column 

Figure 6.4 compares the flexural analysis results and the back-bone curve of quasi-static 

cyclic test results of a high-strength concrete column tested by Paultre et al. (2001). 

Specimens Cl00B60N40 and Cl00BH55N40 were selected to represent high-strength 

concrete confined by NSS (Figure 6.4 (a)) and HSS (Figure 6.4 (b)), respectively. The 

analysis was stopped when the ultimate strain of confined concrete was reached. The 
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analytical model was able to predict the overall load-displacement response obtained from 

testing. The post-peak behavior was captured reasonably well for NSS confinement as 

shown in Figure 6.4 (a), but was over-estimated for HSS confinement as shown in Figure 

6.4 (b). In addition to the cyclic loading in the test, this may be because, unlike deformed 

NSS rebar, the HSS used for confinement was plain (undeformed) in the tests. Plain bars 

have poorer bond to concrete, compared to deformed bars. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6.4 Comparisons of flexural analysis and test results (Paultre et al. 2001) for 

high-strength concrete column with (a) NSS confinement, (b) HSS confinement 

6.3.3 Description ofthe Finite Element Model 

The finite element model was developed using a commercially available software, 

ABAQUS/standard (Dassault Systemes Simulia Corporation 2014). The column was 

modeled using the same element type and mesh size as the column segments of non

emulative pier, as presented in Chapter 5. The element type and size of the reinforcement 

bars, and their constraints with concrete elements were also kept the same as the non

emulative pier modeling in Chapter 5. A rigid cap beam and a foundation were included in 

the model. The column was assumed to be perfectly bonded with the foundation by using 
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a 'tie' constraint, the possible slip from the foundation was neglected. The column's base 

was restrained against rotation and translation. Lateral displacement was applied on a rigid 

cap beam at 75 in. from the column base. 

6.4 Material Constitutive Models 

6.4.1 Concrete Properties in Compression 

The constitutive model per Popovics (1973) was utilized to define the inelastic hardening 

and softening portion of the stress-strain relation of NC, as presented in Section 5.2 .1. A 

simplified compression stress-strain curve developed by (Hosinieh et al. 2015 ; Li et al. 

2001 ; Razvi and Saatcioglu 1999) for 2% steel fiber reinforced high-strength unconfined 

concrete, as presented in Section 5 .2.1 , was used for UHPC. The nonlinearity of concrete 

was modeled by Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP) model in ABAQUS/Standard 

(Dassault Systemes Simulia Corporation 2014). The calibration of the input parameters 

was presented in Section 5 .2 .1. 

6.4.2 Concrete Properties in Tension 

The tensile stress-strain relationship ofNC was developed as per ACI 318 (2014) and FIB 

(2010). The tensile stress-strain relationship ofUHPC was established based on the three

point flexure test results. Both of them are presented in Section 5.2.1.2. 

6.4.3 Steel Rebar 
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Tensile tests performed on NSS and HSS coupons showed that the tensile stress-strain 

constitutive model developed by Mander (1983) predicted the behavior well, as shown in 

Section 5.2.2 and 9.2.3. The compressive stress-strain relationship included the buckling 

effects by including the unconstrained length of longitudinal reinforcement between 

confinement reinforcement as a parameter in the material model (Zong et al. 2013). 

6.5 Impact of HSS Confinement on Flexure Response 

Figure 6.5 shows the moment-curvature relationship for NC and UHPC column with NSS 

longitudinal reinforcement, and with NSS or HSS confinement reinforcement at 3 in. 

spacing as obtained from the analytical model under varying axial force levels 200 to 600 

kips. The curves represent longitudinal reinforcement ratios (p1) of 0.8% to 9.6% from the 

bottom up. The failure modes are shown with "x" or "o" as the reinforcement facture and 

concrete crushing, respectively, on the figures. 
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Figure 6.5 Moment-curvature response of NC and UHPC under varying axial loads 

As the longitudinal reinforcement ratio increased, the failure mode changed from 

reinforcement fracture to concrete core crushing. Higher axial loads caused failures to be 

controlled by concrete core crushing. Using HSS confinement increased concrete core 

crushing strain limit and improved flexural ductility. 

In general, cases with UHPC was not as ductile as cases with NC. UHPC's higher 

compressive strength decreased confinement efficiency and shifted the neutral axis towards 

the compression side, leading to smaller curvatures. Regardless of the failure mode, the 

ultimate curvature was smaller for cases with HSS longitudinal reinforcement than for 

cases with NSS longitudinal reinforcement. This was the case for both NC and UHPC 

columns. This is due to the smaller fracture strain of HSS reinforcement than NSS 

reinforcement. 
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The increase in ultimate curvature due to HSS confinement was low at lower longitudinal 

reinforcement ratios and axial force levels, especially for NC, since reinforcement rupture 

dominated failures for these cases. For larger confinement spacing, the effect of HSS 

confinement in improving flexural ductility was more evident than it was for smaller 

confinement spacing. 

UHPC columns were more inclined to fail in concrete core crushing compared to NC 

columns due to the higher compression strength of UHPC. Therefore, HSS confinement 

had a more significant impact on UHPC flexural ductility. 

Figure 6.6 (a) and (b) compare the ultimate curvature ofUHPC columns with the ones for 

the NC columns with confinement spacing of 4 in. and 3 in. respectively. UHPC confined 

with NSS and HSS was compared to NC confined with NSS. NC confined with HSS was 

not included in this comparison, since HSS is not necessary to meet code confinement 

requirements for NC. Values along the dashed line with a slope of 1 represent UHPC 

columns with the same flexural ductility as NC columns. With NSS confinement, UHPC 

can be less ductile than NC. With HSS confinement, UHPC can have similar ductility 

levels to NC, particularly for the smaller confinement spacing. This confirms that HSS is 

a more compatible confinement option for UHPC than NSS to achieve higher ductility. It 

should be noted that some cases ofUHPC with HSS shown in Figure 6.6 had confinement 

volumetric ratios lower than required by ACI 318 (2014) even though they had similar 

ductility levels as code-compliant NC confined with NSS. This conclusion indicates that 

code requirements for confinement may need to be re-evaluated for UHPC, particularly 

under low axial loads and with low reinforcement ratios. 
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Figure 6.6 Ultimate curvature ofUHPC versus NC for confinement spacing of (a) 4 

in. and (b) 3 in. 

6.6 Impact of UHPC on Shear Response 

The parametric study conducted using the analytical model showed that HSS is the most 

beneficial for UHPC when axial load levels and longitudinal reinforcement ratio are high. 

In order to understand shear response of columns, FEA of select cases were performed. 

These cases were columns with the longitudinal reinforcement ratios of 0.8% and 9.6% 

and axial load of600 kips, with NSS confinement with spacing of3 in.. Figure 6.8 provides 

principal tensile strain contours for these cases. In addition, the contribution of shear and 

flexure to lateral displacement was calculated per (Massone and Wallace 2004). The 

column was divided into 9 panels along the height (0 to 6 in. , 6in.to 12-in. , 12-in. to 18-in., 

12-in. to 18-in., 18-in. to 24-in. , 24-in. to 36-in., 36-in. to 48-in., 48-in. to 60-in., 60-in. to 

75-in..). The geometry and deformation of each panel is shown in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.7 Deformed panel configuration (Massone and Wallace 2004) 

For each panel, the lateral displacement due to flexure was calculated using Eqn. (6-2) and 

(6-3). his the height of the panel, and 0 is the average rotation over the panel. a is the 

distance from the top of the panel to the centroid of the curvature distribution, and was 

assumed to be 0.5. The lateral displacement due to shear was calculated using Eqn. (6-4). 

Df1eans and D'feans are the larger and smaller diagonal length for the deformed panel 

configuration. 1is the length of the panel. 

u1 = a0h (6-2) 

(6-3) 

(6-4) 

Figure 6.8 (a)-(d) compares the displacements composition for NC and UHPC columns at 

the lateral drift ratio of 2%. For the same longitudinal reinforcement ratio and axial force 

level, the NC columns were more prone to shear displacements than the UHPC columns. 

As UHPC controlled shear displacements, flexural strains and displacements were higher 

in UHPC columns than NC columns. Principal tensile strain contour plots indicated higher 
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shear strains m the web for NC than UHPC, particularly for a high longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio (9.6%). At a lower longitudinal reinforcement ratio (0.8%), the lateral 

displacements were dominated by flexure for both NC and UHPC and the contour plots 

show high flexural strains near the base of the columns. 
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Figure 6.8 Flexure, shear deformation, and principal tensile strains at 2% drift 

6.7 Flexure-Shear Ductility 

In order for a ductile flexural failure to occur, UHPC-HSS members need adequate shear 

capacity to avoid a brittle shear failure. Unlike bridge columns with solid sections, in 

hollow sections most of the shear strength is resisted by the webs (Kim et al. 2012). 

Therefore, shear capacity of the UHPC hollow-columns studied in the parametric study 

was checked to ensure a brittle failure does not occur. 

Shear capacity of rectangular hollow columns was calculated using the modified UCSD 

model (Kowalsky and Priestley 2000) developed for solid circular sections, as modified by 
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Cassese et al. (2017) for rectangular hollow columns. The modified UCSD Model 

calculates shear as the sum of three components: 1) the axial load component, VN ; 2) the 

concrete mechanism component, Vc , and 3) the transverse reinforcement component, Vw. 

The equations for these components, including the modifications for a rectangular cross-

section are given in Eqn. (6-5) to (6-7) and (6-9) to (6-10). 

UHPC shear strength was calculated per AFGC (2002) as the sum of concrete and fiber 

reinforcement shear resistance. Although the AFGC method was reported to underestimate 

the shear capacity of AASHTO Type II prestressed UHPC girders (Graybeal 2006), it 

provides a conservative estimate for the shear capacity of UHPC and is used here. Shear 

strength of UHPC is expressed in Eqn. ( 6-8). The shear strength degradation with 

increasing lateral displacements was assumed to be the same in NC and UHPC columns, 

and is incorporated in calculations using a parameter given in Eqn. (6-10) as a function of 

the ductility ratio . 

(6-5) 

(D - c) 
(6-6)VN = ZH Pax ial 

For NC: 

(6-7) 
Vc = min(l.5; max ( 1.0; 3 - ;) min(l.0; 0.5 + p1)3.5.jl;(1.6twD) 

ForUHPC: 

(6-8) 
V, = (o.24 IT + ap ) (1 6t D) 

C YEYb -y Jc Ybftan(f3u) . w 
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Vw = -Asw 
(D - concrete cover - c)[ywcot(30) (6-9) 

s 

0.17 ~ k = k(µ) ~ 1.00 (6-10) 

In equations ( 6-2) to ( 6-7), D is the cross-section depth; c is the compression zone depth; 

His the shear span (column height); tw is the flange thickness, YE ,Yb and Ybt are safety 

factors equal to 1. CJp is the average residual tensile stress carried by the fibers across a 

shear crack after cracking until a limiting strain value is achieved, and is assumed to be 1 

ksi as recommended by Graybeal (2006). f3u is the angle of the compression struts in the 

shear area as measured from the horizontal, and is assumed to be 40° as recommended by 

Graybeal (2006). Asw is the transverse reinforcement area in the loading direction; [yw is 

the yield strength of transverse steel; µ is the ductility ratio defined as the ratio of a given 

displacement versus yielding displacement. k is a parameter that accounts for the shear 

strength degradation with the increase of lateral displacement, and decreases linearly from 

1.00 to 0.17 forµ between 2 and 8 for uniaxial loading case (Kowalsky and Priestley 2000). 

It should be noted that the maximum yield strength, [yw , is restricted to be no more than 

60 ksi, even when HSS confinement is used (Russell et al. 2011). 

The shear capacity was calculated for all column parameters investigated in the previous 

sections, for varying ductility ratios and are summarized in Table 6.1 as ultimate drift ratios 

and failure modes. Since shear forces corresponding to both flexural strength and shear 

capacity vary with the ductility ratio, the ultimate drift was defined as the ratio at which 

the force exceeded the shear capacity. The ultimate drift was equated to the flexural 

ultimate drift, if the shear capacity remained higher than the flexural strength when 

columns reached flexural failure. The failure mode is defined as shear failure (S in Table 
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6.1) if the shear failure occurred before the flexural yielding, defined as flexure-shear 

failure (FS in Table 6.1) if the shear failure occurred between flexural yielding and flexural 

failure, and defined as flexure failure (F in Table 6.1) if the shear strength was consistently 

higher than the shear force corresponding to the flexural strength. In calculations, shear 

deformations were ignored considering most bridge columns have aspect ratios over 3. 
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Table 6.1. Ultimate Drift Ratio and Failure Mode 

Ultimate flexural drift ratio (%) (Failure type*) 

Longi. (NCIUHPC) 
Rf. Ratio NSS Longitudinal Reinforcement HSS Longitudinal Reinforcement 

Axial Force ( % ) Confinement spacing Confinement spacing Confinement spacing Confinement spacing 
4 in. 3 in. 4 in. 3 in. 

NC UHPC NC UHPC NC UHPC NC UHPC 

0.8 3.5(F) 2.8(F) 3.3(F) 2.8(F) 2.9(F) 2.3(F) 2.8(F) 2.4(F) 

1.8 4.1 (F) 3.4(F) 4.0(F) 3.3(F) 3.3(F) 3.3(F) 3.2(F) 2.7(F) 
3.2 4.8 (F) 3.4(F) 4.6(F) 4.0(F) 3.4(F) 3.0(F) 3.9(F) 3.2(F)

200 kips 
5.0 2.6(F) 3.9(F) 5.6(F) 4.7(F) 0.4(FS) 1.9(FS) 1.3(FS) 2.5(FS) 
7.0 0.4(S) 2.l(FS) 2.0(FS) 5.0(F) 0.4(S) 1. l(FS) 0.5(FS) 1.5(FS) 

9.6 0.3(S) 1.4(FS) 0.4(S) 1.9(FS) 0.3(S) 0.5(FS) 0.4(S) 0.8(FS) 

0.8 3.8(F) 2.9(F) 3.6(F) 3.0(F) 3. l(F) 2.8(F) 3.3(F) 2.7(F) 

1.8 4.2(F) 3.0(F) 4.2(F) 3.6(F) 4.l(F) 2.8(F) 3.5(F) 2.9(F) 
3.2 3.7(F) 3.0(F) 5.lF) 4.3(F) 3.0(F) 2.6(F) 4.4(F) 3.4(F)

400 kips 
5.0 2.2(FS) 3.6(F) 4.7(F) 4.8(F) 0.5(FS) 2.l(FS) 0.9(FS) 2.8(FS) 
7.0 0.4(S) 2.l(FS) 1.8(FS) 2.7(F) 0.4(S) 1.l(FS) 0.5(FS) 1.6(FS) 
9.6 0.3(S) 1.4(FS) 0.4(S) 1.9(FS) 0.3(S) 0.5(FS) 0.4(S) 0.8(FS) 

0.8 3.2(F) 2.4(F) 3.8(F) 3.2(F) 3.0(F) 2.3(F) 3.2(F) 3.0(F) 
1.8 3. l(F) 2.6(F) 4.9(F) 4.0(F) 3.0(F) 2.4(F) 4.2(F) 3.5(F) 
3.2 3. l(F) 2.6(F) 4.3(F) 4.4(F) 2.0(FS) 2.3(F) 4. l(F) 3.5(F)

600 kips 
5.0 1.8(FS) 3.2(F) 4.3(F) 4.5(F) 0.5(FS) 2.2(FS) 0.6(FS) 2.9(FS) 

7.0 0.4(S) 2.l(FS) 1.6(FS) 2.7(FS) 0.4(S) 1.l(FS) 0.5(FS) 1.6(FS) 

9.6 0.3(S) 1.4(FS) 0.4(S) 1.9(FS) 0.3(S) 0.5(FS) 0.4(S) 0.7(FS) 
Failure type*: F: flexure failure; S: shear failure; F: flexure-shear failure; 
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Table 6.1 shows that a brittle shear failure is not expected to occur before flexural failure 

for columns with UHPC due to the higher shear strength resistance ofUHPC compared to 

NC. UHPC columns also had larger flexural drift ductility ratios for cases with flexure

shear failure than NC. 

6.8 Conclusions 

This dissertation aims to understand the behavior of non-emulative and hybrid precast 

concrete piers enhanced with advanced materials such as UHPC and HSS. In order to 

develop a hybrid system, in which precast segments undergo both bending and rocking 

deformations, UHPC's behavior in emulative systems under flexure and shear was studied. 

UHPC may be a viable solution for overcoming seismic problems observed for emulative 

bridge piers with rectangular, hollow cross-section. However, UHPC 's low compression 

strain capacity may limit ductility ofbridge columns made with this material. This chapter 

used analytical modeling and FEA to investigate flexural and shear behavior of hollow, 

rectangular cross-section bridge columns made out of UHPC and NC. HSS confinement 

reinforcement was investigated as a material compatible with UHPC to ensure sufficient 

flexural ductility. The major conclusions from the parametric investigations are as follows: 

• HSS confinement did not provide a significant improvement in flexural ductility for 

NC, when longitudinal reinforcement ratio and axial force were low. The impact of 

HSS on improving flexural ductility was more pronounced for UHPC than NC. 

• UHPC columns were more inclined to fail by concrete core crushing due to the higher 

compression strength. When UHPC was confined with NSS, its flexural ductility was 
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smaller than that of an NC column with the same amount of confinement. However, 

UHPC with HSS confinement achieved similar ductility to NC with NSS confinement. 

• For both NC and UHPC columns, the ultimate curvature was smaller with HSS 

longitudinal reinforcement than it was with NSS longitudinal reinforcement. HSS 

longitudinal reinforcement also led to a higher shear force demand due to higher 

flexural strength, which resulted in an earlier shear failure. 

• Larger longitudinal reinforcement ratios and higher axial forces lead to shear prone 

sections. Such UHPC columns had smaller strains in the web, indicating smaller shear 

contribution to displacements, as compared to NC columns. The contribution offlexure 

to displacements was higher in UHPC columns than it was for NC columns. 

• Most UHPC columns with varying parameters failed under flexure, as opposed to 

shear. The additional shear capacity developed by replacing NC by UHPC 

compensated for the higher shear force that would be observed at a higher flexural 

strength. This additional shear also improved the flexural ductility once the failure 

mode changed to flexure-shear or shear failure . 

• In summary, UHPC is a viable material for hollow, rectangular bridge columns, for 

controlling shear in web. Under high axial loads or large axial reinforcement ratios, 

HSS was shown to be effective in increasing the flexural ductility. UHPC was, 

therefore, determined to be a suitable material for use in hybrid piers that are 

investigated in later chapters. 
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CHAPTER 7. HYBRID PRECAST PIER: CONCEPT AND 

DESIGN 

7.1 Introduction 

Currently, a majority of precast concrete piers are non-emulative or emulative of cast-in-

place concrete. Chapter 3 to Chapter 5 focused on non-emulative pier systems. Chapter 6 

was on emulative precast pier systems. Table 7 .1 compares the seismic behaviors of non

emulative and emulative pier systems as studied in previous chapters. In this table, the 

rankings "good", "moderate" and "poor" are used for comparing the different systems and 

do not aim to quantify the features of these systems. 

Through developing rocking, the non-emulative system outperformed the emulative 

system in self-centering and in preventing concrete cracking, rebar yielding and buckling. 

However, the non-emulative pier system had negligible energy dissipation, in the absence 

of an external energy dissipation mechanism. On the contrary, emulative pier systems 

effectively dissipate energy due to plastic hinging. The lateral stiffness and strength of the 

emulative pier system were higher than the ones of the non-emulative pier system. 

Table 7.1 Comparison of non-emulative and emulative pier systems 

Rebar 

Pier type 
Concrete 
cracking 

Concrete 
spalling 

yielding 
or 

Energy 
dissipation 

Self-
centering 

Stiffness 

buckling 

Non-
emulative 

Good Poor Good Poor Good Poor 

Emulative Moderate Moderate Poor Good Poor Good 
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This chapter studies the feasibility ofcombining the two types ofprecast systems in a single 

precast hybrid pier. In this hybrid pier, the non-emulative system is strategically combined 

with the emulative system to develop higher stiffness and energy dissipation. The primary 

objectives of this chapter are as follows: 

1) To propose a novel hybrid post-tensioned precast segmental pier that can balance self

centering and energy dissipation. The hybrid system will also utilize UHPC for well 

distributed cracking and ductility. 

2) To develop a simplified analytical model to understand the effects of various design 

parameters on the behavior of hybrid precast pier system under lateral loads. (The 

applicability and limitations of this simplified analytical model were evaluated through 

experimental and finite element analysis results in Chapter 10. 

3) To outline a design procedure to systematically select the important design parameters 

for optimum seismic response. 

4) To document material tests and develop constitutive models for different UHPC types 

to be used in the hybrid pier. 

5) To select an optimum UHPC type can maintain the tensile strength after cracking, 

reduce concrete spalling, and allow a balanced hybrid response. 

7.2 Development of the Hybrid Precast Pier System 

Figure 7.1 conceptualizes the hybrid precast pier as a combination of non-emulative and 

emulative pier systems. The hybrid pier studied in this dissertation is composed of three 

precast concrete column segments, and can be constructed with a precast foundation and a 

precast pier cap for rapid construction. The bottom column segment ( shown as the bending 
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_

segment in Figure 7.1) is connected to the foundation by a socket type joint that emulates 

cast-in-place connections. This segment also features UHPC for distributed cracking and 

ductility. The upper two column segments (shown as the rocking segments in Figure 7.1) 

and cap beam are connected to the adjacent precast elements with non-emulative rocking 

joints. All precast column segments, cap beam, and foundation are assembled together 

using unbonded post-tensioning. 

Under lateral load, the bottom column segment is expected to bend like a monolithic 

column, and is therefore referred to as the "bending segment". The plastic hinge forming 

at the emulative joint can provide energy dissipation to the hybrid pier system. The upper 

column segments are expected to rock over the bottom segment and are therefore referred 

to as the "rocking segments". Rocking can enable self-centering after the removal oflateral 

load. 

Non-emulative pier Emulative pier Hybrid pier 

Non-emulati 
joints 

+ 
Emulative Bending 

joint , ··· --·-· segment

" 
• , __ Foundation 

Figure 7.1 The hybrid pier system with non-emulative and emulative joints 

The hybrid pier system can maintain similar stiffness and strength as the emulative pier 

system. It has the potential to strike a balance between energy dissipation and self-centering. 

This balance can be achieved through developing both bending and rocking displacements 

under lateral load. The geometry, strand layout and mild-steel reinforcements in the 
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rocking segments, cap beam, and foundation of the hybrid pier system was kept the same 

as the non-emulative piers in Chapter 3. Important design parameters of the hybrid piers 

include initial post-tension force, longitudinal reinforcement ratio, and the ratio of the 

bending column segment height to rocking column segment height. 

7.3 The Design Procedure 

The optimum seismic performance of the hybrid precast pier system was defined by the 

following: 1) the stiffness and strength needs to be comparable to the ones of the emulative 

pier, 2) bending and rocking response needs to be balanced, 3) damage with respect to mild 

steel reinforcement, post-tension loss and concrete cracking needs to be controlled. The 

design parameters that might impact these objectives are the initial post-tension force, the 

longitudinal reinforcement layout of the bending segment, and the ratio of bending height 

over total height, and concrete type. Considering that these parameters are not uncoupled 

from each other, the following design steps were pursued systematically to identify the 

optimum design variables. 

1) Conduct preliminary design to determine a viable range for the design variables. 

The preliminary design steps are detailed in Section 7.5.1. 

2) Use a simplified analytical model to develop the monotonic response of the hybrid 

pier system. This analysis model is introduced in Section 7.6 

3) Determine the design variables by examining their effects on the important 

performance metrics. 

4) Through material tests, select the optimum UHPC type to be used in the bending 

segment for damage control. 
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7.4 Analytical models for the Non-emulative and Emulative piers 

7.4.1 Analytical Model for the Non-emulative Pier 

Chapter 5 used the analytical model developed by Hewes and Priestley (2002) and 

Pampanin et al. (2001) and revised by Roh and Reinhom (2009) to establish the lateral 

force-displacement relationship for non-emulative piers. This model was also validated 

using experimental results, as presented in Chapter 8. 

7.4.2 Analytical Model for the Emulative Pier 

A mechanics based analytical model was developed for emulative piers in Chapter 6. The 

applicability of this analytical model to 1) hollow-rectangular sections, 2) sections with 

high-strength concrete confined with NSS, and 3) sections with high-strength concrete 

confined with HSS was validated using available test results in the literature. However, 

these emulative piers didn' t use unbonded post-tension strands. Before this model was 

applied for designing the hybrid pier, it was revised to include the change of post-tension 

force due to flexural deformation. 

7.4.2.1 Analytical Model for Emulative Pier with Unhanded Post-Tension Strands 

Displacement compatibility was used to to calculate the post-tension force change due to 

flexure. The height of the pier was divided in total ofN layers ofheighthn. The deformation 

of the post-tension strands (!iUPT) can be calculated as the sum of the deformation of each 

layer using Eqn. (7-1) . 
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N 

l1Upr = L <pnlXpr - XNA_nl hn (7-1) 
n=l 

<pn and X N A_n are the curvature and neutral axis location at the nth height layer and XPT is 

the location of post-tension strands. XNA_n and XPT are associated with the coordinate 

system, in which the origin is set to be at the center of the cross-section and x-axis set to 

be in the same direction with loading. The curvature and neutral axis location were assumed 

to be constant across each height layer. 

Before rebar yielding, the curvature and neutral axis are assumed to be linearly increasing 

towards the base of the column. After rebar yielding, the curvature and neutral axis are 

assumed be constant within the plastic hinge region, and linearly increasing towards the 

plastic hinge region. Vertical slip of the column from the foundation socket was neglected 

by creating a fixed boundary condition at the column base. 

A monotonic moment-curvature analysis was performed. The resulting moment-curvature 

relationship was converted to force-displacement at the global level. The plastic hinge 

length (Lp) was calculated per Paulay and Priesteley (1992). The response ofthe emulative 

precast pier with unbonded post-tension strands was calculated with the following 

procedure: 

1) Discretize the cross-section into fibers categorized as confined ( core concrete) or 

unconfined concrete ( concrete cover). 

2) Uniformly increase the extreme fiber compressive strain of concrete at the emulative 

joint: Ecm = Ecm + if1Ecm , where 'i ' is the loading step. 

3) Guess the distance between extreme compression fiber and neutral axis (CNA)-

4) Obtain the curvature ( <pi) and the neutral axis location (XNA_a at the emulative joint. 
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5) Discretize the pier' s height into layers, the number of total layers along the height is 

'N and the height of each layer is hn. 

6) Obtain the curvature ( <pn) and neutral axis location (XNA_n) at every height layer. 

7) Calculate the deformation of each post-tension strand (t:.Upr) per Eqn. (7-1 ). 

8) Calculate the resultant compression force developed in concrete (Ne) and in mild steel 

reinforcement (Ns) per the constitutive models given in section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. 

9) Update the post-tension force (NPT) per section 5.2.3. 

10) Check axial force equilibrium. If not satisfied, repeat step 1 to 8. If satisfied, proceed 

to step 9. 

11) Calculate the base moment contributed by concrete (Mc), steel (Ms), and post-tension 

strand (MPT): M =Mc+ Ms+ MPT . 

Using this simplified analytical model, the force displacement relationship and post

tension force at each strand were calculated and are shown in Figure 7.2. 

7.4.2.2 Validation ofthe Simple Analytical Model for the Emulative Pier with 

Unhanded Post-tension Strands 

In this section, finite element analysis was used to validate the revised analytical model. 

The emulative pier was modelled in ABAQUS/Standard (Dassault Systemes Simulia 

Corporation 2014). A displacement-controlled lateral loading was applied at the center of 

the cap beam. For consistency with the simplified analytical model, the column was 

assumed to be tied to the foundation to prevent any slip. The force-displacement of the pier 
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and post-tension force-displacement at each layer of strand as obtained from the simplified 

analytical model and from the finite element analysis are compared in Figure 7.2. 
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Figure 7.2 Comparison of (a) force-displacement relationship and (b) post-tension 
force from the simplified model analysis (SMA) and finite element analysis (FEA) 

for the emulative pier 

The force-displacement relationship and post-tension force calculated by the simplified 

analytical model matched with ones obtained from the finite element analysis. This shows 

that the simplified analytical model is able to capture the bending response and the post

tension force variation in the unbonded strand due to bending. 

7.5 Preliminary Design for the Hybrid Pier 

7.5.1 Preliminary Design Steps 

Preliminary design was performed to ensure that rocking will occur to create recoverable 

displacements but will not dominate the response so that energy can be dissipated. In order 

to identify the important design parameters, bending and rocking responses were 

temporarily considered to be independent from each other, as shown in Figure 7.3 . Moment 

required to initiate rocking (Mrock) is strongly influenced by the initial post-tension force 
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(PTinJ- The flexural moment capacity (Mbend_ult) is associated with both the initial post

tension force and the longitudinal reinforcement layout. 

The relationship between Mrock, Mrock_ult (rocking moment capacity), Mbending_ult is 

used to determine an acceptable range of the ratio of the bending column segment height 

and the total column height (Ab). As the ultimate flexural moment is developed at the 

bending base, The proportional moment at the rocking base ' (1 - Ab)Mbend_ult' 1s 

expected to be higher than Mrock and smaller than Mrock_ult· 
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Figure 7 .3 Preliminary design of hybrid pier 

The preliminary design procedure involved the following steps: 

1) Select an initial post-tension force for each strand (PTini)-
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2) Calculate the initial rocking moment at the rocking base (Mrock) and rocking moment 

capacity (Mrock_uu)-

3) Select a longitudinal reinforcement layout in the bending segment. 

4) Calculate the flexural moment capacity at the bending base (Mbend_uu)-

5) Determine the range of the ratio of bending column segment height over the total 

column height (Ab) such that Mrock_ult > (1 - Ab)Mbend_ult > Mrock · This range is to 

enable both bending and rocking to contribute to the overall response. 

7.5.2 Preliminary Design Results 

Three levels of initial post-tension force (i.e., PTini = 20 kips, 30 kips, and 40 kips) 

were studied. They correspond to 10.0%, 14.0% 17.9% of the nominal axial capacity -

f' cAc , respectively, where f' c is the concrete compressive strength and Ac is the cross

section area. The moment required to initiate rocking (Mrock) increases with increasing 

initial post-tension force levels, while the ultimate rocking moment (Mrock_uu) is similar 

for varying initial post-tension force levels. 

Three longitudinal reinforcement ratios of 1.3%, 1.7%, and 2.2% were investigated, as 

shown in Figure 7.4. Same rebar size (No. 3) was used for the three longitudinal 

reinforcement layouts. The transverse reinforcement ratio was kept the same (No. 3 rebar 

at 3-in. spacing). The ultimate bending moment capacity was calculated for each initial 

post-tension force level and reinforcement layout. 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Figure 7.4 Longitudinal reinforcement ratios: (a) 1.3%, (b) 1.7%, (c) 2.2% 

Table 7.2 summarizes the range of the ratio of the height of the bending column segment 

over the total column height, determined for each initial post-tension force level and 

reinforcement layout. As the ultimate flexural moment is developed at the bending base, it 

sets the lower upper and lower bound of Ab when the proportional moment at the rocking 

base (1 - Ab)Mbend_uuis equal to Mrock and Mrock_ult respectively. Higher longitudinal 

reinforcement ratios resulted in a higher flexural capacity. In order to allow bending 

deformations, the height of the bending column segment needs to be increased for columns 

with high longitudinal reinforcement ratios. An increase of the initial post-tension force 

increased the moment required to initiate rocking (Mrock) at the rocking base more than it 

did for the bending moment capacity. The impact of change in initial post-tension force on 

the ultimate rocking moment (Mrock_uu) is negligible. Therefore, as the increase of the 

initial post-tension force, the feasible range of Ab narrows down majorly due to the 

decrease of its upper limit. 
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Table 7.2 Ranges of bending over total height ratio from preliminary design 

Ratio of the 
Initial bending 
post-

tension 
force per 

strand 

Longitudinal 
reinforcement 

ratio 

Bending moment 
strength 

(Mbend_ult) 

Moment to 
initiate 
rocking 
(Mrock) 

Ultimate 
rocking 
moment 

(Mrock ult)-

column 
segment 
height to 

total column 
(PTini) height 

(Ab) 

1.3% 9,416 kips-in. 0.41 - 0.80 

20 kips 1.7% 11 ,056 kips-in. 1,355 kips-in. 6,023 kips-in. 0.49-0.82 

2.2% 12,642 kips-in. 0.54-0.84 

1.3% 10,065 kips-in. 0.42-0.74 

30 kips 1.7% 11 ,681 kips-in. 2,056 kips-in. 6,017 kips-in. 0.49-0.77 

2.2% 13,194 kips-in. 0.55-0.80 

1.3% 10,280 kips-in. 0.42-0.68 

40 kips 1.7% 11 ,860 kips-in. 2,695 kips-in. 6,006 kips-in. 0.50-0.73 

2.2% 13,318 kips-in. 0.55-0.75 

7.6 Simplified Analytical Model 

A simplified analytical model was developed to understand the fundamental behavior of 

hybrid precast pier under lateral loads. This model combines the section equilibrium-based 

analytical models developed for the emulative and non-emulative piers and considers the 

interaction between bending and rocking responses. 

Figure 7 .5 shows the assumed moment and curvature distribution along the height ofhybrid 

precast pier. The total height of the pier is H, and the ratio of bending column segment 

height and total column height is Ab. The moment is linearly distributed along the height, 

however, the curvature has a discontinuity at the rocking base in both linear and non-linear 

ranges of behaviour. The plastic hinge length of non-linear flexural response (Lpb) was 
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calculated per Paulay and Priestley (1992). A similar "plastic hinge" can be visualized for 

the rocking base. This equivalent "plastic hinge" length of the non-linear rocking response 

(Lpr) varies with the contact depth, and was calculated per Roh and Reinhom (2009). The 

overall displacement of the pier is a superposition of rocking and bending displacements. 

- -.'PN 

'Pn 'Pn 

<p Lpb 
- - 1 -- iiiiiii -- --- ~ 'PiLinear Non-linear 

Moment Curvature 

Figure 7 .5 Moment and curvature distribution of hybrid precast pier system 

Rocking and bending displacements are interdependent because both the flexural 

deformation and the gap opening at the rocking base causes elongation and shortening of 

the post-tensioning strands. Post-tensioning strand deformation due to bending can be 

calculated using the curvature distribution along the bending column segment, as described 

in Section 7.4.2.1. For the rocking response, post-tensioning strand deformation is mainly 

caused by gap opening, and it is calculated as per Section 5.3.1. The change of post

tensioning force impacts bending and rocking responses. The relationship between the 

change of post-tension force and bending or rocking responses is not linear. 
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A simplified analytical model was developed to superimpose the rocking and bending 

responses considering their interaction. The rocking moment and the bending moment are 

linearly proportional. The same post-tension force exists across the height of the pier. 

The analytical procedure starts by setting a value for the extreme fiber compressive strain 

at the bending base Ecm_b . The location of the neutral axis is determined through iterations 

by seeking equilibrium of forces in concrete, steel and post-tensioning over the section at 

the bending base. The moment at the bending base (Mb) is calculated from these forces . 

Post-tension force in the strands ( CJprb) is updated based on the calculated strand 

deformation due to bending (L}.PT_b) - The moment at the rocking base (Mb_r) is calculated 

using the proportionality of the moment at the rocking and bending bases. The extreme 

fiber compressive strain at the rocking base ( Ecmr) and the contact depth ( dr) are calculated 

through iterations by seeking section equilibrium at the rocking base, using the moment at 

the rocking base and the updated post-tension force (CJprb) . The change of post-tension 

force in the strands due to rocking ( CJPTr) is calculated based on the strand deformation due 

to rocking (L}.PT_r)- Because the post-tension force changes due to rocking, the neutral axis 

at the bending base is re-calculated through iterations until section equilibrium is satisfied 

at both bending and rocking bases. The procedure is summarized in Figure 7.6. 

The output of the simplified analytical model includes the displacement at the column top 

due to bending and rocking (Db and Dr , respectively), lateral force (F) , deformation and 

force on each post-tension strand. The strain of concrete and steel at both bending and 

rocking bases are also obtained. 
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I~Increase the extreme fiber compressive strain Ecm_b at bending base, apr_r= 0 I~ 

i 
1 Assume a neutral axis depth: cb, apr_irri =apr_ini + apr_r

• I 

I Calculate the stress state ofconcrete fiber and each mild steel rebar ac_b and as_b

• 
I 

Sum the elongation ofpost-tension strands due to bending at all height layers: /:J.pr_b, 
and update post-tension stress on each strand aPTb. 

i 
Calculate the total vertical resultant force due to concrete and steel (Nc_b. and Ns_b), ..: 
and the total post-tension force (NPT) 

i 
NO 

: Evaluate whether (Nc_b + Ns_b) =NPT_b I 
+YES 

Calculate the moment at the bending base as a sum of moment contributed by 
concrete, mild steel, and post-tension strands (Mb= Mc_b + Ms_b+ Mpr_b)

•Calculate the moment at the rocking base (Mr b = (1 - Ab)Mb), 
and update the initial post-tension stress for rocking to be aprb 

+ 
-1 Assume a extreme fiber compressive strain at rocking base Ecm_r

•~ I Assume a contact depth dr at rocking base I 

NO 
1 
I Evaluate whether (Nc_r•+ Ns_r) -- NPT_r I 

,1..YES 

I Calculate rocking moment Mr I 
+

NO I Evaluate Mr =Mr_b I 
+YES 

Calculate the elongation ofpost-tension strands due to rocking: t:J.PT_r, 
and update post-tension stress on each strand aprb+r =apr_b + apr_r · 

• NO
I Evaluate whether:apr,. =aPrior each strand. 1___.I Updateapr_b =apr_b + apr_r I 

tYES 

Calculate tip displacement due to bending and rocking Db and Dr, 
and displacement at the top ofbending segment: Db' 

•Output: Lateral Force: F =Mb/(Hb +Hr), and total drift ratio: (Db+Dr )/(Hb + Hr), 
and bending drift ratio:Db' / Hb 

Figure 7 .6 Simplified analytical model for hybrid pier system 
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As mentioned in section 7.5 , the interaction between bending and rocking has not been 

considered in the preliminary design. To address this limitation of the preliminary design, 

the simplified analytical model was used to analyze the hybrid pier systems with the design 

parameters selected using the preliminary design. The simplified analytical model was used 

for the hybrid pier with each initial post-tension force level, each longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio defined in Section 7.5.2 . The bending height over total height ratios of 

0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 were selected to be studied with the simplified analytical model based on 

the preliminary design. The analysis results and the impact of design parameters on 

response are discussed in the following sections. 

7.7 Effects of Design Variables on Performance Metrics 

7. 7.1 Lateral Stiffness and Strength 

Figure 7.7, Figure 7.8, and Figure 7.9 show the force-displacement relationship for the 

hybrid pier system with the initial post-tension forces of 20 kips, 30 kips, and 40 kips per 

strand, respectively. The responses of emulative piers with equivalent design parameters 

are also plotted. All hybrid pier systems, except the ones with the longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio of 2.2% and height of the bending column segment over total height 

ratio (Ab) of 0.5 , exhibited similar lateral strength and stiffness to the emulative pier 

system with equivalent features . Note that Ab = 0.5 is outside the allowable range of Ab 

from the preliminary analysis for the column with the longitudinal reinforcement ratio of 

2.2% for all initial post-tension force levels. 
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Figure 7.7 Force-displacement relationship of the hybrid pier with PTini = 20 kips 

and for the longitudinal reinforcement ratio (a) 1.3%, (b) 1.7%, (c) 2.2% 
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Figure 7.8 Force-displacement relationship of the hybrid pier with PTini = 30 kips 

and for the longitudinal reinforcement ratio (a) 1.3%, (b) 1.7%, (c) 2.2% 
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Figure 7.9 Force-displacement relationship of the hybrid pier with PTini = 40 kips 

and for the longitudinal reinforcement ratio (a) 1.3%, (b) 1.7%, (c) 2.2% 
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Hybrid precast pier systems with different initial post-tension forces had similar lateral 

strength. As the longitudinal reinforcement ratio increases, it gets harder to develop 

bending in the hybrid pier. Similarly, as the bending height decreases, it gets easier to 

develop rocking in the hybrid pier. Higher longitudinal reinforcement ratios and lower 

bending segment heights result in smaller bending deformations. For these cases, the piers 

may not develop their ultimate bending strength and the larger deformations would be 

dominated by rocking. This is why the hybrid pier with the longitudinal reinforcement ratio 

of 2.2% and Ab = 0.5 had smaller stiffness and strength than the other piers. Considering 

this limitation, the hybrid piers with large reinforcement ratio and low bending column 

segment over total height ratio Ab were removed from the selection pool. 

7. 7.2 Bending Contribution Ratio 

Figure 7.10, Figure 7.11 , and Figure 7.12 show the bending contribution ratio against the 

total lateral displacement for the hybrid pier with initial post-tension forces of 20 kips, 30 

kips, and 40 kips per strand, respectively. The bending contribution ratio is defined as the 

ratio of the drift at the top of the bending column segment over the total drift at the center 

of the cap beam. 

Larger values of bending contribution ratio indicate that more displacement is caused by 

bending as opposed to rocking. As described in section 7.2, bending can provide energy 

dissipation to the hybrid pier system, while rocking enables self-centering. Therefore, the 

bending contribution ratio is also an indicator of the balance between energy dissipation 

and self-centering. The role of the bending contribution ratio on the lateral stiffness and 

strength was described in section 7. 7 .1. 
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Figure 7.10 Bending contribution ratio of the hybrid pier with PTini = 20 kips and 

for longitudinal reinforcement ratios (a) 1.3%, (b) 1.7%, (c) 2.2% 
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Figure 7.11 Bending contribution ratio of the hybrid pier with PTini = 30 kips and 

for longitudinal reinforcement ratios (a) 1.3%, (b) 1.7%, (c) 2.2% 
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Figure 7.12 Bending contribution ratio of the hybrid pier with PTini = 40 kips and 

for longitudinal reinforcement ratios (a) 1.3%, (b) 1.7%, (c) 2.2% 
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The bending contribution ratio is strongly influenced by the ratio of the height of the 

bending column segment over the total height (Ab) and longitudinal reinforcement ratio. 

The bending contribution ratio decreases with a decrease in Ab and an increase of the 

longitudinal reinforcement ratio. The impact of the initial post-tension force on the bending 

contribution ratio is more pronounced at smaller displacements than at larger displacements. 

Higher initial post-tension forces tend to initiate more bending, especially when 

displacements are small. 

7. 7.3 Displacement at the Onset ofLongitudinal Rebar Yielding 

Mild steel reinforcement yielding is one measure of damage for the hybrid precast pier. 

Through rocking, the hybrid precast pier may postpone mild steel reinforcement yielding 

and achieve damage control at small displacements. Figure 7.13 compares the pier cap 

displacement at the onset of mild steel reinforcement yielding for the various design 

parameters studied. 
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Figure 7.13 Displacement at the onset of mild steel reinforcement yielding for 

(a) PTini = 20 kips, (b) PTini = 30 kips, (c) PTini = 40 kips 

Foe the yielding displacement of the emulative precast pier system is approximately 0.90 

in. , 0.94 in. , and 1.00 in. for the initial post-tension force of 20 kips, 30 kips, and 40 kips 

per strand respectively. The impact of longitudinal reinforcement ratio on the yielding 
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displacement of the emulative pier is insignificant. The displacement at which rebar yields 

for the hybrid pier is similar to the one of the emulative pier at higher bending column 

segment height over total height ratios. The delay in rebar yielding in the hybrid pier was 

less significant for higher initial post-tension forces. 

7. 7.4 Post-tension Loss 

Post-tension loss is also another indicator for damage as it is not recoverable without re

post-tensioning. Post-tension force is the primary source for stiffness for the rocking 

response. Using the deformation of each strand obtained through the simplified analysis, 

post-tension loss can be calculated for different displacement levels per the numerical 

method proposed in Chapter 4. Figure 7.14, Figure 7.15 , and Figure 7.16 show the 

maximum post-tension loss among all strands for the hybrid pier with the initial post

tension forces of 20 kips, 30 kips, and 40 kips per strand, respectively. 
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Figure 7.14 Post-tension loss of the hybrid pier with PTini = 20 kips and for the 

longitudinal reinforcement ratios (a) 1.3%, (b) 1.7%, (c) 2.2% 
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Figure 7.16 P Post-tension loss of the hybrid pier with PTini = 40 kips and for the 

longitudinal reinforcement ratios (a) 1.3%, (b) 1.7%, (c) 2.2% 

For all initial post-tension force levels, the post-tension loss occurred significantly faster 

when bending contribution ratio dropped to ratios lower than 50%. In general, higher 

longitudinal reinforcement ratios and lower values of the ratio ofbending column segment 

height over total height (Ab) resulted in larger post-tension losses. 

7.8 Selection of Design Parameters 

After investigating the effects of different design variables on the important performance 

metrics of the hybrid pier, the pier design was finalized with the parameters presented in 
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Table 7.3. In summary, these parameters were selected due to the following considerations: 

1) achieve similar stiffness and strength to the emulative pier; 2) obtain a balanced bending 

and rocking response; 3) control damage in the form of delayed rebar yielding and post-

tension loss. 

Table 7.3 Design parameters determined for the hybrid pier 

Range of bending to
Initial post-tension force Longitudinal reinforcement 

rocking height ratio 
per strand ratio 

(Ab) 

20 - 30 kips 
1.3% 50% - 60%

(10% - 14% off'cAa)) 

7.9 Selection of UHPC Type for the Bending Segment 

UHPC was used to replace normal concrete in the bending column segment of the hybrid 

pier for improved seismic performance (reduced spalling and well-distributed narrow 

cracking). A UHPC mix was selected so that the replacement of NC by UHPC improves 

damage control without compromising the balance between bending and rocking. Material 

testing was performed on various mixes ofUHPC's. All UHPC mixes were commercially 

available mixes called Ductal®. Compression and tension constitutive models were 

developed and damage characteristics were documented based on the material test results. 

7.9.1 Material Tests 

7.9.1.1 UHPC Mixes 

Six Ductal® UHPC mixes were investigated. These mixes utilized two premix types 

(ANl000 and JSl000), two fiber types (PVA (polyvinyl-alcohol) and steel) and three fiber 

volume ratios (1 % to 4%) as summarized in Table 7.4. 
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Table 7.4 Ductal® UHPC mixes 

Mix# Premix Fiber type & amount 

1 Ductal® ANl000 2% PVA fiber 

2 (Light Grey) 1 % Steel fiber 

3 4% PVA fiber 

4 Ductal® JS 1000 2% Steel fiber 

5 (Dark Grey) 2% PVA fiber 

6 1 % Steel fiber 

7.9.1.2 Material Test Set-up 

Compression and flexure test specimens were 2-in. by 2-in. cubes and 3-in. by 3-in. by 12-

in. beams, respectively. For both compression and flexure tests, at least 2 specimens were 

tested for each mix. 

Compression tests were carried out with a 100 kip uniaxial force capacity MTS machine. 

The compression test set-up and instrumentation are shown in Figure 7.17. The test was 

performed according to ASTM C109/C109M (2016). One strain gauge (1.2-in. length) was 

attached to each cube in the direction of the applied load for the measurement of strain at 

the center as shown in Figure 7.17. Four string potentiometers were attached between the 

loading head and the supporting plate. The strain gauge and string potentiometers measured 

the compressive strain in the linear and non-linear ranges, respectively. 
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Figure 7.17 Experimental set-up and instrumentation for the compression tests 

Three point bending tests were performed using the same 100 kip uniaxial load capacity 

MTS machine to obtain the flexural capacity of the beams as shown in Figure 7.18. The 

beam was supported by two rollers spaced at 10 in. The test was performed according to 

ASTM C1609/C1609M (2012). Two strain gauges were placed on the front side of the 

beam near the top and bottom surfaces (0.25 inch from each surface), perpendicular to the 

loading direction to measure the strain at the extreme tension and compression fibers, 

respectively. Two LVDTs were placed at the same locations as that of the strain gauges on 

the back side of the beam as shown in Figure 7.18 (b). The strains measured by the strain 

gauges and LVDTs were used to calculate the moment curvature in the linear and non

linear ranges, respectively. 

Figure 7.18 Experimental set-up and instrumentation for the flexure tests: (a) front 
side and (b) back side 
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7. 9.1. 3 Material Test Results 

Figure 7.19 shows the measured stress-strain relationship of all UHPC mixes but Mix 2. 

Mix 2 is not presented for compression tests because the lack of data accuracy due to 

inappropriate test set-up. Each graph shows the stress-strain relationship obtained from 

multiple specimens of the same mix. All UHPC mixes exhibited considerably higher 

compressive strengths compared to conventional concrete. The average compression 

strength was 21.5 ksi, 18.3 ksi, 22.0 ksi, 17.4 ksi, and 21.3 ksi for Mix-1 , Mix-3 , Mix-4, 

Mix-5 , and Mix-6, respectively. For all mixes, gradual softening was observed after peak 

strength in compression. 
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Figure 7.19 Measured compressive stress-strain relationship for UHPC (a) Mix-1, 
(b) Mix-2, (c) Mix-3, (d) Mix-4, (e) Mix-5, (b) Mix-6 

Figure 7.20 shows the moment-curvature relationships obtained from the flexure tests for 

all UHPC mixes. Each curve represents the results from a different specimen of the same 

mix. The curvature was calculated as the ratio of the difference of the strains measured at 

the extreme compression and tension layers over the cross-section depth. Except for Mix 

5, the moment capacity of all UHPC beams increased after the first crack because of the 

ability ofUHPC to maintain its tensile strength after cracking due to fiber bridging. Unlike 

the NC prisms, which broke into two pieces right after cracking, UHPC prisms maintained 

their integrity and achieved a larger curvature ductility. 
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Figure 7.20 Measured and calculated moment-curvature relationship for UHPC (a) 

Mix-1, (b) Mix-2, (c) Mix-3, (d) Mix-4, (e) Mix-5, (b) Mix-6 

7.9.2 Constitutive Models for the UHPC Mixes 

7. 9.2.1 Compression 

The elastic modulus of the UHPC was calculated per Graybeal (2006). The stress-strain 

relationship was assumed to be linear up to 90% of the peak stress. The nonlinear 

compressive constitutive model for UHPC was assumed to be tri-linear. The proposed 

compressive constitutive model is compared to the compression test results for mix-1 , mix-

3, mix-4, mix-5 , and mix-6 in Figure 7.21 (a), Figure 7.23 (a), Figure 7.24 (a), Figure 7.25 
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(a) and Figure 7.26 (a), respectively. In the absence of compression test results for mix-2, 

the compressive constitutive model developed for mix-1 was used for mix-2. 

7.9.2.2 Tension 

The measured moment-curvature responses were used to derive the tensile stress-strain 

relationships. This method is used over the direct tensile test results because direct tensile 

tests have large variabilities in results. For all UHPC mixes, the tensile stress-strain 

relationship of concrete is assumed linear before reaching the tensile strength. The 

proposed tensile constitutive models are plotted for each UHPC mix in Figure 7.21 (b) to 

Figure 7.26 (a). Figure 7.20 shows the predicted and measured moment-curvature response 

for all UHPC specimens. 
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Figure 7.21 (a) Compressive and (b) tensile constitutive models of UHPC Mix-1 
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Figure 7.23 (a) Compressive and (b) tensile constitutive models of UHPC Mix-3 
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Figure 7.24 (a) Compressive and (b) tensile constitutive models of UHPC Mix-4 
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Figure 7.26 (a) Compressive and (b) tensile constitutive models of UHPC Mix-6 

7.9.3 Implementation of UHPC in the Hybrid Precast Pier 

The balance between rocking and bending displacements of the hybrid precast pier was 

evaluated when NC is replaced by UHPC in the bending column segment. The design 

parameters selected for the hybrid pier system are shown in Table 7.3. The constitutive 

models for the different UHPC mixes were implemented into the simplified analytical 

model to calculate the responses of the hybrid piers. Figure 7.27 (a) to (f) show the bending 

contribution ratio over lateral displacement of the pier cap for all UHPC mixes. 
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Figure 7.27 Bending contribution ratio of the hybrid pier with (a) UHPC mix-1, (b) 
UHPC mix-2, (c) UHPC mix-3, (d) UHPC mix-4, (e) UHPC mix-5, (f) UHPC mix-6 

in the bending column segment 

With the selected design parameters (PTini = 20 - 30 kips, A = 0.5 - 0.6), only UHPC 

mix-I and mix-5 were capable of maintaining the balance between bending and rocking. 

For the other UHPC mixes, the displacement was mainly dominated by rocking due to the 

high tensile strength and ductility ofUHPC. 

The ability of UHPC mixes to control damage and to balance bending and rocking 

displacements was evaluated in Table 7.5. UHPC mix-I with Ductal®ANI000 premix and 

2% PVA fiber by volume was selected because it can achieve damage control without 
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compromising the balance between bending and rocking. The damage control refers to the 

concrete ' s ability to maintain tensile strength after cracking formed. 

Table 7.5 Feasibility of various UHPC mixes for implementing in the hybrid precast 
pier 

Mix No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Damage Control YES YES YES YES NO YES 

Balance between Bending and Rocking YES NO NO NO YES NO 

7.10 Summary and Conclusions 

A novel hybrid post-tensioned precast pier that combines the non-emulative and emulative 

precast pier systems was proposed. The hybrid precast pier system can develop similar 

stiffness and strength to the emulative pier and balance self-centering and energy 

dissipation for damage control through self-centering. 

This chapter focused on designing the hybrid precast pier with the following objectives: 1) 

stiffness and strength should be comparable to the ones for the emulative pier, 2) 

displacements created due to bending and rocking should be balanced, 3) damage due to 

mild steel reinforcement yielding, post-tension loss and concrete cracking should be 

controlled. The important design parameters included the initial post-tension force, the 

longitudinal reinforcement ratio in the bending column segment, and the ratio of the height 

of the bending column over the total height of the pier. Design parameters that fulfilled the 

objectives were selected through preliminary design and a simplified analytical model. The 

hybrid pier systems with the selected design parameters are investigated in Chapter 8 

through laboratory testing and in Chapter 9 through finite element analysis. Major 

contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows: 
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• A design framework was developed to systematically select the important design 

parameters for the hybrid precast pier system. 

• A simplified analytical model was developed to understand the fundamental 

behavior of the hybrid precast pier under lateral load. The validity of this model is 

assessed using the experimental results and finite element analysis results in 

Chapter 9. 

• The analysis results show that higher longitudinal reinforcement ratios and lower 

bending segment heights result in smaller bending deformations, because the piers 

may not develop their ultimate bending strength and the larger deformations would 

be dominated by rocking. This results in the difficulty of developing similar 

stiffness and strength as equivalent emulative piers. Higher longitudinal 

reinforcement ratios and lower values of the ratio of bending column segment 

height over total height also results in larger post-tension losses. Post-tension loss 

occur significantly faster when bending contribution ratio dropped to ratios lower 

than 50%. 

• The analysis results show that higher initial post-tension forces tend to initiate more 

bending response for hybrid piers, especially when displacements are small. This 

is because an increase of the initial post-tension force increased the moment 

required to initiate rocking at the rocking base more than it did for the bending 

moment capacity. 

• The displacement at the onset ofrebar yielding for the hybrid pier can be postponed 

by initiating rocking. However, this delay in rebar yielding is less significant for 

the higher bending column segment height over total height ratios, or higher initial 

post-tension forces . 
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• Through evaluating the effects of the different parameters on the design objectives, 

the initial post-tension force per strand, the longitudinal reinforcement ratio , and 

the ratio of bending column segment height over the total height were determined 

to be 20-30 kips, 1.7%, and 0.5-0.6, respectively. 

• Based on the material test results, compression and tension constitutive models 

were developed for six UHPC mixes. 

• An optimum UHPC mix with Ductal® ANl 000 premix and 2% PV A fiber by 

volume was selected to replace NC in the bending column segment. This UHPC 

mix can achieve concrete crack control without compromising the balance between 

bending and rocking. 
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CHAPTER 8. HYBRID PRECAST PIER- EXPERIMENTAL 

STUDY 

8.1 Introduction 

The concept and design procedure of a novel hybrid precast pier with a combination of 

emulative and non-emulative joints have been presented in Chapter 7. The proposed design 

procedure was used to conduct parametric studies and select important design parameters. 

In this chapter, the results of a large-scale quasi-static testing used to investigate the 

behavior of the hybrid pier with the selected parameters is presented. The experimental 

study was conducted at the Structural Engineering and Earthquake Simulation Laboratory 

(SEESL) of the University at Buffalo. 

The objective of the quasi-static testing of the hybrid precast piers was as follows: 

1) To demonstrate that the designed hybrid precast pier can strike a balance between 

bending and rocking displacements under lateral loading. 

2) To demonstrate that damage control and balanced hybrid response can be achieved with 

the selected optimum UHPC mix. 

3) To evaluate the impact ofhigh-strength steel confinement reinforcement on the bending 

behavior of the pier. 

4) To understand the damage to the hybrid precast pier under lateral load for improving 

design details for future research and applications. 

5) To generate test data for the development and validation of finite element models 

capable of capturing the response of the hybrid pier system. 

8.2 Experimental Set-up 
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8.2.1 Hybrid Pier Specimens 

The hybrid pier specimen is composed of three precast concrete column segments, and can 

be constructed with precast foundation and precast pier caps for rapid construction. An 

elevation view of the specimen built based on the hybrid pier prototype design is provided 

in Figure 8.1. The bending column segment is inserted into a steel bracket fixture (Figure 

8.1 , right) to simulate a socket type joint (Figure 8.1 , left) that emulates cast-in-place 

column-foundation connections. Information on the steel bracket fixture design is given in 

Section 8.2.4. The two upper column segments were designed to rock above the bending 

column segment. All column segments and the cap beam were connected to each other 

with unbonded post-tensioning, enabling self-centering after the removal of lateral load. 

The length scale of the specimens was 1:2.4, the same as the scale for the non-emulative 

pier specimens described in Chapter 3. The ratio of the height of the bending column 

segment to the total pier's height was 55.2% for Hybrid Pier Specimen I, 56.7% for Hybrid 

Pier Specimen II and III. The dimensions and the details of the specimens are given in 

Figure 8.10. 

Figure 8.2 (a) and (b) show the reinforcement layouts of the bending column and rocking 

column segments, respectively. The longitudinal reinforcement ratios were 1.76% and 1.32% 

for the rocking and bending column segments, respectively. Three hybrid pier specimens 

were designed and constructed. The longitudinal reinforcement amount (1.32%) and 

layouts were the same among all specimens. The difference between the three specimens 

was the materials ( concrete and confinement reinforcement steel type) used in the bending 

column segment. Hybrid Pier Specimen I had NC with 5 ksi compressive design strength 

for all column segments. Hybrid Pier Specimen II and III had UHPC with 17 ksi 

compressive design strength for the bending column segment, and NC with 5 ksi 
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compressive design strength concrete for the upper rocking segments and the cap beam. 

The UHPC mix was a commercial product ofLafargeHolcim (Lafarge Canada 2009) called 

Ductal. The selection procedure is described in Section 7.3. The difference between Hybrid 

Pier Specimen II and III was the grade of the steel confinement reinforcement used in the 

bending column segment. Hybrid Pier Specimen II used Grade 60 steel (ASTM 

A615/A615M 2018) whereas Hybrid Pier Specimen III used Grade 120 steel (ASTM 

A1035/ A 1035M 2016). All specimens had the same confinement volumetric ratio of 1.3% 

and 2.3% in the two orthogonal directions. 

All Specimens: 
NC 

Non-emulati 

Hybrid Pier Specimen I: joints 

NC+NSSconf 

I 
Hybrid Pier Specimen II: I 

UHPC + NSS conj I 
I 

' 

Hybrid Pier Specimen III: 

I 
I 
I 

Emulative joint 

UHPC + HSS conf- ~ -- [IUI---

Figure 8.1 Test Hybrid Pier Specimens 
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0 0 0 0 

25" 1_ 25" J 
(a) (b) 

Figure 8.2 Cross-section and reinforcement details of the (a) bending column, (b) 
rocking column segments 

The cap beam and column segments that remained undamaged after the non-emulative pier 

testing were reused as the rocking segments in the hybrid pier system. Three bending 

segments were newly built by a local precast manufacturer - Iroquois Bar Corp. (2018). 

The reinforcement cage and the formwork of the bending column segment are shown in 

Figure 8.3 (a) and (b). PVC ducts were used to create voids in the columns for the eight 

internal post-tension strands. Figure 8.3 (c) and (d) show concrete being mixed and poured 

into the bending column segment formwork from the top. 

The three pier bending segments were delivered to the SEESL (SEESL 2018) for assembly. 

The assembly of the bending column segment, the rocking column segments, and the cap 

beam is shown in Figure 8.3 (e) to (g) . The bottom end of the bending column segment of 

each specimen was encased within the steel bracket fixtures . All precast elements were 

post-tensioned vertically with eight 7-wire, 270 ksi ultimate strength prestressing strands 

of 0.6 in. diameter. Each strand was prestressed to approximately 20 kips, corresponding 

to 8% of the column axial load capacity. There were no shear keys between the column 

segments. The posttension strands were fitted into ungrouted PVC ducts with an interior 
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diameter of 0.9 in. The post-tensioning anchorages were at the bottom end of the bending 

column segment and at the top end of the cap beam. The strands were post-tensioned at the 

top of the cap beam using a mono-strand hydraulic jack, as shown in Figure 8.3 (h). 
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8.2.2 Material Properties 

8.2.2.1 Concrete 

NC specimens for material testing were 6 in. by 12 in. cylinders and 3 in. by 3 in. by 12 in. 

prisms for Hybrid Pier Specimen I. UHPC specimens were 2-in. cubes and 3 in. by 3 in. 

by 12 in. for Hybrid Pier Specimen II and III. Compression and flexure tests were 

conducted on cylinder/cubes and prisms, respectively, right after the large-scale test ofeach 

hybrid pier specimen. Instrumentation and procedures ofthe material testing were the same 

as the ones described in Section 7.9.1. A minimum of two samples were tested for each 

hybrid pier specimen. Concrete properties were characterized and used to calibrate the 

material model used in the numerical studies. 

Uniaxial compression tests were conducted for NC and UHPC as per ASTM C39/C39M 

(2018) and ASTM C109/C109M (2018), respectively. Figure 8.4 presents the uniaxial 

compression stress-strain relationships of NC for Hybrid Pier Specimen I, and of UHPC 

for Hybrid Pier Specimens II and III. The average compressive strength of the samples was 

5.1 ksi, 21.8 ksi, and 21.6 ksi and for Hybrid Pier Specimen I, II, and III, respectively. 

UHPC had a higher compressive strength and a higher elastic modulus than NC. The 

descent of the stress-strain curves was more graduate for UHPC than it was for NC. 

Strain xl0-3 
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Figure 8.4 Concrete compressive behavior for (a) Hybrid Pier Specimen I, (b) 

Hybrid Pier Specimen II, and (c) Hybrid Pier Specimen III 

Third-point bending tests were conducted for NC and UHPC as per ASTM C1609/C1609M 

(2012). Figure 8.5 presents the moment-curvature relationships of NC for Hybrid Pier 

Specimen I, and ofUHPC for Hybrid Pier Specimen II and III. The modulus of rupture at 

first cracking was 0.7 ksi, 1.4 ksi, and 1.6 ksi for Hybrid Pier Specimen I, II, and III, 

respectively. NC prism failed abruptly right after the formation of the first cracking. UHPC 

achieved not only a higher moment at first cracking, but also a ductile flexural behaviour 

due to its ability to control crack opening. 
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Figure 8.5 Concrete flexure behavior for (a) Hybrid Pier Specimen I, (b) Hybrid 

Pier Specimen II, and (c) Hybrid Pier Specimen III 

8.2.2.2 Steel Rebar 

Two types of rebar were used in the tested pier specimens: Grade 60 per ASTM 

A615/A615M (2018) and Grade 120 per ASTM A1035/A1035M (2016). For both of them, 

steel rebar coupons were tested under uniaxial tension using MTS as per ASTM 

A370/370M (2007). A minimum of three coupons were tested for each rebar type. Figure 

8.6 presents the tensile stress-strain relationship for Grade 60 and Grade 120 rebar, together 

with images from testing. The average yielding strength of the Grade 60 rebar coupons was 

70.1 ksi. Unlike Grade 60, Grade 120 rebar did not have an evident yielding plateau. The 

average ultimate strength and fracture strain were 104. 8 ksi and 0 .19 for Grade 60 re bar 

and were 177.6 ksi and 0.15 for Grade 120 rebar, respectively. 
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Figure 8.6 Tension test results for (a) Grade 60 and (b) Grade 120 rebar 
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8.2.2.3 Post-tension Strands 

Post-tensioning strands were cold-drawn, low relaxation 7-wire strands in accordance with 

ASTM A416/A416M (2018). The diameter of the strands was 0.6 in. Their mechanical 

properties were characterized through the monotonic tensile and quasi-static cyclic tests 

performed on strand anchorage assemblies, as discussed in Chapter 4. 

8.2.3 Test Scheme and Loading Protocol 

Two sets of quasi-static cyclic tests were conducted on each hybrid pier specimen. These 

tests are referred to as Test Phase I and Test Phase II. Each specimen was loaded up to 4-

in. displacement in Test Phase I, and loaded until failure or to the maximum displacement 

of the loading protocol in Test Phase II. Table 8.1 summarizes the information for each 

test, including maximum loading displacement and initial post-tension force . Test Phase I 

focused on investigating damage occurring near the non-emulative (rocking) joint. Test 

Phase II focused on investigating damage occurring at the emulative (bending) joint. 

Table 8.1 Test scheme for the hybrid piers 

Hybrid Pier 
Specimen 

Bottom Column 
Segment Material 

Test Phase 
Maximum 
Loading 

Displacement 

Post-tension 
Level 

I 4 in. Level 1 
I NC + NSS confinement 

II Failure Level2 

II 
UHPC+NSS 
confinement 

I 

II 

4 in. 

Failure 

Level2 

Level2 

III 
UHPC+HSS 
confinement 

I 

II 

4 in. 

Failure 

Level2 

Level2 
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The strands were post-tensioned to the target forces of Post-tension Level I for Test Phase 

I of Hybrid Pier Specimen I. This post-tension force is the same as the one used for non

emulative pier specimen tests in Chapter 3. The strands for the other tests were post

tensioned to the target forces of Post-tension Level 2. The target initial post-tension force 

on each strand is presented in Figure 8.7 for Post-tension Level 1 and 2. The difference in 

Post-tension Level 1 and 2 was prompted by the measured response of Hybrid Pier 

Specimen I under Test Phase I, to adjust for the measured flexibility of the column base 

and its effects on bending displacements. 

20 kips 27 kips 
,,..;l"\ ....-;,?\ 

~ 
.20 kips 

\ I \ 
21 kips 22 fips 2~ kips 

"', ..,'\ I "'-.,'\ I 

20bps 27 I<ips 

(a) (b) 
Figure 8.7 Target initial post-tension force for (a) Post-tension Level-1, and (b) Post-

tension Level-2 for the hybrid piers 

The loading protocol of the quasi-static tests included sets of symmetric cycles of 

increasing displacement amplitude. Each displacement amplitude had two repeating cycles. 

Test Phase I had quasi-static cyclic loading at a velocity of 0.01 in.ls for displacement 

amplitudes smaller than 1.2 in., and of 0.05 in.ls for the following cycles with larger 

displacement amplitude. Test Phase II loading velocity was 0.05 in.ls for all cycles. The 

loading was applied using displacement control. The loading protocol us shown in Figure 

8.8. 
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Figure 8.8 Loading protocol for the hybrid piers 

Impact-hammer tests were performed to measure the change in dynamic properties (i.e., 

fundamental frequency and damping ratio) of all specimens resulting from Test Phase I 

and Test Phase II. The hammer test was performed by creating a free vibration in the 

longitudinal, and transverse bridge directions using an impact hammer instrumented with 

an accelerometer. 

8.2.4 Test Set-up Overview 

Cyclic loading was applied through an MTS 220 kip capacity hydraulic actuator with 40 

in. stroke. More information on the actuator can be found elsewhere (SEESL-Actuators 

2015). Figure 8.9 presents the overall experimental set-up. The actuator was mounted and 

fixed on the strong wall through an adaptor plate to apply cyclic loading in the east-west 

direction. The load head of the actuator was attached to the cap beam by passing four steel 

threaded rods through the ducts built in the cap beam. The steel threaded rods were fixed 

in place with bolts at a front sandwich plate. Steel spacer beams were used to fill in the gap 
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between the cap beam and the actuator. Similar to the non-emulative pier specimens tested, 

the weight of the superstructure was simulated by post-tensioning the cap beam to the 

strong floor (gravity tendons). 

The bending segment of each hybrid pier specimen was inserted into the steel bracket 

fixture. Steel brackets were designed to remain elastic through testing. The two steel 

brackets were post-tensioned to each other using six horizontal threaded rods. Each 

threaded rod was post-tensioned to about 40 kips initially. This force was selected to create 

contact (friction) between the pier and brackets without damaging the pier specimen before 

testing. The steel brackets were vertically post-tensioned to the strong floor using four 

threaded rods and four Dywidag bars. The vertical post-tension force was selected so that 

sliding or uplifting of the steel brackets were prevented. The pier was inserted into the steel 

brackets over 22.5 in. (90% ofthe pier width) for Hybrid Pier Specimen I, and 20.5 in. (82% 

of the pier width) for Hybrid Pier Specimen II and III. This difference is deemed negligible. 

Two steel tubes were placed underneath the pier to provide a bearing surface under the pier 

and to create room for the strand anchorage chucks underneath the pier. Side, front, and 

plan views of the detailed experimental set-up is shown in Figure 8.10. 
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Figure 8.9. Test set-up for the hybrid piers 
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Figure 8.10. Schematic of the hybrid pier test setup: (a) side view, (b) front view, and (c) plan view 
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8.2.5 Instrumentation 

8.2. 5. I Load cells 

Ten load cells (SEESL-Instrumentation 2018) with a capacity of70 kips per load cell were 

used to measure the axial force on each post-tensioning tendon. The load cells were located 

on top ofthe cap beam at the live end ofpost-tensioning. Each load cell was placed between 

two steel plates, one attached to the cap beam and the other attached to the anchorage chuck. 

The locations of the load cells and the nomenclature are presented in Figure 8.11. 

LC-T-SE 

LC-TG-N ---\ r - - LC-TG-S 

O : Load cell 

' ' ' 
N------s ' 

LC-T-NW --j [___ LC -T-W \ ____ LC-T-SW 

Figure 8.11 Load cells for the hybrid pier tests 

8.2.5.2 Accelerometers 

Nine accelerometers (SEESL-Instrumentation 2018) with a capacity of 5g per 

accelerometer were used to measure the accelerations in west-east and north-south 

directions. Data from the accelerometers were used to identify the dynamic characteristics 

of the hybrid pier specimens during the impact-hammer tests. The locations of the 

accelerometer are provided in Figure 8.12. 
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N---S E---W 

Figure 8.12 Accelerometers for the hybrid pier tests 

8.2.5.3 Linear and String Potentiometers 

In total, 20 string potentiometers and 25 linear potentiometers (SEESL-Instrumentation 

2015) were instrumented to capture gap opening at non-emulative joints, to monitor 

vertical slip of the pier from the steel bracket, shear slip between pier segments, slip of the 

steel bracket fixture, elongation or shortening of concrete, and the displacements in the 

loading direction along the height of the specimen. Their locations are shown in Figure 

8.13 . 
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Figure 8.13 Linear and string potentiometers for hybrid pier tests 

8.2. 5. 4 Strain Gauges 

11 electrical resistance strain gauges provided by Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co., Ltd. (Tokyo 

Sokki Kenkyujo. Co. 2018) were used in the test. Strain gauges were mounted on the 

longitudinal and transverse rebar of the bending segment next to the emulative joint. The 

horizontal threaded rods that ran between the two steel brackets also had strain gauges to 

control the post-tension and track the force variation during the quasi-static tests. The 

locations of these gages are shown in Figure 8.14. 
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(a) 

I :Strain gauge 

S-T-El - --£1] I - -S-T-Wl 

S-T-E2-- -- fl] 

S-T-E3 

(b) 
Figure 8.14 Strain gauges on (a) rebar and (b) threaded rods for the hybrid pier 

tests 

8.2.5.5 Krypton LEDs 

The Krypton K600 Portable CMM coordinate tracking system (SEESL - Krypton K600 

2018) was used to track the three-dimensional motion of each LED sensor mounted on the 

north face of the pier specimens. The LED sensors' locations are shown in Figure 8.15. 

e :Krypton LED 

t<.-. 19--- -- ◄ 

J{:•Nl:?-IK- l2•2K•Nl1-J--•-- --·K- 11-IK-'Hl-~K-NII-.\ 

K-NIO---

E- - - w 

Figure 8.15 Krypton LEDs for the hybrid pier tests 
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8.2. 6 Data Acquisition 

Two data acquisition systems (DAQ) were used to collect test data. Pacific Instruments 

6000 Mainframe Data Acquisition System configured for 100 channels (SEESL-Pacific

DAS 2018) was used to collect data from the load cells, accelerometers, linear and string 

potentiometers, strain gauges, load cells and the displacement transducer in the actuator. A 

sampling rate of 50 readings per second was adopted for the quasi-static tests, while a rate 

of 1000 readings per second was used for the impact hammer tests. 

The Krypton system DAQ collected data from the Krypton Camera and LED sensors at a 

sampling rate of 10 readings per second. In order to get consistent data points with other 

sensors for data analysis, the data collected by Krypton system DAQ were resampled using 

linear interpolation in the time domain. The data outliers due to light variations were 

removed by a low-pass filter. 

8.3 Test Results of Hybrid Pier Specimen I 

8.3.1 Results ofTest Phase I 

8.3.1.1 Damage Assessment 

Apparent damage assessed after Test Phase I for Hybrid Pier Specimen I is shown in Figure 

8.16. Test Phase I had the peak lateral displacement of 4 in. (3% drift ratio). Hybrid Pier 

Specimen I had minor concrete cover spalling at the bottom rocking segment. The apparent 

concrete damage was primarily in the bending segment: 1) concrete cracking and crushing 

close to the non-emulative (rocking) joint, as shown in Figure 8.16 (a) and (b ); 2) cracking 

at the region close to the emulative joint, as shown in Figure 8 .16 ( c) - (f). 
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Non-emulative joint: 

A vertical cracking former in the bending segment next to the non-emulative joint at the 

lateral displacement of 1.2 in. (0.9% drift ratio). This happened because rocking caused a 

concentrated compression and shear friction at the rocking pivot point, which created 

principal tensile strains and dilated this region laterally. With the increase of the lateral 

displacement, this cracking led to extensive concrete spalling. After lateral displacement 

reached 3 in. (2 .3% drift ratio), concrete spalling resulted in a significant loss of contact 

area for rocking. 

Emulative joint: 

At the regions closer to the emulative joint, limited amount of cracking was observed for 

all specimens due to bending. In addition to cracking, Hybrid Pier Specimen I with NC 

also had concrete spalling at the corner of the base due to a small amount of slippage of the 

pier from the steel bracket fixture . 
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~ (~ ~ (Q 
Figure 8.16 Hybrid Pier Specimen I - Test Phase I: Damage after lateral displacement of 4-in. at (a)-(b): non-emulative joint, 

and (c)-(t): emulative joint 
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8.3.1.2 Global Force-Displacement Responses 

Figure 8.17 shows the lateral force versus lateral displacement hysteretic response of Test 

Phase I. For Hybrid Pier Specimen I, the lateral strength did not increase beyond 3-in. of 

displacement (2.3% drift ratio). The stagnancy in strength was caused by excessive 

concrete spalling at the non-emulative joint at this displacement. These types of damage at 

the non-emulative joint caused a loss of contact area between the bending column segment 

and the first rocking column segment, weakening the rocking response. 

The area enclosed by the hysteretic loops indicates energy dissipation. Longitudinal 

reinforcement bars within the bending column segments have yielded and played a role in 

energy dissipation, as discussed in section 8.3.1.5 . In addition to reinforcement yielding, 

energy dissipation is also associated with concrete damage at the non-emulative joint. Both 

types ofaforementioned damage would result in residual displacements upon load removal. 
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Figure 8.17 Hybrid Pier Specimen I -Test Phase I: Global force-displacement 
relationship 
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8.3.1.3 Post-tension Force 

Figure 8.18 show the post-tension force variation with lateral displacement. Displacements 

due to bending at the emulative joint and rocking at the non-emulative joint elongate or 

shorten post-tensioning tendons. Post-tension force near the compression side of the 

column had a significant decrease due to excessive concrete spalling at the non-emulative 

joint. 

At the end of Test Phase I, 34% of the initial post-tension force was lost. Force in all of the 

post-tension strands remained below the nominal yield force of 53 kips. The primary 

reasons for the post-tension loss were wedge-seating at post-tensioning anchorages and 

damage to concrete at the non-emulative joint. 
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Figure 8.18 Hybrid Pier Specimen I -Test Phase I: Post-tension forces 
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Displacement Source 

3.3 .1.4 Lateral displacement was primarily sourced from rocking at non-emulative joints and 

bending within the bending column segment with an emulative joint. Other factors , such 

as shear-slip between adjacent segments and slip of the steel bracket fixture, were very 

small throughout the tests. It was found that gap opening was predominantly occurred at 

the bottom non-emulative joint between the bending segment and the first rocking segment. 

Rocking response is presented as the relationship between lateral force and gap opening 

radius at the bottom non-emulative joint. Results from joints where virtually no gap 

opening was measured (the upper non-emulative joint) are not shown. Gap opening radius 

was calculated by diving the difference between the elongation measured at the tension

side and shortening measured at the compression side of the column by the width of the 

column cross-section. The bending response was presented as the relationship between 

lateral force and bending drift ratio. Bending drift ratio was calculated as the ratio between 

the lateral displacement measured at the top of the bending segment and the height of the 

bending column segment above the top of the steel brackets. 

Figure 8.19 show the rocking and bending responses for Hybrid Pier Specimen I. Note that 

the LVDT measuring gap opening between segments in Hybrid Pier Specimen I got 

detached due to concrete spalling during the loading cycle with a peak displacement of 4-

in. and therefore the rocking response for this specimen is not shown. In general, rocking 

leads to self-centering with limited energy dissipation. The rocking stiffness ofHybrid Pier 

Specimen I significantly dropped at 3-in. displacement loading cycle as shown in Figure 

8.19 (a). This confirms that excessive concrete spalling damage at the non-emulative joint 

weakened the rocking response. 
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Bending response is an indicator of energy dissipation and residual displacements. 

Residual displacements stemmed not only from the plastic hinging near the emulative joint 

due to bending, but also from the lateral dilation of the non-emulative joint due to rocking. 

Pinching appeared in the force-bending drift ratio hysteresis loops. 
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Figure 8.19 Hybrid Pier Specimen I - Test Phase I: (a) rocking response and (b) 

bending response 

8. 3.1. 5 Response ofMild Steel Reinforcement within the Bending Column 

Segment 

Figure 8.20 show the longitudinal reinforcement strain within the bending column segment 

near the emulative joint ofHybrid Pier Specimen I for the east and west sides, respectively. 

The west-side reinforcement was not available due to malfunctioning ofthese strain gauges. 

The longitudinal reinforcement bar, on which strains were measured, yielded at the loading 

cycle with a peak displacement of 2 in. This displacement coincides with the evident onset 

of non-linearity in the bending behaviour. 
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Figure 8.20 Hybrid Pier Specimen I - Test Phase I: Strain of longitudinal steel rebar 

on the (a) east and (b) west side of the column cross-section 

8.3.2 Non-emulative Joint Protection 

During Test Phase I, the region of the bending column segment near the non-emulative 

joint underwent lateral dilation due to rocking-induced concentrated compression and shear 

friction. The dilation caused concrete spalling in Hybrid Pier Specimen I. These types of 

damages diminished the rocking stiffness and had an adverse effect on controlling the 

balance between rocking and bending. 

After Test Phase I, Hybrid Pier Specimen I was disassembled, and a steel case was added 

to confine the top of the bending segment, as shown in Figure 8.21. Concrete spalling that 

have occurred in Hybrid Pier Specimen I during Test Phase I was repaired. Hybrid Pier 

Specimen I was then re-assembled and post-tensioned to Post-tension Level 2 to proceed 

to Test Phase II. The initial post-tension forces of Post-tension Level 2 is presented in 

Section 8.2.3. 
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Figure 8.21 Hybrid Pier Specimen I: non-emulative joint protection after Test Phase 
I 

8.3.3 Results ofTest Phase II 

8.3.3.1 Damage Assessment 

The apparent damage, assessed after at 8 in. lateral displacement or 6% drift ratio (the 

ultimate displacement for Hybrid Pier Specimen I, is shown in Figure 8.22. 

Non-emulative joint: 

Damage at the non-emulative joints was due to rocking and occurred mainly at the top of 

the bending column segment next to the rocking plane. No damage was observed at the 

bottom rocking column segment. Rocking-induced damage resulted in concrete spalling as 

seen in Figure 8.22 (a)-(b). Damage at the non-emulative joint did not increase beyond 5-

in. of lateral displacement. After this displacement, damage shifted towards the emulative 

joint. 

Emulative joint: 

Damage near the emulative joint includes flexure-induced concrete cracking and spalling, 

as well as shear damage in the column region inserted into the steel brackets. Flexural 

concrete spalling started at 5-in. lateral displacement. Concrete crushing below the 
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emulative joint (within the steel bracket region) occurred when the lateral displacement 

reached 6 in. after excessive shear cracking at this region. Figure 8.22 (c) to (f) show the 

condition of the emulative joint on each face of Hybrid Pier Specimen I at 8 in. lateral 

displacement (the maximum displacement exerted on Hybrid Pier Specimen I. A large area 

ofconcrete spalled off, mild-steel reinforcement and PVC ducts for post-tensioning strands 

were exposed. 
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Figure 8.22 Hybrid Pier Specimen I - Test Phase II: Damage after lateral displacement of 8-in. at (a)-(b): non-emulative joint, 

and (c)-(f): emulative joint 
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8.3.3.2 Global Force-Displacement Response 

Figure 8.23 shows the lateral force versus lateral displacement hysteretic responses of Test 

Phase II for Hybrid Pier Specimen I. Test Phase II started from the loading cycles with 

peak displacement of 4 in. (3% drift ratio), and ended when lateral strength degraded or 

when most of the initial post-tension force was lost. 

The lateral strength decreased fast beyond 6-in. displacement ( 4.5% drift ratio). At this 

displacement, concrete crushed below the emulative joint (within the steel brackets) and 

the clamping force in the steel brackets significantly reduced. Hybrid Pier Specimen I was 

loaded up to displacement of 8 in. ( 6% drift ratio) . At this displacement, lateral strength 

dropped by more than 50%. Pinching was visible when the displacement reached 6 in. ( 4.5% 

drift ratio) . 
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Figure 8.23 Hybrid Pier Specimen I - Test Phase II: Global force-displacement 
relationship 

8.3.3.3 Post-tension Force 

Figure 8.36 show the post-tension force variation with lateral displacement. 

Displacements due to bending near the emulative joint and rocking at the non-emulative 
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joints caused elongations in post-tensioning tendons near the tension face of the column, 

and caused shortening near the compression face of the column. None of the posttension 

strands fractured in Hybrid Pier Specimen I. 

The post-tension force at the peak displacement of each cycle increased until 5 in. lateral 

displacement (3.8% lateral drift ratio). After that, the post-tension force at peak 

displacement started to decrease and no significant additional post-tension loss occurred. 

This was caused by the excessive concrete crushing below the emulative joint within the 

steel brackets and subsequent loosening of the bottom post-tensioning anchorages, which 

prevented the strands from elongating. All post-tensioning strands remained elastic 

throughout Test Phase II. Post-tension loss was mainly attributed to anchorage wedge 

seating. Other factors , such as concrete spalling and friction between strands and PVC 

ducts may also have minor contributions to the loss. 
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Figure 8.24 Hybrid Pier Specimen I - Test Phase II: Post-tension forces 
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8. 3. 3. 4 Displacement Source 

Lateral displacement was decomposed into displacements due to rocking (at the non

emulative joints) and due to bending (at the emulative joint), as shown in Figure 8.25. The 

definitions of rocking and bending displacements are as described in section 8.3.1.4. 

Bending displacement continuously increased with increasing total lateral displacement. 

The rocking displacement did not increase when Hybrid Pier Specimen I was loaded 

beyond 5-in. displacement (3.8% drift ratio). This was caused by plastic hinging near the 

emulative joint, which prevented further increases in lateral strength. 

The large area enclosed by the force-bending displacement hysteretic loops indicate that 

energy dissipation is mostly due to bending. On the other hand, bending also caused 

residual displacements upon removal of the load. Concrete crushing in the region below 

the emulative joint within the steel brackets caused not only strength degradation but also 

significant loss of self-centering. 
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Figure 8.25 Hybrid Pier Specimen I - Test Phase II: (a) rocking response and (b) 

bending response 
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8.3.3.5 Response ofMild Steel Reinforcement within the Bending Column 

Segment 

Figure 8.26 (a) and (b) show the longitudinal reinforcement strain near the emulative joint 

for east and west sides, respectively. Strains from the west-side reinforcement of Hybrid 

Pier Specimen I were not available due to the malfunction of strain gauges. Longitudinal 

rebar had yielded during Test Phase I (i.e., smaller than 4-in. displacement). The 

longitudinal rebar strain did not increase beyond the displacement of 6 in. (3% drift ratio) 

due to excessive concrete crushing near the emulative joint. 
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Figure 8.26 Hybrid Pier Specimen I - Test Phase II: Strain of longitudinal steel 

re bar on the (a) east and (b) west side of the column cross-section 

8.4 Hybrid Pier Specimen II 

8.4.1 Results ofTest Phase I 

8. 4.1.1 Damage Assessment 

Apparent damage assessed after Test Phase I for Hybrid Pier Specimen II is shown in 

Figure 8.16. Test Phase I had the peak lateral displacement of4 in. (3% drift ratio). Similar 
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to Hybrid Pier Specimen I, The apparent concrete damage was primarily in the bending 

segment including concrete cracking next to the non-emulative (rocking) joint and at the 

region close to the emulative joint. 

Non-emulative joint: 

For Hybrid Pier Specimen II with UHPC, the first rocking-induced cracking was observed 

when the lateral displacement reached 3 in. (2 .3% drift ratio). The crack propagated 

downwards vertically. No concrete spalling was observed. Compared to Hybrid Pier 

Specimen I, the damage at the non-emulative joint was significantly reduced at the similar 

joint opening amount. This is because UHPC has enhanced damage tolerance. The 

additional post-tension force in Hybrid Pier Specimen II reduced rocking compared to 

Hybrid Pier Specimen I. 

Emulative joint: 

At the regions closer to the emulative joint, limited amount of cracking was observed due 

to bending. The first crack formed later in Hybrid Pier Specimen II with UHPC than it did 

Hybrid Pier Specimen I with NC. 
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Figure 8.27 Hybrid Pier Specimen II -Test Phase I: Damage after lateral displacement of 4-in. at (a)-(b): non-emulative joint, 

and (c)-(f): emulative joint 
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8.4.1.2 Global Force-Displacement Responses 

Figure 8.28 shows the lateral force versus lateral displacement hysteretic response of Test 

Phase I for Hybrid Pier Specimen II. The lateral strength consistently increased until the 

displacement reached 4-in. (3% drift ratio) in the negative loading direction. After this 

displacement, rocking-induced vertical cracking that propagated downwards . This damage 

at the non-emulative joint caused a loss of contact area between the bending column 

segment and the first rocking column segment, weakening the rocking response. 

The pinching effect was more evident in Hybrid Pier Specimen II than it was for Hybrid 

Pier Specimen I due to the prevalence of higher bending displacements over rocking 

displacements in Hybrid Pier Specimen II, as discussed in section 8.6.1. The area enclosed 

by the hysteretic loops indicates energy dissipation, which is contributed by both 

reinforcement yielding and concrete damages. 
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Figure 8.28 Hybrid Pier Specimen II - Test Phase I: Global force-displacement 
relationship 
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8.4.1.3 Post-tension Force 

Figure 8.29 show the post-tension force variation with lateral displacement. Displacements 

due to bending at the emulative joint and rocking at the non-emulative joint elongate or 

shorten post-tensioning tendons. Compared to Hybrid Pier Specimens I, post-tension force 

near the compression side of the column in Hybrid Pier Specimen II had a less decrease 

due to avoiding concrete spalling at the non-emulative joint. At the end of Test Phase I, 

10% of the initial post-tension force was lost. Force in all of the post-tension strands 

remained below the nominal yield force of 53 kips. The primary reasons for the post

tension loss were wedge-seating at post-tensioning anchorages and concrete cracking at the 

non-emulative joint. 
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Figure 8.29 Hybrid Pier Specimen II - Test Phase I: Post-tension forces 

8.4.1.4 Displacement Source 

In order to investigate the two primary source oflateral displacement, i.e. , rocking at non

emulative joints and bending within the bending column segment with an emulative joint. 

The overall response was decomposed into rocking and bending responses. Figure 8.30 (a) 

and (b) show the rocking and bending responses for Hybrid Pier Specimen II. A strength 
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degradation was observed when displacement reached 4 in. (3% drift ratio) due to the 

vertical cracking that initiated at the non-emulative joint and propagated towards the 

bending column segment. This damage weakened the rocking stiffness, facilitated rocking 

response, which in tum limit the development of bending response. 
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Figure 8.30 Hybrid Pier Specimen II-Test Phase I: (a) rocking response and (b) 

bending response 

8.4.1.5 Response ofMild Steel Reinforcement within the Bending Column 

Segment 

Figure 8.3 lshows the longitudinal reinforcement strain within the bending column segment 

near the emulative joint for the east and west sides, respectively. For both east and west 

sides, the reinforcement bars, on which strains were measured, yielded at the loading cycle 

with a peak displacement of 2 in. This displacement coincides with the evident onset of 

energy dissipation in the bending behaviour. 
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Figure 8.31 Hybrid Pier Specimen II - Test Phase I : Strain in the longitudinal steel 

rebar on the (a) east and (b) west side of the emulative joint 

8.4.2 Non-emulative Joint Protection 

During Test Phase I, the region of the bending column segment near the non-emulative 

joint underwent lateral dilation due to rocking-induced concentrated compression and shear 

friction. The dilation caused vertical cracking in Hybrid Pier Specimen II during Test Phase 

I. These types of damages diminished the rocking stiffness and had an adverse effect on 

controlling the balance between rocking and bending. After Test Phase I, Hybrid Pier 

Specimen II were disassembled, and a steel case was added to confine the top of the 

bending segment, as shown in Figure 8.32. Hybrid Pier Specimen II were also re-assembled 

and post-tensioned to Post-tension Level 2 to proceed to Test Phase II. 
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Figure 8.32 Hybrid Pier Specimen II: non-emulative joint protection after Test 
Phase I 

8.4.3 Results ofTest Phase II 

8.4.3.1 Damage Assessment 

The apparent damage, assessed after at 8 in. lateral displacement or 6% drift ratio ( the 

ultimate displacement for Hybrid Pier Specimen I, is Figure 8.33 for Hybrid Pier 

Specimens II. Damage assessment was also conducted after the ultimate displacement of 

Hybrid Pier Specimen II, which is 9 in. (6.8% drift ratio), as shown in Figure 8.34. 

Non-emulative joint: 

No evident damage was observed at the bottom rocking column segment. Similar to Hybrid 

Pier Specimen I, damage at the non-emulative joints was due to rocking and occurred 

mainly at the top of the bending column segment next to the rocking plane. Hybrid Pier 

Specimen II had more severe rocking-induced damage at the east side than the west side 

as a result of the lack of symmetry in rocking and bending displacements, as discussed in 

section 8.4.3.4. The damage at the east side increased until the end of Test Phase II. 

Emulative joint: 

Figure 8.33 and Figure 8.34 (c)-(f) show the condition of the pier near the emulative joint 

at 8-in.and 9-in. lateral displacements, respectively. The maximum lateral displacement 
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exerted on Hybrid Pier Specimen II was 9 in. No concrete spalling was observed due to 

flexure. The damage at the region below the emulative joint, within the steel brackets, was 

limited to shear cracking without any crushing. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) (e) (f) 
Figure 8.33 Hybrid Pier Specimen II - Test Phase II: Damage after lateral displacement of 8-in. at (a)-(b): non-emulative joint, 

and (c)-(f): emulative joint 
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(c) (d) (e) (f) 
Figure 8.34 Hybrid Pier Specimen II - Test Phase II: Damage after lateral displacement of 9-in. at (a)-(b): non-emulative joint, 

and (c)-(f): emulative joint 
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8.4.3.2 Global Force-Displacement Response 

Figure 8.35 show the lateral force versus lateral displacement hysteretic responses of Test 

Phase II for Hybrid Pier Specimens II. Test Phase II started from the loading cycles with 

peak displacement of 4-in. (3% drift ratio), and ended when lateral strength degraded or 

when most of the initial post-tension force was lost. 
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Figure 8.35 Hybrid Pier Specimen II - Test Phase II: Global force-displacement 
relationship 

Hybrid Pier Specimen II maintained its lateral strength without degradation throughout the 

test, even when the displacement reached 9 in. ( 6.8% drift ratio) at which most of the initial 

post-tension force was lost. The hysteric loop shape was different in the positive and 

negative loading directions due to differences in rocking and bending contributions in in 

the two loading directions, as discussed in section 8.3.3.4. Pinching was not as evident in 

Hybrid Pier Specimen II as it was in Hybrid Pier Specimen I due to lower relative bending 

displacements in Hybrid Pier Specimen II. 
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8.4.3.3 Post-tension Force 

Figure 8.36 show the post-tension force variation with lateral displacement for 

Hybrid Pier Specimen II. Displacements due to bending near the emulative joint and 

rocking at the non-emulative joints caused deformation in post-tensioning tendons. None 

of the posttension strands fractured. 
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Figure 8.36 Hybrid Pier Specimen II-Test Phase II: Post-tension forces 

For Hybrid Pier Specimen II, the post-tension force at the peak displacement of each cycle 

continuously increased throughout Test Phase II since concrete in the region below the 

emulative joint (within the steel brackets) did not crush. Post-tension strands in the middle 

of the column cross-section remained elastic throughout the test. Post-tension loss in 

Hybrid Pier Specimen II in the elastic range occurred due to the same factors as the ones 

for Hybrid Pier Specimen I. Post-tension strands on the east and west side of the column 

cross-section yielded at of 6 in. lateral displacement ( 4.5% drift ratio) and 7 in. lateral 

displacement (5 .3% drift ratio), respectively. Strand inelasticity played the most significant 

role in post-tension loss after yielding. Post-tension force at the peak displacement of each 

cycle was higher for the strands on the west side of the column than the ones on the east 
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side of the column. This happened because rocking displacements were larger when the 

pier was pushed towards east (negative loading) than when the pier was pulled towards 

west (positive loading). Reduction in post-tension force due to loss on the west side resulted 

in a softer rocking response when the pier is pushed towards east in the subsequent 

displacement cycles. 

8. 4. 3. 4 Displacement Source 

Lateral displacement was decomposed into displacements due to rocking (at the non

emulative joints) and due to bending (at the emulative joint), as shown in Figure 8.37. The 

definitions of rocking and bending displacements are as described in section 8.3.1.4. 
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Figure 8.37 Hybrid Pier Specimen II-Test Phase II: (a) rocking response and (b) 

bending response 

Hybrid Pier Specimen II self-centered better compared to Hybrid Pier Specimen I since 

UHPC reduced rocking-induced damage. Hybrid Pier Specimen II had much smaller 

rocking displacements when the pier was loaded towards the east (negative loading), 

especially beyond 6-in. displacement. This can be explained by significant concrete 

spalling near the east side of the non-emulative joint, and reduced post-tension force in the 
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strands on the west side, decreasing the force needed to initiate rocking. Small energy 

dissipation observed through rocking displacements is due to strand yielding. The large 

area enclosed by the force-bending displacement hysteretic loops indicate that energy 

dissipation is mostly due to bending. Rocking response also contributed to the energy 

dissipation of Hybrid Pier Specimen II due to post-tension strand yielding. 

8.4.3.5 Response ofMild Steel Reinforcement within the Bending Column 

Segment 

Figure 8.38 shows the longitudinal reinforcement strain near the emulative joint for east 

and west sides, respectively. The strain gauge measuring the west side longitudinal rebar 

strain failed beyond displacement of 8 in. (6% drift ratio) for Hybrid Pier Specimen II. 

Longitudinal rebar in all Hybrid Pier Specimens had yielded during Test Phase I (i.e, 

smaller than 4-in. displacement). 
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Figure 8.38 Hybrid Pier Specimen II - Test Phase II: Strain of longitudinal steel 

re bar on the (a) east side and (b) west side of the column cross-section 

UHPC in Hybrid Pier Specimen II reduced spalling near the non-emulative joint. 

Reinforcing bar strains increased consistently with increasing lateral displacements. Strain 
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in rebar in the west side of the column cross were smaller than the one in the east side 

because of the smaller bending displacements created when the pier was pushed towards 

to the east, as discussed in Section 8.3.3.4. 

8.5 Hybrid Pier Specimen III 

8.5.1 Results ofTest Phase I 

8. 5.1.1 Damage Assessment 

Apparent damage assessed after Test Phase I for Hybrid Pier Specimen III is shown in 

Figure 8.39, respectively. Test Phase I had the peak lateral displacement of 4 in. (3% drift 

ratio). 

Non-emulative joint: 

Hybrid Pier Specimen I and II had minor concrete cover spalling at the bottom rocking 

segment, while Hybrid Pier Specimen III had virtually no concrete cover spalling at the 

bottom rocking segment. For Hybrid Pier Specimen III with UHPC, due to the confinement 

provided by the steel case, damage at the non-emulative joint was minor and limited to 

hairline cracking. 

Emulative joint: 

At the regions closer to the emulative joint, limited amount of cracking was observed for 

Hybrid Pier Specimen III due to bending. The first crack formed later in Hybrid Pier 

Specimen II and III with UHPC than it did Hybrid Pier Specimen I with NC 
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(c) (d) (e) (f) 
Figure 8.39 Hybrid Pier Specimen III - Test Phase I: Damage after lateral displacement of 4-in. at (a)-(b): non-emulative joint, 

and (c)-(t): emulative joint 
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8.5.1.2 Global Force-Displacement Responses 

Figure 8.40 shows the lateral force versus lateral displacement hysteretic response of Test 

Phase I for Hybrid Pier Specimen III, respectively. Hybrid Pier Specimen III had a steel 

jacket encasing the top of the bending column segment (the rocking interface). Therefore, 

the non-emulative joint was protected from rocking damage and maintained a stable 

increase of lateral strength at all displacement magnitudes. The pinching effect was more 

evident in Hybrid Pier Specimen III than it was for Hybrid Pier Specimen I and II due to 

the prevalence of higher bending displacements over rocking displacements, as discussed 

in section 8.3.1.4. 
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Figure 8.40 Hybrid Pier Specimen III - Test Phase I: Global force-displacement 
relationship 

8.5.1.3 Post-tension Force 

Figure 8.41 shows the post-tension force variation with lateral displacement. At the end of 

Test Phase I, 8% of the initial post-tension force was lost. Force in all of the post-tension 

strands remained below the nominal yield force of 53 kips. The post-tension loss majorly 

sourced from wedge-seating at post-tensioning anchorages. 
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Figure 8.41 Hybrid Pier Specimen III-Test Phase I: Post-tension forces 

8.5.1.4 Displacement Source 

Figure 8.42 show the rocking and bending responses for Hybrid Pier Specimen III. Hybrid 

Pier Specimen III demonstrated a stable strength increase and self-centering due to the 

confinement provided by the steel jacket at the non-emulative joint. Evident pinching 

appeared in the force-bending drift ratio hysteresis loops of Hybrid Pier Specimen III. 
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Figure 8.42 Hybrid Pier Specimen III - Test Phase I: (a) rocking response and (b) 

bending response 
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8.5. 1.5 Response ofMild Steel Reinforcement within the Bending Column 

Segment 

Figure 8.43 shows the longitudinal reinforcement strain within the bending column 

segment near the emulative joint for the east and west sides, respectively. The east-side 

reinforcement ofHybrid Pier Specimen III was not available due to malfunctioning of these 

strain gauges. The longitudinal rebar on the west side yielded at the loading cycle with a 

peak displacement of2 in. This displacement coincides with the evident onset of significant 

energy dissipation in the bending behaviour. 
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Figure 8.43 Hybrid Pier Specimen III - Test Phase I: Strain in the longitudinal steel 
rebar on the (a) east side and (b) west side of the emulative joint 

8.5.2 Results ofTest Phase II 

8.5. 2. I Damage Assessment 

The apparent damage, assessed after at 8 in. lateral displacement or 6% drift ratio (the 

ultimate displacement for Hybrid Pier Specimen III, is shown in Figure 8.44 for Hybrid 

Pier Specimen III, respectively. Damage assessment was also conducted after the ultimate 

displacements of Hybrid Pier Specimen III, which is 10 in. (7 .5% drift ratio), respectively. 

These are shown in Figure 8.45. 
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Non-emulative joint: 

Figure 8.44 and Figure 8.45 (a)-(b) show the damage near the emulative joint 8-in. and 

10-in. lateral displacement, respectively. Unlike Hybrid Pier Specimen I and II, Hybrid 

Pier Specimen III did not show any additional apparent damage at the non-emulative joint 

beyond Test Phase I because Hybrid Pier Specimen III had lower damage in Test Phase I 

compared to Hybrid Pier Specimen I and II. 

Emulative joint: 

Figure 8.44 and Figure 8.45 ( c )-(f) show the damage near the emulative joint 8-in. and 10-

in. lateral displacement, respectively. Similar to Hybrid Pier Specimen II, no concrete 

spalling due to flexure was observed. During the loading cycles with the peak lateral 

displacement of 10-in. (7 .5% drift ratio), shear cracks widened significantly in the region 

within the steel brackets but concrete spalling was prevented by PVA fibers in concrete. 
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(c) (d) (e) (f) 
Figure 8.44 Hybrid Pier Specimen III - Test Phase II: Damage after lateral displacement of 8-in. at (a)-(b): non-emulative 

joint, and (c)-(f): emulative joint 
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(c) (d) (e) (f) 
Figure 8.45 Hybrid Pier Specimen III - Test Phase II: Damage after lateral displacement of 10-in. at (a)-(b): non-emulative 

joint, and (c)-(f): emulative joint 
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8.5.2.2 Global Force-Displacement Response 

Figure 8.46 shows the lateral force versus lateral displacement hysteretic responses of Test 

Phase II for Hybrid Pier Specimens III. Test Phase II started from the loading cycles with 

peak displacement of 4-in. (3% drift ratio), and ended when lateral strength degraded. For 

Hybrid Pier Specimen III, the lateral strength first dropped at 9 in. lateral displacement 

( 6.8% drift ratio) in the negative direction. After that, about 25% of lateral strength 

decreased at the loading cycles with the peak displacement of 10-in. (7.5% drift ratio) . This 

strength degradation was related to concrete crushing initiated after shear cracking at the 

region below the emulative joint within the steel brackets, as discussed in Section 8.5 .2.1. 

Unlike Hybrid Pier Specimen II, pinching was evident in the beginning of Test Phase II for 

Hybrid Pier Specimen III due to higher relative bending displacements in Hybrid Pier 

Specimen III. 
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Figure 8.46 Hybrid Pier Specimen III-Test Phase II: Global force-displacement 
relationship 

8.5.2.3 Post-tension Force 

Figure 8.47 show the post-tension force with lateral displacement for Hybrid Pier 

Specimen III. Post-tension force varies due to both bending and rocking lateral 
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displacements. None of the posttension strands fractured in any Hybrid Pier Specimen. 

For Hybrid Pier Specimen III, the post-tension force at the peak displacement of each 

cycle increased until the lateral displacement reached 9 in. (6.8% drift ratio). It started to 

drop at the second loading cycle with the peak displacement of9-in. (6.8% drift ratio). 

The reason for this drop was similar to Hybrid Pier Specimen I, and was due to concrete 

crushing at the region below the emulative joint. All strands remained within their elastic 

limit throughout the test and post-tension loss was attributed to anchorage wedge seating. 

Although the region below the emulative joint encased within the steel brackets 

maintained its integrity owing to UHPC, shear cracks in this region widened significantly 

especially at larger displacements. These cracks resulted in residual elongation in post

tension strands. This resulted in higher post-tension forces in the strands in the middle of 

the column cross-section after each loading cycle at larger displacements. 
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Figure 8.47 Hybrid Pier Specimen III-Test Phase II: Post-tension forces 
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8.5.2.4 Displacement Source 

Lateral displacement was decomposed into displacements due to rocking (at the non

emulative joints) and due to bending (at the emulative joint), as shown in Figure 8.48. The 

rocking response shows good self-centering throughout Test Phase II. The relationship of 

lateral force versus bending drift confirms that the lateral force degradation is due to 

flexure-induced damage. The large area enclosed by the force-bending drift hysterical 

loops indicated great energy dissipation capability. 
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Figure 8.48 Hybrid Pier Specimen III - Test Phase II: (a) rocking response and (b) 

bending response 

8.5.2.5 Response ofMild Steel Reinforcement within the Bending Column 

Segment 

Figure 8.49 shows the longitudinal reinforcement strain within the bending column 

segment near the emulative joint for the east and west sides, respectively. Hybrid Pier 

Specimen III had larger longitudinal rebar strains than the other specimens since it had 

larger relative bending displacements. 
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Figure 8.49 Hybrid Pier Specimen III - Test Phase II: Strain of longitudinal steel 

rebar on the east side of the column cross-section 

8.6 Comparison of Performance Metrics 

The behavior of the three hybrid pier specimens are compared in terms of the following 

performance metrics: bending contribution ratio, backbone curve, stiffness degradation, 

energy dissipation, and self-centering. Test Phase I and II were combined for these 

comparisons. For the figures presented in this section, the scattered points represent the 

values calculated for each individual cycle, and the solid line connects the average value 

of the two repeated cycles at each displacement amplitude. 

8.6.1 Bending Contribution Ratio 

The bending contribution ratios of the hybrid pier specimens are compared at varying 

displacement amplitudes in Figure 8.50. They were plotted up to the ultimate displacement 

of each Hybrid Pier Specimen, which is 8 in. , 9 in. , and 10 in. for Hybrid Pier Specimens 

I, II, and III, respectively. The displacement amplitude was calculated as the average of the 

absolute value of the peak positive and negative displacements. Bending contribution ratio 

is defined as the ratio of the drift ratio at the top of the bending column segment and the 

total drift ratio at the top of the pier. The bending drift ratio was calculated by dividing the 
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bending displacement at the top of the bending column segment by the height of the 

bending column segment above emulative joint. The average bending contribution ratio 

was calculated as the average of the bending contribution ratio at the peak positive and 

negative displacements for each cycle. 
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Figure 8.50 Comparison of bending contribution ratios at varying displacement 
amplitudes 

During Test Phase I, Hybrid Pier Specimen I had a lower bending contribution compared 

to Hybrid Pier Specimens II and III. Hybrid Pier Specimen I had less initial post-tension 

force than the other specimens. In addition, NC spalls more easily near the rocking 

interface. Both of these factors reduce rocking stiffness and increase rocking displacements. 

Hybrid Pier Specimen III had a similar bending contribution ratio as Hybrid Pier Specimen 

II in Test Phase I before the formation of the vertical crack near the non-emulative joint 

due to rocking. The discontinuity in the bending contribution ratio ofHybrid Pier Specimen 

I is due to the change in post-tension between Test Phases I and II. 

In Test Phase II, the bending contribution ratio of Hybrid Pier Specimen I was initially 

similar to Hybrid Pier Specimen II. It then increased with increasing displacements due to 
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concrete crushing near the emulative joint, the related decrease in the base moment and the 

proportional decrease in the moment at the non-emulative joint. After the moment at the 

non-emulative joint decayed to a value that was not sufficient to initiate rocking, the 

response was entirely controlled by bending. 

During Test Phase II, Hybrid Pier Specimen II had a smaller bending contribution than 

Hybrid Pier Specimen III because of the higher post-tension loss and concrete spalling at 

the non-emulative joint in Hybrid Pier Specimen II. As discussed in Section 8.3.3.4, both 

post-tension loss and concrete spalling are expected to weaken the rocking stiffness. 

Hybrid Pier Specimen III, with UHPC in the bending column segment and with a protected 

non-emulative joint, was able to maintain a stable bending contribution ratio. The bending 

contribution ratio was initially lower, meaning that rocking was more significant when 

displacements were low. Bending contribution increased with increasing displacements, 

and was relatively constant beyond 2-in. displacement (1.5% drift ratio). Similar to Hybrid 

Pier Specimen I, the bending contribution ratio started to increase again when significant 

concrete damage due to shear occurred at the region below the emulative joint. 

8. 6.2 Back-bone Curve 

The back-bone curves of lateral force amplitude versus total displacement and versus 

bending drift ratio were compared for all specimens, as shown in Figure 8.51 and Figure 

8.52, respectively. They were plotted up to the ultimate displacement of each specimen, 

which is 8-in. , 9-in. , and 10-in. for Hybrid Pier Specimen I, II, and III, respectively. For 

each cycle, the force amplitude was calculated as the average of the absolute value of the 

force at the peak positive and negative displacements. 
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Figure 8.51 Comparison of the backbone curves of force versus total displacement 
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Figure 8.52 Comparison of the backbone curves of force versus bending drift ratio 

The discontinuity in the backbone curves of Hybrid Pier Specimen I is due to the change 

in post-tension levels between Phase I and II. The force versus bending drift curve (Figure 

8.52) did not have an evident softening as the force versus total displacement curve (Figure 

8.51) did for Hybrid Pier Specimen I during Test Phase I. This finding confirms that the 

softening in Hybrid Pier Specimen I was due to the rocking-induced damage. Compared to 

Hybrid Pier Specimen I, Hybrid Pier Specimen II and III exhibited higher lateral strength 
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during Test Phase I due to the higher initial post-tension force and less rocking-induced 

damage. 

From Figure 8.52, Hybrid Pier Specimen II and III had a similar lateral strength at varying 

bending drift ratios . The slightly larger lateral strength of Hybrid Pier Specimen II 

compared to III is due to the higher post-tension force in Hybrid Pier Specimen II from 

larger rocking displacements. This may imply that the higher confinement steel grade had 

a negligible influence on the UHPC's flexural strength. Hybrid Pier Specimen II and III 

did not exhibit strength degradation until 4.0% bending drift ratio. This ratio was 2.6% for 

Hybrid Pier Specimen I due to concrete crushing within the socket region. It was 

demonstrated that UHPC has the potential for maintaining strength by avoiding concrete 

crushing within the socket (in between the steel brackets). 

8. 6.3 Energy Dissipation 

Energy dissipation is defined as the area enclosed by the force-displacement hysteretic 

loops. Figure 8.53 plots the cumulative energy dissipation versus displacement amplitudes 

for all specimens until their ultimate displacement. The equivalent viscous damping ratio 

was calculated per Eqn. (5-18) for each loading cycle. Figure 8.54 compares the equivalent 

viscous damping ratio at varying displacement amplitudes. Considering the energy 

dissipation is strongly associated with the bending displacements, Figure 8.55 and Figure 

8.56 compare the cumulative energy dissipation and equivalent damping ratio versus the 

bending drift ratio . 

In general, energy dissipation was mainly provided by bending due to the plastic hinging 

near the emulative joint (longitudinal reinforcement bar yielding, concrete cracking and 

crushing). Rocking contribution to energy dissipation was smaller and was through 
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concrete cracking and crushing at the non-emulative joint, and the yielding ofpost-tension 

strands if there was any. 
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Figure 8.53 Energy dissipation versus displacement amplitude 
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Figure 8.54 Equivalent damping ratio versus displacement amplitude 
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Figure 8.56 Equivalent damping ratio versus bending drift ratio 

Hybrid Pier Specimen I had a smaller cumulative energy dissipation during Test Phase I 

due to the smaller bending contribution to displacements compared to the other two hybrid 

pier specimens. Damages at the non-emulative joints had a non-negligible contribution to 

the energy dissipation in Test Phase I, where displacements were small. Although Hybrid 

Pier Specimen III had a larger bending contribution to displacement, it exhibited slightly 

smaller energy dissipation than Hybrid Pier Specimen II during Test Phase I due to 

elimination of concrete cracking at the protected non-emulative joint in Hybrid Pier 

Specimen III. 
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Hybrid pier specimens underwent larger displacement in Test Phase II. By alleviating 

concrete crushing within the socket region, Hybrid Pier Specimen II and III developed 

more reinforcement yielding, as discussed in Section 8.3.3 .5. Therefore, Hybrid Pier 

Specimen II and III exhibited higher accumulated energy dissipation compared to Hybrid 

Pier Specimen I at the same bending drift ratio . Hybrid Pier Specimen III had higher energy 

dissipation than Hybrid Pier Specimen II due to larger bending contribution to 

displacements at the same displacement amplitude as shown in Figure 8.53 . 

At the same bending drift ratio, Hybrid Pier Specimen III showed slightly lower energy 

dissipation than Hybrid Pier Specimen II, as seen in Figure 8.55 . This is because Hybrid 

Pier Specimen II had not only longitudinal rebar yielding and concrete damage near the 

emulative joint, but also strand yielding and damage at the non-emulative joint. 

The similarities in equivalent damping ratio between Hybrid Pier Specimens II and III is 

shown in Figure 8.54 and Figure 8.56. This indicates that energy dissipation highly depends 

on the bending contribution to displacements. Hybrid Pier Specimen I had much a higher 

equivalent damping ratio compared to the other specimens due to the significant 

degradation of secant stiffness with increasing displacements. 

8. 6.4 Self-centering 

The self-centering capacity was quantified using a residual displacement ratio, which was 

calculated as the ratio of the total residual displacement at the end of each cycle to the total 

peak displacement at that cycle. Lower values of the residual displacement ratio indicate 

higher self-centering capabilities. Displacements were calculated as the sum of 

displacements in positive and negative directions for each cycle. Figure 8.57 and Figure 
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8.58 plots the residual displacement ratio versus displacement amplitude and drift ratio, 

respectively, for all specimens. 
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Figure 8.58 Residual displacement ratio versus bending drift ratio 

At small displacements, damage at the non-emulative and emulative joints had comparable 

effects on self-centering. For example, although Hybrid Pier Specimen II had a smaller 

bending contribution to displacements, it exhibited larger residual displacements compared 

to Hybrid Pier Specimen III. However, at larger displacements, self-centering is highly 

dependent on the bending contribution ratio and concrete crushing near the emulative joint. 
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Hybrid Pier Specimen I with NC exhibited less self-centering due to significant concrete 

spalling within the socket region. Hybrid Pier Specimen II and III with UHPC showed 

similar self-centering at varying bending drift ratios. 

8.6.5 Curvature Distribution in the Bending Column Segment 

Figure 8.59 shows the curvature profiles for all specimens at the displacement of 6-in. ( 4.5% 

drift ratio). Hybrid Pier Specimen I had a higher curvature at the emulative joint (0-in. 

height) because it had concentrated damage at this location. Hybrid Pier Specimen II and 

III had a more uniform curvature distribution along the height. 
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Figure 8.59 Test Phase II: Comparison of curvature distribution along height at the 
lateral displacement of 6-in. 

8.7 Change of Dynamic Properties 

The damage to hybrid pier specimens in Test Phase I and II was assessed by measuring the 

dynamic properties of specimens before and after testing. The natural frequency and 

damping ratios of specimens were obtained by impact-hammer testing. The detailed 

procedures for data processing and dynamic property identification were given in Section 
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3.5. Figure 8.60 and Figure 8.61 present the natural frequency and damping ratio of the 

first mode in the loading direction for each specimen before and after each test. Impact test 

data for Hybrid Pier Specimen III after Test Phase I and before Test Phase II were not 

available and are shown as N/ A in the figures. 

The posttension force ofhybrid pier specimen affects their stiffness and dynamic properties. 

Hence, the average posttension force of internal and gravity strands is also given in Figure 

8.62 before and after each test. The average initial target post-tension force for Hybrid Pier 

Specimen I in Test Phase I is 20.4 kips, and less than other tests and other specimens (26.3 

kips). Note that Hybrid Pier Specimen III had larger post-tension force remaining after Test 

Phase II compared to other specimens, as seen in Figure 8.62 (c). This is because the 

residual shear crack opening occurred below the emulative joint tended to elongate the 

post-tension strands. 
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Figure 8.60 Variations in fundamental frequency before and after Test Phase I and 
II for (a) Hybrid Pier Specimen I, (b) Hybrid Pier Specimen II, and (c) Hybrid Pier 

Specimen III 
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Figure 8.62 Variations in average post-tension force before and after Test Phase I 

and II for (a) Hybrid Pier Specimen I, (b) Hybrid Pier Specimen II, and (c) Hybrid 
Pier Specimen III 

After Test Phase I, the fundamental frequency decreased by 31.4% in Hybrid Pier 

Specimen I, whereas it decreased by 9.9% in Hybrid Pier Specimen II. The damping ratio 

increased by 101 % in Hybrid Pier Specimen I, whereas it decreased by 45 .8% in Hybrid 

Pier Specimen II. These confirmed that Hybrid Pier Specimen II had less rocking-induced 

damage through higher initial post-tension force and UHPC in the bending segment. For 

Hybrid Pier Specimens I and II, the fundamental frequency was recovered after Test Phase 

I by repost-tensioning and by repairing and protecting the non-emulative joint. After Test 
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Phase II, all hybrid pier specimens showed similar fundamental frequency and damping 

ratio, even though Hybrid Pier Specimen II and III were loaded to larger displacements. 

8.8 Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter presented an experimental investigation of the response of the novel hybrid 

precast pier with emulative and non-emulative joints. Three large-scale hybrid pier 

specimens were tested to quasi-static cyclic lateral loading. UHPC was used in the bending 

column segment for lowering damage to the hybrid pier system. The experimental results 

led to the following conclusions. 

• The designed hybrid pier specimens underwent both bending and rocking 

displacements. Rocking response indicates self-centering ability. Bending response 

provides energy dissipation. 

• Damage occurred at both non-emulative and emulative joints. The damage near the 

non-emulative joint was in the form of concrete vertical cracking or crushing due 

to lateral dilation and occurred at the region of the bending column segment directly 

below the rocking joint. The damage near the emulative joint included concrete 

flexural cracking and spalling and concrete shear cracking/crushing below the 

emulative joint within the socket. 

• Concrete damage near the non-emulative joint significantly weakened the rocking 

response and affected the balance between bending and rocking displacements. 

With the confinement of the top of the bending segment by a steel case, rocking

induced damage was significantly alleviated. A stable balance between the bending 
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and rocking displacements was achieved when the rocking interface is protected 

from damage. 

• Concrete damage at the plastic hinge area near the emulative joint significantly 

reduced the moment strength at larger displacements. The moment at the non

emulative joint decreased in proportion to the decreasing base moment strength at 

the emulative joint. After the moment at the non-emulative joint decayed to a value 

below which rocking cannot initiate, the response was entirely controlled by 

bending. Concrete damage close to the emulative joint was significantly reduced 

by replacing NC with UHPC. This helped the hybrid pier system maintain stable 

rocking displacements. 

• Replacing normal-strength steel with high-strength steel confinement did not have 

any adverse or beneficial significant effect on the flexural behavior ofUHPC. 
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CHAPTER 9. HYBRID PRECAST PIER: NUMERICAL STUDY 

9.1 Introduction 

Chapter 7 developed the design procedures for the hybrid precast pier. Chapter 8 presented 

the results of a large-scale experimental study on the hybrid precast piers designed with 

parameters discussed in Chapter 7. The test results demonstrated that the hybrid pier can 

achieve an optimum seismic response by striking a balance between self-centering and 

energy dissipation and that this balance can be adjusted by designers based on the expected 

performance. A finite element model was developed in this chapter to understand the 

effects of different design parameters on the seismic response of the hybrid precast pier. 

This Chapter also evaluated the applicability of the simplified analytical model for the 

hybrid pier, as introduced in Chapter 7. The specific contributions of this chapter are listed 

below: 

• To develop finite element models validated by experimental results for predicting the 

response of the hybrid precast pier under lateral load. 

• To use the experimental results and finite element analysis results to evaluate the 

applicability of the simplified analytical model for predicting the response of the hybrid 

precast pier under lateral load. 

• To conduct a parametric study using the finite element model by varying design 

parameters including the insertion depth of the pier into the socket connection, friction 

coefficient between the pier and the foundation, rocking joint protection, initial post

tension force, longitudinal reinforcement ratio, ratio ofbending column segment height 

over total height, and concrete type. 
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• To evaluate the validity and limitations of simplified, mechanics based analytical 

model in Chapter 7 as compared to the test data and the finite element analysis results. 

• To make recommendations for designing hybrid precast piers based on the parametric 

study results. 

9.2 Finite Element Model 

9.2.1 Overview 

Finite element models of the hybrid precast pier were developed using a commercially 

available software, ABAQUS/Standard (Dassault Systemes Simulia Corporation 2014). 

Figure 9.1 shows the overview of the finite element model for the tested Hybrid Pier 

Specimens in Chapter 8. The steel brackets used in testing to simulate the emulative socket 

column connection in a foundation was included in the models for consistency with the 

experimental set-up. Each column was supported on two 4x3x3/8 in. steel tubes filled in 

with concrete underneath the columns to create room for post-tensioning strand anchorages. 
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Unhanded PT strand: 
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Rigid link 

Steel case 
~ Post-tension 

for gravity 

Emulative joint: 
Hard contact, COF= 0.3 

Figure 9.1 Overview of finite element modeling 

9.2.2 Element Modeling and Meshing 

The bending column segment, rocking column segments, cap beam, steel bracket, steel 

case, and strong floor were modeled using first order, 8-node, 3D hexahedral elements with 

reduced integration, hourglass control and distortion control elements (C3D8R in 

ABAQUS). The damage prone bending column segment, and the first rocking column 

segment from the bottom were meshed with a characteristic element size of 1.5 in. The top 

rocking segment, the rigid cap beam, and the foundation were expected to have minor 

damage and therefore had a relatively larger mesh size of2.0 in. The mesh size of the steel 

case was 0.5 in. The mesh size of the steel tubes and concrete, which provided support 

underneath the bending column segment, were 0.5 in. and 1.0 in. respectively. The 
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reinforcement bars were modeled with two-node truss elements (T3D2 in ABAQUS). Post

tension strands and PVC ducts were modeled with two-node beam elements (B31 in 

ABAQUS). The reinforcement, post-tension strands and PVC ducts were meshed with a 

characteristic element size of 1.0 in. 

9.2.3 Material Constitutive model 

The material constitutive models for normal concrete, mild-steel reinforcement, post

tension strands were introduced in Chapter 5. The compressive and tensile stress-strain 

relationship of UHPC implemented in the hybrid precast pier was provided in Chapter 9. 

Considering the compression strength of UHPC is similar to the one used in the non

emulative pier, the parameters of the concrete damage plasticity (CDP) material model 

were kept the same as the ones used in the non-emulative piers given in Chapter 5. 

Similar to normal strength steel, the constitutive model developed by Mander (1984) was 

used establish the stress-strain relationship ofhigh-strength steel (Grade 120), as shown in 

Figure 5.9. This model predicted the mild steel rebar behavior well, was therefore used in 

the analyses. The ultimate strain was set to be 0.07 for Grade 120 mild steel rebar as per 

ASTM A1035/A1035M (2016). The properties of A36 steel plates given by ASTM 

A36/A36M (2014) were used to model the elastic and inelastic behavior of the steel case, 

steel brackets, and the steel tubes underneath the bending column segment. 
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Figure 9.2 High-strength steel rebar stress-strain relationship 

9.2.4 Contact Interactions and Constraints 

Finite sliding, surface-to-surface contact formulation in ABAQUS/Standard was used to 

define the following three types of contact pairs : 

• Contact pair-1: Contact between the steel brackets and the bending column segment 

(the emulative joint). 

• Contact pair-2 : Contact between precast pier elements (the non-emulative joints). 

• Contact pair-3: Contact between the steel tubes under the column and the bending 

column segment. 

• Contact pair-4: Contact between the strong floor and the steel brackets. 

• Contact pair-5 : Contact between the steel case and bending segment. 

• Contact pair-6 : Contact between the steel case and the lowest rocking segment. 

The hard contact pressure-overclosure relationship was defined in the normal direction, 

because it can minimize the penetration and does not transfer tensile stress once separation 

initiates. Coulomb friction model was applied in the tangential direction. The friction 
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coefficient between the steel brackets and the pier (contact pair-1) was determined to be 

0.3 by calibrating the vertical slip ofthe pier with respect to the brackets using the measured 

slip. This value lied in the range of friction coefficient for steel against concrete (0.3-0.4) 

given by German and British Standards (DIN 4421 and prEN 12812). The friction 

coefficients of contact pair-3 and 4 were also set to be 0.3 for their steel-against-concrete 

interfaces. The friction coefficient for contact pair-2 was set to be 0.6 as per ACI 318 (2014 ). 

Considering the surface of the steel case was intentionally roughed, the friction coefficients 

for contact pair-5 and 6 were assumed to be 0.5. 

The PVC (polyvinyl chloride) duct elements (that house the unbonded post-tensioning 

strands) with a small elastic modulus were embedded in concrete elements. Similar to the 

finite element model developed for non-emulative pier in Chapter 5, a small length of each 

strand at their two ends was embedded to the cap beam concrete elements and the bending 

column segment concrete elements. Similar strategy was applied to model the threaded 

rods. The horizontal threaded rods were used for clamping the steel brackets and the 

vertical ones were to connect the steel brackets to the strong floor. The free (unbonded) 

length of strands and threaded rods was kept the same as the actual free length used in the 

experiments. To limit the lateral movement of strands within the PVC ducts, rigid links 

were used to connect strand and duct elements at different locations along the length of 

strands/ ducts. 

The capacity protected cap beam and the strong floor were considered rigid. Longitudinal 

and transverse reinforcement elements were assumed to be perfectly bonded to the concrete 

elements by using an ' embedment' constraint. Concrete used to fill in the steel tubes that 

were used to support the column on the strong floor was tied to the steel tube elements. 
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9.2.5 Boundary Conditions and Loading 

The initial post-tension force was applied by assigning a predefined tensile stress on each 

strand during the initial analysis step. The analysis included two steps. In the first step, 

prestress was transferred from the strands to the pier and gravity load was applied. In the 

second step, the displacement-controlled lateral loading was applied to the pier. Lateral 

displacement was applied on the rigid cap beam at 132 in. from the column base, which is 

consistent with the experimental set-up. 

9.3 Evaluation of the Finite Element Models with Experimental 

Results 

The validation of the finite element model was conducted by comparing the analysis results 

to the test results. The following results were compared for each hybrid pier specimen: 

damage patterns, force-displacement relationships, post-tension force, and bending 

contribution ratio. 

9.3.1 Hybrid Pier Specimen I 

9. 3. 1.1 Damage Pattern 

The principal tensile strains obtained from finite element analysis and the damage pattern 

identified from the experiments are shown for Hybrid Pier Specimen I in Figure 9.3 (Test 

Phase I) and Figure 9.4 (Test Phase II). Finite element analysis reasonably predicted the 

damage patterns for both Test Phase I and 11. 
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Test Phase I: The principal tensile strains near the non-emulative joint and the emulative 

joint were comparable for Hybrid Pier Specimen I at the end of Test Phase I (lateral 

displacement = 4 in. or 3% drift ratio). The direction of the principal tensile strains near 

the non-emulative joint was in the horizontal direction. This showed that the damage near 

the non-emulative joint was due to lateral dilation caused by concentrated rocking. Hybrid 

Pier Specimen I did not have a steel case to protect the rocking base from damage in Test 

Phase I. Testing showed that the damage to non-emulative joint region was more 

significant than the damage to the emulative joint region for these Hybrid Pier Specimens 

and particularly for Hybrid Pier Specimen I. Finite element analysis underestimated the 

lateral dilation damage due to concentrated rocking at the non-emulative joint. As 

discussed in Chapter 5, a constant dilation angle assumed by the CDP material model may 

underestimate the lateral dilation of concrete under compression. 

Test Phase II: At larger displacements during Test Phase II (lateral displacement= 8 in. 

or 6% drift ratio), the principal tensile strains were more significant near the emulative 

joint than they were near the non-emulative joint. This is consistent with the damage 

inspection ofHybrid Pier Specimen I after Test Phase II. The damage to the emulative joint 

observed through testing were twofold: flexural-induced concrete cracking and spalling 

and shear damage at the within the socket connection region sandwiched by the steel 

brackets. This damage was consistent with the predictions of the finite element analysis: 

the principal tensile strains on the flexural tension surface were in the vertical direction, 

and the principal tensile strains near the socket connection region were in the inclined 

direction. 
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Figure 9.3 Damage patterns from test and finite element analysis for Test Phase I of 
Hybrid Pier Specimen I (3% drift ratio) 
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Figure 9.4 Damage patterns from test and finite element analysis for Test Phase II 
of Hybrid Pier Specimen I ( 6% drift ratio) 

9.3.1.2 Bending Contribution Ratio 

Figure 9.5 compares the bending contribution ratio obtained from finite element analysis 

and tests for Hybrid Pier Specimen I. The bending contribution ratio is defined as the ratio 

between bending drift ratio and total drift ratio. The bending drift ratio was calculated by 

dividing the displacement at the top of the bending column segment by the height of the 

bending column segment above the emulative joint. The total drift is defined as the ratio 
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of the total lateral displacement measured at the top of the pier to the total height of the 

pier. 

Test Phase I: The predicted bending contribution ratio initially differed from the test 

results because the pre-rocking stiffness was significantly overestimated. As discussed in 

Chapter 5, this over-estimation is majorly due to the imperfection of contact surface 

between precast elements. In general, finite element analysis under predicted the bending 

contribution for Test Phase I, because finite element analysis underestimates the rocking

induced damage. The rocking-induced damage significantly decreases the rocking stiffness, 

and facilitate additional rocking in the hybrid pier. 

Test Phase II: For Hybrid Pier Specimen I, the bending contribution ratio calculated from 

the finite element analysis matched better with the test results at larger displacements 

during Test Phase II, because the damage near the emulative joint had a more significant 

impact than the damage at non-emulative joint. The reason causing the over-estimation of 

bending contribution ratio at the early stage of Test Phase II is similar to the one for Test 

Phase I. Although the rocking joint was protected with a steel case in Test Phase II, pre

existing damage near the non-emulative joint due to Test Phase I was not included in the 

finite element analysis. It should also be noted that only monotonic loading was applied in 

the model and accumulated damage due to cyclic loading, such as post-tension loss, cannot 

be captured. These limitations are expected to cause discrepancies between finite element 

analysis and test results. 
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Figure 9.5 Hybrid Pier Specimen I: Comparison of the bending contribution ratio 
from finite element analysis (FEA) and test results 

9.3.1.3 Global Force-Displacement Relationship 

Figure 9.6 and Figure 9.7 compare the force-displacement relationship obtained from the 

finite element analysis and test results of Hybrid Pier Specimen I for Test Phase I and II, 

respectively. 

Test Phase I: Finite element analysis predicted the force-displacement relationship 

reasonably well. The difference between finite element analysis and test results are mainly 

due to fact that finite element analysis underestimates the rocking damage and overpredicts 

the bending contribution ratio, as discussed in section 9.3.1.2. 

Test Phase II: The force-displacement relationship from finite element analysis matched 

with the test results reasonably well before concrete crushing occurred in the socket region 

within the steel brackets. Lateral strength was overestimated at larger displacement because 

finite element analysis couldn't capture the concrete crushing near the emulative joint, 

which can cause the loss of clamping force provided by steel brackets. 
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Figure 9.6 Comparison of force-displacement relationship from finite element 
analysis (FEA) and testing for Test Phase I of Hybrid Pier Specimen I 
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Figure 9.7 Comparison of force-displacement relationship from finite element 
analysis (FEA) and testing for Test Phase II of Hybrid Pier Specimen I 

In addition to the above mentioned reasons, there exists other potential factors causing the 

differences between finite element analysis and test results : Accumulated damage due to 

cyclic loading used in the test contributes to the difference between finite element analysis 

and test results. The initial pre-rocking stiffness in the non-emulative pier obtained from 

finite element analysis was larger than the test results, as discussed in Chapter 5. For the 

same reason, the initial stiffness was also significantly overestimated in the hybrid pier. 

Other factors that might have an impact on the prediction differences include the 
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uncertainty in material properties and slip of the column segment out of the steel brackets 

at small displacements in the experimental setup. 

9.3.1.4 Post-tension Force 

Figure 9.8 and Figure 9.9 compare the post-tension force of Hybrid Pier Specimen I 

obtained from finite element analysis and tests for Test Phase I and II, respectively. In 

general, the post-tension force was predicted well except when significant damage 

occurred at non-emulative or emulative joint. 

Test Phase I: The post-tension forces obtained from finite element analysis is less than the 

measured ones after the rocking-induced concrete crushing occurred at the non-emulative 

joint as seen from Figure 9.8. The difference between finite element analysis and test 

results is mainly due to the fact that finite element analysis underestimates the rocking 

response as it does not capture the rocking-induced damage observed during Test Phase I 

as discussed in section 9.3 .1.1. As presented in Chapter 7, Post-tension force increase 

significantly faster when bending contribution ratio dropped. 

Test Phase II: At larger displacements during Test Phase II, finite element analysis 

overpredicted the post-tension force and could not capture the post-tension force decrease 

observed in tests, as shown from Figure 9.9 because finite element analysis did not capture 

concrete crushing near the emulative joint. 
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Figure 9.8 Hybrid Pier Specimen I-Test Phase I: Comparison of post-tension force from finite element analysis (FEA) and 

tests in the (a) east layer, (b) middle layer, and (c) west layer strands 
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Figure 9.9 Hybrid Pier Specimen I-Test Phase II: Comparison of post-tension force from finite element analysis (FEA) and 

tests in the (a) east layer, (b) middle layer, and (c) west layer strands 
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9.3.2 Hybrid Pier Specimen II 

9.3.2.1 Damage Pattern 

The principal tensile strains obtained from finite element analysis and the damage pattern 

identified from the experiments are shown for Hybrid Pier Specimen II in Figure 9 .10 (Test 

Phase I) and Figure 9.11 (Test Phase II). The damage pattern predicted by finite element 

analysis was similar to the one identified from Test Phase I, however different than the one 

observed in Test Phase II. 

Test Phase I: The principal tensile strains near the non-emulative joint and the emulative 

joint were comparable. Hybrid Pier Specimen II did not have a steel case to protect the 

rocking base from damage in Test Phase I. From the test results, a vertical cracking was 

formed at the top of the bending segment, and propagated downwards as the increase of 

lateral displacement. Similar to Hybrid Pier Specimen I, the direction of the principal 

tensile strain near the non-emulative joint obtained from finite element analysis was in the 

horizontal direction, confirming the damage near the non-emulative joint was due to lateral 

dilation caused by concentrated rocking. However, instead of the propagated vertical 

cracking, the high principal tensile strain identified from finite element analysis was 

localized at the region next to the non-emulative joint. 

Test Phase II: The damage pattern of Hybrid Pier Specimen II identified from finite 

element analysis results differs from the test results mainly due to the underestimation of 

rocking response. During testing, the pre-existing damage at the non-emulative joint due 

to Test Phase I would result in weakened rocking stiffness, therefore resulted in additional 
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rocking occurred at the non-emulative joint. However, this additional rocking response 

can't be captured in finite element analysis because 1) finite element model didn't include 

the pre-existing damage at the non-emulative joint; 2) finite element analysis 

underestimated the lateral dilation damage due to concentrated rocking at the non

emulative joint. The additional rocking also in tum limited the development of bending 

response in the test. Therefore, the observed damage at the emulative region during the test 

is less significant than the one identified from finite element analysis. 
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Figure 9.10 Damage patterns from test and finite element analysis (FEA) for Test 
Phase I of Hybrid Pier Specimen II (3% drift ratio) 
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Figure 9.11 Damage patterns from test and finite element analysis (FEA) for Test 
Phase II of Hybrid Pier Specimen II (8% drift ratio) 

9.3.2.2 Bending Contribution Ratio 

Figure 9.12 compares the bending contribution ratio obtained from finite element analysis 

and tests for Hybrid Pier Specimen II. The bending contribution ratio is defined in section 

9.3.1.2. 

Test Phase I: Similar to Hybrid Pier Specimen I, finite element analysis over-estimated 

the bending contribution for Test Phase I, the reasons discussed for Hybrid Pier Specimen 

I also applied herein. 
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Test Phase II: The bending contribution ratio was also over-estimated throughout Test 

Phase II of Hybrid Pier Specimen II. Although the rocking joint was protected with a steel 

case in Test Phase II, pre-existing damage near the non-emulative joint due to Test Phase 

I was not included in the finite element analysis. This limitation is expected to cause 

discrepancies between finite element analysis and test results. Unlike Hybrid Pier 

Specimen I. Hybrid Pier Specimen II had the bending contribution ratio stagnate at a 

relatively lower value even at larger displacement. This is due to the absence of excessive 

bending-induced damage in UHPC segment. Significant post-tension loss occurred during 

the testing due to the additional rocking response especially at large displacement. Finite 

element model, with only monotonic loading being applied, cannot capture the 

accumulated damages. This limitation also contributed to the discrepancy. 
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Figure 9.12 Comparison of the bending contribution ratio from finite element 
analysis (FEA) finite element analysis and test results for Hybrid Pier Specimen II 
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9.3.2.3 Global Force-Displacement Relationship 

Figure 9 .13 and Figure 9 .14 compare the force-displacement relationship obtained from 

the finite element analysis and test results for Hybrid Pier Specimen II for Test Phase I and 

II, respectively. 

Test Phase I: Finite element analysis predicted the force-displacement relationship 

reasonably well for Hybrid Pier Specimen II. The difference between finite element 

analysis and test results are mainly due to fact that finite element analysis underestimates 

the rocking damage, as discussed in section 9.3.2.3. 

Test Phase II: Despite the difference of damage patterns and bending contribution ratios 

between finite element analysis and test results, finite element analysis predicted the force

displacement relationship reasonably well. This is because although rocking-induced 

damage was under-estimated in finite element analysis, the higher increasing rate of post

tension force due to the additional rocking was also underestimated. These two effects can 

compensate for each other. 
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Figure 9.13 Comparison of force-displacement relationship from finite element 
analysis (FEA) and testing for Test Phase I of Hybrid Pier Specimen II 
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Figure 9.14 Comparison of force-displacement relationship from finite element 
analysis (FEA) and testing for Test Phase II of Hybrid Pier Specimen II 

9.3.2.4 Post-tension Force 

Figure 9.8 and Figure 9.9 compare the post-tension force of Hybrid Pier Specimen II 

obtained from finite element analysis and tests for Test Phase I and II, respectively. 

Test Phase I: The post-tension forces obtained from finite element analysis were less than 

the ones measured for Test Phase I matched well. The slightly higher of post-tension force 

of test results is because the higher rocking contribution. This is similar to Hybrid Pier 

Specimen I. 

Test Phase II: Finite element analysis significantly underpredicted the post-tension force 

compared to the test results. This is because finite element analysis cannot capture the post

tension loss and underestimated damage at the non-emulative joint. Both of these factors 

increase the rocking displacements and limit the bending displacements. Therefore, post

tension force increased at a higher rate during the tests as compared to finite element 

analysis. 
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Figure 9.15 Hybrid Pier Specimen II - Test Phase I: Comparison of post-tension force from finite element analysis (FEA) and 

tests in the (a) east layer, (b) middle layer, and (c) west layer strands 
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Figure 9.16 Hybrid Pier Specimen II - Test Phase II: Comparison of post-tension force from finite element analysis (FEA) and 

tests in the (a) east layer, (b) middle layer, and (c) west layer strands 
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9.3.3 Hybrid Pier Specimen III 

9.3.3.1 Damage Pattern 

The principal tensile strains obtained from finite element analysis and the damage pattern 

identified from the experiments are shown for Hybrid Pier Specimen III in Figure 9 .17 

(Test Phase I) and Figure 9.18 (Test Phase II). As presented in Chapter 8, the steel case 

was included in Hybrid Pier Specimen III for both Test Phase I and II. The rocking-induced 

damage at non-emulative joint was effectively reduced. Finite element analysis predicted 

the damage patterns very well for both Test Phase I and II of Hybrid Pier Specimen III. 

Test Phase I: The principal tensile strains near the emulative joint are more significant 

than the ones near the non-emulative joint at the end of Test Phase I (lateral displacement 

= 4 in. or 3% drift ratio). This is consistent with what was observed through the tests, in 

which Hybrid Pier Specimen III had much less damage near the non-emulative joint than 

emulative joint. 

Test Phase II: The damage pattern at larger displacements during Test Phase II (lateral 

displacement = 8 in. or 6% drift ratio) identified from finite element analysis also matched 

with test results. The principal tensile strains were significantly more significant near the 

emulative joint than they were near the non-emulative joint. The damage to the emulative 

joint includes flexural-induced concrete cracking and shear damage at the within the socket 

connection region sandwiched by the steel brackets. These damage type was consistent 

with the predictions of the finite element analysis. 
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Figure 9.17 Damage patterns from test and finite element analysis (FEA) for Test 
Phase I of Hybrid Pier Specimen III (3% drift ratio) 
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Figure 9.18 Damage patterns from test and finite element analysis (FEA) for Test 
Phase II of Hybrid Pier Specimen III (6% drift ratio) 

9.3.3.2 Bending Contribution Ratio 

Figure 9 .19 compares the bending contribution ratio obtained from finite element analysis 

and tests for Hybrid Pier Specimen III. The bending contribution ratio is defined in section 

9.3.1.2. 

Test Phase I: The bending contribution ratio obtained from finite element analysis matches 

with the test results except for the beginning stage. The difference of the initial stage is 

mainly because finite element analysis over-estimates the initial pre-rocking stiffness, as 

discussed in Chapter 5 in details. 
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Test Phase II: In general, finite element analysis predicted the bending contribution ratio 

of Test Phase II well. The minor difference at larger displacement is primarily because the 

accumulated damage at emulative region become significant. 
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Figure 9.19 Comparison of the bending contribution ratio from finite element 
analysis (FEA) and test results for Hybrid Pier Specimen II 

9.3.3.3 Global Force-Displacement Relationship 

Figure 9.20 and Figure 9.21 compare the force-displacement relationship obtained from 

the finite element analysis and test results for all Hybrid Pier Specimens for Test Phase I 

and II, respectively. 

Test Phase I: The initial higher lateral strength in finite element analysis over test results 

is majorly due to the over-estimated initial pre-rocking stiffness. As the increase of lateral 

displacement, finite element analysis matched well with test results. The higher lateral 

strength of finite element analysis than test results in the positive direction might be due to 

the larger amount of vertical slip of the bending segment from the steel brackets. 

Test Phase II: Similar to Test Phase I, the lateral strength predicted by finite element 

analysis is always slightly higher the one obtained from tests in the positive direction. At 
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larger displacement, significant concrete cracking was observed in the socket region within 

the steel brackets results during testing. finite element analysis overestimated the lateral 

strength at larger displacement, because it cannot capture the loss of the clamping force 

provided by the steel brackets due to the excessive concrete cracking. 
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Figure 9.20 Comparison of force-displacement relationship from FEA and testing 
for Test Phase I of Hybrid Pier Specimen III 
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Figure 9.21 Comparison of force-displacement relationship from finite element 
analysis (FEA) and testing for Test Phase II of Hybrid Pier Specimen III 

9.3.3.4 Post-tension Force 

Figure 9.8 and Figure 9.9 compare the post-tension force of Hybrid Pier Specimen III 

obtained from finite element analysis and tests for Test Phase I and II, respectively. 
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Test Phase I: The post-tension force obtained from the finite element analysis matched 

with the test results reasonably well, because Hybrid Pier Specimen III had rocking joint 

protection during Test Phase I. 

Test Phase II: At larger displacements during Test Phase II, finite element analysis 

reasonably predicted the post-tension force until concrete crushing occurred at the region 

below the emulative joint. 
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Figure 9.22 Hybrid Pier Specimen III-Test Phase I: Comparison of post-tension force from finite element analysis (FEA) and 

tests in the (a) east layer, (b) middle layer, and (c) west layer strands 
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Figure 9.23 Hybrid Pier Specimen III-Test Phase II: Comparison of post-tension force from finite element analysis (FEA) and 

tests in the (a) east layer, (b) middle layer, and (c) west layer strands 
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9.4 Summary of the Applicability and Limitations of Finite 

Element Analysis 

Section 9.3 demonstrated the applicability ofusing finite element analysis to predict hybrid 

pier's response under lateral load. From the above evaluations, the major limitations of 

using finite element analysis to predict hybrid pier's response were also identified, as 

summarized below: 

Limitation-I: Finite element analysis underestimates the lateral dilation damage due to 

concentrated rocking at the non-emulative joint. Finite element analysis is also not able to 

capture the section loss due to this damage. Therefore, the weakened rocking stiffness is 

underestimated, which may result in an over-estimation of bending contribution ratio . 

Limitation-2: Due to the lack of ability of modeling the concrete spalling occur at the 

emulative region, finite element analysis is not capable to capture the lateral strength 

degradation due to the loss of clamping force provided by steel brackets. 

Limitation-3: FEA over-estimated initial pre-rocking stiffness majorly due to the 

imperfection of contact interface between precast elements. 

Limitation-4: Only monotonic analyses were conducted in the finite element analysis . 

Accumulated damage due to cyclic loading, such as post-tension loss, can cause the 

difference between finite element analysis and cyclic test results. 

For Hybrid Pier Specimen I and II, 'Limitation-I' results in an over-estimation of bending 

contribution ratio . However, finite element analysis predicted Hybrid Pier Specimen III 

reasonably well, since the damage at non-emulative joint was significantly lessened. 

Therefore, 'Limitation-I 'of FEA had less impact on the prediction results . 'Limitation-2 ' 
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results in an overestimation of lateral strength at larger displacements for Hybrid Pier 

Specimen I and III. Hybrid Pier Specimen II was not evidently affected by 'Limitation-2 ' 

due to the absence of significant bending-induced damage. 'Limitation-3 ' cause the 

difference between FEA and test results majorly in the beginning stage. 'Limitation-4' has 

impact on the difference between FEA and test results for all Hybrid Pier Specimens. 

9.5 Parametric Study 

This section includes a parametric study using the validated finite element analysis to 

understand the impact of varying design parameters on the hybrid pier response. 

Figure 9.25 shows the finite element model used in the parametric study. The important 

finite element techniques were as defined in section 9.2. The following revisions were 

made to be consistent with practical construction. The steel brackets used in the 

experimental set-up was replaced with a concrete foundation that had a socket to house the 

bending column segment. The depth of the foundation was assumed to be 30-in. Finite 

sliding, surface-to-surface contact formulation was used to define the contact between the 

bending column segment and the foundation. A hard contact pressure-overclosure 

relationship and Coulomb friction model with a constant friction coefficient were applied 

in the normal and tangential directions, respectively. A short length of the strands at two 

ends was embedded into the cap beam and the foundation elements. This embedment 

enabled the strands to prevent the column from slipping from the foundation vertically. 
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Figure 9.24 Overview of the finite element model for the parametric study 

The parameters investigated included the insertion depth of the column into the foundation, 

the friction coefficient between the pier and the foundation, rocking joint protection, the 

initial post-tension force, longitudinal reinforcement ratio, ratio of the bending column 

segment height over the total height, and the concrete type. These parameters are marked 

in Figure 9 .24 and the variables are summarized in Table 9 .1. 
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Table 9.1 Summary of cases for parametic study 

Case No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Insertion 
Depth* 

l xD 0.8xD l xD l xD l xD l xD l xD l xD 

Emulative Friction 
Joint Coefficient 

Details between the 0.5 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Pier and the 
Foundation 

Non-
emulative 

Joint 
Details 

Rocking 
Joint 

Protection 
NO NO NO YES NO NO NO NO 

Initial Post-tension Force 
(kips) 

20 20 20 20 30 20 20 20 

Longitudinal Reinforcement 
Ratio 

0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.24 0.13 0.13 

Bending Height over Total 
Height 

0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6 

Concrete Type NC NC NC NC NC NC NC UHPC 

D* is the largest dimension of the cross-section of the column 

9.5.1 Effects ofthe Emulative Joint Details 

This section focuses on understanding the effects of the emulative joint details on the 

response of the hybrid precast pier. The emulative joint details included the insertion depth 

of the column into the foundation and the friction coefficient between the column and the 

foundation. 

9.5.1 .1 Insertion Depth 

The impact of the insertion depth was investigated by comparing Case 1 and 2 in Table 9.1 

Summary of cases for parametic study. The insertion depth is 1.0 and 0.8 times the largest 

cross-section dimension of the column for Case 1 and 2, respectively. The cases were 
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compared with respect to lateral stiffness and strength, bending contribution ratio, and post

tension force, as shown in Figure 9.25 . The principal tensile strains at the emulative joint 

for Case 1 and 2 are compared in Figure 9.26. In this figure, the arrows show the direction 

of the principal tensile strains. 
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Figure 9.25 Impact of the column insertion depth into the foundation on (a) lateral 

strength, (b) bending contribution ratio, and (c) post-tension force 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 9.26 Principal tensile strains near the emulative joint at 6.7% drift ratio for 

(a) Case 1 and (b) Case 2 

Case 1 and 2 have very similar force-displacement relationships, bending contribution 

ratios, and post-tension forces . However, the principal tensile strains were higher in Case 

1 than they were in Case 2. This implies that increasing the insertion depth from 0.8 to 1.0 
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times the largest dimension of the cross-section can reduce the shear-induced damage 

within the socket. 

9.5.1.2 Friction Coefficient 

The impact of the friction coefficient between the column and the foundation was 

investigated by comparing Case 1 and 3 ofTable 9 .1 Summary ofcases for parametic study. 

The friction coefficient was 0.5 and 1.0 for Case 1 and 3, respectively. Lateral stiffness and 

strength, bending contribution ratio, and post-tension force were compared as shown in 

Figure 9.27. The principal tensile strains near the emulative joint were also compared for 

Case 1 and 3 in Figure 9 .28 . In this figure, arrows indicate the direction of the principal 

tensile strains. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 9.27 Impact of the friction coefficient between the column and the foundation 

on (a) lateral strength, (b) bending contribution ratio, and (c) post-tension force 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 9.28 Principal tensile strains near the emulative joint at 6.7% drift ratio for 

(a) Case 1 and (b) Case 3 

Case 3 with a higher friction coefficient between the column and the foundation developed 

a higher moment near the emulative joint, which leads to a higher moment at the non

emulative joint. The higher moment at the non-emulative joint initiates more rocking 

response, therefore Case 3 had a smaller bending contribution ratio than Case 1 did. The 

post-tension force in the strands was similar for Case 1 and 3. 

Figure 9.28 shows that the principal tensile strains in the inclined direction was much 

smaller for Case 3 than they were for Case 1. This was caused by the fact that the higher 

friction coefficient lessened the vertical slip of the column from the foundation, alleviating 

the shear damage near the emulative joint in the form of concrete cracking and crushing. 

9.5.2 Effects ofthe Non-emulative Joint Details 

This section investigates the effects of the non-emulative joint details, i.e. , the rocking joint 

protection, on the hybrid precast pier response. 
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9.5.2.1 Rocking Joint Protection 

In Case 4, a steel case was added on top of the bending column segment for providing 

external confinement and for reducing concrete spalling. Figure 9.29 compares lateral 

stiffness and strength, bending contribution ratio, and post-tension force for Case 1 and 

Case 4. 
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Figure 9 .29 Impact of rocking joint protection on (a) lateral strength, (b) bending 

contribution ratio, and (c) post-tension force 

Case 1 and 4 had similar force-displacement relationships, however, Case 4 had a higher 

bending contribution ratio and a slightly smaller increments ofpost-tension force compared 

to Case 1. This implies that rocking was more easily initiated in Case 1 than it was for Case 

4 due to the additional damage near the non-emulative joint for Case 1. The addition of the 

rocking joint protection may eliminate the decrease in rocking stiffness with increasing 

displacements. It should be noted that the difference in the responses ofCase 1 and 4 might 

be more significant in reality considering that rocking-induced damage is underestimated 

by finite element analysis due to monotonic loading. 

In order to understand the role of steel case in controlling the rocking-induced damage, 

Figure 9.30 compares the principal tensile strains near the non-emulative joint between 
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Case 1 and Case 4 at the drift ratio of 3.3%. The direction of the principal tensile strains is 

also marked in Figure 9.30. The peak principal tensile strain at non-emulative joint is 

plotted against the lateral displacement in Figure 9 .31. 
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Figure 9.30 Principal tensile strains at non-emulative joint at 3.3% drift ratio for (a) 

Case 1 and (b) Case 4 
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Figure 9.31 Comparison of peak principal tensile strain near the non-emulative joint 
for case 1 and case 4 

The maximum tensile strain at non-emulative joint was significantly reduced by adding the 

steel case in Case 4. The tensile strains near the non-emulative joint are generated by lateral 

dilation induced by rocking, and therefore are mainly in the horizontal direction. The 

addition of the steel case, by providing peripheral confinement at the joint, can effectively 

restrain concrete lateral dilation. This demonstrates that the rocking-induced damage can 

be effectively controlled by adding external confinement to concrete. 
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9.5.3 Effects ofthe Other Design Variables 

This section investigates the impact of the initial post-tension force, longitudinal 

reinforcement in the bending column segment, and the ratio of bending column segment 

height over the total height. These parameters were also studied using the simplified 

analytical model in Chapter 7. The investigation using the finite element analysis is 

considered to be more detailed and accurate since finite element analysis can provide full

field strains and includes the interaction between the column and the socket connection. 

9.5.3.1 Initial Post-tension Force 

Figure 9.32 compares Case 1 and 5 with respect to lateral stiffness and strength, bending 

contribution ratio, and post-tension force . The initial post-tension force per strand was 20 

kips and 30 kips in Case 1 and 5, respectively. 
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Figure 9.32 Impact of the initial post-tension force on (a) lateral strength, (b) 

bending contribution ratio, and (c) post-tension force 

Higher initial post-tension force resulted in higher stiffness and earlier yielding of post-

tension strands. Figure 9.32 (b) shows that Case 5 has a higher bending contribution ratio 

than Case 1 because of the higher impact of the initial post-tension force on increasing the 
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rocking strength than on the bending strength. These findings are similar to the ones 

obtained from the simplified analytical model. 

9.5.3.2 Longitudinal reinforcement 

Figure 9.33 compares Case 1 and 6 with respect to lateral stiffness and strength, bending 

contribution ratio, and post-tension force. The ratio of the longitudinal reinforcement in the 

bending column segment was 1.3% and 2.4% in Case 1 and 6, respectively. 
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Figure 9 .33 Impact of the reinforcement ratio on (a) lateral strength, (b) bending 

contribution ratio, and (c) post-tension force 

Increasing the longitudinal reinforcement ratio resulted in a significant decrease of the 

bending contribution ratio . Due to increased rocking displacements, the post-tension force 

increased at a higher rate in Case 6 than it did for Case 1. The higher post-tension force 

further increases the lateral strength. These findings are similar to the ones obtained from 

the simplified analytical model. 
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9.5.3.3 Ratio ofthe Bending Column Segment Height over the Total Height 

Figure 9.34 compares Case 1 and 7 with respect to lateral stiffness and strength, bending 

contribution ratio, and post-tension force. The bending column segment height over the 

total height ratio was 60% and 50% in Case 1 and 7, respectively. 
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Figure 9.34 Impact of the bending column segment height over the total height on 

(a) lateral strength, (b) bending contribution ratio, and (c) post-tension force 

Decreasing the bending height over the total height ratio resulted in a significant decrease 

of the bending contribution ratio because of the higher moment at the rocking base 

initiating more rocking. Due to increased rocking displacements, the post-tension force 

increased at a higher rate for Case 7 than it did for Case 1. The impact of the bending 

column segment height over the total height ratio on the lateral strength was not significant. 

These findings are similar to the ones obtained from the simplified analytical model. 

9.5.3.4 Concrete Type 

The normal concrete used in the bending column segment ( Case 1) was replaced by UHPC 

in Case 8. Figure 9.33 compares the response of Case 1 and 8 with respect to lateral 

stiffness and strength, bending contribution ratio, and post-tension force. 
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Figure 9.35 Impact of concrete type on (a) lateral strength, (b) bending contribution 

ratio, and (c) post-tension force 

Due to UHPC's higher tensile strength and ductility, replacing NC with UHPC in the 

bending segment resulted in a higher moment strength at the bending base. Therefore, the 

bending contribution ratio was smaller for Case 8 than it was for Case 1, especially at 

smaller displacements. Post-tension force increased at a higher rate in Case 8 than Case 1 

due to additional rocking contribution in Case 8. The principal tensile and compressive 

strains within the damage-prone bending column segment were compared for Case 1 and 

8 in Figure 9.36 and Figure 9.37, respectively. Arrows indicate the directions of principal 

strains in these figures. 
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Figure 9.36 Impact of concrete type on the principal tensile strains at drift ratios of 

(a) 3.3% and (b) 6.7% 
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Figure 9.37 Impact of concrete type on the principal compression strains at drift 

ratios of (a) 3.3% and (b) 6.7% 

The principal tensile and compressive strains ofCase 8 were higher than Case 1 at the small 

drift ratio of3 .3% due to the higher rocking displacements ofCase 8 with UHPC. However, 

it should be noted that UHPC has better ability to tolerate this rocking-induced damage 

from tests. At the large drift ratio of 6.7%, the principal tensile strains in the inclined 
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direction below the emulative joint were much smaller in Case 8 than Case 1. The principal 

tensile strains for Case 8 mainly formed in the vertical direction near the tensile surface. 

This implies that UHPC has the potential to develop a stable bending response by 

controlling the damage due to shear at the region within the emulative joint. This finding 

is similar to the one observed from the experiments. The principal compressive strains of 

Case 8 were also significantly smaller than Case 1. This indicates that UHPC did not have 

as much crushing as NC did under compression. 

9.6 Evaluation of the Simplified Analytical Model 

Finite element analysis provides an acceptable analytical means to predict the response of 

hybrid piers under lateral loads. However, finite element analysis can have a high 

computational cost, particularly when contact and material nonlinearities are included. For 

efficiency in analyses, a simplified, mechanics based analytical model had been developed 

to select design parameters for the hybrid precast pier in Chapter 7. This section focused 

on evaluating the validity and the limitations of the simplified analytical model as 

compared to the test data and the finite element analysis results. 

9.6.1 Evaluation of the Simplified Analytical Model using the 

Experimental Results 

f ybrid Pier Specimen I 
9.6.1 . 

Figure 9.38 compares the bending contribution ratio obtained from the simplified model 

analysis and tests for Hybrid Pier Specimen I. Figure 9.39 and Figure 9.40 compare the 
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force-displacement relationships obtained from simplified model analysis and test results 

for all Hybrid Pier Specimen I for Test Phase I and II, respectively. Figure 9.41 and Figure 

9.42 compare the post-tension force obtained from simplified model and test results for 

Hybrid Pier Specimen I for Test Phase I and II, respectively. The differences between 

simplified model analysis and test results with respect to bending contribution ratio, force

displacement relationship and post-tension force were mainly due to the following two 

assumptions made in the simplified model analysis : 1) damage at the non-emulative joint 

due to rocking is neglected; 2) the emulative joint is assumed to be perfectly fixed 

neglecting the slip of column from the foundation . 
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Figure 9.38 Comparison of the bending contribution ratio from simplifed model 
analysis (SMA)) and test results for Hybrid Pier Specimen I 
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Figure 9.39 Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA) and test results for the 
force-displacement relationship for Test Phase I of Hybrid Pier Specimen I 
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Figure 9.40 Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA) and test results for the 
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Figure 9.41 Hybrid Pier Specimen I - Test Phase I: Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA) and test results for the 

post-tension force in the (a) east, (b) middle, and (c) west layer strands 
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Figure 9.42 Hybrid Pier Specimen I - Test Phase II: Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA) and test results for the 

post-tension force in the (a) east, (b) middle, and (c) west strands 
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9. 6.1.2 Hybrid Pier Specimen II 

Figure 9.43 compares the bending contribution ratio obtained from the simplified model 

analysis and tests for Hybrid Pier Specimen II. Figure 9.44 and Figure 9.45 compare the 

force-displacement relationships obtained from simplified model analysis and test results 

for all Hybrid Pier Specimen II for Test Phase I and II, respectively. Figure 9.46 and Figure 

9.47 compare the post-tension force obtained from simplified model and test results for 

Hybrid Pier Specimen I for Test Phase I and II, respectively. The reasons for the differences 

between simplified model analysis and test results were similar to the ones for Hybrid Pier 

Specimen I, as discussed in Section 9.6.1.1. For Test Phase II, the bending contribution 

ratio calculated from simplified analysis was much higher than the one obtained from 

testing for both Hybrid Pier Specimen II and III. Because the simplified analysis did not 

include the damage to the rocking joint during Test Phase I, it overestimated the bending 

contribution ratio . Accumulated damage, such as post-tension loss, due to cyclic loading 

also had impact on the difference between simplified model analysis and test results . 
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Figure 9.43 Comparison of the bending contribution ratio from simplified model 
analysis (SMA) and test results for Hybrid Pier Specimen II 
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Figure 9.44 Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA) and test results for the 
force-displacement relationship for Test Phase I of Hybrid Pier Specimen II 
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Figure 9.45 Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA) and test results for the 
force-displacement relationship for Test Phase II of Hybrid Pier Specimen II 
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Figure 9.46 Hybrid Pier Specimen II - Test Phase I: Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA) and test results for the 
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Figure 9.47 Hybrid Pier Specimen II - Test Phase II: Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA) and test results for the 
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9. 6.1 . 3 Hybrid Pier Specimen III 

Figure 9.48 compares the bending contribution ratio obtained from the simplified model 

analysis and tests for Hybrid Pier Specimen III. Figure 9.49 and Figure 9.50 compare the 

force-displacement relationships obtained from simplified model analysis and test results 

for all Hybrid Pier Specimen III for Test Phase I and II, respectively. Figure 9.51 and Figure 

9.52 compare the post-tension force obtained from simplified model and test results for 

Hybrid Pier Specimen I for Test Phase I and II, respectively. The reasons for the differences 

between simplified model analysis and test results for Hybrid Pier Specimen I, as discussed 

in Section 9.6.1.1 , also applied herein. 

For Test Phase I, the bending contribution ratio was over-estimated and the lateral force is 

under-estimated. This is majorly due to the fact that the emulative joint is assumed to be 

perfectly fixed neglecting the slip of column from the foundation. Hybrid Pier Specimen 

III had a steel case on the rocking joint during both Test Phase I and II, the damage at non

emulative joint was effectively lowered during the test. The limitation of simplified 

analytical model that damage at the non-emulative joint due to rocking is neglected had 

less impact on the difference between prediction and test results. Therefore, the simplified 

model analysis predicted the bending contribution ratio reasonably well for Test Phase II. 
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Figure 9.48 Comparison of the bending contribution ratio from simplifed model 
analysis (SMA) and test results for Hybrid Pier Specimen III 
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Figure 9.49 Comparison of simplifed model analysis (SMA) and test results for the 
force-displacement relationship for Test Phase I of Hybrid Pier Specimen III 
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Figure 9.50 Comparison of simplifed model analysis (SMA) and test results for the 
force-displacement relationship for Test Phase II of Hybrid Pier Specimen III 
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Figure 9.51 Hybrid Pier Specimen III - Test Phase I: Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA) and test results for the 

post-tension force in the (a) east, (b) middle, and (c) west layer strands 
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Figure 9.52 Hybrid Pier Specimen III-Test Phase II: Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA) and test results for the 

post-tension force in the (a) east, (b) middle, and (c) west layer strands 
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9.6.2 Evaluation ofthe Simplified Analytical Model using Finite Element 

Results 

The hybrid piers with the design parameters of Case 1, 5, 6, 7, 8 in Table 9.1 Summary of 

cases for parametic study were analysed with simplified model. Case 2, 3, 4 were not 

analysed with simplified analysis because the simplified model cannot capture the effects 

of the insertion depth of the column into the foundation/steel brackets, friction coefficient 

between the pier and the foundation, and the rocking joint protection. 

Responses of the selected piers predicted with simplified model analysis and finite element 

analysis are compared in Figure 9.53 , Figure 9.54, Figure 9.55 , Figure 9.56, and Figure 

9.57. Note that the major limitation of the finite element analysis is that it underestimates 

the effect of rocking-induced damage at the non-emulative joint on the rocking response. 

The force-displacement relationships and post-tension forces in the strands obtained from 

the simplified model analysis matched with the ones from the finite element analysis 

reasonably well. The differences are due to neglecting the pier slip from the foundation and 

damage at the non-emulative joint in simplified model analysis. 
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Figure 9.53 Case 1: Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA)and finite 
element analysis (FEA) for (a) force-displacement relationship, (b) bending 

contribution ratio, and (c) post-tension force 
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Figure 9.54 Case 5: Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA)and finite 
element analysis (FEA) for (a) force-displacement relationship, (b) bending 

contribution ratio, and (c) post-tension force 
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Figure 9.55 Case 6: Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA)and finite 
element analysis (FEA) for (a) force-displacement relationship, (b) bending 

contribution ratio, and (c) post-tension force 
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Figure 9.56 Case 7: Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA)and finite 
element analysis (FEA) for (a) force-displacement relationship, (b) bending 

contribution ratio, and (c) post-tension force 
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Figure 9.57 Case 8: Comparison of simplified model analysis (SMA)and finite 
element analysis (FEA) for (a) force-displacement relationship, (b) bending 

contribution ratio, and (c) post-tension force 

9.7 Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter includes details of a finite element model. Test results were used to validate 

the finite element modeling techniques and the simplified analytical model. Limitations of 

both numerical studies were identified as compared to test results and to one another. A 

parametric study was conducted using the finite element model. Variables of the parametric 

study were the insertion depth of the column into the foundation, the friction coefficient 

between the pier and the foundation, the rocking joint protection, initial post-tension force, 

longitudinal reinforcement ratio, the ratio ofbending column segment height over the total 

height, and the concrete type. Below are the major conclusions: 

• Compared to the test results, finite element model had a reasonable accuracy m 

predicting the force-displacement relationship and post-tension force . 

• For piers without rocking joint protection, the bending contribution ratio predicted by 

the finite element analysis was larger than the ones obtained from the tests . This 

difference was due to the underestimation of the finite element analysis of the stiffness 

degradation due to the rocking-induced damage at the non-emulative joint. For piers 
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with rocking joint protection through external confinement, the finite element analysis 

predicted the bending contribution ratio reasonably well as compared to the test results. 

• Increasing the insertion depth of the pier into the foundation has negligible impact on 

the force-displacement relationship. Increasing the friction coefficient between the 

column and the foundation enables a higher moment strength at the emulative joint, 

thereby increasing the moment at the non-emulative joint and rocking response. Both 

a higher insertion depth and a higher friction coefficient may reduce the shear-induced 

damage below the emulative joint. The rocking-induced damage was demonstrated to 

be effectively controlled by adding the external confinement. 

• Higher initial post-tension force leads to higher stiffness and higher bending 

contribution ratios. The post-tension strands yields earlier. Increasing the longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio in the bending column segment and decreasing the bending column 

segment height over the total height ratio result in a decrease of the bending 

contribution ratio. This causes a higher rocking contribution and a larger increase in 

the post-tension force. 

• Due to UHPC's higher tensile strength and ductility, replacing NC with UHPC in the 

bending column segment results in higher lateral strength and lower bending 

contribution ratio. The damage near the emulative joint of the UHPC hybrid pier is 

expected to be smaller than the one of the NC hybrid pier at small displacements. A 

comparison of principal strains between NC with UHPC hybrid piers at large 

displacements indicated that UHPC outperforms NC in controlling shear and concrete 

crushing damage in the region within the emulative joint. 
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• The simplified analytical model was evaluated by using the experimental and finite 

element analysis results. The major limitations of the simplified analytical model, 

which caused discrepancies between the results of the model, finite element analysis 

and test results, were identified as : 1) slip at the emulative joint was neglected; 2) the 

rocking-induced damage was neglected. 
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CHAPTER 10. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

10.1 Summary 

Precast concrete elements are under-utilized in seismic regions . The ultimate goal of this 

study is to help deploy accelerated construction in seismic regions by demonstrating how 

the use of precast concrete systems can reduce earthquake-induced damage. This 

dissertation discusses methods for reducing seismic damage to precast concrete piers, 

including using self-centering systems, alternative materials including UHPC and HSS. 

The limitations ofexisting precast concrete pier systems were addressed and a novel hybrid 

precast pier system was developed. The dissertation firstly focuses on the behavior ofpiers 

that do not mimic cast-in-place behavior (i.e., non-emulative systems). Piers that emulate 

cast-in-place concrete were also studied to develop a hybrid pier that combines features of 

emulative and non-emulative piers. The summary and conclusions are given separately for 

non-emulative, emulative and hybrid piers in this chapter. 

10.1.1 Non-emulative Precast Piers 

This dissertation presented results from large-scale experiments and numerical analysis of 

rocking precast concrete pier specimens under lateral cyclic loading. UHPC was employed 

to eliminate concentrated compression damage in the segment near the rocking plane of 

precast piers. To offset the high cost ofUHPC and understand confinement need ofUHPC, 

mild steel reinforcement bars, including confinement reinforcement, in UHPC were 

eliminated. UHPC was used only in the bottom column segment of the segmental pier for 

controlling the cost of the system. 
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Specimens that had shear-slip between segments were used to investigate the impact of 

segment friction properties on pier response to lateral loading. Friction properties were 

characterized using tests of piers under quasi-static and rapid cyclic loading. A hysteretic 

model was proposed and used for a parametric study, where friction properties and initial 

post-tension force were variables. Displacement and acceleration demands were estimated 

using the capacity-demand-diagram method. 

The behavior ofunbonded post-tension strands that connect precast concrete segments was 

characterized using monotonic and quasi-static cyclic tests of strand-anchorage assemblies. 

A revision to the stress-strain relationship in design guidelines was proposed to incorporate 

the degradation ofmechanical properties of strands due to anchorages. A method to predict 

loss caused by wedge-seating and inelasticity was proposed. The predictions were 

evaluated using results of large-scale precast concrete bridge pier tests under quasi-static 

and dynamic loading. 

10.1.2 Emulative Precast Piers 

The behavior of UHPC in emulative piers was analytically investigated to develop the 

hybrid pier and to understand ifUHPC could overcome the problems observed in emulative 

or cast-in-place bridge piers with rectangular and hollow cross-sections under seismic 

loading. 

An analytical model based on moment-curvature relationship was developed, validated 

with test data from the literature and used to understand UHPC in emulative systems. HSS 

confinement reinforcement was used with UHPC to enhance its low compression strain 

capacity that may limit ductility. Material-scale tests were performed to obtain the 

constitutive model of UHPC to be used in the analytical model. Parametric studies were 
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performed with varying concrete strength, longitudinal reinforcement ratio and yield 

strength, confinement reinforcement ratio and yield strength and axial load ratio . Finite 

element analyses were also performed on columns with selected design parameters to 

understand the impact of UHPC on shear damage control. Since UHPC columns have a 

higher flexural strength than NC columns, the shear capacities of the UHPC columns were 

checked to ensure a flexure-dominated failure mode. 

10.1.3 Hybrid Precast Piers 

A new precast pier that combines emulative and non-emulative features was proposed to 

balance benefits and drawbacks of emulative and non-emulative systems. The pier had a 

bottom column segment connected to a foundation by a socket-type joint that emulates a 

cast-in-place connection. The upper column segments were connected to adjacent precast 

elements with non-emulative rocking joints, enabling self-centering after the removal of 

lateral load. UHPC and HSS were used in the emulative segment. Large-scale quasi-static 

cyclic testing, a simplified analytical model and finite element analyses were used to 

understand the response of these hybrid piers to lateral loading. 

A simplified analytical model was developed to capture bending and rocking displacements 

that occur at emulative and non-emulative joints, respectively. A design procedure based 

on the model was developed to identify important design parameters that are coupled with 

each other. An appropriate UHPC mix was selected using this model and material scale 

testing. 

Pier specimens at a 1-2.4 length-scale were constructed, where the emulative segment had 

varying material and design details : conventional concrete with mild steel, UHPC with 
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mild steel, and UHPC with HSS. Specimens were tested under quasi-static cyclic lateral 

loading. 

Finally, finite element analysis was used to understand the effects of different design 

parameters on the seismic response of the hybrid precast pier. Test results were used to 

validate and understand the limitations of the finite element models. A parametric study 

using the finite element model was also conducted to document the impact of varying 

design parameters on the pier's seismic behavior. The utility of the simplified analytical 

model was also evaluated. 

10.2 Conclusions and Major Contributions 

10.2.1 Non-emulative Precast Piers 

Two types ofnon-emulative pier behaviour were identified: piers that rocked only and piers 

that had segmental shear-slip and rocking. Impact of UHPC and reinforcing on seismic 

damage near the rocking plane, post-tension loss and energy dissipation were investigated. 

10.2.1.1 Reducing Seismic Damage 

A significant contribution of this dissertation to the body ofknowledge is the use ofUHPC 

to prevent damage to the pier base in rocking systems. The following conclusions were 

obtained: 

• For tests governed by gap opening at the column-foundation joint, stiffness and strength 

of UHPC specimens were higher than conventional concrete specimens due to 

elimination of damage to concrete, particularly at large displacements. 
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• For tests governed by gap openmg, accumulation of damage was evident for the 

conventional concrete specimen from the decrease in lateral stiffness at the beginning 

of each loading cycle. Accumulated damage was in the form of concrete section loss 

and post-tension loss. Post-tension loss was higher in the UHPC specimens than 

conventional concrete because the pivot point of rocking shifted towards the center of 

the cross-section in the conventional concrete due to section loss reducing joint opening 

and strand elongation. The specimens with UHPC, despite having higher post-tension 

losses, had smaller cross-section loss, smaller reductions in initial stiffness, indicating 

effective damage mitigation. UHPC specimen without reinforcement had identical 

damage to the one with reinforcement. 

• For tests governed by shear-slip between segments, the impact of UHPC on stiffness, 

strength and energy dissipation was minor as these were primarily affected by shear

slip. The specimens displayed high energy dissipation but low self-centering capability 

due to shear-slip. Damage related to shear-slip and friction between segments was also 

effectively reduced by using UHPC. 

• The findings for specimens under quasi-static loading were consistent with those for 

rapid loading rates. 
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10.2. 1.2 Mechanical Behavior and Prestress Loss of Unhanded Post-tension 

Strands 

This research assessed the mechanical behavior and prestress loss ofunbonded post-tension 

strands used in self-centering structures under cyclic loading. The following are the main 

conclusions of this study: 

• Stress-strain relationship: Stress-strain relationship given by the PCI (2010) over 

predicted the response of strands tested between post-tensioning anchorages due to 

stress concentration at anchorages. A new stress-strain relationship that can consider 

anchorage effects is proposed. 

• Mechanical properties: Measured fracture strains varied between 1.85% and 3.86%. 

• Wedge-seating: Wedge-seating increased with increasing post-tension force and was 

independent of the number of load cycles. A linear relationship can be assumed 

between the wedge-seating and post-tension force. The ratios of post-tension force to 

wedge-seating were measured to be 90.6 kips/in. , 105.4 kips/in. and 140.7 kips/in. for 

0.5-in., 0.6-in., and 0.7-in. diameter strands, respectively. 

• Validation by large-scale test: The proposed equations predicted the response ofstrands 

in the large-scale structure for quasi-static loading rates with reasonable accuracy, but 

underestimated the ultimate strength. For dynamic loading, the proposed equations 

underestimated the post-tension force-displacement relationship, and overestimated the 

post-tension loss. Additional testing of strand-anchorage assemblies at higher loading 

rates can improve these predictions. 
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10.2.1.3 A Hysteretic Model for Non-emulative Piers with Varying Shear-slip 

between Segments 

The major contributions and conclusions of this research on energy dissipation are as 

follows. The conclusions apply to piers with shear-slip between segments, because piers 

without shear-slip had negligible energy dissipation: 

• Test results showed that the essential difference in the performances of precast piers 

with fresh and degraded silicone interfaces was that the former exhibited greater energy 

dissipation, at the expense of reduced self-centering capability due to shear-slip 

between segments. Pier specimens with fresh silicone interfaces had smaller stiffness 

than those with degraded silicone segment interfaces. 

• Shear-slip was characterized using data from testing. The key parameters were force 

needed to activate shear-slip and stiffness during shear-slip. The recommended ranges 

of friction and shear-slip stiffness were 0.01 to 0.06 and 1.5 to 9.0 kips/in. , respectively 

for varying normal force, accumulative displacements, and slip velocities with fresh 

silicone segment interfaces. 

• A hysteretic model was established to predict the load-displacement response of piers 

for different shear-slip conditions and was validated using experimental data. This 

hysteretic model was used to analyze precast segmental piers with various interface 

friction properties and initial post-tension force levels. The parametric study showed 

that increasing friction coefficient led to lower stiffness and higher energy dissipation. 

Lower initial post-tension force resulted in lower stiffness. Energy dissipation and self

centering decreased or increased with increasing post-tension forces , depending on the 

friction coefficient. 
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• Capacity-Demand-Diagram Method that utilized the hysteretic model showed that 

reducing the friction coefficient may increase or decrease the maximum displacement 

response depending on the range of the friction coefficient. This is because decrease in 

lateral stiffness and increase in energy dissipation have the opposite effects on the 

maximum displacement. Increasing the initial post-tension force decreases the peak 

displacement in most cases. 

• Most sliding structural systems require maintenance to perform as expected. The 

anaysis of the hysteretic model show that unexpected changes in the segment interface 

conditions and resulting increase in friction coefficient, can significantly change the 

response of the post-tensioned pier when segments can slide. Increasing friction 

coefficient over the service life due to aging and environmental changes may limit 

energy dissipation capacity of the system, when proper maintenance is not provided. 

10.2.2 Emulative Precast Piers 

The three main contributions of this analytical study are: 1) UHPC is proposed to address 

issues reported with the seismic performance of emulative bridge piers with hollow cross

sections, 2) HSS confinement of UHPC was investigated to overcome limitations in the 

flexural ductility ofUHPC, and 3) UHPC and NC columns were compared with respect to 

shear failure and shear damage control. The major conclusions are: 

• Replace NSS by HSS confinement did not significantly improve flexural ductility for 

NC, when longitudinal reinforcement ratio and axial force were low. However, for high 

longitudinal reinforcement ratio and axial force, using HSS confinement has more 

significant effects on improving flexural ductility. The impact of HSS was more 

pronounced for UHPC than NC. 
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• UHPC columns were more inclined to fail by concrete crushing rather than 

reinforcement fracture than the corresponding NC columns. When UHPC was confined 

with NSS, its flexural ductility was smaller than that of an NC column with the same 

amount of confinement. However, UHPC with HSS confinement achieved similar 

ductility to NC with NSS confinement. 

• For both NC and UHPC columns, the ultimate curvature was smaller with HSS 

longitudinal reinforcement than it was with NSS longitudinal reinforcement. HSS 

longitudinal reinforcement also led to a higher shear force demand due to higher 

flexural strength, which resulted in an earlier shear failure. 

• For the cases studied, larger longitudinal reinforcement ratios and higher axial forces 

lead to shear critical sections. This is because increasing axial force has larger effects 

on increasing flexural strength than shear strength. Such UHPC columns had smaller 

strains in the web, indicating smaller shear contribution to displacements, as compared 

to NC columns. The contribution of flexure to displacements was higher in UHPC 

columns than NC columns. 

• Most UHPC columns with varying parameters failed under flexure, as opposed to 

shear. The additional shear capacity developed by replacing NC with UHPC 

compensated for the higher shear force that would be observed at a higher flexural 

strength. 

• UHPC is a viable material for hollow, rectangular bridge columns, for controlling shear 

in the web. Under high axial loads or large axial reinforcement ratios, HSS was shown 

to be effective in increasing the flexural ductility ofUHPC. 
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• ACI 318 (2014) confinement requirements for earthquake-resistant structures may be 

too conservative and needs to be re-evaluated for UHPC flexural members, especially 

for low axial load ratios and low longitudinal reinforcement ratios. 

10.2.3 Hybrid Precast Piers 

A new hybrid, post-tensioned precast segmental pier was proposed to combine emulative 

and non-emulative joints to balance energy dissipation and self-centering. The following 

conclusions were obtained from the experimental and analytical investigations: 

• Test results demonstrated that hybrid pier specimens can simultaneously undergo 

bending ( energy dissipation) and rocking (self-centering) displacements ifthe proposed 

design procedure is followed. 

• Damage occurred near non-emulative and emulative joints. Damage near the non

emulative joint was in the form of vertical cracking or crushing of concrete in the 

bending column segment. Damage near the emulative joint included flexural cracking 

and spalling of concrete and shear cracking/crushing of concrete within the socket. 

• Concrete damage near the non-emulative joint significantly weakened the rocking 

stiffness and affected the balance between bending and rocking displacements. 

Confinement of the top ofthe bending segment achieved using a steel case significantly 

alleviated rocking-induced damage, and better balanced bending and rocking 

displacements. 

• Concrete damage at the plastic hinge area near the emulative joint significantly reduced 

moment strength at larger displacements. The moment at the non-emulative joint 

decreased in proportion to the decreasing base moment strength at the emulative joint. 
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After the moment at the non-emulative joint decayed to a value below which rocking 

cannot initiate, the displacement was entirely controlled by bending. 

• Concrete damage near the emulative joint was significantly reduced by substituting NC 

with UHPC. This helped the hybrid pier maintain a stable rocking response. 

• Replacing NSS with HSS confinement did not have any adverse or beneficial effects 

on the flexural behavior of UHPC, indicating that for low axial load and longitudinal 

reinforcement ratios, UHPC does not require additional confinement as required by 

codes. 

• Both the finite element model and simplified analytical model reasonably predicted the 

force-displacement relationship and post-tension force of hybrid pier. The finite 

element analysis underestimated rocking damage near the non-emulative joint (when 

there was no confinement) and associated stiffness degradation. 

• The deviation of the simplified analytical model results from test and finite element 

analysis results as this model neglected slip at the emulative, socket type joint and 

rocking-induced damage. 

• A parametric study conducted using finite element analysis showed that increasing the 

insertion depth of the pier into the foundation had negligible impact on the force

displacement relationship. Increasing the friction coefficient between the column and 

the foundation enabled a higher moment strength at the emulative joint, thereby 

increasing the moment at the non-emulative joint and rocking response. 

• Finite element analysis results of hybrid piers showed that higher initial post-tension 

force lead to higher stiffness, higher bending contribution ratios and earlier yielding of 

post-tension strands. Increasing the longitudinal reinforcement ratio in the bending 
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column segment and decreasing the bending column segment height with respect to the 

total height resulted in a decrease of the bending contribution ratio. 

• Finite element analysis results showed that replacing NC with UHPC in the bending 

column segment results in higher lateral strength and lower bending contribution ratio 

due to UHPC's higher tensile strength. A comparison of principal strains between NC 

with UHPC hybrid piers at large displacements indicated that UHPC outperforms NC 

in controlling shear and concrete crushing damage in the region within the emulative 

joint. 

10.3 Future Research 

Based on the findings of this dissertation, the following aspects are recommended to be 

addressed: 

• The equations and material models developed for post-tensioned strand-anchorage 

assemblies were based on tests of a limited number of small-scale specimens using 

axially quasi-static loading. Additional tests of strand anchorage systems with varying 

loading rates, eccentricity of loading and specimen geometries would improve these 

predictions by allowing statistical analyses. Additional testing will also fine tune 

parameters used in the proposed analytical models, such as wedge-seating stiffness 

and adjustment factors for mechanical properties. Finally, the proposed post-tension 

loss equations neglect concrete cross-section loss and friction losses. Inclusion of 

these variables would improve predictions. 

• For the non-emulative pier with segmental shear-slip being allowed, the seismic 

response highly depends on the friction properties of the interface material. The 
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interface material degradation could occur due to the short-term effects, such as 

earthquake or due to the long-term effects, such as aging and environment changes. 

For the short-term earthquake effects, the degradation rule ofnot only silicone but also 

other low-friction interface materials should be investigated through extensive friction 

tests. Based on these tests, upper bound and lower bound friction properties of the 

interface materials can be identified for design. Most sliding structural systems require 

maintenance to perform as expected. The results of the hysteretic model show that 

unexpected changes in segment interface conditions and the resulting increase in 

friction coefficient, can significantly change the response of the post-tensioned pier 

when segments can slide. Increasing friction coefficients over the service life due to 

factors such as aging and environmental changes may limit the energy dissipation 

capacity of the system, when proper maintenance is not provided. Alternatively, other 

potential interface materials can be explored to address constructability and durability 

issues. 

• The emulative piers were only analytically investigated based on available material, 

flexure and shear models, validated by test data in the literature. Experiments should 

be performed to supplement this analytical work. 

• It is recommended to quantitatively compare the seismic behaviors ofdifferent precast 

pier systems, including non-emulative, emulative, and hybrid piers, through numerical 

and experimental methods. For example, energy dissipation compatibilities through 

allowing shear-slip between precast segments and developing flexural plastic hinging 

need to be compared. 
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• This experiments was conducted to understand the performances ofprecast piers under 

uni-directional lateral loading. It is important to further investigate piers ' behaviors 

under the loading scenarios which can be more representative of earthquake, such as 

bi-directional and tri-directional loading. The effects of vertical ground motion on 

precast piers ' seismic performance need to be studied. 

• Numerical simulations for bridges with various precast pier systems are recommended 

nonlinear dynamic analyses with the objective of understanding the seismic demand, 

and interaction between novel precast piers and other bridge components . 

• Investigations ofthe long-term performance ofprecast concrete bridges including life

cycle cost, environmental impact are recommended. The advantages of precast 

concrete structures, such as rapid repair and reoccupation after an extreme event, could 

be included in a long-term assessment. 
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